


Be they men, anim.Ur or t!Jc damned, only tiJc strongest, tbc rlycrt .1.nd tbc 
mort ruthlm of bci'W arc Jblc to run'~c alone in J world at w.1.r. 

For the common morblr that we arc, ral~ation can only be found in tbe 
trust tbat we place in caciJ one of our brothers. 

The compJny is our family, our present Jnd our only future. 
We no longer b.n'c :t p:trt. 

Alone we would no doubt become fodder for tbc r.rrcnr, yet together we 
:trc stronger, rlyer .1.nd more rutblm tban anyone on tbir cartb! 

- Culver, 
chronicler of the Brothers of Kashem. 
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THE SPIRIT OF DOGS OF WAR 

Dogs of War proposes a completely new gaming 
mocfe for Confrontation as well as the rules needed 
for games involving the control of objectives and 
· cments of the scenery, of which some, the nexuses, 
· .. tve mystic [JOwers. Some of these rules are taken 
:rom articles in the official magazine of the world of 
"-\CKHAM, Cry Havoc. 

l ntil now you have known the enjoyment of the 
came itself: building up a combat group and lead
in~ vour fighters to oattle. But what is left of your 
pa\t' victon es and defeats? What have the nameless 
warriors become? What remains of their feats? 
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How could the brave spearman who, alone, 
vanguished a monstrous black troll be forgotten? 
And that stealthy scout who handed victory to his 
camp by eliminating the enemy magician, doesn't 
he deserve to be remembered? 

Bringing a group to life, having it evolve and 
giving a personality to each of its members is what 
RACKHAM lets you do with the free companies of 
D.Qgs of War. 

Though they wage battle in similar ways, these 
armies reflect diverse political and social realities. 
Some resemble bandits of the worst kind or dogs of 
war while others are popular heroes with a gener
ous heart. 

This gaming mode is explained in the first part of 
this supplement: The Free Companies. It obviously 
uses tne Confrontation 3 rules. Instead of raising 
a temporary armed force destined to take part in 
only a single skirmish, you will build a companr. of 
soldiers and wiU select those of its members who, 
united as an assault group, will go on missions. 
These consecutive skirmishes will oring the compa
ny. fame and fortune, as well as artifacfs, spells and 
mtracles. 

In addition to this evolution, the ind ividual 
soldiers will a lso progress independently from one 
another. Thanks to experience points gathered 
during missions, their characteristics wilr be able 
to be tmproved and new abilities acquired. The first 
part also explains the poi nts that the free compa
nies of the same a1liance have in common. 

Fortifications, Nexuses & Tita ns includes revi
sions for Conf rontation 3 of rule articles published 
in various issues of Cry Havoc. TI1anks to this you 
will be able to attribute characteristics and even 
mr.stic capacities to your scenery. W hat more, your 
ftghters will have several ways of interacting with 
tneir surroundings: climbing up a rope to tfie top 
of a wall, placing explosives at tfie foot of ramparts, 
destroying a brioge, etc. 

The last par t 
of this book provtdes 

missions to play as well 
as a campaign for the free 

companies: Han_g 'em Hign! lt a lso includes 
generic p rofiles of nghters wno are ready to be 

enlisted. Thts part also contains the tables required 
to manage a tree company, its attack units and its 
soldiers. 

Games of Confrontation played with the free 
companies will know additional surprises thanks to 
the Event cards that will be sold separately as of April 
2006. The rules needed for their use are explained in 
this book. 







lfl/,;t ;m I doing bm? I Jlw;yr IJ.zw to let myulf grt 
t;ng/cd up in Jll kind of cr.1~ bt~sinm. f'm too wily 
mflt~mccd. If I bi .1 motlxr, rhe wot-ld tdl yot• so. Tct 
now f'-re orlldone myulf "Don't worry, tberc'r no m(' If 
wb.1t be uid. "7rr•rt me," be uid. Tc;b, right! 

If the guy with the hood w014d .1t lw t lu•rry r•p ;nd 
sh.1rpcn his ;x! Not only is the position f'm m not wry 
comfortJble, but it'r ;lro ban ten minutn tbt f'm being 
bomb.1rdcd with rotten "\'tgetJbla! 
0/,, but I IJJ"'rcn't cwn introdMccd myrdf! Plwc cxct•rr 

me, bt-tt rig/Jt now my IJCJd ir romcwf)(rt e/rc_. ;t lwt, to 
be prccirc, it roon will be. A ly nJmr is %/do md my f,CJd 
ir on tbr block 
rhcre Jr( ten tbor•und W.1YI to grt into tror•b/c in 

C;dw;llon. rbir being wd, the bat one ir rtill by trying to 
e;rn rome w1 money witb01't bmking tnfo J rwcJt. 

I jr1rt cJn t control myrclf. f'w ;lw.tjr preferred bang 
rich tbn poor ;nd brd work lw ncwr ban my t/,ing. So 
I'm olrciously wily tempted wiJCn I'm o~rcd .1 lumtrre 
Jnd not too tiring Jctii•ity. r l)( problem ir tb;t thir ir 
imJrt'.Ibly t1legJ.I .1nd d.1ngrrour. I wouldn't IJY tiJJ.t f'm 
fr.1nk/y Jirboncrt - it it•st tJ.ka J lot to kccr mc {rom rlccp
ing rot•ndly. And wiJcn it comer to mwr•ring dJngrr, f rtill 
fmc J lot to ICJ.rn. 
ll'bJtncr, ;II th;t to s.1y tb.1t once .1,g.1in f diJn't think 

.1ny longrr tbJn three recondr before Jccepting t/,;t con mJn 
Jorc!'r proporition. 

Jord ir J miJ,/Icm;n, the kmJ of guy who docrn't bw 
rnoug/J g~•tr to t;kc .1ny rirh, yet wbo knowr bow to dtg 
up .1ll kind of good dc.1/r. Uru;lly I'm j11rt rm.1ll {)y .1.nd I 
rr(urc work tbJt I cJn't bndlc .1lonc. Bt{t tf,ir time t/,crr 
w.1r ro much gold .1t rtJkc tb.1t I drcidcd to bmk my r~•lrr 
.1nd to work in J tCJm. I mt•rf r;y tf,Jt it w;rn't .1n C.1f1 
job. Bt'mptng off thr lia,tcnJnt grnml of Den A~ir s 
milittJ, nothil{f lm. 

Jorcl hooked me ''P wtfb ;notlxr .gt-ry he b;d Jlmdy 
gotten imolwJ in the de;/. A gr-ry n.1mrr f /engir. I bd 
.1lmdy he;rd .1bout him. f fc WJI J former A/;,/..l.1.nni.1n 
lcgion.1ry Jr fjr JI I knew. ;/ big m.1n who w.1r pretty 
t01.tgb for hir .W· It WJI rurc tb.1t drrpitc IJir gr.1y l>;ir 
be WJI rtill .1ble to bc.1t I'P mt•cb yOWJgrt' gl¥· f fc WJ.S 
the type of m.1n who m;dc it clw wit/, .1 rifJ!ilc look th;t 
/)( WJf the one in cbr.gc. Pmomlly tiJJt didn t bother me 
wry mr•ch. Rtnning ;fter mponubility irn't my rtylc. Tct 
wl1.1t m lly got mr WJI "..vhcn he introdt,ccd mr to hiJ two 
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JColytcr. }. /;n, I ncwr could rt.1.nd orcr! I .1lmdy h.1w .1 
brd time with t·roplr w f,o .1rc biggrr tbn mr .u;d there 
two brute 71!Jt m.1dr me {i:cl like .1 t!Jree-yCJr-oiJ kid. 

I lar?ir introdt•ced them to mr Jr tl)( K;rs brothm. 1\ !e, 
I ,iiJn't ncn know tbt orci b;d nJma~ And tb(J( two, 
tl:cy nrn /,;J ~rrt n.1.mu! D;rlmm WJf thr biggrr onr .1nd 
Arlm•n w;r tl" otbrr. When 1/mgir intro.luccd t•s, f 'WJJ 

gredr,/ with J grt•nt by the ~rrt One. rfJt other One WJI 
more OHlgotng ;nd .rt;rtcd cJr({t41y crurhiqg cwry bone in 
my h.tnd. Once the formJiitifr wm o-rcr, f lcngir (:•cpiJtned 
hir t•/Jn to /If, f fir {'fJn WJJ the rft•(.•iJcrt one f h;d mr 
hCJrd. Tct for some mron I WJI comincrl to .go ;/ong 
with it. /l'b;t ir it tbt f IJi.i, .JgJin? Q/,, yCf ... f'm too 
wily in(lt•mccd. 
r T:e next d;y I w.1s rtJndif(? on .1 .lock in thc m.1rin.1 

WJiting for Lia•tmJnf Gcnml ,\ fi~t~·r'r cortcgr to come 
by. Accor.ling to I lengir the good m;n followed the ume 
f.'·ttiJ rwry d.1.y to go {Yom hir ho1•u to the CJr(rn. Except 
tiJJf on tl1ir d;y 01~r tJr;gd murt fuw ./rci,/rd to rlecp l;tr 
bec.1urc I murt lm·r rprnt Jf lwt two hotm pJCing bJCk 
Jnd forth w/,ile w.1iting for hir lordrlui• to deign comtng 
to m(rt bir m;ker. I WJ.f thinki!lr .lDor4 kttiflg him croJ.k 
of oM w imtCJJ Jnd .goil{g bxk home to bed when hir 
mri;gr ,fn.1l/y ;ppCJred {r•rtlxr down tl:e rfr((t. It bd 
b.1rcly fWr<d mr when the ~rr brothm bmt fort/, {rom 
.1. ride rtred wbilr rbot!fing mn4tr ;t ocb otl1cr. Arhrt'n 
wiJJckd Nr brother ro hJrJ th;t he wrnt m rl1ifi! into one 
of the cJrri.Jgr's horrcr, litmlly k110cking the poor cmturc 
out. rhe two mJrtodonJ begJn pgiJting r(~Jt in the middle 
of thr rtrcct .1n.i .1 crowd g;t/,crcd ;round them to W.JtciJ, 
tl•us prnmting t/)( c.1rriJgc {rom Jd"'·;nct~ Ar pl;nnrd. IJir 
ercort tried intencning to rc;tter tiJc crowd, yd one wor,ld 
hnc hi to be m;d to r.m thr two m.1ni.Jcr w/,o wm 
goin..f bmerk Jnd tbrO".JJing f.•l•ncha Jt e.1ch other tl1.1t cor-ld 
b;w killed .1 br,l/. ?Jk;r.g Jd'\'Jnt;gr o( tl" cbor, I rm•ck to 
the c.1rri;gr .1nd opmed the door withcwt hcsit;ting, mdy to 
thru.rt my rix-inch st((/ d.tggrr into AliriJl•r'r he.1rt. 
rile problem WJf th.tt, me, f'm nf"\•er told Jnytbing. Since 

w/)(n dt~l the lirutcn.tnt gcnml wc.1r .1 1-J.idc./ bodice? 
BrcJHf( inrtc.1J of tlx Jt~rtrrc pfty-romdiJit{~ th;t f wJI 
c."<pecting to fnd 111 the mri.tgr, I WJf fjcc to fjcc with .1 
bt•xom JOI''i! wom;n who welcomed me with .1 rcrr;m 
tbt c014d hnr rh;ttmd ;II tf,c windows in the neighbor
hood. So thm f WJI like Jn idiot with .1 dJ&'fl' in my 
bnd ;nd no one to kill. 



Tl:ir being uiJ, I .ii..In't bw to tl,ink too long .:bo1!l 
wi1.:t I b.:J to do. ~n,r .i.tmscl'r JCmms Jnd my c(}l~pk 
of rrcondr of l>crit.:tion helped bril{g Jbout the C\'Cnts tbt 
'01/cruxd. A good bl{-do;:.rn of IJll..sT Jr.d rovgb h.:nds 
grJbl)(,i mc by the coiiJr and I mdd l'~' with my {icc 
F.:f on the pnrmmt, my two Jrmr twisted bd1ind my bJCk. 
'T-.vmty mimdcr Mer I WJf in sbckler in J rtinking j.:il, 
Jd lm thJn two hor"1'I !Jter I WJ! Irntrnccd to dcJtb 
by L•thCJJil{! {or b.rril{g .ttfrmptrJ' to rob tA.< lia~twnt 
,trnml's "JJif(. 

So here I .1m, on my knw, my neck wrrnchcd, w.:itif{g {or 
rome kind o{ lwoded br,tchcr to promJ with J conrider.Jble 
rrJ>•ction of my piJYsic.:l int<r;rity_ 

Br4 how cw/J tiJ.tt crrtin f!cl'jgis brl'( guttm the c.mi.wr 
mixrd up? ff!h.tt .1 Jolt! Thir bdng sJiJ. if tfJ~ /ic,,tcrunt 
,,rnml b.td roily bern sitli'lf in the c.:rri.tg(, tf}(n I t•robJb/y 
'"J. oHM /uw mdrd up in tbc sJmc p/.1cr .myw.ty. 

fir {tmny, I luw .tlm.lv w.ttcbr.1 snml rwblic cxm~
tiom .:nJ I nrw· .1skrd mysd( wbt it w.:s like bring on 
f,~ stJgc. And to tor• it off, in J few rrconds thr limtrn.:.nf 
.sTnml himsrlf will{•rcsi.Jr O'\'a the cxccl1fion. 1 b-re to 
think of rometl'il{! to SJY for f'Osterity. 

1/ry, it's J new executioner. T/}( l.:st one w.trn't Jr big. 
!IJ! lflhJt did I tell yw? ~fti{gr,s is climbir.g onto the 

c.t{foiJ to giw l1ir I'Jid bl.:bber on the pte mend to 
crimi'r..:lr. rDr/ II ue tbt I)( won't Itt me put in .1 word. 

"£-<:cci'tioncr, do yO/'r job." Tf:crc, [\fingus hJS pnisbd 
hir tirJdt. I !c's st.tndil{g risf~t in front of mr to grt the best 
'rl('l)). TI>C executioner ir comin.;; nom: I m1'st .1lmit tbt 
I'm not {(cling too gaol. I jurt bo1·r th.:t I h.rre enor~.gh 
gt'fr to rr{r.tin (rom roilil'jg my ~·Jnfr in front of cwrybody. 

fl'h.tt silmcc. 'The crow,i ir no longer m.tkil{! the rligbt
at rou n.l. The li'Mcn.tnt ,gmml won't rtop sfJril{g .:t me. 
I It m.tka J sm.tl! h.md .ttrfl're .:nd I Iee thr sfudow of the 
cr.ormom .tx bring r.tirrd. I close my rycr. T!Jtrc'r J d.tmf• 
imp.:ct Jn,J J ciJmor in tf,e crow,/. I'm Je.:J, in princti•le. I 
Ot'f/l my ryes ... I c.w str, I c.tn lu.:r, my neck .:nd knw still 
br•rt. f'm .lliw. 

I .Jon't undmtJn,/ .tnyt!Jing .:t .:!/. I cJn rcc A fingu/s 
bo.!y lying two meters from mr on the gro1md in .: puddlr 
of bloo.J. A rrcon.J l.tter I {(cl myself bdl{g 1•ickrd l'f'. 
Tbr executioner rol'.fMy putr mr b.1ck on my fat. Fo1.fl' 
militiJmrn .:rr rusbirJ,? u~· the .rc.:f{OIJ's steps, their 'U.le.tpom 
l•nrbrJtl,c.l. Still bo/Jin.;; his JX, the exrct,tioner J((ms to be 
.rw.1iti'l! them with {,ir ((rt pbnted prm/y on t/)( ground. 
lf'hm he's J mrter in front of f1im. the frrt militi.mun rpinr 
.:ror,nJ Jr..! strikes t!Je gi'JrJ rigM bcl1inJ !Jim with hir 
f"'J:orJ. inrt.:ntly dec.tl•itJting l~im. Thr two othm stop Jc.:d 
lli tlxir frJckr .:r if pctripd. 

Ji,J.Irnly J -riolcnt blow sbker the rcJf{OIJ, .url then 
.:notl)(r one. Th.tt's wlun tl1e exmtfioner lifts hir h1~ 
.:x .:n.l fn,./r it Jt t/J( two militiJmcn. Onr of thrm is hit 
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Jqi'Jre in the chrrl. The {orcr of imp.tct tlJYows him b.:ck
w.trd, his ribq?t sh.tttmd. 

Tl.•c rc.tf{old sl1.:ka ;g;in JnJ t!Jmtenr to coll.:t•rt. I still 
don't 1mdmt.:nd w!J.:t 'r going on. Tbe rxecuti'ona gr.tbs me 
.md thrw.vs mr o-rer his rlw:-lder like J s.tck of f•OfJtoa. An 
ominous crJcking round is /,c.trd .tnd tbe wooden rlri1Cturc 
stJrtr to pi/ Jf'Jrt. ~ /y "cmicr" t.:ka two stcpr b.:ck, then 
mba {or'".v.:rd fow.trd t/;c c./.gr .tn.i jrAmps info tht crowd. 
ll'ith my /}(.td b.:f{gil{g .iownwJrJ, I IJ.rrc tile imprarion 
tbt t/,e SClne if !J.:rrem~~ in slow motion. I rrr {iccr tr"1'ned 
up tow.1rd 1~r Jnd J mmiw pgr,rc br.tcif{g himrcl{ .tg.tinrt 
one of tl:r pillm /,oMit(? up the rc.t({o!.J. 1Vo doubt .1b01't 
it, it'1 one of thc fVss brotl1m. I woM!dn't be .tb!c to tell 
which onr. 
Tl,r imp.tct of tf1e lw,Jin.f knoch the wind OMt of me 

.:nd 111} ~Irion brcomrr bluny. I hm cri(f of p.tmc .md I 
rccchc J ton of blowr wlulr the rxecutionrr pusfJcr lu'r wq 
thr01-.gh tf,r crowd. I think f'm ,goifl! to p.m ouL 

I'm now lying on .1 ,Jirty bed in J d.trk room. In .1 rc.:t in 
front of me, llrn.~ir ir 'I.V.Ifc!Jin,g me wit/, J rmJ!I .rmilc Jf 
tl~e corner of his mol'tl~. 

':Sorry, 'To!.io, b1't I dkln't bw .tny other solution. fllr 
"..vould nner h.rw b((n .:blc to grt nr.1r ~ ling~'S in .my 
tb 

.. 
o .er WJY. 

For fn•ml recon.Jr I h.rrc J b.1rJ time l'ndmt.:nding 
't.vh.It 1:/r t.:lking Jb01tf. And tl:rn it brcoma clr.tr. 
"roll knrw! cyo,, knrw thJt I WOI4d be CJt-.g/)t! ro,~ 

r~.rrd mr .:r b.:it!" 
"ThJt'r true. But we h.:J to w.:it for bim to come out 

into thr opcn .1 bit more." 
''lf'c/1 r II be. An./ wlJy WJrn't it YOI1r hr.:.d t!J.tt WJS 

on the block?" 
"ft!c .tiro took Ot'r rh;rr of rirlv. Do JOI' think tlJ.tf it w.:r 

e.tr;: to rcp/.:.cr the rxrcutioner .tnd the gH.trd?" 
'll'c/1, OK.,-· You got thc dor~~IJ?" 
lf'ow, it'r mcre.ilblr how thr ,Iegree of oric'r r.tncor c.1n be 

imcrrrly proportioml to the wrig/,t of J rm~dJ full of duc.ttr. 
"lf'bJt ,1rr you goifl! to .lo witf, .til tlJ.tt c.tslJ, To/do?" 
"Now tl>.:t's .1 good quation. f'm gotng to spend it .til 

in no time Jt .1/l Jlld cnd Hf• pmnilm before I n•cn rtJii;:,e 
wb.tt h.tN•mrd, of co1me. //nd yo1•?" 
"I\ le? f'm going to .~o b.:ck to the only thing tl1.:t I n•er 

mlly knrJJ how to do. Fight." 
"Yor/rr plmnil{g on rrtr~rnifl! to tbe lcgion?" 
"iVo w.ty! Tf,ir timc f'm goillf to p,gbt {or myrelf Jnd my 

mm. Tf,erc's no w.~ I'm going to rirk my /if( {or ~ frrin or 
for the Em;•irc ;g;in! Or't thcrc, there Jrt J br,nch of gl'Jf 

like yo1~, like me, like thc f(.trs brothm, wl1o .:rr willirJ,? to 
go on .tdwntl'ra. /Ill tbt t/,cy nred is .t chief( 

Ewryonr will tell you t!J.tf I'm influenced too CJSily_ . 



Sctanta the Wire !Jar alwJy5 been cart 

a ride by the other druidr. f fir intcrcrt for 

the four elemcntr bar alwJyr bordered 

on obrcHion. f fc WJ5 ncwr ratirpcd by 

the anrwcrr gnen by the foithful of 

Danu or by the wordr of the druidr 

older than him. ffc har alwJ)I5 wanted 

to pcrwnal/y experience the truth of 

the primordial elemcntr. tflith .1 little 
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fJClp {rom hir friend Brcith, one of the 

tribc'r hunters, he m.1naged to get .1 

rcepter of authority Jnd h.1r fou ndcd 

.1 company to explore the m.{gic.1l 

recrctr of AJ.rk/JJh. 'To do 50 he h.1r 

recruited Aengur, J giant barbJ.riJn 

w!Jo ir indebted to !Jim, and two fury 

warriorr to wfJo the chief of the tribe 

h.1d tJken J 51-rddcn dirlikc. 



Th1s first part provides the capability to manage the progress 

of a group of fighters designated by the term "free company." 

There are many companies on the continent of Aarklash: 

mercenaries, faithless and lawless bandits, renegades looking 

for vengeance, you name it. Whatever their origins may be, 

there are certain similarities that are shared by all companies. 

The companies are formed around ~trong personalities who 

are very often their founders. Military veterans of numerous 

c.1mpa1gns, magicians with strange powers or charismatic 

f l[hful. many among these archetypes have become captains 

c : ~uch an armed force. They are assisted in their job by other 

, '~nenced individuals who play important roles. The Lieu

tenan t and the sergeants help the captain maintain order and 

! J~Cipl ine among their soldiers. The medic takes care of the 

-.ounded, the quartermaster ma11ages the company's resources, 

.10d the military advisor gives his counsel to the captain. And 

· i e~e a ren't the only positions available in a company; there are 

:-na ny others. 

And finally there are the soldiers, wandering warriors with an 

h -5hady legacy looking for riches and glory or simply trying to 

, 'cape their past. 

A free company is thus characterized by the individuals that 

make it up, but also by several parameters that define it as a 

!:COUp. 

THE SOLDIERS 

A free company is made up of soldiers defined by data specific 

to them. 

C HARACTERISTICS AND ABILITIES 

\X'hen he is recruited, a soldier joins the company with the 

, ha racteristics and abilities printed on his reference card as 

-.. ell a s with any special capacities he may have. From then on, 

thanks to the experience gained in combat, he can improve his 

, ha racteristics,learn new abilities, take on a secondary role, or 

nen get the status of champion. 

VALUE 

Each soldier has an individual value that represents his poten

' la.l and his efficiency. When he is recruited, this value is equal 

t the amount of A.P. printed on his reference card. From then 

on it evolves when he improves h is characteristics, learns an 

ab11ity or takes on a new role. 
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• AARKLASH. A LAND OF ADVENTURE • 

nies, which uses notions that are specific to it. 

FREE COMPANY AND ASSAULT GROU P 

lt's important to clearly define the difference between 

these two primordial notions: the "company" and the 

"assault group." 

• The company designates the community of soldiers as a 

whole, as well as a lithe parameters bound to it, such as its 

renown or its resources, for example. 

• The assault group only represents the fighters who are 

sent to combat for a specific mission. An assault group 

can therefore be made up of only a part of the company's 

members. 

SoLDIERS AND F IGHTERS 

There is a difference between the term "soldier" and the 

term "fighter." To understand this difference, one should 

know that it is possible to call on warriors who are not 

members of the company. Thus, for the duration of a battJe. 

other fighters (Mercenaries, Characters, etc.) can join the 

assault group. 

• "Soldier" exclusively designates members or the company. 

• The word "fighter" can represent any individual involved in 

a battle, including soldiers. 

CHAMPION, A SPEC IAL STATUS 

Champions have a special status. They a ren't really 

Characters, yet they can be given artifac ts and be targeted 

by effects that normally only affect Characters. 

VALUE AND COST 

The terms "value" and "cost" have very specific meanings in 

the rules of th is first part. 

• Value is used only to estimate the potential or a fighter, a 

company or a n assault group. 

• The word "cost" is only used to evaluate the attributes, 

meaning a rtifacts, spells, miracles and certain war 

machines. 



ATTRI BUT ES K EY ROLES 

The term "attribute" designates artifacts, spells and miracles. The vast majority of the company's members are simple warri-
A soldier can join a group with one or several attributes, but he ors, buJ some of them can also take on additional responsibiJi-
can especially acquire new ones at the end of each mission. A ties. There are two t)·pe~ of roles within a company: principal 

soldier's attributes are not taken into account when calculating roles and secondary roles. 
his value. They are subject to a cost in resources (see further) · The principal roles are essential for the whole company. There 
which is equal to the amount of A.P. printed on their reference are t wo of them: the captain and the soldiers. 

card. 

• PARTICLJJ.,\R ATTRIBUTES • 

Immobile machines: 1llcse machines are company 
attrlbutes. 'I hey are bought in the same way as other 

attributes even though they are not bound exclusively to a 
speci fi e soldier. 
Liturgy: Consecrations and virtues are attributes. 
Familiars: Familiars are attributes. 
Treatments: The alchemists of Dirz's treatments are 

attributes. 

EXPERIENCE 

With every battle they participate tn and thanks to their bril
liant feats, the members of a company become tougher and 

perfect their techniques. This is expressed through the acquisi
tion of experience points (EP) (see p. 75}. These are then used 
to let the fighters evolve. 

The captain is the personality around whom the whole compa
ny is structured. His presence is primordial. The more the 
captain is experienced, the higher the number of soldiers under 
his command can be. If he should happen to disappear, then the 

company suffers from lack of discipl ine due to his absence. 

Note: Despite It is particular status, tile captai11 is a so/diet: 

10 

• Under certain conditions a soldier can be given a secondary 
role in the group. The secondary roles include nil the func
tions that can be useful in a company. This goes from lieu
tenant to recruitmg sergeant to medic, military advisor and 

quartermaster. 



THE FREE COMPANIES 

Free companies are not JUSt a series of values. That's why the 

tollowing chapters will present thetr role in the various cultures 

.,f Aarklash, as well as famous captains and patrons. The char

.icteristics of these captains can be defined thanks to the rules 

e~platned in this part while being based on a suitable profile (for 

example a dwarven armorer for a dwarven captain who once 

was an armorer). 

Whatever the company that is created and whatever its people 

ol origin, it is defined by four parameters that evolve from one 

l!ame to the next: its strength in numbers, its value, its renown 

and its resources. 

VA LUE AND RENOWN 

A free company's value is the equivalent of the army points in 

• regular game of Dmfrolltation. It represents the global poten
. tal of its members. 

A company's renown represents how it is seen by its members 

as well as by those who are not in it. It often precedes the compa

.,, wherever it goes and many warriors are willing to join a pres

tigious company. The greater it is, the higher the number of 

~·arriors who come to offer their services. A company's renown 

\;Hies depending on its results in combat and on the presence of 

certain types of soldiers in its numbers. It defines the maximum 

that the sum of its members' values can reach. 

f'\ample: f/ a company's renown is cqrtal to 125, then the sum of 

••alrws of all/he soldier~ inlt cannot be greater thanl25. 

\ ttention! The cost of the soldier~' attributes is not counted in 
company's t•afue. It is onf.v takenmto accmml wflenformmg 

an a'sauftgroup (uefurther). 

o\t tts creation a company's renown is set at 125, but it can 

ancrease from mission to mission. 

Thts allows a company to enlist new soldiers if its renown 

grows at the end of a mtssion. 

The acquisition of attributes (artifacts, spells, miracles) 

doesn't depend on the renown. To give a soldier an attribute, the 

pla\·er has to use resource points (see further). 

f\ company's value can be less than its renown. With some 

uceptions, it cannot be greater. 

• AARKLASH. A LAND OF ADVENTURE • 

A Co:\tPANY's STI~ENGTH • • 
AND LIMITS OF THE CONTINGENT 

Confrontation3 hmits an army's contingent to live fighters 

for everr even incomplete 100 A.P. (sec Confrontation 3, 

p. 126). This limit docs not concern the strength of a free 

company. On the other hand, it does apply to the contingent 

of assault groups sent on a mission. 

STRENGTH I N NUMllERS 

Commanding is not an easy task and only experienced leaders 

of men can maintain discipline within a large troop. 

The maximum strength of a company defines up to how 

many soldiers it can be made up of. This number depends on its 

captain's rank and on the presence of officers (seep. 60). 

The actual strength of the company corresponds to the 

number of members it is actually made up of. This number 

should not be higher than the maximum strength. 

RESOURCES 

Resources are the means used by the company to meet its 

needs: gold, food, mana gems, etc. They are essentially used to 

recruit certain fighters, such as Allies and Mercenaries, and to 

acquire attributes (artifacts, spells, miracles and certain war 

machines). 



17u< company sheet, is a11 indispe11.~able tool tfmt allows you to keep 
track of t/Je company's evolution. It is recomme11ded to use a pe11cil 
wlte11jilli11g out Litis sheet si11ce its i11jormatiou regularly clta11ges. 

gJ Name of the company. 

gj Its affiliation, meaning the people and any communit)• it belongs to. 

gJ TI1e name of its capta in. 

g) The maxJmum strength as defined by the captain's rank as wel l as 

by the various bonuses bou11d to this parameter. 

II) ' rhe actual strength of the company. ln no way may this be greater 

than its maximum strength. 

gJ The number of resource points held by the company. 

llllhe list of roles held in the company, 

I!IJ The company's renown. 

g The company's current value, 

lml '£he recruitment points indicate the company's margi11 of progress 

in terms of va lue. These points represent the difference between the 

company's renown and its current value. 

IIIJ This section is reserved for the company's statistics. This data in· 

eludes the number of missions carded out as well of the results 

gOtten (victories, draws and defeats). 

lSI The name. The player chooses a name for each soldier. This name lets 

the soldiers be distin~uished but does not make them Characters. 

Also. when it comes to t he game's rules it's the type of soldier t hat 

counts. For example, ca lling a forge guardian "Torim, the Hammer 

IIIJ Any role that the soldier has been given. 

IIJI lhe type o{soldier(furywarrior, guard of Alahan, etc.). If the fighter 

reaches champion status, then this is to be noted here. 

)gJ The soldier's rank as J>rinted on his reference card. If his rank 

evolves, then his new rank Is to be written down ne>et to his old one 

and his initial rank is not to be erased. 

m The soldier's characteristics• are noted us•ng abbreviations: 

MOV: Movement IN I: Initiative 

ATT:Attack 

DEF: Defense 

COU/FEAR: Courage or Fear 

DIS: Discipline 

STR: Strength 

RES: Resilience 

AIM: Aim 

POW: Power 

• ln e:tc:h ufthtlse 'paC4.'-',b~ne:uh tlte k.Q.n,u.lHt•1u•l~ prlnu,"C:I whtcht:brrt"txmdclnth<l ma.d~ 
mum numbct of points that lh~ c hantttTi..<otk can gain th;tnks to Lhe tXperit'nct' t'.uned 
by I he fighter; 

IJ!D The three followil\gspaces represent the three Aspecu• of faith for 

the faithful: 

(C) CRE: Creation 

(A) AL T: Alteration 

(P) DES: Destruction 

• 111 ¢~eh oflhcst-sp~c.:es,, bt'ne-Jth tht' l<;en.A b~nu.••-ltprlnled ~hkhcur~pPnd~ to 'he: mat~ 
mum number' of point• ih~t che ch;arac:ccristh:: C'.an $taln th.anks to thtlt'Xpc:ricnct' t.arnf'd 
by rhc fightet. 

Two lines are devoted to characteristics: 

,1;) TI1e first one is used to note the soldier's original characteris

tics (those printed on his reference card). 

Si3 'lhc second one is used to note the soldier's current character· 

istlcs while taking into account an y modifications from which 

they benefit. 

m. The soldier's abilities. 

E!h The attributes represent the artifacts, spells and miracles owned by 

the soldier. The sum of these attributes' costs is to be written in the 

"Cost of Attr.ibutcs" box. 

Reminder: An attribute's cost is equal tot he nmowtl of A.P. 

printed on its card. 

The soldier's equipment. Only equipment that may h~ve an influence 

on the game, such as range weapo11s, sword·axe.~ or sacred armor, is 

to be listed. 

Three spaces arc reserved for noting the soldier's experience 

oints (EP), 

El ihe first one, "EP gaJned," corresponds to the experience 

points won b)• the soldier since his •·ecruitment. 

1111 The second line, "EP used." allows the player to keep track of 

the EP used to Improve the soldier's potential. 

fll The third one, "lrP remainJng; indicates the amount of El' 

that hasn't been used yet. 

~ The sum of the attributes' costs is to be noted in the 

"Cost of Attributes" box. 

The soldier's individu.nl value is to be written in the "Soldier's Value" 

box. This box is divided into two spaces. 

The first space is used to keep track of the soldier's Initial value 

when he was recruited. It's important to keep this number to 

be able to adjust the soldier's value according to the experience 

he uses later on. m 'lhe soldier's current value is to be noted In the second space. 

It is equal to the soldier's Initial value plus 10% of the total 

amount of EP used (rounded down to the lower integer). 

SOLDrER'S VALUE = INJTlAL VALUE ~ (EP USED x 0. 1) 

lml On the • Aftereffects• line there are three boxes correspond ing to 

the soldier's state of health: light Wound, Serious Wound and 

of Uren" does not allow him to benefit from effects reserved to fight· Critical Wound. 

ersofUren. 

llmJ And finaLly, the • Missions Carried Out" box is used to note the 

g)~ The fighter's people of origin. number of missions the soldier has gone on. 
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THE 
BARBARIANS OF 
:\VAGDDU 

Totem: Minotaur 

rHE CALL TO ARMS 

F ~r the Sessa irs, forming a company almost comes naturally. 

E r smce the people of Kel landed on Aarklash the plains of 

A ... gddu have been a passage point for the continent's various 

;u..-;ues. Since thear begannings the Kelts have been accustomed 

becoming mercenaries in the service of the different armies 

-'arklash. Some only do so occasionally while others have 

m de 1l their JOb and JOin a company. When their renown is 

h that they are known m other kingdoms, they are called to 

· .. e far from Avagddu and sometimes reveal themselves to be 

,. iing to embrace the cause of any people. 

"Though the Sessairs are an essentially nomadic people, some 

• ·he clan's members feel this urge to travel more intensely and 

<:1de to go beyond the plains of Avagddu. Far from the clan's 

pport, they often have no other choice but to accept to wage 

1tlc in the name of others. They do so with the hope of one 

' hnding virgin and welcoming land where they will again 

able to iive amongst themselves while benefiting from the 

. ,idess's blessings. 

h:t all Sessa irs soldiers aren't so by choice. Many of them are 

c 1\l onto the roads of Aarklash after having been excluded from 

their tribe. These pariahs tend to gather around a charismatic 

,.f and make the best of it. Some decide to remain in Avagddu 

an · to fight for the clan at its fringes. Others leave their land of 

t· and become mercenaries. 

of belonging to the clan is of utmost importance for 

this people that has been fragmented and divided so often since 

its origins. 

Are the companies separate clans? Do their members still 

feel bound to their people? To Light? Can they be trusted? The 

Sessairs are wondering about these fighters who sacrifice their 

pride and thearloyalty on the altar of money. 

Among the other peoples, on the other hand, the Sessairs 

companies are welcomed with open arms. The generals and the 

schemers of Aarklash are used to calling on Kelt mercenaries 

ever since the Age of Rebirth and the feats of these barbarians 

have always lived up to their reputation. However, common 

mortals feel a certain fear of these men without bonds, of these 

faithless and lawless warriors who appear one day, sow chaos 

and death, and then leave again at daybreak. 

fAMOUS COMPANlES AND CAPTAINS 

MuRGAN1S H E IRS 

/love wm: .. a lot more than my own life . 

- Murgan 

All Sessairs know this mercenary company. It is nothing less 

than the heir of Murgan's horde, which has become to be recog

nized as a fuli-Oedged tribe within the Sessairs clan. When 

Velkanos, the minotaur captain of the horde, accepted this 

change of status, some mercenaries decided to continue leading 

their life of adventurers. Since then, others have joined them 

RI.I'LITATION and Murgan's Heirs still fight on all fronts of Aarklash. Among 

the warriors gathered around Captain Mu rgan there are many 

~-pate the Kelt people's long mercenary tradition, the Sessairs representatives of the ancient peoples of Avagddu, especially 

the companies in an unfavorable light, no matter their cause. centaurs and giant barbarians. 
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T HE SONS O F T H ANAAN 

Ltmg live death, long live war, long li1•e the sacred mercenary! 
-Calhan 

The Sons of Thanaan lend their services to any army that has 

to wage battle in Avagddu. Thus, they are among both the most 

fa mous and the most hated Sessairs mercenaries. Yet Captain 

Catha n remains loyal to his people. He hopes that by offering 

his sword to the various armies of the Rag'narok, the battles will 

be fought more quickly, thus allowing these armies to leave the 

land of his ancestors ever so sooner. The celebrity of the Sons of 

lhanaan and this company's riches have attracted Kelts from 

smaller clans as well as representatives of other peoples. 

THE fURIES OF C REI DNE 

Figllt like a womcm ! 

- Creidne 

The Furies are a group of women who were excluded 

from their tribe and who fight under the command of a 

warrioress of Danu named Creidne. These warrloresses 

have all committed the same "crime": having questioned 

the patriarchy of the Sessa irs, which is absurd according 

to them. considering the goddess Oanu's place in their 

pantheon. Left to fend for themselves, the Furies roam 

Aarklash, living off their mart ial talents. Sooner or lat-ar all 

of this company's soldiers learn to use the fury of combat and 

an attack led by Creidne never portends anything good. 

THE 0£0 RADHAJN COMPANY 

To travel, one first has to get lost. 
- Deoradhain 

This company was fou nded over a century ago. 

Deoradhain, a Kelt bard, hoped to find a more hospi-

table land for his people than the eternal battlefields of 

Aarklash. Accompanied by hundreds of refugees, he fought 

his fi rst battle at the Sa rha n border. The mass of refugees was 

able to cross, yet many perished, including lhe bard. Those 

who survived decided to continue on their path. Today their 

descendents have become mercenaries and the quest for a 

promised land is noth ing more than a distant memory bur ied 

deep inside of Captain Dunham's heact. 

PATRONS 

Hogarth the Colossus has recently acqui red great prestige 

in the Sessa1rs clan. His authority remains dependent on that 

of the dr uids, yet his temperament pushes him to bypass this 

obstacle, especiaUy by calling on companies. Furthermore, 

many captains subconsciously remind him of what he had been 

in his youth and he spends much time advising these )'Oung 

adventurers. 

The one they caJJ the Queen of the Fiannas, Virae, has often 

been accused of protecting the Furies from the clan's wrath. 

It's true that the fianna priestess doesn't hide the fact that she 

has certain ideological affi nities with this company's outlaws. 

More generally, she uses this group (and others) to carry out the 

goddess's plans, which she is often the on I)· one to understand. 

When King Cromlan remains deal to her advice, \1irae h1res a 

company - Sepalrs or not - to serVe the divine wilt. l11e chosen 

aware of his mission's goal. 
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• THE WAYS OF LICHT • 

THE KINGDOM 
OF ALAHAN 

Totem: Lion 

THE C\LL TO ARMS 

The legends of Alahan are filled with wandering heroes who 

are willing to give their life for the ideal of Light, for the widow 

and for the orphan. Now that Darkness has reappeared and 

dreadful monsters once again roam Aarklash, many young adven

turers of all social classes embark onto the unknown. Most of them 

are the youngest sons of noble families or commoners looking for 

adventure. 

Their motivations constantly swing between ambition and 

honor. O n the one hand the)' consider themselves to be the 

keepers of a heroic heritage: the Barhans are and always wiiJ 

be defenders against Evil. On the other hand they dream of 

having their name become engraved in legend, persuaded 

that their feats will bring glory, noblesse and wealth to 

their family for generations to come. Some are looking for 

their place in Creation. Others have a vision that they wish 

to share: goodness, courage and justice. True Barhans chase 

fear from the hearts of their subjects. Among them virtue is 

not a law but second nature. 

These wandering bringers of justice sometimes side with 

tormented individuals who don't adhere to the chivalrous 

Barhan ideals, either because these ideals don't lit to their 

character or because they are convinced that the age of 

heroes is over. Ostracized for their lack of team spirit, these 

solitary Barhans abandon a society in which they don't feel 

they belong and hit the road looking for a land of asylum or 

for a cause that better suits their ambitions. Most of them 

go to the fortress of Ka'iber where their abilities and their 

lucidity prove to be most useful. 

REPUTATION 

In Ala han the founding of companies is condemned 

by its mora ls. The vagrant warriors aren't in the service 

of any lord or cause; they aren't worth any more than the 

miscreants they are fighting. A nobleman who decides to 

found a company and go on adventure risks a serious loss of 

prestige among his peers. The most traditionalist lords can 

even decide to refuse him their hospitality. 

This bad reputation is counterbalanced by a very favorable 

popular opinion. The first pages of Alahan's history were 

written by companies of heroes that, still today, feed the 

imagination of a whole people. If the harvest is bad or a 

battle's outcome is influenced by a company, then there is 

no shortage of new recruits. 
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fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTAINS 

THE INSO LENTS 

Ilte tongue is twice as sharp as tlte sword and twice as deadly.' 

- Kenaen, captain of the lnsolents. 

In Alahan there is a company whose every new adven

ture delights the courts of the whole kingdom: the lnsolents. 

Founded by a band of rebel reapers, this group gathers intrepid 

and sly young Barhans. They take as much pleasure in mocking 

the powerful as they do avenging their fellow citizens for any 

injustice that they may have suffered. The lnsolents' ingenuity 

and impudence are legendary. Their exploits, as they are told in 

the stories of their chief Kenaen, are always full of verve. 

T H E HELMETS Of LOUVAL 

Honor is found in one's acts, not iu one's blood. 

- Knight Venrail d'Arnecy 

PATRO"JS 

The Barhan army is a model of organization and efficiency, so 

much so that the barons, the administrative and military lead

ers of the baronies. don't often make use of companies to give 

support to their troops in battle. It nevertheless happens that 

certain operations escape the laws of war and require talent that 

can't be found in the ranks of the regular army. In this case the 

companies' multiple competences and their high adaptability 

make them the 1deal candidates. 

An ardent defender of Light. the Order of the Chimera is the 

continent's most powerful organization of magic1ans. Counting 

several hundred members, it strives to be the guardian of the 

mag1cal equilibrium and is on the forefront in the field of 

esoteric disc1plines. This hermetic organization hires many 

companies to carry out its will on Aarklash and m the elemental 

rea lms wilh which it is in rclation.lhc Chimera is also openly at 

war with the Order of the Ram, its evil counterpart in Acheron. 

Their enmity is such that certain companies are created specifi

cally to hunt those of the enemy. 
"One doesn't rule a kingdom with good 

Following the path of virtue is an easier task for a well-fed lord mtenuons~ could be the motto of Kelgar 

sitting by the fireplace than for a knight thrown into the wilder- de Valady, the baron ofKallienne and the 

ness by dishonor, prey to bandits, bad weather and hunger. grand master of the royal counterespionage 

Grouping together these warriors threatened by the tempta- serv1ces. The number of men placed under 

lions of Darkness is the goal that Knight Venrail d 'Arnecy has his command is very small, yet includes the 

set for himself. he also having been cast out of his family by an best specialists of Aarklash. 
overly jealous brother. The company of the Helmets of Lou val, 

thus named after its exemplary actions at the eponymous battle, 

remains loyal to the king and to the ideals of chivalry. After 

having traveled all over the kingdom to come to the aid of lords 

in difficulty, the company has decided to leave for the East and 

to protect the roads of the Akkylannian crusades. 

T HE BROTHERHOOD Of CELOH IS 

111c miuions of Darkness don't know the meaniug of the word 

"damnation.» 

- Maraelle. mistress of the Brotherhood of Celohis. 

The Brotherhood of Celohis, led by the sorceress Maraelle, 

has made its reputation by recovering artifacts that had fallen 
into the hands of the forces of Darkness and by bringing their 

owners to justice. The Order of the Chimera regularly calls on 

this company to carry out missions in hostile territory. MaraiHle, 

however, has other plans. The young woman has taken up a 

dangerous quest that would surely cause her to be condemned 

to death should the authorities ever lind out about it: to discover 

the secret of life, the alchemy of that brief instant where matter 

becomes animated. 
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When the situation 

demands it, he sends his right· 

hand man, Gadraan Dinasyn, 

to get in touch with compa-

nies. Some are hired 

to create diversions, 

others to carry out 

covert operations. 

The best ones are 

paid a substan

tinl bonus and, 

if they are trust

worthy, enter In the 

Crown's service. 



THE EMPIRE OF AKKYLANNIE 
Totem: Griffin 

THE CALL TO AR\.tS 

Akkylannie is governed by numerous institutions 

nqu1sition, to name a few. Very often these entities 

o1ct in secret in order to reach their goals. They thE!reltor,~a 

>n small groups of perfectly loyal and trained individuals: 

companies. Operating at the fringes of Akkylannian law 

the good of the State, these companies have much more 

n their actions than the armies and civil servants in the 

of the imperial institutions. Led by captains devoted body 

soul to Medn, they must meet their needs on their own and 

expect any kind of clemency or support should their 

come to the open. When this happens, their sentence 

often without appeal, for these companies are commonly 

harass Akkylannie's all ies or other institutions of the Empire. 

No one therefore sees a difference bet ween these companies 

those made up of bona fide outlaws, except that the latte&: 

claim to serve the State. Heretics, criminals and deserters live 

the fringes of a society in which the law and religion don't toler-
ate any contradictions. In spite of the threat of the thallions, ""'~--·..rr.~uo. 

of these companies remain in Akkylannie where they engage 

b3nditry and lend their services to the highest bidder. O thers trawl' 
trom kingdom to kingdom and live as mercenaries. Paradoxically, 

in either of these cases these outlaws don't lose their faith in Merin. 

They believe that they have only been rejected by the human (there

fore weak) servants of the fiery god and are convinced that they can 

'ull earn a place in the new Creation despite the sins that they are 

regularly forced to commit. llle dangerous situation they're in just 

mal..-es thei r fanaticism more honorable. 

REPUTATION 

The outlaw companies are, of course, hunted down by the 

Akkylannian authori ties. The people. on the other hand, some

times see these groups as allies against the Inquisition's intol

erance. These same people often aren't aware of the existence 

of companies in Akkylannie's service. This secret is reserved 

to well-positioned dignitaries and causes heavy debate in high 

places. Is this practice a sign of the Empire's decadence and 

corruption, or on the contrary a necessary evil to fight the 

enemies of Merin? It's probable that only the outcome of the 

Rag'narok will provide an answer to this dilemma. 

ln the rest of the continent all Akkylannian companies are 

greeted with the same distrust, be they outlaws or in the service 

of the official powers. 
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fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTAINS 

THE C O MPANY O F THE f iRST BLOOD 

I didn 't draw the first blood, but I will draw the last. 

- Rufio 

This company is famous not only for the affront it represents 

to the Akkylannian law, but also for its martial prowess. Its 

founders were all former conscripts who had returned to their 

cottages. Unable to live away from the battlefields, they sought 

answers to their nightmares and deliriums in their fraternity. 

An overzealous inquisitor considered their meetings to be the 

sign of a conspiracy and tried to arrest them. The veterans of 

the crusades resisted the assault, which only caused their feel

ings of revolt to become stronger. After having slaughtered the 

Inquisition's troops they decided to form an outlaw company 

to defend themselves: when facing them, beware of the conse

quences of spilling first blood. Nowadays these soldiers are led 

by Rufio, a former conscript who is as valorous as a templar 

brother. 
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T HE DARK COMPANY 

Struggling agamst Darkness with Darkness. 

- Kashern 

The Dark Company is one of the "official" ones that is widely 

THE ORPHANS OF MANKENZ 

I shall be your father and your mother. 

The company shall be your only family. 

- Mankenz 

talked about. Its founder, Kashern, is an inquisitor who has been And last but not least there is a company that is very weU 

d isavowed by his peers. Wi th h is men he roams the continent known by those who know the secrets of the Rag'narok. After 

looking for artifacts that might help the fa ithful understa nd or the taking of the Erratum, the fac tion of the Orphans of 

destroy the servants o f the Dark Principle or even the Principle Mankenz {see Tl1e Ashes of ~Vrath) acquired a certain prestige 

itself. Hunted by the Inquisition , these soldiers sometimes have among the Lodge of Hod. These templars can now operate as 

to act like common bandits to get the resources needed for their they like, as long as they don't harm the interests of the Temple 

crusade. or of Akkylannie. Thus, Captain Mankenz, a lways escorted by 

the gigantic Lysandre, leads his men on various missions. It 

happens that he recruits fighters of other peoples, yet always 

while hiding his true allegiance from them. 

PATRONS 

Arkhos, the commander of the Temple of the North, doesn't hesi

tate to employ official or outlaw companies, be they Akkylannian 

or orcish. His struggle against the Inquisition, and his sister Mira's 

misadventures, often force him to act in the shadows. What more, 

being an adventurer himself deep down inside, he is more dement 

toward these individuals who have chosen to follow a particular path. 

Tarkio, the commander of the Temple of the West, is some

times forced to use such expedients. Cadwallon, the City of 

Thieves, is under his jurisd1ct1on. Th1s city's peculiar status 

requires this templar to use unconventional means to inter

vene in it. In order to hide his implication, he doesn't hesitate 

to hire companies of the other peoples of Light or of Destiny. 

Furthermore, the commander has a strong taste for the occult 

and he sends companies to do archeological or esoteric research 

for him, always shrouded in the greatest of secrecy. 

This is also true for Venerable Ambrosius. Over the years he has 

gathered a great number of quests to end, of enemies to watch and 

of friends to protect. His engagement in the struggle against the 

Hybrid Project barely leaves him any time to take on all of 

his responsibilities. He tl1erefore doesn't hesitate to hire 

companies from which he hides his true intentions. 

As for Sa phon the Preacher, he acts in a fully 

official way: he has been given carte blanche 

to hunt down Mirii. Making fuU use of this 

authorization and the resources that 

come with it, he finances and manipu

lates bands aU over Aarklash to help 

h1m track down the felon. Saphon 

prefers h1ring Akkylannian compa

nies that are dose to the lnquisition, 

yet he is sometimes forced to make 

use of foreign companies to be able to 

act without attracting attention. 



THE REPUBLIC OF LANEVER 

Totem: Dragon 

1111 CALL TO ARMS 

In a way the notion of company Is strongly anchored in 

\1''1\Jil culture through the trihedrons. These detachments 

of three fighters are authorized to act independently through

tho? Alhance of Light's territories. Seeing the Rag'narok's 

~ .. uon and the Republic's official entry in the war, certain 

ht<lrons have preferred to group together, most often in 

ren tn order to be more efficient in their struggle against 

lbr\.ness. Similarly, some trihedrons have raised their strength 

n.1mbers by enlisting troops of other peoples. In either case 

.· treedom of movement is accompanied by an absence of 

• 'tical support, and the trihedrons often have to provide the 

o\Jrces needed for tlteir struggle against the enemies of Light 

·hear own. 
1 

, Cynwall nation is full of mystic communities study

.; '\oesis. While most of them choose to lead a peaceful and 

..,templative life, some decide to follow the way of the warrior. 

Th . opt for the noise of battle and are constantly on the move. 

Th •ugh they usually fight at the side of the Republic of Lanever's 

ft1:lllar army, these companies don't necessarily seek the victo

n' • one nation over another, but rather to pierce the secret of 

..c · •~ an aspect of Noesis. What more, they remain loyal to the 

tr Jstion of Cynwall tolerance and welcome all the peoples of 

.ht tn their ranks. 

Rather than Noesis, some Cynwalls decide on the study of 

Las . \'l'r's past. Showing great wisdom, these explorers prefer to 

th!r tn companies in order to confront the dangers slumber

. an the vestiges of ancient times. Thear captain is always the 

best warrior or the wisest scholar among them. These compa-

llk'' roam La never looking for important clues and explore dark 

unnds. Sometimes they have to get this information by force or 

against tomb raiders to protect their heritage. 

• THE WAYS OF LIGHT • 

REPUTATION 

Except for the trihedrons, the Cynwall companies are viewed 

rather negatively by their compatriots. In the Republic every 

adult has the duty to protect his city and his people. lhose who 

decide to follow their own path at the s idelines of the othe rs 

are almost considered to be parialts. However, the Cynwalls 

are very careful not to commit the same crime against these 

individualists as King Seos did against his own son (see Cry 

Havoc, vol. 6). Furthermore, Noesis is a philosophy that incites 

tolerance. Thus the companies' captains and soldiers only meet 

limited distrust. 

Outside of Lanever the Cynwall companies are seen rather 

favorably. They never harbor vulgar brigands and their members 

feel responsible enough for the Cynwalls' reputation that they 

weigh each of their gestures and words. 

fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTA INS 

THE ARAMIEL C OMPANY 

\'('hen faced with a hopeless situatio11, one must often adopt an 

irrational solution. 

- Lady Aramiel 

The Aramiel Company is famous all over Aarklash, with Lady 

Aramie l's reputation alternating between that of an unrivalled 

warrioress and an old madwoman. This former asadar left the 

army of Lanever to roam the continent and lead all those who 

desired it on the way of the warrior. She thus hopes to strength

en the Alliance and break the isolation in which her compatriots 

live. Though her company mainly harbors Cynwalls who wish 

to reach elevation, she also welcomes representatives of all the 

peoples of Light. The AramieJ Company fights exclusively for 

the Principle of Clarity, experiencing each battle like a new 

lesson of life. 

THE EXPLORERS OF LA NEVER 

The constructs don't imitate life. 

In truth, it's exaclfy the opposite. 

- Nemtys 

The Explorers of Lanever scour Aarklash looking for the 

ingredients and components needed to maintain and repair the 

constructs. In the course of their adventures they have discov

ered new clements whose examination has allowed the "Nova" 

constructs to be put back into shape. Nem tys has been congrat

ulated by the Guide himself and his celebrity has been reflected 

on the whole company. Today it is regularly hired by the army of 

the Republic to repair constructs isolated behind enemy lines. 
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THE INVISIBLE COMPANY 

The In visible Company doesn't exist. 

- Vallren 

Though nobody is sure about its existence, the Invisible 

Company is very oft en the subject of conversation. According 

to legend it was fou nded by an equanimous warrior named 

Vatl ren well before the Cynwalls officially engaged them

selves in the Rag'narok. This company is said to have allowed 

its people, which wished to take part in this war, to strike the 

enemies of Light without having to wait for the Guide's or the 

Republic's permission. This outlaw company supposedly still 

exists and gets its orders from a secret influential group in the 

Republic. It even seems that it sometimes st rikes representa

tives of the Ways of Light whose actions threaten the interests 

of the Cynwall nation. 

PATRONS 

Sawayl Maloth is a dragon of Laroq who has decided to take 

part more actively in the Rag'narok and in the Republic's affairs. 

He therefore maintains regular contact with several compa

nies of Light. These allow him to gather information on the 

Cynwalls' enemies and to s tr ike in a stealthier - and sometimes 

more efficient - way than he could himself. These interferences 

are not always appreciated by the al/ianwe (see Cry Havoc, vol. 

6), so more and more often Sawayl hides his identity (rom the 

captains he hires. 

Inversely, Elwyndel doesn't stop makmg herself known. 

This Noesian of the way of the warrior leads a brotherhood in 

La never and feels that her end is nigh. She has decided that her 

successor would be a warrior worthy of her teachings. Thus she 

hires and observes many companies all over Aarklash while 

hoping to find the rare gem that is apt to succeed her. Elwyndel 

is interested mainly by CynwaU companies, yet she keeps an eye 

on the other peoples of the Ways of Light. 
And last but not least, Dyrsin is known for being the Republic's 

unofficial ambassador in Cadwallon. His connections with the 

companies are therefore more discreet (his s tatus prohibits 

him from intervening in the free city's affairs). Yet the Cynwlill 

nation's interests and the network of alliances that Dyrsin has 

woven sometimes force him to take part in the intrigues of the 

City of Thieves. When this happens, then he h ides his involve

ment by calling on companies, usually of the Ways of Light or 

the Paths of Destiny. He only deals with the most reoQWJaOd and 

surest ones because if his involvement were revealed, thetmhis 

would cause a crisis between Duke Den Azi r and the RV~c 

of La never. ' 



THE UTOPIA OF THE SPHINX 

Totem: Sphinx 

fu£ CALL TO AR.\1S 

The Sphinxes take interest in the mortals that inhabit the 

conunent and raise the banners of Light on the battlefields of 

lh~ Rag'narok. Too far away to raise true armies, the Sphinxes 

rhorize certain among these mortals to form companies to 

carry on their struggle. 

Among these adventurers, the most intrepid of them decide 

t£ wage this fight with nothing but the other soldiers of their 

c mpany as allies. 'They organize ambushes and raids against 

the ~leanders of Darkness, striking fast and disappearing just 

.. , quickly. Sometimes they act at the edges of the Rag'narok and 

minate a leader at the right moment. Very often they hide 

1r culture as well as they can and are taken for simple human 

>ther more traditionalist ones roam Aarklash looking for 

'estlges of their own civilization. 'They protect this ancient 

ln. "ledge and carefully select the chosen ones of Light who 

be able to contemplate the secrets of the Utopia. When 

·. have the possibility to do so, they move these archeological 

\Ures to new sanctuaries that they sometimes defend with 

od er companies. These strongholds become a glimmer of hope 
far ·he Ways of Light. 

me captains try to unite the forces of Light, traveling 

n •ughout the kingdoms of this alliance to spread the word of 

tht and help the peoples of the Principle of Clarity coordi

r.: :e their actions better. This modus operandi doesn't only lead 

th·m to the halls of embassies, but very often onto the battle-

ld to protect an emissary, recover documents, etc. Each of 

hir victories strengthens the unity of the Alliance a bit more. 

Rr PUTATION 

-'mong their own people the companies of the Sphinx are 

., favorably. 1l1ey arc the Utopia's spearhead on Aarklash and 

best hope for Light. Even though certain Sphinxes worry 

ut the marked individualism of certain captains, the latter 

.:ount on the support of a whole nation for their quest when 

111red. To be recruited by such a company is an honor and the 

• .ce to fight for Light. 

Mong the other peoples the reputation of the companies of 

Sphinx varies greatly depending on the allegiances. Those 

: rght greet the envoys of the Sphinx like allies with oft-cryp

;.oals and words. The minions of Darkness mercilessly hunt 

...._companies, subjecting their prisoners to the most horrible 

m~ of torture to find out where the Utopia's refuge lies. And 

.'dths of Destiny mistrust the companies of the Sphinx, fear

that they interfere in the march of their nations. 
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• THE WAYS Of LICHT • 

fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTAINS 

T H EBROTHERSOFKASH EM 

May I die for my brother. 

- Motto of the Brothers of Kashem 

The Brothers of Kashem are one of the most famous compa

nies of Aarklash, all allegiances included. However, they them

selves are not aware that they are the heralds of ll1e Sphinx. 

Coming from all peoples, fighting on all fronts, they are now so 

numerous that they make up a brotherhood of companies. Each 

captain is the master of his men. Some seek to solve the mystery 

of the sarcophagus of Kashem (see Cry Havoc, vol. 4) whereas 

others fight for Light and others s till for money and fame. For 

now the Sphinxes only play a secondary role in the life of these 
mercenaries. 

TH.E A N DR EAS COMPANY 

I don't want your death, but I hear this voice ... 

-Andreas 

The men of the Andreas Company were explorers and tomb 

raiders. A few years ago they discovered an underground complex 

in which strange constructs were hidden. Unfortunately aU of 

these constructs weren't deactivated and the whole company was 

captured. When the trapped soldiers woke up, the soldiers were 

all wearing masks and a small construct had been implanted in 

the back of their neck. Since then they have been wandering all 

over Aarklash looking for a man of science capable of remov

ing these implants. Sometimes they hear a whisper in the back 

of their mind and a strange force pushes them to wage a battle 

of which they don't understand the goal. Captain Andreas is 

desperately trying to keep his men from going insane while he 

himself also has to struggle against th is madness. Once in a while 

a new soldier also bearing the strange nodule joins the group. 

THE LION KILLERS 

111ej/esh is so weak. 

-Anita 

Not too long ago the Lion Killers were among the worst 

bandits of Alahan and Lanever. Confident of their reputation, 

they captured a Cynwall scholar and his suite. Anita was a 

part of it and she desperately sought a way to escape the abuse 

of her jailers. So she put on one of the masks that her master 

was studring. The object's strange powers allowed her to take 

control of the band. 

She is now inhabited by the consciousness of a Sphinx. On its 

behalf she is looking all over La never and the Syharhalna Desert 

for a way to build a construct that can be used to receive this 

consciousness. 
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PATRONS 

Kashem, in addition to the role this city plays for the Brothers 

of Kashem, is the lair of many agents of the Utopia. Hidden 

within the institutions, they manipulate and help companies all 

over Aarklash to promote the cause of Light. The free status of 

their city is very useful because it attracts numerous mercenar

ies who wish to avoid the guild of Blades of Cadwallon. 

Solitary is a sphinx construct that is prisoner in the under

ground complex sheltering him. Eternal, he has learned to use 

the machines to which he has access. Like this he can commu· 

nicate with other constructs and observe certain sanctuaries of 

the Sphinx scattered all over Aarklash. He is thus attempting to 

guide companies to him so that one of them. braver or clumsier 

than the others. opens the gate of his gilded cage. 

l(yia is n young Sph lnx who wishes to participate in the 

Rag'narok. Unfortunately her age and her entourage forbid her 

from walking on the continent. She has therefore decided to 

use her powers to communicate with the captains of Aarklash 

and "whisper" missions to them that will help the peoples of 

Light. She manifests herself in the soldiers' dreams or as mystic 

visions. Some have seen her as she really is and took her to be a 

Cynwall due to her finely crafted mask. 
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THE LIMBO OF ACHERON 

loLem: Ram 

1 HE CALL TO AR\lS 

A 1-teronian culture, hke that of Alahan. places honor at the 

n ·r of an individual's social status. Yet a Dark One's honor 

I' >t \'irtuous in any way. It IS measured according to one's 

p~honal power, be it clerical, magical, martial, financial or 

1t1cal. It therefore 1sn't rare that an ambitious young fire

nd gathers a few fleshless slaves and goes on an adventure 
., .. J... glory. 

"t of these "accursed companies" receive the Order of the 

.,..., blessing in exchange for carrying out various missions. 

Obscure Houses thus send many agents to the four corners 

e world to carry out their sinister plans and to acquire 

r power for themselves. Acheronian companies mercilessly 

c •oiront when the Obscure Houses that support them are look

.: for the same information or the same artifact. 

\orne necromancers manage to found companies and to get 

,. to new horizons by the1r own means. lheir motives are 

<-d a future compromised by crimes committed too crudely, 

"oredom of intrigues and the need for action, or the obtain

of the influence required to free oneself from the Obscure 

1 ough they can count on no one but themselves, these 

t'O:'Ilpanies enjoy a rarely found freedom and are highly regard

ed ' all peoples of Darkness. Many of them establish them

e" beyond Acheron's borders where the scheming of the 

1.. Ones can't reach them. Like the Black Togas in their time, 

establish frightful sects or take possession of territorial 

!..waters. These fiefdoms become lands of asylum bound to 

accursed barony by gates of Darkness and serve as outposts 

.\cheronian invasions. Glory to the accursed lord who has 

..,ned the path to victory for the Dark Ones! 

REPUTATION 

Ambition and the spirit of competition are principal values of 

Ram, so much so that the creation of companies is seen with a 

tain fondnes~. In many ways the necromancers have the same 

re <ilions with these companies as they do with their peers. 

· tht> company is young, then it is put to test before being 

en its true mission. Usually this test is passed while com pet

- wuh another company and the one with the better perform
a ., receives the privilege of serving the master. 

l1perienced companies are regarded with the strictest of 

ntransigence, yet they can expect to be rewarded gener

,J, This stage of maturity is critical for an Acheronian 

'llpany. for fadure is rarely tolerated and payment is never 

ade in advance. 
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• THE MEANDERS OF DARKNESS • 

And finally. the most elite companies are considered to 

be weapons in the dark crusade undertaken by the accursed 

barony. They benefit from considerable prestige and have 
access to the secret archives of the Houses of Acheron 

FA.\tOUS COMPAI\ I[S AND CAPTAINS 

THE ORDER OF THE SCOURGE 

Your pleas are iu vain. 

-Valnyr, black paladin of Acheron 

Several years ago the order of black paladins was still an 

accursed company ca lied the Order of the Scourge. When its 

chief, the terrifying Ka'in, wrote the Codex of the Scourge, 

which established the black paladins as an army corps, the 

company slowly scattered to join the morbid hordes. Some, 
such as Valnyr, Look up Ka'in's torch and carried on with 

the adventure. 

More loyal to the principles of war of Ka'in's work than 

to his religious dogma, Valnyr and his companions roam 

Aarklash looking for battles and prestigious opponents 

to crush. At tht> top of their list lies the Red Lioness, the 

heroine of Alahan. 



THS PHANTOM CARAVAN 

\Vitltout Darkness, Light would be nothing but stagnation. 

- Sandr, captain of the Phantom Caravan 

The minions of Acheron aren't all dreadful monsters or warri

ors coming straight out of hell. just as dangerous and a lot more 

discreet, some roam Aarklash to fully anonymously carry out 

the Dark Ones' plans. This is the case of the Phantom Caravan, 

which is led by a gravedigger of Salaiiel named Sandr. This old 

man with a fascinating charisma leads a caravan of several indi

viduals and sells his gift of enchanting for a handful of coins. 

When the night comes he robs cemeteries and leaves with 

several zombies following his caravan at a distance. When his 

horde becomes big enough it attacks isolated villages, tak-ing no 

prisoners. 

Sandr is known for his huge appetite for virgin souls. It some

times happens t hat he takes in one or two apprentices, often 

women, who he corrupts with great delighL 
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THS THIRTEENTH VSRSS 

Evil has its laws. I'm its executioner. 

-Quaestor Azram. 

The scope of the scandal would be considerable if the 

Akkylannian Inquisition revealed that it learned its investigative 

methods from Acheronians who are now devoted to Darkness. 

The Dark Ones' JUdicial system also has its Judges and its 

executioners. Quaestor Azram and h1s suite, the Thirteenth 

Verse, do all they can to do their job with such fervent zeal that 

he causes the Dark Ones themselves to worry. 

PAT RONS 

The Obscure House of Acheron t hat employs the most 

accursed companies is the House of Tan it. Its lords grant 

much value to the treasures of the past and don't hesitate to 

spend astronomica l sums to obtain relics filled wi th history. 

The Tan its are a lso great voyagers. Even the masters them

selves. which is rare among the Dark Ones, sometimes leave 

their palaces to travel down the paths of adventure. 

The Tanits' equity and intransigence have made them 

the keepers of Acheron 's jails. Their judges employ many 

companies to hunt down fugitive demons, traitors and indi

viduals susceptible of endangering the Ram's interests. 

Master of the guild of Usurers in Cadwallon and lord of 

Tar-Haez (the biggest Acheronian domain outside of their 

own barony), Sophet Drahas is one of the most influen

tial necromancers of Aarklash. Many advantages are given 

to the companies that lend their services to this powerful 

patron. Due to his permanent contact with Cadwe society, 

Sophet Drahas appears to be more lucid than many of the 

Dark Ones. The riches that he offers, the fruit of his crimi

nal empire. are more attractive to common mortals than 

treasures stolen from tombs or a bit of influence in an order 

devoted to Darkness. 

The Gorgon Is one of the few necromancers who enjoy 

great autonomy in the face of the authorities of Acheron. 

The goal of her quest across Aarklash still eludes most of 

her peers and the impudence she shows in their regard only 

makes their dislike for her grow. The Gorgon is reputed for 

hiring companies of mercenaries instead of asking for rein

forcements . The soldiers' origins and convictions are of no 

importance as long as venality is present and the mission is 

carried out without questions being asked. The destruction 

of the island of Tycho. south of Ala han, is testimony to the 

means that the Gorgon can call on to reach her ends. 



THE EMPIRE OF SYHARHALNA 
Totem: Scorpion 

T HE CALL TO AR\tS 

The most famous Syhar compan1es are those whose goal is the 

.. earch for genetic strains. Generally formed by biopsists, they 

travel all over Aarklash, tracking down prom1sing prey to rob 

·hem of their genetic heritage. Though they benefit from great 

mdependence, these companies operate within Syhar society 

and are mandated by the official laboratories. The missions they 

carry out for private individuals only provide them with the 

means for their subsistence and with cover for their activities. 

Similarly, omnlmancers found companies in order to test new 

clones or to perform scientific experiments. By subjecting their 

uearions to previously unmet combat situations, they hope 

to trigger new mutations and improve the strains. Shamir offi

cia ll)' authorizes some of these scientists while others operate 

d'- outlaws. Yet most Syhar companies are made up of deserters 

and rejects. After every lost battle, after every strategic retreat, 

'tundreds of clones are abandoned behind the enemy lines Like 

!lroken toys. Those that survive form companies that free them-
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selves of their old servitude to live free on the surface of Aarklash. 

They sell their services to the highest bidder in order to ensure 

thei r survival and to be able to one day live like the Trueborn. 

These rebel groups have contributed to the emergence of a 

new type of com pan)': the clone hunters. Belonging to the Syhar 

army, these elite fighters pretend to be mercenary troops so t hat 

they can travel freel)• across the continent. They hunt down the 

deserters, erasing the insult to alchemical perfection represent
ed by the free clones. 

R EPUT ATION 

Independently of a company's activity, its reputation in 

the Empire of Syharhalna depends on its relation with the 

authorities. Biopsists and omnlmancers who operate under 

the seal of a laboratory are respected as the spearheads of 

technomancy. Deserters and scientis ts who don't share their 

discoveries are ruth lessly hunted down. 

In the rest of Aarklash the companies of clones are regard

ed with distrust. Only experts can tell the difference between 

rebel clones and those that are s till under control of their 

alchemical masters. Yet thei r abil it y to adapt makes them 

mercenaries that are very much in demand. 

f AMOUS C OMPAN IES AND CA PTAINS 

I'm a free clone! 
-Captain Nekkren 

Company 078 is probably the most famous one, though it 

is also the one that is most hated by the Scorpions. Indeed, 

.-friginally being from laboratory SO 078, it is made up of rebel 

clones, mainly hybrids and pesls of flesh. lts fame comes 

from the fact that its appea ranee coincides with the discov

ery of the danger posed by the laboratories of the Hybrid 

Project and to the persistent rumors that it harbors an aber

ration. Whatever it may be, the clones of Captain Nekkren 

- himself a hybrid - have developed enough of a personality 
to negotiate their contracts. They are willing to work for all 

peoples and even give discounts when it comes to causing 

-··-·~._ trouble for their former masters. According to rumor they 

regularly return to SO 078 to recrui t new clones, yet they 

don't refrain from employing soldiers of other laboratories or 

even of other peoples. 
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THE H UNTERS OF lNuKA 

You're comiug with me ... dead or alive. 

- Captain D'Jatfa r 

The Hunters of lnuka became famous for having apparently 

robbed Sered of a part of himself. Led by Captain D'Jaffar, an 

Androctis clone, the Hunters of lnuka travel from one end of 

Aarklash to the other seeking genetic strains. However, unlike 

many of thei r peers, they only attack prey of prime importance, 

such as a templar commander. 

No one can say for sure if the exploits of these clones are true 

or if they only serve to comfort D'Jaffar's growing ego. The aura 

of the Hunters' captain keeps on increasing with his compa

ny's experience and renown. Who knows if one day the most 

powerful kings and priests won't have to fear the pain of having 

a sample of their genetic heritage taken by a biopsist acting at 

the orders of D'laffar? 

THE LIBERATORS 

Feel the power of Darkness! 

- Captain Yjia 

The Liberators gained great notoriety after having set up an 

ambush of a delegation of Cynwall scholars. Despite the escort 

protecting the elves. the Liberators managed to capture and 

bring back to Syharhalna one of the most brill iant (albeit severe

ly criticized by fellow countrymen for his research on Darkness) 

minds of La never. That is the mission of the Liberators: to roam 

Aarklash and give a land of asylum to those who, like Oirz in 

the past, defy the tight shackles of the civilizations of Light. It is 

therefore a true crusade, which is led by a vicar of Oirz, Yjia. 

PATRONS 

Sasia Samaris is willing to help all renegade clones and the 

companies that welcome them. By entrusting missions to those 

who share the same curse as her (freedom), she hopes to make 

her own cause advance. Subconsciously she thus gives mean

ing to her personal rebel lion against Athan Zakhil. What more, 

a company planning an attack on Sered 's forces would lind a 

steadfast ally in the Rose of the Desert. However, this alliance 

would only be temporary. Sasia's involvement in the cause of the 

rebel clones is, for many Trueborns and captains, proof that it is 

impossible to trust the one they nickname "the Felon.'' 

As for Sa lias Yesod, he uses mercenaries of Aarklash to gather 

information on the perfect being that he is tq•ing to create. He 

has 1\0 compassion for the companies he employs and doesn't 

hesitate to hire captains of other peoples. When his shameful 

collusions are discovered by the alchemical empire, Yesod takes 

advantage of his status of biopsist to disguise his covert opera

tions as scientific missions. 

D'Jabril the Voyager regularly calls on Syhar compa

nies. Ver )' often the captains he recruits aren't aware of 

all the ins and outs of their mission. Yet 1t seems that 

the contracts offered by D'Jabril are closely linked to 

the Syhar cause and may be dictated by Arh-Tol th 

himself. Only the most renowned companies can 

hope to be contacted by th is mysterious personal

Ity, for the missions he proposes are highly risky 

and very often involve enemy companies that 

are no less renowned and dangerous. 



THE WEB OF ASHINAN 

Totem: Spider 

T H E CALL TO ARMS 

The Akkyshans are among the most belligerent peoples of 

A.uldash. Unless one of their laws prevents them from doing 

S<: they take possession of everything that they need with avid 

,,~lence. Therefore many of them gather m coteries to carry out 

r tds. The ever-rising frequency of this pillaging has fostered 

t .: emergence of companies specialized in the coordination 

and the execution of such assaults. 

The dark elves are also very vindictive. In their culture t he 

urving out of vengeance has a religious aspect. Some vendet

~s. however, targe t distant or well -protected offenders and 

"erefore require considerable means. In these extreme cases 

the authorities of Ashinan call on companies experienced in 

,terventions in foreign lands who they pay heftily to cleanse 

t .: affront to their name. 

Certain personalities willingly disclose their grievances in 

public and show excessive generosity to those who help them 

, t revenge. Yet no one is fooled: these are just pretexts. These 

m1 stons of vengeance are sources of prestige for the generous 

pat rons as they are for the valorous warriors who "spontane

ou~lv" defend them. 

And finally, the chtldren of the Widow are prolific. Their 

u mies need a great number of fighters and therefore of recep

tacles for their eggs. Some companies provide the service of 

a pturing victims destined for sacrifice. Others, mandated 

~:-, the big cities, lead convoys of hundreds of prisoners to the 

f urest of Webs. And lastly, some look for ver)· specific hosts in 

the name of patron~ who wish to provide the best environment 

lor their spawn to grow in. 
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R EPUTAT ION 

The Akkyshans' military doctrine places great value on special 

operations and allows the hiring of companies. The latter there

fore play an important strategic role and are seen favorably 

among their people. They form the army's vanguard and contrib

ute to the success of many mtlitary ventures. If he manages to 

reverse the course of a battle before it has even begun, then a 

good captain can expect to be gtven a reward equal to several 

times a general 's pay. 

While the companies enjoy considerable popularity among 

the people, they are sometimes viewed with distrust by the 

upper classes when they act off the battlefi eld. The role they 

play in the conspiracies that divide the matriarchs makes them 

dangerous and unpredictable, their loya lty being proportional 

to the sums paid by their employers. 

f A M OUS COMPANI ES AND CAPTAI NS 

THE BLADEMAIDENS 

Your agony begi11s here. E11joy it ... 
- Captain A"ishara 

The Akkyshans owe their reputation of assassins to the 

companies that, like the Blademaidens, sell their services 

to whoever is brave enough to get in touch with them. These 

warrioresses have raised assassination to an art form and they 

carry out their misstons like a sptder sptnning its web. A"ishara, 

their captain, is a woman whose stnktng beauty has escaped the 

transformations inherited from the goddess. Yet one just has to 

meet her gaze to realize that a predatoress is roaring inside her. 



THE 8ARGHESTS OP MALROR 

Akkysllans in His Majesty's entourage? 11lat's preposterous! 
- A Barhan courtier 

Little information is available on the Barghests of Mal ror. 

This company constantly travels outside of Ashinan's borders in 

the service of its mysterious employers. Under the command of 

Malror, a sorcerer, the barghests place agents in the entourage 

of the most important personalities of Aarklash. 

In rea lity none of these claims are true. The Barghests of 

Malror are a combat group that has been sent abroad by Nakai 

(one of the high priestesses of Lithys) to place themselves in the 

service of the lords of Darkness who have done her favors. There 

the warrior Zarran and his men test their combat techniques 

against ever more powerful foes. They will only return to Lithys 

to accomplish their final mission: to take power in the name of 

Nalcal and kill Scaelin, the matriarch. 

THE RECLUSES 

Be glad! You will bear my offspring. 
-Captain Sharreyn 

Sharreyn, the chief of the company of the Recluses, has estab

lished her domain in the vicinity of lndatt~. Hidden in these 

sacred ruins where no Da'ikinee would dare venture, she is 

preparing an operation that could very well seal the port city's 

fate. At nightfall her warrioresses appear from their lair and 

prowl the city to abduct voyagers. They bring their prey back 

to their lair to lay their eggs. Their young feed on the corpses ... 

lndatte is at the verge of the most terrifying assault of its histo

ry; it's only a question of time. 

PAT RONS 

The companies being the Akkyshans' social and military 

mstruments, there is no shortage of patrons. Among the most 

illustrious ones IS Vilyad Hayann, the Master of Daggers, chief 

of Ashimin diplomacy. An expert negotiator, he benefits from 

substantial resources to employ numerous companies recruit

ed wherever his travels lead him. He hires them to destabilize 

governments of L1ght, to sow discord, and to spread his own 

influence over Aarklash. Of course, he simultaneously employs 

several companies to carry out h1s plans and never reveals the 

true ob1ecuves of the missions he sends them on. 
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The Akkyshans regularly harass Cadwallon with raids. So 

living in the City of Thieves is very risky for the children of 

the Widow. Yet that is a risk taken by Syna"iya, an Akkyshan 

who converted to the ideal of Light. She lakes an even greater 

(or more hopeless) risk by fighting against her homeland: she 

ca lls on companies to foil the conspiracies and invasion plans 

thought up by her kind. Syna·iya Lakes care to hide her pres

ence from the eyes of the Akkyshan authori ties and often uses 

middlemen to dea l with the com1>n nics. 

For decades Lady Gaeriss was considered to be a courtesan of 

high standing. Few riva ls openly dared to resist her and according 

to rumor she had the power to make her opponents want to put an 

end to their days. lhrough endless scheming Gaeriss has become 

ScaiHin's court lady, thus reaching the highest spheres of power. 

However, in the meantime the rumors about her have changed 

considerably. Some say that she has been struck by madness: 

Gaeriss employs extremely expensive companies to look for rare 

animal or plant species 111 the four corners of Aarklash, often in 

very hostile regions. And she wants them intact. 



THE CLEAR-SEERS 
OF CAER MAED 

Totem: Stag 

THE CALL TO AR.\1S 

The Drune clan is extremely tight-knit and it isn't easy for one 

•f 1ts members to pull away from the wyrds' authority to found 

r ~~own company. Therefore only a cause that is favorable for the 

.an can push a Drune to become a captain. 

or course. the hunting of the faithful tops the list of these caus

\. Burstmg from the Black Woods, the Drune companies roam 

·he continent looking for priests to kill, altars to desecrate and 

1 mples to ransack. At the fringes of the Rag'narok, they perpetu

atl! the essence itself of the Gnostic tradition. The small size of 

I heir companies, in comparison to the hordes that march on the 

battlefields, mustn't let one believe that their acts have no reper-

u~ions. The companies that hunt the faithful contribute to the 

Drunes' reputation a ll over Aarklash. Terrorizing all the peoples, 

·hey spread the fear of the warriors with the horned helmets. 

Other Drunes found companies of plunderers. Loyal to the 

· ;~dition of raiding parties, they roam the plains of Avagddu 

.and the other lands near the Black Woods. There they attack 

amps of merchants and sometimes go all the way to the coast 

·o ~earch shipwrecks for booty. When their loot has become 

so much that they can just barely carry it on their backs, these 

p•llagers return to the Black Woods and lett he whole clan bene

'll from their plunder. 

However, what pushes the biggest number of Drunes to go on 

•dventures is nothing less than the quest for the Horned King. 

·very year young warriors form small groups and, following a 

.1nch, they leave the Black Woods to go looking for Cernunnos. 

The•r quest and their struggles lead them all over Aarklash and 

1 ac1r nomadic life sometimes forces them to work for a local 

t 1gn1tary in exchange for food and equipment. 
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REPUTATION 

Because, in their own way, the Drune companies support the 

clan's cause, they have a good reputation among their breth

ren. Their feats of arms are all victories to be included in the 

clan's stories and the testimony that they bring back from all 

over Aarklash just feeds the hatred that the Drunes feel for 

the peoples that worship the gods. Thus a Drune company can 
always count on the support of the clan's community and can 

easily recruit new members. 

In the continent's other kingdoms the Drune companies are often 

feared by the authorities, yet plunderers are no more dangerous 

than any gang of bandits and the hunters of the faithful don't cause 

that many deaths. The population nevertheless feels a deep-rooted 

dread of these ruthless warriors. these Implacable man-eaters. 

Though the damage that these companies lnnict is more psycho

logical than it is physical. it is no less horrendous. 
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fAMOUS COMPAN I ES AND C APTAINS 

THE CLAN OP THE fAMIS H ED 

Gnosis is just a11 exwse to keep us mired i11 poverty. I can 

clearly see tlus. 

- Captain Oran of the Clan of the Famished 

Paradoxically, the most famous Drune company is the one that 

has defied the interdictions that the others respect. The Clan of 

the Famished belonged to a horde that was fond of raids. During 

a particularly difficult campaign their chief decided to recruit 

Kelt mercenaries. After a victory earned at a heavy price, those 

who would become the Clan of the Famished were witness to 

the incredible profits made by these mercenaries. L.istening only 

to their greed, they decided to renounce the savage Life of their 

people in order to get their share of the pie in the civilized king

doms. Under the karnagh Oran's command they now sow terror. 

hiring out their anger and their weapons to the various factions 

in these countries. which remain decadent in their eyes. The 

Famished don't keep their soldier's pay for a very long time, for 

they spend it on long nights of debauchery. 

THE COMPANY OF RUINS 

I dream of the day that Du~r-Scaitlt is purified by the blood of 

my enemies. 

- Kallgyr, captain of the Company of Ruins 

Luckily there are companies that do honor to the Drunes' devo

tion. Thus the Company of Ruins is formed by warriors who have 

sworn to defend Dun-Scaith despite the return of the Sessairs. 

These soldiers wage a fierce insurgency against the ones they 

consider to be occupiers. Captain Kallgyr gathers his men 

around the hope that one day, weakened by the tireless attacks, 

the Sessa irs wi ll abandon the city. This company only leaves the 

vicinity of Dun-Scaith to attack merchant caravans or to recruit 

new Drune or Devourer soldiers. 

THE SISTERS OF CRUELTY 

lVith speed and cruelty is how /will destroy the enemies of 011r 

people. 

- Captain Merwynden 

The company of the Sisters of Cruelty provokes terror in all 

the towns that lie near the Black Woods. These lanyfbs are the 

vanguard of many Drune hordes. A few days before a battle they 

study the enemy defenses and sap them through acts of guerilla 

warfare. Thus a report that mentions an attack led by a unit of 

furious women often announces the attack of a much bigger 

horde. 
Led by Mer wynden, these warrioresses are a very dark omen 

for the Drunes' neighbors. 
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PATRO:'\S 

Wan dyr the Bloodthirsty regularly hires captains for 

missions 111 the vicinity of the Black Woods. He does so to give 

himself a certam freedom at the fringes of the Drune politi· 

cal system, which is directed by the wyrds. The companies he 

thus employs allow hml to get information on potential targets 

and on enemy troop movements. And finally, his lack of discre

tion (or his status) sometimes prevents him from carrying out 

certain tasks on his own. He then sends a Drune company to do 

the dirty deed for him. 

The formor Nekron acts without the wyrds' blessing. He helps 

and encourages many companies to venture ever further into 

enemy territoq' to destroy temples and ransack cities there. 

For a long time the reasons for this thirst for war remained 

mysterious, but the truth is starting to come out. For Nekron 

the beginning of the Rag'narok shouldn't wait for the return of 

Cernunnos. Through the incursions that he promotes, Nekron 

provokes the Drunes' enemies and pulls his people into a spiral 

that can only lead to total war, the Rag'narok. 

As for Sheenagh, she's an old lanyfh whose body is now too 

worn to be used to fight. Yet her determination hasn't been 

weakened. She dreams that her people will one day occupy 

other caves than those of the Black Woods. At her asking, many 

Drune companies have gone plundering far beyond the borders 

of their land of birth to go looking for other hospitable woods. 

Sheenagh hasn't chosen the new land of asylum yet. She uses 

companies to test the surveillance and defenses of the various 

kingdoms in the vicinity, keeping an eye open for the slightest 

weakness so that she can install a colony. 



THE POSSESSED OF THE ABYSS 

THE CALL TO AR.\IS 

L e a hydra, the dwarves of the Abyss have several faces 

a only one mind. Mid-Nor is present in each one of his chil

cb n. from the simple warrior to the powerful dominant. Most 

companies are therefore formed at the order of a dominant (or 

ol the Despot himself) with a specific goal in mind. 

The first goal of many captains is to found a colony in order 

take over a territory or to spy on the enemies of the Despot. 

• ... makeup of these groups is very often the same: a faithful 

lOmmunion with the spirit of Mid-Nor, a magician charged 

th converting prisoners into possessed fighters, and a handful 

· warriors to defend the lair. These companies move through

t Aarklash under cover of the nighl or, for the most skilled 
.es, in the company of lepers and vagrants. 

The most promising companies often go under the command 

the Despot himself. llley are sent on dangerous missions 

tl at always more or less have to do with Immortals, their true 

mes, and the sanctuaries where the most powerful of them 

sle-ep. Indeed, the Despot is seeking to enslave such entities. 

E em asleep, some Immortals affect their surroundings. The 

pl..ce where they rest then becomes a holy or accursed place 

t~.a is vigorously protected by the local population, which the 

o •mpanies must confront. 

It sometimes happens that the Despot's grasp on one of his 

n ants weakens. Such an event is always the result of an 

c 'traordinary accident (such as a possessed fighter having to 

c ob;:y an enemy who has stolen his canopic doll) or of a large

s..ale mystical undertaking (such as a ritual performed by power
·ul magicians). It happens even less often that such individua 

.. re numerous enough at a given place to form a company, yet 

·hts remains possible. What more, many freed slaves flee their 

nlony and join companies that are loyal to Darkness. 

REPUTATION 

The Possessed of the Abyss are all inhabited by a part of 
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Those few possessed who have been able to weaken the Despot's 

influence on them are considered to be dangerous deviants and 

traitors of the worst kind. They arc ruthlessly hunted down and 

destroyed. 

fAMOUS COMPA"liES AND CAPTAINS 

The companies of Mid-Nor rarely take on heroic names, 

unless their enemies have given them one. They are therefore 

designated by the name of their captain. 

TKE WATCH ERS OP METH RAL 

The past holds the keys to the future. 

-Methral 

To the east of the Plateau of Giants the possessed have recent

ly discovered the remains of nn ancient goblin cult devoted to 
the Void. The similarities between th is cu ll and that of Mid-Nor 

has thrown the Despot into such a state of perplexity that he has 

ordered the constitution of companies charged with clearing up 

this mystery. Among these, that of Methral, a faithful of Mid

Nor, has gotten most satisfying results. Alas, the goblins are 

also on the trail of their origins and skirmishes are ever more 

numerous. 

Ptrtl of Mid-Nor. Aware of acting in the name of a co.mrnoln~,.,. •. _.,~ 

c use, they see the companies of their people as being agents 

t e Despot's service. 

The arrival of a company in a colony is sometimes seen as 

~en of hard times. Some settle with the firm intention of 

10in them in their mission. Some colonies thus seek to ;~1-••• 

.emselves and to pursue their own goals without fear of 

.mmandeered in such a way. Individuality and freedom 

wever, relatively limited concepts among the po:>se:sse•d: ~>'1i<II·N~~ 

.ears everything, sees everythmg and understands everything. 



THE COLONY OF MANILlA 

Be ready to strike wherever your enemy least expects it. 

- Arthar 

The lictor Arthar and his companions, who are known for 

their scouting talents, have been given the mission to enter the 

city of Man ilia, at the border between Alahan and Akkylannie, 

to establish a colony there. The forces of Light are powerful 

and watchful there, which makes the task ever more challeng

ing. Yet the rewards awaiting the company are worth the trou

ble: several of the city's notables own valuable works that have 

belonged to the Dark Muse, a mystic who has died a long time 

ago and whose experiments had almost thrown the kingdom of 

Ala han lnto Datkoess. Arthar has also sensed the presence of 

the Lodge of Hod within the city's walls. 
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THE VAGRANTS 

My name, my real name, is Fengrir. 71re one who wants to take 

it from me will It ave to confront me! 

- Fengrir 

All those who were present at the battle of Harsha remem

ber the fire elemental that took on the Dominant Sinron in a 

spectacular explosion. The flames had set ablaze the resinous 

forest in which the clash was taking place and the devastating 

fire raged on for ten days and nights. 

When the Dommant got back up again, he wasn't the same. 

Mid-Nor was no longer inside him. He was again called f engrir, 

son ofTir-Na-Bor. The wandering warrior left for Avagddu. His 

last memories as a slave of the Despot, albe1t vague, concerned 

the fate of the Kelt lands where many mercenaries roam. 

PATRONS 

Cadwallon is desired by all and the Despot is not an excep

tion to this rule. Installing a colony in the Free City wW have 

taken several decades and countless attempts. The Dominant 

Yh-Azahir has succeeded this feat thanks to the support of 

the necromancer Sophet Drahas and to his own ingenuity. The 

one they nickname "The Insane• has in effect drawn from the 

homeless population, from the lepers and from outsiders to 

create "lost" warriors, possessed fighters of other races. Little by 

little he Is building up a very efficient information network and 

instills a patriarchal cult devoted to Darkness among those that 

civilization has rejected. Yh-Azahir thus coordinates the activi

ties of several motley companies scattered all over Cadwallon 

and its surroundings. 

Yh·Karas has been given the mission to gather and then 

enslave a trinit} of especially powerful Immortals of Darkness: 

the Trinity of the Abyss. To this day the Immortals Ephorath 

and Elzavid have come under the Despot's control. Only the 

last one, Eszorid, has avoided lhe grasp of Mid-Nor thanks 

to the zealous intervention of the templar knight Vedath, his 

guardian. The hunt has begun all over Aarklash: lhe colony of 

Ephorath won't know rest until it is complete. 

The Despot himself doesn't understand the true importance 

of the union of the three lmmortals. Without him knowing it. 

Ephorath is plotting to take control of the possessed, yet his 

plan requires Eszorid to be found. 

The Fangs of Fire are an important point of passage for all 

vessels crossing the Migol Sea. They are also the biggest pirate 

hideout of Aarklash and the fiefdom of Yh-Sankunrun, one of 

the most powerful lictors of the Despot. 1llis master enchant
er, who is revered like an evil deity by certain native tribes, is 

spreading his influence over the many ports that dot the islands, 

where many companies act in his name. 



THE OPHIDIAN ALLIANCE 

Totem: Serpent 

TH r CALL ro ARMS 

lhe Ophidian Empire is dead, yet Its rebirth has begun with 

the fall of the Erratum, the secret library h1dden in the founda

tions of Cadwallon (see The Ashes of Wrath). The Tainted, these 

ophidians who are giving in to a very strange disease, are more 

numerous every day and no longer hes1tate to come out into the 

open. Obsessed with their desires, they gather all sorts of warri

ors around themselves who are entirely devoted to their cause. 

While giving ln to Vice, many ophidians have executed or freed 

their slaves. The latter, left to themselves ln a world where pity is a 

fa1•or, wanted to protect each other by forming companies. Others 

went to the outposts of mercenaries to sell their services to the 

highest bidder. 

• iHE MEANDERS Of DARKNESS • 

These rootless warriors often share an endless hatred for their 

former masters who have maimed their soul with their hypnotic 

conditlomng. Such companies are perfect candidates when it 

comes to confronting the Serpents. 

The ophidians who remain loyal to the ancient precepts of 

their civilization jealously guard their last sanctuaries. Out of 

fear of revealing their existence, they hire companies or send 

their own slaves to carry out missions that are indispensable for 

the survival of their shelter. Most foreign companies only have 

contact with slaves and are given just the most basic informa

tion required for them to carry out their task. 

Alas, this is not always enough and some sanctuaries fall. If 
they don't give in to Vice, some survivors refuse to live locked up 

again. They try to find their place on a continent being set ablaze 

by war or, hungry for revenge, they hunt down the Tainted-ones 

who an? responsible for their nation's fate. Some join the armies 

of Acheron or of the Empire of Syharhalna, thus putting their 

skills in the service of Darkness. 



DOCS OF WAR • THE FREE COMPANIES 

R EPUTATION Not too long ago the Blood-Red were the sla,-es of an ophidian 

named S'Arkos. When he gave in to Laziness, he lost all control over 

The ophidians are very few and they ra rely move in groups. hishugecourtandwasfacedwitharebellionfromwhichhecouldn't 

Most ophid ian companies are made up of a Serpent and his escape. Mongoose and his men gather all the resources required to 

retinue. The image they have therefore depends enormously on build a small army destined to destroy ophidian sanctuaries. 

ind ividua l ac ts. 

Many Tainted-ones have abandoned their slaves. The formation 

of a company is therefore a vital necess ity: even if an ophidian's 

T H E GLAI VE 

power is phenomenal, he becomes easy prey if he remains alone in 771e traitors have revealed themselves. Tile time for punishment 

a world governed by mammals. has come. 

The Tainted make their reputation among their brethren with - S'Cythe 

the influence that they manage to acquire m their own name or 

that of their cause. S'Cythe is a sydion, an ophidian responsible for justice. ln 

More than ever do the loyal ophidians need companies to meet these times of secession and war, his task seems to be endless. 

their needs and defend their interests. From their point of view His kind has given him all the power needed to avoid the many 

it's only by remaining united that they have a chance to survive threats that weigh down on their people. The Gla1ve metes out 

the events of the Rag'narok. A loyal ophidian who shows initiative quick justice, methodically and rigorously. Unlike his brothers, 

and efficiency or who manages to save his people's heritage in spite this sydion doesn't condition the bloodhounds that accompany 

of all dangers gets the full support of one of the oldest nations of him. According to him. diversity strengthens efficiency. His 

Aarklash. soldiers' loyalty is maintained through generous pay and the 

right to take tribute from his powerful victims. 

fAMOus CoMPANI ES AND CAPTAINS 

T H E E RR ATUM 

Memory is the most precious of jewels; it is worthy of aff 

sacrifices. 

- S'Arodh 

A handful of ophidians have survived the massacre of the 

Erratum. Grouped together in the vicinity o f Cadwallon, the 

Erratum is trying to intercept the convoys of precious works 

that the templars a re transferring to their fo rt and the Solitary 

Lodge. 

Thinking that they weren't numerous enough to risk their 

lives on attacking convoys, their chief, S'Arodh, has taken the 

initiative to contact the guild of Ferrymen, which has control of 

the City of Thieves' transportation network. ln exchange for its 

support, the ophidians must leave it a part of the loot or reveal 

some of thei r secrets to it. 

T H E B LOOD - RED 

71te cause, the crusade, the noblesse? Ha! The result is all that 

COli IllS. 

- Mongoose 

11le company of the Blood-Red has recently appeared in the port 

of Ogh-Hen-Kir. Its reputation is already that of a group of brutal 

mercenaries devoid of any humanity. It has annihilated no less than 

three odler companies that got in its way. It is said that Mongoose 

and his men are former temp Iars o r clones of the Scorpion possessed 

by the desert demons. 
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PATRO~S 

The most famous and most infamous of the Tainted-ones is 

without n doubt S' Erum, the former sydion who has given in to 

Anger. After having executed the last defenders of the Erratum 

and having permitted the fall of the sanctuary, he went straight 

to Ka'ibcr to look for an individual who, In his eyes, is the cause of 

the schism that is splitting the Ophidian Alliance: Syd de Ka'iber. 

S'Erum, now allied with the powers of Darkness, calls on expe

rienced companies to track down his Shadow or to assist him 

m battles in the vicinity of Kaiber. His great knowledge of the 

human psyche makes him more sociable and more complacent 

than most other ophidians. Yet one mustn't misjudge him: his fits 

of fury are frequent and only slaughter can appease the Vice. 

Ayane was S'Erum's last slave and can supply valuable infor

mation to anyone looking for the fallen sydion. She remained in 

Cadwallon after the fall of the Erratum and has engaged herself in 

the city's dangerous life. Having mixed feelings about her former 

master, she sometimes employs companies charged with finding 

and gathering the lost treasures of the Ophidian Alliance. The 

best among them have the privilege of assisting her in her own 

operations, which are hardly ever easy ones to carry out. 

Some ophidian recluses have lived away from their kind for so 

long that their people's fate is no longer important to them, as 

long as their race survives. This is the case ofS'Ygma, an ophidian 

h idden in his sanctuary off the coast of Ala han for many decades 

already. Benefiting from great influence on several Barhan lords, 

he uses their resources to look for traces of the mysterious 

Sphi1\xes. Once his thirst for knowledge has been quenched, he 

will be able to wave the specter oft he ophidians' biggest enemy to 

try to rail)' his brothers around a common cause. 
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THE DEFENDERS OF TIR-NA-BOR 

Totem: Boar 

T H E CA LL TO ARMS 

The dwarves are a conservative people that is proud of its 

lands. They live turned in on themselves and those who go on 

adventure often do so because they have to. Thus many captains 

are rejects, dwarves banished from thear fortress as punishment 

or through injustice. forced to live in a world that is too big for 

them, these outcasts gather together and form free companies 

that sometimes look more like bands of bandits than military 

units. 

Yet it happens that a dwarf feels an emotion so strong that 

it pushes him to leave the Aegis. 'Tills emotion can be a need 

for vengeance. It Isn't easy to make a dwarf angry, but when 

it happens, then nothing can stop him. Due to the dwarves' 

esprit de corps, the avenger rarely ever leaves alone. He is often 

accompanied by members of his family or by his best friends. 

These expeditions sometimes last years and can give a taste for 

traveling to the ones taking part in Ulem. Once vengeance has 

been gotten, some dwarves choose to continue their journey 

and to participate in the Rag'narok in their own way, almost in 

the background. 

And finally, more and more dwarves are becoming aware of 

Uleir role on Aarklash and work for the collective memory of 

Ule peoples by leaving their fortresses to study the mysteries of 

Creation. They also tr)' to discover the influence of their gods 

in natural and magical phenomena. Only dwarves would try to 

a task! 

• THE PATHS OF DESTINY • 

R EPUTATION 

The dwarves of Tir-Na-Bor are intrigued by the free compa

nies coming from their people. Most of them don't understand 

what could push a dwarf to leave his ancestral fortress. Yet this 

feeling doesn't turn into mistrust or aggressiveness. It is rather a 

form of curiosity: the free companies gather strange people. On 

the other hand those who have been banished are greeted wiUl 

a hail of stones in all fortresses. 

Be)'ond the Aegis the dwarven companies are perceived with 

mistrust. Those that were born of an exclusion or a vendetta 

are inevitably a source of trouble for the countries Uley travel 

through. As for the dwarves who are seeking to pierce the 

secrets of Creation, they are seen as visionaries by most peoples. 

Only scholars and academics welcome them with open arms. 

fAMOUS COMPANIES AN D CAPTAI NS 

THE CONVEYORS 

Anywhere, anytime, yet always on schedule. 
-Uirek 

The Conveyors are specialized in the transport of precious 

merchandise all across Aarklash: gold, alphax, mana gems and 

even diplomats. No threat can discourage these dwarves as long 

as the reward is worth the risks. Led by Captain Ulrek, they 

cross Ule continent from coast to coast, alwa)'s leading a convoy. 

Ulrek dreams of the day that his company will travel in modi

fied armored chariots. But for now he must content himself with 

several wagons escorted by razorback riding dwarves. 

THE EYE OF ODNIR 

I'm just going to cast an eye. 
- Rilda 

Though it doesn't officially exist, the Eye ofOdnir is a company 

in the service ofTir-Na-Bor. Named in honor of the patriarch of 

the dwarven gods' only eye, its mission is to inform the dwarven 

army about the various countries of Aarklash. 'TI1e information 

•·~n'""'anhv. population, logistics, and much more. for them to 

unnoticed, Captain Rilda claims that her men and herself 

been banished from their fort ress. 



DOCS OF WAR • TilE FREE COMPANIES 

THE ALPHA X KHORS 

\\7e do11't stick to our positio11s; we leave that to our enemies. 

-Knud 

The Alphax Khors define themselves as valiant warriors 

fighting for the glory ofTir-Na-Bor. Many dwarves take these 

former Khor warriors for visionaries. 'X' hatever it may be, 

Captain Knud 's ~oldiers have proven many times over that 

they can change the course of battles. Until now they have of 

refused to be integrated in the army of Tir-Na-Bor, for they 

only want to be commanded by a chief who shares their chival-

• 

rous ideal. Yet they mightsoon be incorporated because some 

dwarves are drawn to the Alphax Khors and the awareness 

that they have of the necessity to go on the offensive. 

PATRONS 

Thorolf is a mountain-warrior with a calm personality. yet 

1t is still better to have him as a friend. He is the keeper of 

a mine of gold of great purity and also of the Aegis. Alone, 

sometimes handicapped by his large size. he provides ore to 

free companies that accept to help him in his task. When 

his Immortal senses warn him of a danger, he sends valor

ous dwarven warriors to fight in the name of the Aegis . 

Sometimes he calls on soldiers to ensure his own protection, 

for his mine is desired by the enemies ofTir-Na-Bor. 

As for Tan-Kalr, he employs many free compa

nies for espionage missions. He is aware that 

he must inform himself on what is happening 

outside of the Aegis if he wants to be able to 

defend his people correctly. The Republic's 

Inertia forces him to use free companies. 

His acts border on insubordination and 

place him In a delicate situuion. Tan

Kalr therefore only employs trustworthy 

captams and makes it clear to them 

that treason Is not an option. 

Oankard also acts in the shadows. This 

thermo-priest is seeking to prove the exist

ence of Uren, the god of the forges, and to do 

so he has chosen to resort to comparison. 

He sends free companies all over Aarklash 

to study or steal other peoples' inven

tions. He is convinced that even in the 

Syhar machines there lies hidden the god 

of the forges' essence. Most of the free 

companies that he supports aren't aware 

of thIs goal and don't believe in it. That 

doesn't matter: Dankard is sure of himself! 



THE RATS OF NO-DAN-KAR 

Totem : Rat 

T HE CALL TO ARMS 

The goblins claim to have invented the concept of free compa

ny. Though nobody believes this claim, it may very well be true: 

the youngest goblins don't stay In one place because they so wish 

to prove their worth In the eyes of the powerful of No-Dan-Kar. 

Every year young goblins gather around a more or less crazy 

objective and go on adventure with the hope of finding fame 

and fortune. Many never return, yet the stories told by the rare 

survivors are so exciting that the next generation can't resist the 

call of adventure! 

This phenomenon doesn't only concern young goblins. The 

officers of the No-Dnn-Kar Battle Academy and the scientists 

teeming in the empire's cities never stop im·enting new martial 

techniques and new machines that then have to be tested. The 

goblins' actions are turning Aarklash into a gigantic field of 

maneuvers where the zaniest inventions and ideas clash. All this 

wouldn't be possible without the free companies of adventurer 

engineers who are specially trained in the handling of machines 

that are as dangerous for them as they are for the enemy. 

• TilE PATHS OF DESTINY • 

Yet all goblins don't join a company at their own free will. 

The clans regularly throw individuals from their ranks 

who are seen to be unworthy or simply bothersome. 

These outcasts, who the members of the Ora ken clan call 

"ronins," tend to group together to improve their chances 

of surviv;~l. Some of these free companies become bands 

of bandits while others become units of mercenaries. 

And ~orne, final!)'· travel far away from the swamps to 

REJlUTA"l 10~ 

In No-Dan-Kar success is what pays. Young adventurers 

and intrepid engineers are revered as examples to follow 

when they return victorious from their mission, yet they 

are scorned I ike the most disgusting of roaches when they 

ret urn empty-handed. Furthermore, they automatically 

earn the respect of their peers if they amass enough klus 

to buy a title of nobility. In this dictatorship of success the 

richest goblins and those with the most titles systemati

cally cast out the ron ins. On the other hand, brats and all 

those who are slaving away in the slums of the big cities see 

these outcasts as popular heroes. 

The other peoples don't trust the goblins very much. Be they 

adventurous or turbulent, the children of Rat always end up 

causing trouble wherever they go. Onlr patrons who have noth

ing to lose or are willing to risk everything call on these compa

nies. They believe that though the goblins have a tendenC)' for 

the worst, they are also capable of the best, and their adaptabil

ity and ingenuity no longer have to be proven. 

fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTAINS 

THE SEVEN SAMURATS 

Honor sometimes dcmnnds thnt everything be lost. 

-Myamoto Gobushi 

The Seven Sa murals are the most famous company of ron ins. 

Their captain, Myamoto Gobush i, was already famous before 

this group was formed. He used to teach the art of war at the 

Oraken school. Disgraced for having dared contradict Oraken, 

Gobushi hit the road accompanied by his most loyal students. 

Dishonored, he now fights by the side of other outcasts of No

Dan-Kar to make justice and honor prevail. Declared an outlaw 

by the 1mperial authorities, this free company regularly suffers 

heavy losses, which are luckily compensated for by fresh recruits 

attracted by the renown of the Seven Samurats. 



DOCS OF WAR • THE FREE COMPANIES 

THE RISK-TAI<ERS 

\\'lnr is tlte m ost beautiful of inventions. 

-Glycerine 

lne Risk-Takers are a motley bunch of engineers, soldiers 

and pirates from all over No-Dan-Kar. It would have fallen 

apart a long time ago if it weren't for Captain Glycerine's iron 

hand. Indeed, this old she-goblin, who looks like a madwoman, 

combines a certain charisma and a devilishly creative mind. 

Every battle is the source of inspiration for a new invention 

whose test is cause for a battle, which in turn is a new source of 

inspi rat ion ... This vicious circle causes the company to travel to 

the four corners of Aarklash and it seems that the journey is far 

from being over. 

THE ATOMIUM COMPANY 

Today we conquer A ark/ash! 

- Captain Atomium 

The Atomium Company gathers the disciples of the famous 

Professor Atomium, who is now captain. Cast out by 

his clan, scorned by his peers, Atomium has decided to 

conquer the world to get revenge. The disciples who 

followed him are either t he most devout or the 

stupidest ones who were studying in his laboratory. 

Yet Atom1um has everything going for him: being 

a goblin mutant, he has an oversized and proli fic 

brain. Every morning he wakes up with a new 

plan of conquest and therefore a new mission to 

carry out. One day he will triumph! 

PATRONS 

The infamous Yakilsa (see Cry Havoc, volume 7) 

employs many free companies of No-Dan-Kar. Confined 

to Zoukho·i, he uses these groups to sow trouble In 

the empire and prepare his landing. Though 

he prefers using goblins to preserve a certain 

discretion, he doesn't mind hiring compa

nies of orcs or Wolfen when a bigger force 

of impact is required. Some of these captains 

are not paid, yet Yakusa has promised ~ 
a position of choice in his future empire or 

Zoukho"i. 

To counter this menace Bazlika also makea 

use of free companies. He sends some all 

the empire to fight his biggest riva l, and he also 

sends some to Zoukho"i. These groups""'"' ,p•,_<. 

counting on using free companies to flush out the yakusa gueril

las once hostilities have been triggered on the rebel archipelago. 

Like his nemesis, he prefers using goblins so that the companies' 

actions go unnoticed, but he also employs mercenaries bound to 

the famous guild of Blades. 

Far from this horrendous quarrel, Gid:r:zit t he Bell Ringer 

continues on his quest for magical knowledge. Hungry for new 

spells, he gathers clues on the location of parchments and spell

books as quickly as he can. He then sends free companies to 

the four corners of the continent to get the precious works and 

bring them back to him. The captains he employs come from all 

backgrounds and rarely understand their patron's mot1vations. 

What more, they often return empty-handed because Gidzzit's 

clues are cryptic or devoid of any sense. However, after count

less attempts and missions, th.e magician has built a respectable 

collection of parchments and books. 



THE BRAVES 

OF BRAN-0-KOR 
Totem: jackal 

THF. CALI. TO ARMS 

The orcs, nomads in their own lands, are used to liviqJII~~ 

in a tent. What more, they were genetically designed to 
resist all types of climate. Everything in their culture ancJ <Oj!-.!~~~ 

in their nature makes them destined for a life of wand,wo: 

ing. Yet many of them are fiercely attached to Bran-0-Kor 

and dream of the day that their nation finally is 

Those who don't share this dream form a company and 

looking for adventure elsewhere. 
Some orcish tribes become free companies out of nP.~P<:<i~v111" 

War and disease have decimated them and only a handful of 

their members are left. They can then either join another tribe 

or save their dignity by traveling the roads of adventure. Pride 

thus pushes the orcs to become mercenaries. Be they warriors 

or trackers, they are generally known for their integrity and 

their efficiency. 
War is a p:~rt of orcish culture and of Bran-0-Kor's landscape. This in not true for the companies that are formed at the sltakas' 

Some of the most aggressive tribes wage a constant guerilla initiative. These can freel) cross the tribal territories and can 

war against Akkylannian and Syh:~r invaders. Like the clan of sometimes ask for reinforcements to carry out their mjssion. 

Trackers, some free companies seek glory by harassing the enemy However, woe to the captain who pretends to be an envoy of 

in his very own territory. Such companies also plunder neighbor- the shakas to be able to wrongly get what he desires. He is given 

ing countries in the search for equipment and rare materials. a punishment that is level with his greed by being left to the 

The sltakas' sacred rites sometimes make them see myst ic predators of the canyons, his wrists and ankles tied. 

visions and prophecies whose interpretation can lead to the 

creation of companies. These have a sacred character and are 

given missions of utmost importa nee. The most vigorous shakas 

gather a handful of warriors and go themselves on the long jour

ney that their strange dreams have inspired. The ways of)ackal 

and of coyatl are impenetrable ... 

REPUTA110N 

The orcs arc the youngest "race" of Aarklash and in no way 

are they numerous enough to have a standing army. Each one 

of them is a warrior and must defend his kin, his clan and his 

homeland. That's why their own people see the orcish compa

nies, wh1ch are so quick to put their strength into another one's 

service and to leave Bran-0-Kor, negatively. These lighters can 

join their brethren in times of war, yet their chlefs, as mighty as 

they may be, may not Sll at the council of mystics and of ralks. 
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fAMOUS C OMPANIES A ND C APTAINS 

THE AMOKS 01' ARUKORO 

Whoever tries to enchain the Amoks will die like a dog. 
- Kuan 

The orcs are known for their huge physical strength. When 

they are unlucky enough to fall into enemy hands, they are 

sometimes enslaved. The Amoks of Arukoro are one of those 

companies whose reason to be is to free their imprisoned broth

ers. Led by Kuan. an Amok slayer whose clan was put in chains 

and left to starve by the Syhars, the Amoks of Arukoro don't 

retreat from anythmg to reach their goals. They have thus even 

commHted a slaughter in the Pit of Claws, in Cadwallon, to free 

two of their kind who had been captured by goblin smugglers. 



DOGS Of WAR • TJI E FREE COMPANIES 

THE BROTH ERHO OD OF NINE MIRAGES 

You say I'm going crazy? I've looked the Rag'narok in the face 

aud that beast feeds on people like)'ou. 
- Lukorok 

Nothing destined Lukorok for adventure when, under 

his master's watchful gaze, he took coyatl for the first time. 

Possessed b)• a powerful spirit, he hallucinated for da)'S and had 

nine nightmarish visions concerning the future of Aarklash at 

the outcome of the Rag'narok. Shortly after his awakening the 

vigorous master of rites gathered the Brotherhood of the Nine 

Mirages and went on a long quest whose true goal remains 
unknown to date. 

Avangorok the Elusive, the symbol of the orcish people's 

resistance against its enem1es and chief of the Tracker dan, 

often takes in groups of young warriors who wish to follow in 

his footsteps. He sends them off to theaters of operations where 

they carry out acts of guerilla warfare against Akkylannian and 

Syhar targets: assassinations, ambushes, sabotage, etc. 

The orcs' shamanistic sp1rits prowl in the dreamscape named 

the "Land of the Long Sun." Many instinctive magicians think 

that this domain is a magic Realm that is subject to unusual 

laws and may even be an unfinished Realm. This 

is believed by Nurkhal, an ore who for a long 

time traveled with the merchant caravans 

between Bran-0 -Kor and the port ofOgh

Hen-Kir. More learned than his broth-

ers, he calls on companies to find the 
THE RAPTORS O F SHALAKH entrance to the Land of t he Long Sun. 

He secretly hopes that this Realm 
Payment Is to be made in advance. Or else I'll also tell you will become a refuge for the orcs 

where the trap is only afterwards... the day that the Rag'narok ends up 

- Masikuru destroying Aarklash. 

After having worked with the Akkylannians of the Temple 

of the East for years, the Raptor~ of Shalakh have developed an 

unusual taste for money (according to orcish standards). This 

company has left Bran-0-Kor to conquer a rich and fertile 

continent. Renowned scouts, the Raptors sell their services to 

whoever can pa)' the price, no matter the cause or the place. 

Some among them still have some scruples left. They fear the 

day that Masikuru, their chief, is made an offer by the Syhars. 

Would he dare accept it and thus definitively turn his back on 
his homeland? 

PATRONS 

The orcs count on the elders to pass their people's tradi

tions and precious secrets down to the younger 

generations. 1his brotherly feeli ng is fou nd 

in all levels of their society, including 

in the companies. The latter often let 

a more experienced mentor guide 
them and advise them in their 

choices. 

During the orcs' exodus a handful of 

warriors decided to flee even further 

than the rest of their people. These 

adventurers crossed Aarklash all the 

way to the Behemoth Mounlams where 

they settled and formed a community. 

Nowadays the orcs of the Behemoth, led 
by Vijkhal the Brave, have to push back the 

ever more violent assaults of the Acheronian 

hordes. They therefore call on companies to 

watch the edges of their domain and to 

lure the intruders in to traps 



THE CHILDREN OF YLLIA 

Totem: Wolf 

THE CALl. TO ARMS 

Wolfen society, which is based on the pack and on relations of 

dominance, is similar to that of the free companies. Yet these 

two social structures convey very different values. The pack is 

a basic cultural component whereas the company has a specific 

goal, beyond just its own survival. 

The Wolfen are divided into two large categories: those who 

are sedentary and those who are nomadic. The former protect 

the territory on which they live; the latter travel from place to 

place, following their game and their instincts. The alphas of 

some companies consider all of Aarklash to be a Wolfen hunt

ing ground and scorn borders. llley attack the other peoples' 

bastions to prove the obvious superiority of t heir convictions 

and to harass the Craftsman, the spirit of civilization, the 

embodiment of everything that is contrary to nature. 

The Wolfen's predatory nature pushes them to aggression when 

too many of them share the same protectorate. To avoid useless 

bloodbaths, the weakest among them (often youn_g adults) leave 

and go on a quest for other hunting grounds. Some defy their 

pack leaders or find old stone circles that their shamans have to 

awaken again with very dangerous rituals. 

The companies that have a territory and abundant game spend 

much time on the mysteries ofYllia and use lunar bridges to visit 

strange Realms. The members of these adventurous companies 

who return back to Aarklash after such a journey are trans

formed, having been touched by an otherworldly power. They 

bring back the celestial metal from which are forged the Fangs 

of the Stars, the sacred weapons of their people. 

REPUTATION 

The Wolfen don't distinguish much between a pack and a 

company. In their eyes they arc groups held together by power

ful bonds and led by a leader. 

Some pack leaders, hungry for domination, try to subjugate 

company captains to raise their own pack's strength. It can 

also happen that a charismatic captain rallies young recruits to 

his cause and thus deprives a pack of valuable warriors. Some 

packs therefore see companies as potential rivals and only allow 

them to stay on their territory the time that it takes for them to 

accomplish their mission. 
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More rarely, some packs see the companies as the true impulse of 

the life of their people, as wanderers of the Paths of Destiny, as scouts 

or as messengers. They welcome them with hospitality and never 

miss out on questioning them thoroughly on the state of the world. 

fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTAINS 

THE BLASTING WIND 

A predator must learn to hunt alone. 

-Valkaris 

The Wolfen packs all know Valkaris and the company of the 

Blasting Wind. Valkaris is an accomplished prowler. The inge

nuity of his traps is only equaled by the plethora of wonderful 

stories that he brings back from his travels. 

His long journey has often let him confront the chaos that 
is menacing Aarklash. Very worried about the Rag'narok, he 

takes with him hunters and young warriors to prepare them for 

survival in a world that, according to him, can turn upside down 

at any moment. The pack of the Blasting Wind thus prowls wher

ever one least expects it to be, from the vicinity of Kallien.ne to 

the desert ofSyharhalna. 



DOCS Of WAR • THE FREE COMPANIES 

Valkaris also hides a secret: he is one of the messengers of the 

Firstborn, who \\'aS Yllia's lover and father of the Wolfen. 

THE RESTLESS 

May your death be without rest. 

- Simgen 

A grave guardian's duty is to watch over the pack's tombs 

and to avenge any desecration. Some packs aren't big enough 

to correctly perform one or the other of t hese tasks and call 

on the Restless. Led by Simgen, a wandering grave guardian, 

this gloomy looking group of warrior~ seeks stolen treasures 

and punishes tomb raiders. 

The Restless never ask for payment when it comes to "liber

ating" an ancestor who was turned into a zombie by a necro

mancer. 

Despite his devotion, Simgen is tempted by the desire to 

learn more about the dark arts. He knows that this is forbid
den, yet bringing back the dead would allow him to raise an 

army and avoid the loss of valorous warriors. 

THE ORACLES 

T11e nme IS not the key to the future, but the first stone of the 

road leadi11g there. 

- Tildarak 

More and more Wolfen arc tiring of Yllia's sibylline omens and 

are joining the Spawn of Devastation. Others adopt an anitude 

that is just as violent, yet wiser: they direct their acts toward very 

specific goals. Such is the case of the company of the Oracles, 

which is led by the rune guardian Tildarak. He draws runes 

to find the traces of present, past and future events. \Xfith the 

help of his companions he untangles the web of Destiny, solves 

apparently unsolvable mysteries, strikes his enemies when they 

thought they were safe, and prevents horrible tragedies. 

PATRONS 

1l1e Wolfen have a tribal structu re. A pack only meets others 

during formal ceremonies or exceptional events, such as having 

to join forces to push back an enemy army. The Wolfen compa· 

n ies are therefore usually sponsored by their own pack or by a 

spcci fie pack leader. 

There are, however, exceptions, such as Kassar the f ugitive. 

Because of his rebellious and solitary character, this outstand

ing warrior never stays in the same place for a long time. His 

journeys bring him to meet many different cQmpanies that he 

doesn't hesitate to contact in times of need. He rewards his 

companions for a day by giving them mana gems, precious 

stones or other valuable objects that are easy to carry. Those 

who manage to earn his friendship are sometimes given the 

privilege of his teachings. 
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lsakar the Watcher is also an exception among the patrons 

of Wolfen companies. His dose relations with the Kelts of 

the Sessairs clan make him one of the most fervent partisans 

of a certain tolerance toward civilization. According to him 

the salvation of the Wolfen depends on the struggle against 

Darkness and on the humans' becoming aware of the damage 

that the proliferation of cities wreal..s on the savage lands. He 

therefore calls on companies to carry out specific missions in 

which violence has to be carefully directed. 

Kailliss the Silent, the Da'ikinee prince of the Howling Pack of 

Cadwallon, hopes to rally all the Wolfen and Da'iklnees wander

ing on the roads of Aarklash. He is planning on giving them 

a place to live: the stone circle of Caer Laen, which had once 

been desecrated by the Devourers of Vile-Tis. Kaeliss calls on all 

those who are willing to help him on his quest. 



THE DISCIPLES OF THE BEAST 

Totem: Hyena 

THE CALl ro AR\tS 

The Devourers live without fear of god or man and just follow 

their instincts. Unlike their brothers who remained faithful to 

Yllia, they don't hate or avo1d the cities to which their wander

Ings lead them. Most of the time they settle in them withoul 

looking for trouble, happy to have simply found a land of asylum. 

Unfortunately their lifestyle and their desire to spread the reve

lations of the Beast tend to provoke hostility among their hosts. 

In the face of this threat many bands act preemptively and let 

their most violent instincts run free. Their horrifying misdeeds 

hinder the efforts made by bands that, tired of being hunted 

like stray dogs, are looking for a land that can harbor all of the 

Devourers as a whole. 

Some disciples of Vile-Tis work alone, but the vast majority of 

them gather in companies. Their small yet constantly growing 

numbers force them to unite and to protect each other. They 

don't have many other choices if they wish to survive the wrath 

of the gods and the retaliation that their acts of destruction 
cause. 

These companies, experts in guerilla warfare and lighting 

operations, preach total freedom and sell their services to those 

who take the risk of getting in touch with them. Their captains 

recruit all kind of outcasts with various talents. 

The most dangerous Devourers are also the most discreet 

ones. They entirely devote themselves to the art of war as taught 

by Vile-Tis to his most zealous disciples. Their lives then have 

no other goal but to confront ever more formidable enemies, 

to perfect their techniques, and to reach the perfect balance 
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between animal instinct and the science of combat. Their 

companies are the armed hand of the Beast and they act in his 
name during their deadliest missions. 

REPUTATION 

The individual reputation of a company of Devourers is very 

important to its captain. Among a people where every form of 

authorit)' is violently rejected, only charisma and renown allow 

a company to attract new recruits that are indispensable for its 

goals to be reached. A Devourer captain who is too authoritarian 

or too prone to failure has a high risk of seeing his companions 

leave to join his rivals, if he doesn't end up getting his throat slit 

before that. 

Companies of Devourers arc usually greeted with hostility 

or mistrust by the other peoples, except their allies. Many of 

them are declared outlaws and are hunled by the authorities, 

especially in Akkylannic where the revelations of the Beast are 

considered to be intolerable insults lo Merin. 

fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTAINS 

THE PALADINS OF THE BEAST 

Where nre your divine protectors while /massacre you? 
-Athros 

As soon as his eyes were opened to the truth of the Beast, 

Athros embarked on a terrifying crusade. This Aesh-eater 

travels the roads of pilgrimage not seeking spirituality but 

rather to destroy the holy places where believers gather. Some 

Devourers, inspired by this simple yet so symbolic quest, have 

joined this lone guerilla who isn't afraid of death. They are 

called the Paladins of the Beast. 

THE FANGS O.F STEEL 

\'flhat name should I put 011 your 

Many Devourers live on a day-to-day basis, the 

goal of their quest being neither a place nor an 

individual, but rather an ideal that they have to find 

within themselves. This is the case of the Fangs of 

Steel, who are led by the master of carnage Balkanir . 

.-.... ~ese Devourers devote themselves mainly to the 

art of war and their weapons are for hire by whoever 

can afford them. They perfect their mastery of combat 

by going from battlefield to battlefield, ready to take 

command the day that the Devourers gather in an army 

the apocalypse. 



T H E H YENAS OF T H E YNI<ARO 

Come here, princess, let$ sec /tow muclt your family is willing 

to pay ... 

-Corlln 

The Hyenas of the Ynkaro is a company made up mainly of 

half-elves attracted by the Rag'narok's promises of fortune. 

The nations are investing considerable means for their wars 

and a twisted mind can easily make a profit from this. Co run 

and his warriors therefore wait for the end of battles to attack 

the weakened winners. They then reap the fruits of their 

shameful victory and flee toward new horizons. They also 

attack convoys and don't hesitate to negotiate a ransom for 

the prisoners they lake. 

PATRONS 

It's all in a young company of DevoUI·ers' interest to travel to 

the territory that stretches from the forest of Caer Maed to the 

Plain of Tears. This is the domain where Kalyar the Awa.ken ed 

and his band prowl, caught bet ween the templars of the North, 

the Sessairs and the dwarves of Nael-Tarn. Kalyar, who is 

endowed with a bright mind and is very well informed about 

the activities in the region, calls on companies to steal dwarven 

metals, harass Akkylan01an convoys or ransack recently estab

lished colonies in order to maintain the balance of forces that 

allows him to prosper. The compa01es can keep their plunder as 

long as they give a part of it to Kalyar's band. 

Ze'iren, being a mercenary, was the first Devourer to fight on 

a battlefield. Though he is now pursuing his own quest, many 

are the captains who stil l get in touch with him to ask for his 

help in combat. He then transmits their request to the nearest 

companies. A ftcr all, a II gold is good for the taking. 

Ze'iren and his half-elf companion Scruple also ca ll on compa

nies when their skil ls alone aren't sufficient to reach their goals. 

TI1e captains then make the best ofit and support the messenger 

of Vi le-Tis's destructive temperament with the hope of earning 

his good favors. 

The best companies sometimes have lhe privilege of meet

ing Styx, the Apost le of the Beast. This frightening Devourer 

fosters projects of large scale whose stakes are often impen

etrable. Wealth is of no concern to him, so much so that he 

offers huge rewards to whoever accomplishes all kind of insane 

projects. The captains, however, are less interested in his gold 

than in Styx's blessing. The mightie~t desecrator of Aarklash is 

able to give superhuman powers to those who show themselves 

worthy of the Beast. 



THE GUARDIANS OF 
QUITHAYRAN 
Totem: Scarab 

THE CAU. '1'0 ARMS 

It has beencentunes that the Oaikinees haven'tleftQuithayran. 

Nowadays the Rag'narok arouses the curiosity of some of them, 

who decide to leave their land of birth to rediscover Creation. 

Though they are intrepid, they are also wise enough to recog

nize that Aarklash is fu ll of dangers. The first step in their jour

ney is therefore to look for other adventurers who have the same 

wish and to found a company of voyagers. 

In spite of the distance, most of these companies remain loyal 

to Laureken and don't hesitate to fight for the interests of their 

nation. Others spend so much time among other peoples that 

they end up losing this bond and become mercenaries. 

These explorers aren't the only elves that leave Quithayran. 

The Da"ikinees who are the closest to the fayes are aware of the 

problems that they meet In the other parts of Aarklash. Some 

don't hesitate to found a company and cross the continent to 

give support to a faye in danger. Most of these companies soon

er or later end up in Cadwallon. Indeed, in the City of Thieves 

ogres eat fayes the same way that others eat cookies. 

The Da"ikinee women also have to face a serious problem. 

Struck b) Scaclin's curse. the)' die when giving birth to their 

first child. Though most of them accept this fate for the sake of 

the1r people's salvation. others refuse to be sacrificed in this way 
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and flee their land ofb1rth, hunted by their husbands or broth

ers. The slrest or luckiest among them meet other pariahs and 

form companies. The)' can thus resis t more easily and longer the 

hunts that are organized to try to track them down. Those who 

get away sometimes dream of finding love again among the men 

of a different people than theirs. 

REPUTATION 

Because King Mneryl has officially engaged the people of 

Quithayran in the Rag'narok, the D:l"ikinees accept that an ever

growing number of them leave the sacred forest. Concerning 

companies, they regret that they don't serve under the royal 

standard, yet they see the usefulness in the captains' approach. 

They remember those who left to seek the god of Dawn in the 

Age of Rebirth and the beneficial aspect that these initiatives 

can have. Thus. a captain who returns wi ll always be welcomed 

with open arms, unless he has rejected his origins to become 

a mercenary. As for the women who have refused to sacrifice 

themselves, their return isn't even an option. They ace hunted 

like animals and beaten to death for their crime. 

The other peoples see the Da"ikinee companies in the same way 

as they do the people of Quithayran in general: with a mix of 

fascination, curiosity and m1strust. Very few mortals know the 

Daikinees and the s1ght of these warnors bearing vegetal armor 

and exotic weapons can trouble even a hardened veteran. 



fAMOUS COMPANIES AND CAPTAINS 

THE DAWN WATCHERS 

Every evil has its remedy. 

- Lymaelle 

ihe Dawn Watchers are formed of Da'ikinee men and women 

who are convinced that there is a remedy for Scaelin's curse. Led 

by Lymaelle, an experienced sentinel, these soldiers travel all 

over Aarklash looking for a solution, no matter what it may be. 

Be it an orcish plant, a blessing of Light or an alchemical proce

dure, they will try anything. Indeed, they remember the fool's 

bargain that the Syhars had offered them a long time ago and 

suspect that there is some truth in it. The company is therefore 

investigating and wages banle when those they are dealing with 

remain deaf to the distress of the people of Quithayran. 

THE SAVIORS 

Using my life force w feed Aarklash, yes! To feed ogres, no! 

- Naryela 

The result of the fusion of two almost decimated companies 

of elves and of fa yes, this company watches over the latter and 

struggles against their elimination in Cadwallon. Captain 

Naryela is herself a faye that just barely escaped death. Beneath 

her childlike appearance boils a terrifying hatred for ogres and 

those who organize the massacre of her people. Apart from 

this vendetta, the Saviors organize the exodus of the fayes Crom 

Cadwallon to the Emerald Forest. For now this free company 

hasn't been declared outlaw by the duke, though conflicts with 

the guilds or the leagues are inevitable. 
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THE COMPANY OF LARONN 

Beitrg in harmony with the natural forces doesn't exclude being 

able to negotiate a good price. 

-Lorentys 

All Da'ikinees aren't mystical beings living in a dreamy world. 

Through contact with the other peoples some develop a very 

humanlike pragmatism and sense for business. Thus the 

mercenaries of the Company of Laronn commonly engage in 

trade. Under the orders of Captam Lorent ys they travel all 

over Quathayran looking for rare plant and animal species that 

they sell for a heavy price in the port of lndatte. When they 

lack merchandise they ensure the security of convoys traveling 

the seas or the land and they serve as intermediaries with the 

authorities of Laureken. Though they are motivated by profit, 

they maintain a certain respect for the sacred forest and haven't 

officially been declared pariahs. 

PATRONS 

Maste r Sulandryl is a powerful mage in Laureken who main

tains a special harmony with the natural forces of Aarklash. 

Accustomed to protecting the magical balance of Creation weU 
before his people joined the Rag'narok, he maintains a network 

of companies that operate for him all over the continent. Thus, 

at the slightest sign, he sends one of them to do the required 

job (freeing or imprisoning an elemental, opening or dosing a 

portal, etc.). Sulandryl employs Da"ikinee or foreign companies 

in exchange for return favors or for Cad we ducats. 

At the heart of the sacred forest, Eliindir has been worrying 

about the Da"ikinees ever since they decided to participate in 

the Rag'narok. This old faye's roots are so deep that they prevent 

him from moving. He therefore has to call on companies to keep 

himself up to date on the Rag'narok. When the news seems to 

be too worrisome to him he sends messengers to King Mneryl's 

court. Unfortunately his opinion isn't always enough to trigger a 

royal intervention, so he then has to send a company himself to 

resolve the crisis. Elandir mainly employs Da"ikinee and Wolfen 

captains. 

Maerit h owns many shops in lndatte. For a long time 

already she has been pushing for the Daakinees to open up 

to the outsade world, if only to find a remedy for the curse 

affecting their women. She uses all of her influence to avoid 

having to give birth. 

Maeri th thought she saw a sign in King Mneryl's declaration 

of war and launched a vast business venture. Since then she bas 

been paying numerous companies to protect convoys and to 

install trading posts all over Aarklash. More than ever she is 

convinced that the salvation of her people will come from else

where than Quithayran . 
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THE GUILDS OF CADWAL 

THE CALL TO ARMS 

The guilds of Cadwallon have many institutions at their 

disposal to protect their interests in the city. Beyond the 

walls. however, they depend on their business partners 

and military allies. Sometimes this isn't sufficient. The 

duke, for this conflicts with the city's free status, disap

proves the sending of troops outside of the city. Yet this 

doesn't bother the guilds, which apply a policy of"don't 

tell, don't ask." 

When a guild has to take care of its problems itself, it 

forms a company and sends it on a mission. If the captain 

proves to be competent enough, then the company becomes 

permanent and serves the gui ld 's interests in the four 

corners of the continent. The guild of Ferrymen and the guild 

of Blades are accustomed to this, for their activities involve 

relations with the other nations of A ark lash. 

independently of the gui lds' directives, merchants and 

craftsmen sometimes take the initiative of forming their own 

companies. They also need to protect their interests outside 

of Cadwallon (protecting their convoys, their representatives, 

etc.). And finally, even though the negotiation of trade agree

ments is in principle the guilds' responsibility, it happens that 

enterprising merchants negotiate their foreign contracts on 

their own. The Thieves, who have relative freedom to act, are 

the quickest to take this liberty. 

Some merchants push this logic even further and hire compa

nies to avoid the taxes to be paid to their guild. Disguised as 

a merchant caravan, they go and establish a full-scale trade 

business. And when they claim to have "resisted" an attack by 

bandits, in reality they are hiding the plundering of a competi

tor. The companies in the service of these intrepid merchants 

therefore have a doubly illegal status - from the duke's and the 

guilds' point of view - yet which is also twice as lucrative. 

REPUTATION 

In Cadwallon the reputation of the free companies is ambiva

lent. The spirit of enterprise is strongly encouraged by the guilds 

and the founding of a company is generally seen as a profitable 

venture. However, the free companies area meansoftaxevasion. 

And if there is one thing that the guilds pay attention to, then it's 

their accounting. Publicly, therefore, the Cadwe companies are 

encouraged and welcomed. Yet in the back rooms of the guilds 

each of their missions is the object of an investigation and those 

guilty of fraud are mercilessly "penalized: 

Beyond the city's walls Cadwallon's companies are received 

rather well. The guilds' professionalism no longer has to be 

proven and their will to keep a good reputation encourages 
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them to keep an eye on their captains. The potential employers 

are therefore reassured. This is also true for the authorities, for 

a guild 's activity in a country is oflen the object of a treaty that 

clearly defines its rights and its duties. 

The only ones who really mistrust the guilds are no others than 

the Cadwes who are proud of their freedom and don't like seeing 

their fellow citizens throw themselves headlong into the Rag'narok. 

Luckily for them, the free leaguers (sec Cadwal/on) watch that the 

guilds' undertakings don't endanger the Free City. 

fAMOUS COMPAN IES A N D C APTAINS 

T H E iNV IS I BLE ARCH ITECTS 

Morals are a lmma11 coltstructiolllike all others. 

-Korales 

The invisible Architects keep an eye on the activities of 

the other guilds. These fighters, who come from the guild of 

Architects, are thinkers as well as soldiers and are very keen on 

watching over their fellows' e thics. Captain Korales is a former 

artillery officer who is obsessed with the guild 's moral and 

esoteric ideals. He inspires his men with fervent speeches. even 

in the heat of battle. 
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T K£ TRUMP HUNTERS 

\\'le have more than one trump hidden up our sleeve. Twenty

two, to be exact. 

-Shalandra 

Led by Shalandra, a Syhar, the Trump Hunters travel aU over 

Aarklash looking for Vanius's Tarot. Working for the guild of 

Fortunetellers, this company has to locate all the cards and 

identify the individuals they represenl. Officially Shalandra 

hasn't been ordered to keep the mag1c cards for herself, yet 
rumor claims the contrary. 

T H E DEATH TRICKERS 

Death is a very accommodatmg mistress. 

-Gornyr 

Depending on one's point of view, the Death Trickers repre

sent the best or the worst of the guild of Blades. l11is guild 

entrusts the firebrand Gornyr's ogres and men with missions 

that have a reputation of being so dangerous that it is certain 

that no mercenary will come back alive. Yet every time the 

Death Trickers return. Not all of them, but enough to let the 

company last. 

T H E S H ADOW TRANSPORTERS 

Tile shortest road isn't always the fastest one. 

-Anselis. 

The Shadow Transporters are Ferrymen who are special

ized in the smuggling of highly illega.l products: slaves, 

clones, Acheronian spellbooks, gems, artifacts, 

ophidians ... These soldiers are experts in under

cover activity. Yet when discretion is no longer 

enough, they are always ready to charge. 

Captain Anselis boasts about being an 

unrivalled marksman and he never stops 

going for new war trophies. 

THE COLLECTORS 

Bad debts make bad friends. 

- Harkol 

When debt reminders and attorney's letters are no long

er sufficient, the guilds of Cadwallon all know that they 

can call on the Collectors. This company of the guild of 

Goldsmiths is able to collect funds at the far side of Aarklash 

or in the deepest sewers of the c1ty. Combining negotiation 

skills and martial aptitudes, Captain Harkol and his soldiers 



THE COMPANY OF ASH ES 

I have good news and bad news ... 
- Nessalia 

The identity of the grand master of the Usurers is a secret to 

no one. Yet Sophel Drahas doesn't only lead this guild; he also 

administers his fiefdom of Taer Haez. Furthermore, he has 

to maintain his rank in Acheronian society. Since he can't be 

everywhere at once. he regularly calls on the Company of Ashes. 

Nessalia, a young Acheronian captain versed in necromancy, 

has surrounded herself with intrepid Usurers who deliver their 

master's word everywhere and sometimes make it respected 

through the use of arms. 

T H E SoL C oMPANY 

The hand is quicker titan the eye. 
- Sol 

The guild of Thieves has turned robbery into a true artistic 

discipline. One of its masters is no other than Sol, a former 

pirate with a troubled past. This man named after an ocean 

could have become a grand master, yet he preferred to improve 

his art instead of going into politics. He therefore formed the 

Sol Company, which gathers the best burglars ofCadwallon. No 

strongroom m Aarklash can resist the nimble fingers of these 

fighters. 

PATRONS 

Myros Doghdn , hearth master of the great steelworks (see Cry 

Havoc, vol. 3). employs companies (associated with his guild or 

not) to advance his political ambitions. Wanting to become the 

next grand master of the guild of Architects, he organizes dirty 

tricks and ambushes to undermine Aeha llyn's power and bring 

forth her incapacity to manage the guild. 

Elisandre d 'Orval is a highly experienced fortuneteller, so much 

so that she can glimpse the magical potential of tarot much more 

than her fellows. She has come to the conclusion that th is power 

should remain the privilege of a few ... and especially her own. She 

therefore hires companies to avoid the proliferation offortunetell

ers on Aarklash. She orders the captains to eliminate bothersome 

magicians or, on the contrary, to recruit them by force. 

More than a form of art, war is a bona fide life ethic. That, 

in any case, is what Commander Arthus, who is nicknamed 

"the Commander" by everyone, is convinced of. This former 

Akkylannian conscript who has gone into exile in CadwaJion 

is sure that war spreads moral values, that it raises man above 

his beastly nature. He therefore sends companies to the four 

corners of Aarklash to form units with this ethic in mind. The 

surprising results of these teachings on the troops' morale dissi

pate the ridicule surrounding the Commander's ideas. 
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A Cadwe by btrth, daughter of pirates, Marienna has traveled 

all over Aarklash all her life. She is now old enough to be a grand

mother and insists on righting a wrong that has been bearing 

down on her for many long years: the map of Aarklash is incor

rect. She therefore sends companies all over the continent to 

gather correct data. Marienna hopes that between the number 

of companies involved and her own knowledge of cartography, 

Aarklash will finally show its true face. 

As for Bar yum, he is one of the scribes of the Goldsmiths. The 

accounting books that this goblin cooks are among this guild's 

most valuable possessions. Yet one of these books is missing. lf 

the grand master finds out about this, then all that Baryum will 

still be able to do is watch the daisies grow from underneath. 

He therefore hires companies (using funds embezzled from the 

guild) to get back the valuable document. 

The Usurers and Lhe 1 hieves arc waging a ruth less war for the 

control of the Cad we underworld. Of course the militia and the 

duke frown on this bloodshed. To avoid ending up in the prison 

of Ten Thousand Paces, Elowen employs companies from the 

four corners of Aarklash and sends them on the Thieves' tails. 

The usuress allows herself to commit anything, from attacking 

convoys to assassinations, using companies as proxies. 

Far from these quarrels, Voltran meticulously carries out 

his job: collecting the Valuables Appropriation Tax. This levy, 

which is the keystone of the guild of Thieves, causes many 

problems. Convinced that even his closest coworkers embezzle 

funds, Voltran has decided to use the services of independent 

companies, be they Cadwe or not. Their mission is to keep an 

eye on the tax collectors and to neutralize those who defraud 

the guild. 



For O"PCr .1 century the order of the 
"Jalkyrics of Alahan hots been in dis
grace. Sopa "Jan Orden, a pyt!Ji.1. of 
A~i1, has nner been .1.blc to be.tr the 
weig{Jt of this sh.~me. tflith her sis
ter and two ~alkyries who sh.~rc her 
"Jiews she founded the Sisterhood of 
tfx Chimera. 'These young women 
h.t"Cc left their order to tra·wl across 
the baronies and inspire the people 
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of Alahan with their feats of arms. 
'They secretly hope that one dJ.y their 
prowess will bring back glory .1.nd 
honor to the order of ~Jikyries. 'This 
dnotion Jnd sincerity h~c touched 
two p.1l.1dins, who h.1~c ioincd the 
w.1.rrior sisters. One of them, Otto 
--can l fcl m, honors the tradition of 
chhalrous I O"PC by courting t'jleria 
~Jn Orden, Sopa~s younger sister. 



When building a company, each player has 125 renown points, 

50 resource points and 90 experience points at his disposal, 

which he can use to recru1t Ius first sold iers, acquire their 

• ON THE ROAD TO CLORY • 

1. 0 CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN! 

attributes and give them previous experience. The soldiers who The creation of a free company always starts with the choice of 

originally found a company are usually experienced warriors. the non-Character miniature that will be promoted captain. All 

As they fight ever more battles, some of them can acquire a fighters, with the exception of the ones mentioned below, can 

status or power worthy of a Character. take on this role. 

The formation of a company goes through certain steps whose • Fighters without DIS (meaning "DIS -") unless they have a 
order must be respected. POW value, an aura of faith or the "Leadership/ X" ability. 

• Musicians and standard-bearers. 

I. "0 Captain! My Capt:un!" to choose a captain. • War machines with a Weight value (such as the armored char-

2. "Hi guys!" or how to recruit soldiers. iot ofTir-Na-Bor). 

3. "Been there, done that," or how to g1ve and use the first expe- • Familiars. 

rience points. The captain's value is the first one to be added to the company's. 

4. "Capta in! We need material," or how to acquire attributes. 

\'(lno CAN BECOME • • 
TilE ME,\tBEn OF A COMPANY'? 

Any type of fighter can become a member of a company, 

with only three exceptions: Characters, Elementals and 

Immortals. 

INCARNATED CHARACTERS 

Incarnates are unique. They pursue personal goals and 

don't intervene Without a good reason to do so. 

Therefore they cannot be recruited by a free company, 

neither when it's being formed nor by being recruited later 

on. ll is, however, possible to call on their services on an 

exceptional basis. 

Furthermore, the soldiers can get the status of champion 

during their evolution. Champions can be given artifacts 

and can be targeted b)' effects that are normally reserved to 

Characters. 

ELEMENTALS AND IMMORTALS 

The bonds that link Elementals and Immortals to their 

summoners are not as strong as those that subjugate Familiars, 

and are consequently more ephemeral. 

Elementals and Immortal~ cannot be recruited as full

fledged members of a company. Instead, a company can 

call on them in the same way that it can hire the services of 

Mercenaries. 

Exception: Immortals whu.se 1011k mdudes a specific people. 

such as tht' mountam·warrtor of 1'tr-Nd-Bor, can 1om a 

compan.Y oj tlus pt·ople a> ~oldu•n. 

•: This bonus doesn't apply if the "Leadership/X" ability is 
limited to a certniu type of jig/Iter (such as Cypher Lukhan's 
leadership, which ouly appfies to Kemtis warriors). 

Example: A /nckttlllutster of rites is chosen to be the cnpta111 of a 

company of orcs of Bmu-0-Km: His vrtluc bemg 32, tire company's 

l'nlue is therefore nl.~o .32. Because the company's renown is 125, 

it is still possible to recruit .soldu:r~ for n mnximum value of 125 

-32 = 93. 

The choice of capta in conditions the company's people of 

origin and any possible faction, as well as its maximum strength 

in numbers (see p. 60). It's better to avoid naming a captain 

of "Irregular" or "Regular• rank, for the company would risk 

quickly reaching its strength limit. 

If the captain and/or lieutenant has the "Leadership/X" ability, 

then the company addlt iOnall)' gets a bonus• in its maximum 

strength. 
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The numbers given in the table below indicate the maximum 

number of soldiers that can be listed on the company sheet, 

including the captain. 

Example: A company led by an Elite captain endowed with 

Leaderslrip/10 and assisted by a Veteran lleutenant can have a 

maximum strength m number5 of9 + 2 + 1 = 12 

RANK 

Creature 

Irregular 

Regular 

Veteran 

Initiate 

Devout 

Special 

Elite 

Adept 

Zealot 

L1ving 
Legend 

Master 

Dean 

Major Ally 

Virtuoso 

Avatar 

5 

7 + l 

9 + L 

II +2 

13 

15 +5 

Bonus in tlte maximum stre11gtlr p rovided by Lendership/ X: 

Captain: + 2 
Lieutenant: + 1 

l._ 

Note: Though a fighter Is not f orced to use all of his attributes 

during a mission, he still benefits f rom their effects bet ween t wo 

battles. This is why, if the captain (or the lieutenant) benefits 

from Leadersltip/X thanks to an attribute, then the company 

benefits from tire nssociated bomts in strength. 

• SPrctA 1. CAst:: Rt:t i\: roRCEM ENT • 

All soldiers with Reinforcement, no matter how they get it, 

benefit from Survival Instinct instead. This modification is 

considered to be printed on their reference cards. 

If a fighter already has Survivallnstinct, then he gets +1 on 

the final result of rolls bound to this ability. 
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• Nt:w sT.\Tus: CuA,\IPJ0!\1 • 

Characters cannot join a company except as occasional 

fighters. On the other hand, the rules on free companies 

introduce the status of champion. This status is normally 

acquired when a soldier has gathered a certain amount of 

experience points. However, when the company's captain is 

chosen, he automatically acquires the title of champion. 

A champion can be given artifacts in the same way as a 

Character. 

Attention! Jlus.frn• promotion n.f the cntJtain tn the >tntrl.l 

of dlll111JitOIIonly ltrlpfll'll.\ during tit!! <"OIIIJitiiiV~' jormnti(lll. 

It can llllppt'll thnt a ca/1/fltllll' clumgt·s captain> while 11 

evolvt'). In thi> rnst" the IlL' I\' crlfllalll dac.~ IIO/tllltnmnticttlly 

become o tho mpiou 

A champion can be targeted by all effects that are normally 

reserved to Characters. However, t his particular status does 

not give the fighter the other abilities and special capaci· 

ties that are specific to Characters (Counter-attack, Master 

strike, etc.). These abilities are acquired by using experience 

points. 
The "Solo/ X" capacities reserved to Characters can be 

acquired by champions. 
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• DtsAPPt·:ARANct: or nu C APTAIN • 

When a company's capt.~ in is killed, there are two possibilities. 

If the company has a lieutenant in its ranks, then this 

soldier can immediate!)' be named to be the new captain. He 

gives up his role of lieutenant and takes on that of captain. 

If there is no lieutenant in the company, then it suffers from 

ceruin penalties until a sold ier acquires the role of lieuten

:::J The captain remains in the company, yet he loses two 

points of Discipline (with a minimum of DIS 0) as well as the 

"Leadership/ X" ability if he has it (unless 1t is bound to an 

attribute other than the scepter of authority). 

7 to I I The captam stays in the company without suffering 
any penalties. 

ant and is named captain: If the dismissed captain has a scepter of authority, then it is 
• During missions the soldiers suffer from - 1 on the final immediately given to the new captain. If the latter already has 

result of their Discipline tests. including for Tactical rolls. the "Leadership/X" ability, then this attribute has no effect. 

• A company without a captain cannot recruit any new 
members. Note: When a new captain is named at the head of an exist

ing company, then he does not acquire the status of champion. 

D ISCHARGE O F THE CAPTAIN The dismissed captain, however, keeps til is status. 

l11e captain can be dismissed to be replaced by the Ueuten- CHANGE OF CAPTAI N 

ant after phase 3. AND STRENGTH IN NUMBERS 

The dismissed captain is immediately replaced by the lieu-

tenant, who therefore loses his old role. The capuin cannot lf the company's strength is greater than the authorized 

be discharged if there is no lieutenant in the compan)'. maximum after a change of captain, then the soldiers in 

There is a risk that the captain reacts badly to his excess are not removed. However, no other soldiers can be 

demotion. recruited until its actual strength in numbers becomes less 

than the authorized maximum. 
When a captain is discharged, the player rolls ld6: 

':::::J The discharged captain immediately leaves the company. 

2. HI GUYS! 

The free company now exists, for it has a captain. Yet he won't 

go on missions all alone. That's why troops have to be recruited. 

Most of the time they are fighters from his army of reference or 

its Allies. The free companies go on exciting adventures and it 

can happen that they attract Stateless fighters or Mercenaries. 

A FFJUAT ION Or T il [ SOLDIER S 

The people the captain comes from determines that ~f his compa

ny. The other soldiers can then be chosen among the fighters of 

the same people as him or among Mercenaries, Stateless fighters 

and Allied peoples in accordance with the paths of Alliances (see 

Confrontation 3, p. 127). 

A LLIES, MERCENARIES AND THE STATELESS 

When it comes to managing companies, Stateless fighters and 

Mercenaries are considered to be Allies. 

The rules on the limits of Allies, Mercenaries and Stateless 

fighters are different than t hose presented in the third edition 

of Confromation. In a free company this limi t depends on the 
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company's strength and not on its value. The number of Al lies, 

Mercenaries and Stateless fighters in a free company should not 

be more than one in four soldiers. 

If this proportion is surpassed due to an exclusion or the death 

of one or several soldiers, then the excess Allies, Mercenaries 

and Stateless fighters don't leave the company, but it cannot 

enlist others as long as its strength doesn't allow it. 

Example: A company whose current strength is of 13 members 

can have up to threeAI/ics.!Jthcrearealready three of them and 

i4 strmgthfalls to I 1 or less, then it normally can only have two. 

The three Allies nevertheless remain in the company, yet it can't 

enlist a fourtlt one 11nll'l its strength reaches 15 members. The 

new Ally is then considered to be the company's sixteenth recruit, 

which allows it to include up to four Allies. 
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• Mercenar y captains: If a Mercenary is named captain of a 
company, then all Mercenaries - no maller their people - are 

considered to be of the same people as him. They are therefore 
not counted in the authorized proportion of Allies. 

Example: A Griffin Mercenary is chosen to be the captain. All 

Griffin warriors as well as those with the "Mercenary" ability can 

join his company without restrictiom . 

• SPECIAl CASE: J\IERCE;\;ARIES. 

~lercenaries are faithless and lawless fighters who don't 
care for whom they are fighting. as long as they are paid. 

To represent this, there is another way to call on 

Mercenaries. Instead of being enlisted in a company, they 
can be recruited on a temporary basis just for a mission. 

o'vlercenary musicians and standard·bearers can also 
be hired by a company just for a mission. However, their 
"Leadersh1p/ X" ability only applies to other Mercenaries of 
the same people as them, and not to the company's soldiers 
(even if the latter are of the same people). 

• Musicia ns and standard-bearers: A company can only enlist 
musicians and standard-bearers of the same people as its 

captain. 

F ACT IO NS 

A captain can be bound to a community, a clan, a part icu

lar tribe (such as the Brotherhood of Bronze or the orcs of the 
Behemoth) or a faction (such as the baronies of Alahan, the 
Houses of Acheron, the Wolfen packs, etc.). 

All ru les concerning these groups apply to the free compa
nies. Consequently, if the captain is bound to a faction. then 
all enlisted soldiers (except Allies) must also be bound to this 
faction. 

The lighters bound to a particular group must be so when they 

arc recruited. 
If the capta in is not bound to any part icular group, then the 

recruited soldiers cannot be bound to any faction other than 
one that may be mentioned on their reference card. 

Examples: 
• A \t'olfen piflyer lras chose11 a captain bou11d to the pack of tire 

Path of Opal. As a cotiSequencc, all \\'olfen soldiers recruited 

must also be bound to tlris same pack. T11e company therefore 

cannot recmit a shadow tracker. smcc tl11s profile is bound to 

the pac/.. of the \Yfheel of Dream.~. 

• A Dwarf of Tir-Nii-Bor player foumls a company that is free 

of all bonds. He can therefore enlist Jorge guardian Vetera11s 

whose ratr/.. mentions the fort res~ of 1\nr·An-Tyr: but he cannot 

bmd a soldier of the plain~ to thi~ fortre.~s or to any otller one. 

Attention! Tlrt• predator:< of blood oj thr pack of tlrr Red Oaks 

an nil exuptron to this rule. Tlte.¥ may bt• bcumd to any other 

pack. 
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VAI.Ul: OF T H E SOLDIERS 

When a soldier is recruited, his value is equal to the amount of 
A.P. printed on his reference card. 

El(ample: Tire first recruits of the Jackal master oj me:, company 

art• an aurochs /rom blower (value: IS.-\ , P.) and two ore brutes 

(17 A .P t•ncfr). By addillg therri'Qiut·~ to tlrnt of the Jackal master 

of riles, one gets tr total of84 of tire 125 renown poi Ill., that define 

tire rrmrpany:, ma:cimwn value when rt i.l formed. Tlrt're are 

tlll!rcfort' 12.S - 84 : 41 points left to reallif other soldiers. 

PARTICULAR AFFILIATION 

If a recruit belongs to a particular group, such as a barony of 
Alahan or a House of Acheron, then the additional cost in A.P. 
that may be linked to this affiliation is also added to his value. 

Example: \ black paladin of Achero11:1 mlue i1 normally equal 

to ·JI A P Howcl'l:r, if he is ltormd to the House of Vanth, then 

his ••alrtc i.1 mcreased by 2 A.P mrd therefore ht•comes ·13. if. on 

top of that, the black paladin pledges allcgian,·e to the Codex of 

the Scourge to get the ·scourge of the Soul~· aptwule. Ius value 

mrrensc.\ by another 5 A.P. and thus bt:comes ·JS. 



The value of All ies, Mercenaries and Stateless fighters is calcu

lated in the same way as that of the other soldiers. On the other 

hand, they demand a bonus when they join the company, unless 

the captain is a Mercenary and they are of the same people. This 

bonus is equal to half of thear value (rounded up to the higher 

integer) and is to be subtracted from the company's resources. 

Example: Tile Jackal ma.~tet of rite.\ dcetdes to enltst a goblm 

archer. Tile /attt•r\ l'ttlut• ( 10) is added to tire company s. makmg 

tire total become 9·1. Furthermore, the company has to spend 5 

resource point~ (10 -. 2) to pay tluHecrwt 's bonus. The company's 

resen•e of resources therefore goes from SO to 45. 

IMPROVEMENTS S PECIFIC 

TO THE TYPE OF FIGHTER 

• Optional' improvements with a cost : 

Optional equipment and capaci ties bound to a cost in A.P. can 

only be acqu ired when the fighter is being recruited. 

Example: It is not possible to recruit an arclter of Alahan and 

then tum him inw an archer of lcquor later on. 

This also applies to optional improvements that a new recruit can 

let other members benefit from. 

Example: If an armorer dwarf ts t'llllsted, he can let another 

member of the compnn)' benefit from one of his special pieces 

of equipmem. Howe1•er. tim cltotce 1s to be made before tile end 

of the recrwtmcnt phase during wluclt the armorer dwarf was 

enlisted. 

• SPr:CJ A 1. CASE: So1.o / X • 

The "Solo/X" capacities described in the Rag'Narok army 

card packs can be given to soldiers at their recruitment or 

later on. If this is done at their recruitment, then the capaci

ty's value is simply added to theirs. If the capacity is learned 

later on, then this demands a certain investment of experi

ence points. 

• Free capacities a nd improvements: 

When a soldier has a choice in his characteristics (such as the 

jackal master of rites with his Aspects), abilities or weapons 

(such as the ore brutes), then this choice must be made at the 

soldier's recruitment. This choice is final and only concerns the 

beneficiary. 

On the other hand, when a new recruit can let another soldier 

benefit from certain free advantages (such as the master of rites' 

amulets of jackal or the Kelt druids' gesas), then the choice of 

the beneficiary is only made once the assault group has been 

formed, right before each mission. 

• ON THE ROAD TO GLORY • 

3. BEEN THERE, DONE THAT 

The soldiers recruited when the company is built are its heart 

and soul. They are usually warriors who, having acqui red a 

certain experience in combat and tactics, have decided to found 
their own free company. 

To represent this, the player has a reserve of experience points 

(EP) at his disposal, which allows him to personalize the lir st 

members of his company when it is built. At the end of recruit

ment, the player has 90 EP to distribute among his soldiers. 

Attention! One must distinguish between assigning and using 

experience points. "Ass1gning" an c:tperwnce pomt means having 

a fighter benefit from tt. "Using" rm experience point means 

spending it to increase (I cltamcteristic, acquire an ability or to 

give the fighter a secondary role. 'fl1e initial experience points 

are to be assigned wlten the company is being formed. Only the 

first recruited soldier~ can tlt£'rcfort• benefit from them. Once 

tltey hm•e been assigned, these powu can be used after a11y 
recruitmelll pltast'. 

ASSIGNING Of POINTS 

The points must be immediately divided among the compa

ny's members (and not necessarily m an even way). No soldier 

can be assigned more than 30 EP at this stage. 

All points that aren't assigned during this phase are defini

tively lost. 

UsrNG EP 

The points assigned during th is phase are used to improve the 

soldiers' potential. They can be used immediately or be saved 
for later. 

These points can be spent to modify a soldier's characteristics, 

give him new abi li ties or a role. 

Example: 7he Ore player has assigned 30 EP to the Jackal 
master of rites flfld decides to improve his DEF by 1 point. To 

do so, the required number of EP is equal to 15 pl11-s twice the 

fighter's current DEF 1•alue. The master of rite's DEF is 4, so 23 of 

the 30 EP he has at his disposal are used. 
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• SPECIAL CASE: fAMILIARS • 

Because Familiars are not bound to an)' people, they Example: A pla)t'r dt•tuicl to gm : n mag/Cia/1 of "A. dept· 

are sub,ec t to the following rules. Desp1te its name, the ra11k a Fnmzlwr ot Ftrt'. 11us co.<t~ lum 15 r~ouru pomts. T11e 
Mechanical Familiar is not concerned by these rules, for it is Fnmiliar 1.~ tht•llmclwfed 111 tf1c mnf{ICinll 's nttribmes. 

in fact a Dwarf Irregular. 

ACQUISITION 

Familiars are not considered to be soldiers. but to be 

attributes. They are therefore not counted in the company's 

value or m its maximum strength. An amount of resources 

equal to the cost in A.P. pnnted on their reference card has 

to be spent when they are acquired. They have to be bound to 

a magician. 

l11e ru les on Familiars are the same in Dogs of \\7ar as in 

Coufm,tallon, with only one exception: any pure magician 

can have one (whereas only Characters can have one in a regu

lar game of ConfrontatiOn 3) . Warrior-mage Characters and 

Champions can also have one. The number of Familiars that a 

magician in a free company can have depends on his rank: 

• Ini tiate: I 

• Adept: 2 

• Master: 3 

• Virtuoso: 4 

ADJUSTING T HE SOLDIERS' VALUES 

W hen a sold ier has used experience points to evolve, his 

personal va lue increases. 

To calculate his new vnlue, add his cost in A.P. as indicated 

on his reference card to 10% of the tota l amount of experience 

points used (rounded down to the lower integer). (lhe experi

ence points that haven't been used yet are not counted.) 

If a soldier's va lue evolves, then this increase is mirrored in the 

company's va lue. This can cause the company's va lue to become 

greater than its renown. lllis is a llowed. 

Example: 'l11c master of riles has used 23 EP. T11e fighter's basic 
value (32) is therefore mcrcascd by 10% of23, which is equal to 

2, and becomes 34. T11ese tii'O addlltollal points are also added 

to the compa11y's value. 

EXPERIENCE 

Familiars can gain experience and use it like any other 

soldier, with only one exception: a Familiar cannot get a 

secondary role or become captain. 

On the other hand, a Familiar can become a champion and 

consequently be given attributes. 

WOUNDS 

Familiars make their recuperation rolls like soldiers. 

Reminder : A Fnnuluu rrmm·rd (rom the game followmg the 

denth ~I thllmngitwll he "as bouud to" C'OIISidcred lo have 
becu 1\zlletl Outright .A rCCIIJll'ratiOfl roll therefore Tua to be 

made. 

DISAPPI:A RANCI: 01 T il E MAGICIAN 

If a magician dies or 1s expelled from the company. then 

all of his Familiars leave the company at the same time as he 

does. 



4. CAPTAIN! 
WE NEED MATERIAL. ... 

Without equipment the company's chances of survh·al would 

be slim. The company's resources allow attributes to be given to 

its members. These attributes are artifacts for champions, spells 

and Familiars for mag1cians, and m1racles and litanies for the 

faithful. Immobile machines and nexuses are attributes that are 

shared by the whole company. 

The cost of an attribute 1s not included in the soldier's value. It 

is subtracted from the company's resources. It is equal to lhe 

amount in A.P. mentioned on its reference card. 

An attribut; can only be given to a soldier who can use it. 

Example: The player gi1•cs / Ill! "Malmta" miracle to the master of 

rites. 1Jiis mirach· ltas rm A.P cost of /2, .\u lite compa 11y's reser1•e 

of resources goes f rom JS to 33. 

Attributes can be given to a soldier when he is recruited or later 

on. 

Once assigned to a soldier, an attribute cannot be lent or trans

mitted to another member of the company or even abandoned. 

There is, however, an exception to this rule: immobile machines 

(ballistae, cannons, etc.) and nexuses are not assigned to a 

specific soldier. Once they have been bought, they are indeed 

considered to be the company's attributes. 

Apart from exceptions, only champions can be given arti

facts. The number of artifacts that a soidier can have is limited 

depending on his rank: 

• Irregular, Regular, Veteran, Creature, Initiate, Devout: 

1 artifact 

• Special, Elite, Adept, Zealot: 2 artifacts 

• Living Legend, Master, Dean: 3 artifacts 

• Major Ally, Vir tuoso, Avatar: 4 artifacts 

If a champion has this ability, then the X value bound to it 

is added to the one defined by his rank. 

Example: t\11 Eltle dtamptolllllls tlte "A rtifact! I" ability. He 

ca11 t ltert:jort• ltm•e up to three artifact5 (2 + I). 
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• ON THE ROAD TO GLORY • 

Nl:W ATTRIBUTE: • • 
SCI:PTF.R OF AUTIIORITY 

Being the company'~ ch1ef, the captam can be g1ven a 

special attribute reserved to him: the scepter of authority. 

This object, which symbolizes the captain's power, provides 

its bearer with the "Leadership/10" ability at a cost of l5 

resource points. 

It can be given to the captain during any attribute acquisi

tion phase, and not only when the company is being built. It 

is not an artifact, yet on I)• the captain can have one. 

Advice: A commander i.1 n crucial strntegic advantage in a 

company. However. one shouldn'tforgct that the "Leadership/ 

X" nbi/ity Call a/.~o be acquired with e.r:periencc points. Jhis 

second method has certain ndvrmtage.~ ns well as disadvan· 

lages. 

Saving up enough e:~:perience points may take a long time. 

Furthermore, n fighter Cat/ (cam only a certain number of 

abilities. However, when the "Leadership! X" ability is learned 

thanks to experience, it increases the assault group's 1•alue 

less than when it is acquired through a scepter of authority. 

\fiJtat more, if the "Leadership/ X " ability is acquired 

through experience, then its area of effect can be impro1•ed, 

whereas this isn't possible with the scepter of authority. 

One therefore has to weigh the pros and cons before making 

a decisio11. 

Special cue: Lords of the Dead and Wolfen chiefs 

In no way does a scepter of authority provide its bearer 

with the "Lord of the Dead" or "Wolfen Ch1ef" capacity. 

These capacities do apply, however, If a soldier meeting the 

required conditions (sec ConfrOIItation 3, pp. 68-69) acquires 

the "Leadership/ X'' ability by using experience points. 

SPELL AND MIRACL E LIMITATIONS 

Magicians and faithful can be given an unlimited number of 

spells and miracles. However, when the assault group is being 

formed, the limitations explained in the Conf rontation 3 rules 

apply in the usual way. 

A magician can therefore know many spells, but he can only 

use a certam number of them during a battle. 

Some spells, miracles and artifacts are not compatible with 

free companies. 
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• Morbid division: This spell cannot be used with Dogs ofr<!ar. 

• We are legion: Th1s spell cannot be used with Dogs ofr<!ar. 

• Morbid angel invocation: Thts spell can only be used to 

summon a morbid angel directly by spending 4 $ . It is 

forbidden to unite two morbid puppets to create a morbid 

angel. 

NEXUS AND WAR MACHINE Ll:\tiTATIO~S 

The number of nexuses and war machines in a company is not 

limited. However, the usual limitations apply when the assault 

group is being formed. 

Ll\11TATlONS THAT DEPEND 0~ THE 
NUMBER OF ARM) f>OI'ITS 

Some profile improvements (as well a.s certain attributes) 

are limited in number proportionally to the army's total value. 

These limitations are not to be respected at a company's scale, 

yet they must be when the assault groups are being formed.• 

Example: Tltc number of consecrations (attribute) allowed in an 

army is of one for £'Very /00 A.P. Tit is means that a companJ i• 

not limited in tltc number of soldiers who have this attribute. 

However, if the player sends two soldiers with a consecration into 

an assault group worth 190 A.P., tlten one of them won't be able 

to keep his consecration. 

In no way can Lhc soldiers be deprived of their improvements. 

The limitations on improvements can therefore prohibita player 
from including certain of his fighters on a mission sheel. 

Example: T11c mark of Elokam i1; a profile unprovement from 

which the warriors of the wwd of the tribe of the Behemoth ca11 

be11efit. Yet an army ca11 hm•e on~l' one mark of Elokam for every 

e•·en mcomplete /00 A.P. If a company mcludes three warriOrs 

of tlte wi11d endowed with tlus Improvement, theu the player ca11 

include ouly two of them m au assault group wtllt a value of 180 

A.P. 

•: The term "assault group• designates the fighters who are 
sent into combat by the player. 



AN EXAMPLE 
OF COMPANY FORMATION 

The player has 125 points of renown, 50 resource points and 

90 experience points at his disposal to form a company of orcs. 

REC RUITING THI: CAPTAll\ 

His first choice concerns the captain of the company. He 

decides to entrust this important role to a jackal master of rites 

whose A.P. co t is 32. So for the moment the company's value 

is equal to 32,. 

Remember that this va lue cannot pass the limit of 125 set by 

the renown. 

Reminder: If/hen n r•erruit ltns n clrotce in his cltnracteristics 

or capacitie$ (ns i$ tlrl' case of tlrt•/acknf master of rites for Iris 

Aspects), thcnllris choice islo be mnde once lind for all when he 

is being recruited 

• ON THE ROAD TO GlORY • 

The player decides to equip the ore brule with a scimitar 

(INl +I). This weapon is written down in the "Equipment" box 

of its owner and the soldier's characteristic is modified accord

ingly. 

The player only has 35 points left before reaching the limit of 

125 set by his renown. 

He therefore decides to enlist an Ally. Because he doesn't 

have a marksman yet, he chooses a goblin archer whose value 

of 10 brings the company's value to 100. This choice is possible, 

for the goblin is the fifth soldier enlisted by the company and 

therefore the rate of Allies is not higher than one out of four. 

However, being an Ally, the goblin archer demands a recruit

ment bonus equal to half of his value, meaning 5. The player 

immediately subtracts these 5 points from his resource reserve, 

which becomes 45. 

'The player decides to stop recruiting soldiers and to save his 

remaining recruitment points. 

DIVISION OF EXPERIENCE POlNTS 

Once all of the soldiers have been recruited, the player has 90 

points available to divide among the five members of his compa-

The player writes down the Aspect values chosen for the ny. He assigns these points in the following way: 

master of rites: Creation/!, Alternation/!, Destruction/0. • Maste r of rites: 30 

• Jackal war rior: 19 

Reminder: 1\ hen a new recruit can let,wotlter soldier benefit • O re bru te: 23 

from certain free ad1·afltag~ (.wch a~ the master of rites' amulets • Goblin a rcher: 18 

of Jackal), then tltr choice of the beneficiary is not made at his 

recmitmelll, bill only o11ce the a.~sault group is being formed, 

before each mtsston. 

SOLDIER RECRUITMENT 

Once the captain has been chosen, the player has to enlist the 

other soldiers of his company. 

'The captain's rnnk being "Devout," the company's maximum 

strength is 9. This means that 8 other soldiers can be recruited. 

The player starts by choosing an aurochs horn blower. The 

bonus in Discipline provided by this soldier wi ll help the master 

of rites win the Tactical rolls. 'The blower's value. is equal to 18. 

It is added to the company's current value of 32 to get a total 

of SO. 

The player then decides to invest in a powerful strike force 

and enlists a Jackal warrior worth 23 A.P. The company's value 

therefore increases to 73. 

The player then recruits an ore brute (17 A.P.), which makes 

the company's value climb to 90. 

Reminder: \Vhen soldiers hm·e a choice between various 

weapons (such as the ore brutes), the weapon must be chosen 

once and for nil at recmitmem. 
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USE OF EXPERIENCE POINTS 

The player then uses some of the experience points in the 

following way. 

He first chooses to increase the master of rite's DEF by 1 point. 

This costs him a number of points equal to 15 plus twice the 

current DE F. 'The latter being equal to 4, the player has to spend 

23 EP. 
He then chooses to increase the Jackal war rior's JNI by 1 

point. This costs him a number of points equal to 15 plus twice 

the current IN!. The latter being equal to 2, the player has to 

spend 19 EP. 

And finally, he increases the ore brute's ATT by 1 point. This 

costs him a number of points equal to 15 plus twice the current 

A TT. The latter being equal to 4, the player has to spend 23 EP. 

At the end of this phase the master of rites has 7 EP left, the 

jackal warrior, 0, the ore brute, 0, and the goblin archer, who 

didn't spend any, 18. 



VALUE OF THE SOLDIERS 
AND THE COMPANY 

Because some soldiers have been improved using experience 

points, their values now have to be adjusted. Each value is equal 

to the soldier's basic value plus 10% of the experience points he 

used (rounded down to the lower integer). 

• 23 EP were used for the Jackal master of rates. His basic value 

(32) is therefore increased by 2 (10% of23) and becomes 34. 

• 19 EP were used for the Jackal warrior. His basic value (23) is 

therefore increased by I (10% of 19) and becomes 24. 

• 23 EP were used for the ore brute. His basic value (17) is there

fore increased by 2 (lO% of 23) and becomes 19. 

Due to the increase of these three soldiers' personal va lues, 

the company's va lue goes from 100 to 105. 

ATTRIBUTE ACQUISITION 

The acquisition of :It tributes is done after the modification of 

characteristics since the choice of certain attributes sometimes 

depends on these values. For example, the spells a magician has 

access to depends on his POW. 
The cost of these attributes is equal to the amount of A.P. 

printed on their cards. ll must be subtracted from the compa

ny's reserve of resources. 

The player first chooses the captain's attributes. He decides to 

give him the "Mahata" miracle. This miracle having a cost of 12 

A.P., the company's reserve of resources goes from 45 to 33. The 

miracle is written down in the master of rite's attributes and its 

cost is written in his "Cost of Attributes" box. 

And finally, the player decides to spend three more resource 

points to give the aurochs horn blower a consecration that 

allows him to count for two in the master of rite's aura of faith. 

The company's reserve of resources therefore becomes 30. 
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The pr~etori~n gu~rdrmen ~rc the 
crc~m of the crop of the imperial ~rmy. 
They don't tolerate the rlightert error. 
Thur, rncrJI ycarr ~o, 'fvforgren the 
Sncrc took it on himrclf to punirh 
the tcmpl~rr who ured their rbtur to 
terrori~.c the local population. T hir 
exccrr of iurticc caured him to be 
dircbr;gcd, for the lcJder of the rufpanr 
w~r well connected with the loc~l 
commander. AccompJnied by the only 
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tcmpl~r of the unit who did honor to 
the ?Cmplc and by the thai/ion who 
rMpported him, Morgren hit the ro~dr 
to pght iniurtice in pl.1cer where ncn 
the lnquirition didn't loo~ %d.ty the 
rankr of thir comp.1ny Jlro incbfde two 
"Ddcranr of the cruradcs who were 
dirgurted by t!Je ineptitude of their 
former commander, yet who rem~in 

loyal to the idealr of the Empire. 



The first thing to do before a game in which free companies 

clash is to define a framework: the mission. 

To proceed with the choice of mission, each player rolls ld6. lf 

the company benefits from the services of a military advisor (see 

p. 88), then the player adds 2 to his result. The military advisor 

does not have to be listed on the mission sheet for the company 

to benefit from this bonus. A • tS not an automatic failure on 

this roll and a TI cannot be rolled again. The player who getS the 

higher result selects a mission from the list in the third part of 

this book (p. 130) or in Cry Havoc. 

lf the chosen mission involves an attacker and a defender, 
then the two players proceed with another roll of the die, to the 

result of which they add 2 if a military advisor is present in their 
company. 

The one who gets the higher result decides who is the attacker. 

The mission's name as well as the assault group's position 

(attacker or defender) is written down on the mission sheet. 

BEFORE THE MISSION 

A company doesn't have to use all of its forces for a mission. 

Unlike in regular games of Confrontation, where each player 

has the same potential available to build his army, a mission 

with free companies can have assault groups of different value 
confront each other. 

The term "assault group" designates the soldiers sent to combat 

in the framework of a mission. 

First the players freely form their assault groups without any 

value limitations. In order to conserve balance in the game, 

compensation is nevertheless given to the weaker assault group. 

\'<'hat more, some of the gains acquired during the mission will 

be calculated according to the difference in value between the 

two assault groups. The reward for defeating a stronger free 

company is therefore equal to the challenge that was taken! 

The order of the following steps is to be respected. 

• GOING ON A MISSION • 

An assault group's value is equal to the sum of the values of the 

fighters in it plus the cost of the attributes that they are using. 

In effect, each fighter isn't necessarily going to use all of his 
attributes in each mission. 

The limitation of contingentS (see Conf rolllation 3, p. 126) 

also applies to assault groups. Thus, a group cannot include 

more than five fighters for every even incomplete 100 A.P. in it. 

CHOICE OF SOLDIERS 

The player starts by listing the company's soldiers who are 
being sent into combat. 

The captain doesn't have to be a part of the assault group. 

Example: For its first mission the jackal master of rite's company 

of orcs sends all of its mc11 i11to combt1t. Jhe fiSSaultgroup's value 
is therefore equal to the sum of all the soldiers' values, meauing 
105. 

Attention! 11te 11'0111/dcd sofdil'rs suffer penalties right from the 
start of the game (sec p. 80). Howc1•cr, it is possible to heal them 
just before the battle (see Bonesetter, p. 74). 

CHOICE OF ATTRI BUTES 

The soldiers sent into combat don't have to take all their 

attributes along. Those that will be used are to be written down 

on the mission sheet and only their cost is added to the assault 
group's value. 

Example: For this fi rst mission the Ore player decides to make 
use of all of the attributes of his company's members. Their total 

cost of 15 is added to the assault group~ value, which becomes 
120. 

~ERCENARYSUPPORT 

1. FORMING THE ASSAULT GROUPS When the assault group is being formed, it Is possible to call 

on one or several Mercenaries. 

An assault group is mainly made up of soldiers of the compa- Fighters with the "Mercenary" ability can be hired just for a 

ny, but players can also call on fighters whose participation mission by any company, even if it has already reached its maxi-
is limited to one mission. These fighters can be Mercenaries, mum strength. 

Elementals or Immortals. or even Characters. In the last case A Mercenary's value is equal to t he one indicated on his refer-
this is often the company's patron. ence card. 

All fighters who take part in the battle, including those who 

aren't members of the company (such as Characters), must be 
listed on the mission sheet. 

Note: It is recommended to choose the mission well bef ore the 
start of the game. Like this each player has enough time to think 
about how he will f orm his group. T11is choice can, for example, 

be made at the end of each battle for the next game. 
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When a Mercenary is recruited like this, he must be paid • Mercenary Ch aracters: lf a Character with the "Mercenary• 

before the mission. An amount of resource points equal to his ability is fighting for a company of the same people as him, 

value plus the cost of an y improvements a nd attributes is then the cost in resource points to spend IS equal to half of the 

immediately subtracted from the company's reserve. sum of his value and any attributes he may have (rounded up 

to the higher Integer). 

Example: A Kelt warrior Mercenary is hired by the orcish If he is fi ghting for a company of a different people than his, 

company. His value beil1g equal to 9, the company has to spend then this cost is equal to the sum of his value and the cost of 

9 resource points. any attributes and improvements he may have. 

The value of Mercenaries, as well as the cost of any attributes Example: If a company of orcs wai/Ls to mil on the De••ourer 

they may have, is taken into account when calculating the Characur ?.e1ren (81 A P.), tlum itll'ill hm·t' to spend 81 resource 

assault group's value. pomh. 

Example: Tlte value of the orci5/t msault group. which was MYSTIC AL SUPPORT 

120 until now, is increased by the ••alttt' of the Kelt Merce11ary, 

meaning 9. Tile assault group ); total value thtts becomes 129. Elementals and/or Immortals can be added to an assault 

SUPPORT OF AN INC AR N AT ED C HARACTER 

Charact ers cannot join a company as soldiers. They can, 

however, intervene once in a while to collaborate with a compa

ny, a bit like Mercenaries do. 

A Character's value is equal to the one printed on his reference 

card. Like that of Mercenaries, this parameter (as well as the 

cost of any attributes and improvements) is taken into account 

when calculating the assault group's value. 

A Character's participation in a battle requires an investment 

in resources that varies depending on his people of origin and 

that of the company that wishes to hire his services. ln any case 

the resources must be spent before the battle. 

group. 

An Clemen tal's or Immortal's value is equal to the one printed 

on its reference card. Like for Mercenaries, this parameter (as 

well as the cost of any improvements and attnbutes) is taken 

into account when calculating the a~sault group's value. 

In addition, to call on an Elemental or an Immortal the compa

ny must pay a cost in resource points equal to half of its value 

(rounded up to the higher integer) before the battle. 

To hire the help of such a being the company must, however, 

meet the usunl condit ions: 

• To call on an Elementa l, its Element may not be part of the 

Elements forbidden to the magicians of the people the compa

ny is bound to. 

• Characters of the same people as the company: lf the • To call on an Immortal, it must follow the same path of 

Character comes from the same people as the company, then All iance as the people the company is from. 

an amount of resource points equal to half of the sum of his 

value and the cost of any attributes he has (rounded up to 

the higher mteger) must immediately be subtracted from the 

company's reserve. 

Example: If a company of orcs wauts to lure the serlfices of llu! 

fmtltful ore Sltaka Umruk {39 A.P.) e11dowed with the •Rage of 

the Jackal" miracle (8 A.P.), tlris wtll cost it 24 resource poillls: 

(39 + 8} + 2. 

• Allied Characters: lf the Character is not of the same people 

as the company but of an Allied people, then the amount of 

resource points to spend is equal to the sum of his value and 

of any att ributes and improvements he may have. 

Example: If a company of orcs waut.v w hit·e the talents of the 

gobli11 mag1clan Gidzzit the Bell Rmger (24 A.P.} endowed with 

the "Scroll of Llghtlling" (13 A.P.), then It will /rave to spend 37 

resource pomts (24 + 13). 



2. COMPENSATION 

When a patron hires a company's services to carry out a 

mission, he always gets the information he needs to first find 

out how difficult it will be. Once he has this intelligence, he 

only accepts to spend the amounts required, no more. There's 

no use in paying an entire army just to get rid of a handful of 

cutthroats! 

Once the two groups have been formed, lhe players reveal 

each one's value. This includes the sum of the soldiers' values 
and that of their attributes. 

There are then two possibilities: 

• If the difference between the two groups is of 50 or less, then 

the player whose group is the stronger one may decide to 

modify it to reduce its value. Yet the new value cannot be less 

than that of his opponent's group. 

· lf the difference between the two groups is greater than 50, 

then the player whose group is the stronger one must modify 

it to bring the difference between the two groups to between 

0 and 50 points. 

Examples: 

• Before a IIIISSion, two player\ prepar< thelf assault groups. 

Once tillS IS done, they re,•eal the1r values. Player 1's group 

has a mlue of 155 wlulc that uj player 2 has one of 180. 1he 

difference between these two groups i~ 25, so player 2 can either 

keep Iris group as 11 IS or dee~de to modify 11. 1( he does so, then 

its new 1•a/ue must be between 155 and 180. 

• 171is time player Is group Ira.~ a value of 150 and player 2's has 

one of 210. 1he tlilfcrence between the tll'o groups being 60, 

player 2 IIIIISt reduce Ius group's l'allle in sr1cl1 a way that it is 

between150 and 200. 

So it can happen that a company confronts an opponent whose 

assault group has a higher value than its own. To give the weaker 

company a chance to win, certain compensations are granted 

to it in the shape of events that happen during the battle or of 

attributes given to its fighters just for the duration of the game. 

The player with the weaker assault group has a number of 

compensation points (CP) available equal to the difference 

between the values of the two assault groups. 

Example: A Griffin company send~ an assault group with a 

value of IS/ to confro/11 a group of Sessair~ whose value is 188. 

1/te Griffin player therefore llll~ 37 compensation points at his 

disposal. 

The compensation points can be used either to draw one or 

several Event cards (sold separately) or to acquire objects that 

can be used only once. 
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• CO INC ON A MISS ION • 

• Drawing an Event card costs 20 compensation points (optional). 

• Each object costs 10 compensation points. 

Example: Wlith 37 compensation pomts the Griffin player can 

draw 1 El•ent card (20 CPJ and acqw re I ObJeCt (10 CP} or he can 

acquire 3 objects (30 CP). 

The player doesn't have to use his Event cards and his objects 

during the game. However, he cannot keep them from one 

mission to another. At the end of the battle all unused Event 

cards and objects are discarded. Unless mentioned otherwise, 
no effect (Event card or object) can be played once the last round 

of the game has ended. 

EVENT C ARDS 

Events represent incidents that can happen in the course of 

the battle. They are represented in the form of separately sold 
cards. 

These cards are to be drawn at random among all the Event 

cards avai lable. 

SINGLE·USE O BJECTS 

A list of objects is provided below. These objects are not arti

facts and can therefore be given to any type of fighter, with only 

one restriction: the same fighter cannot be given more than two 

of these objects. They are to be written down on the mission 

sheet in the "Attributes" box of their bearer. 

Each object must be given to a specific fighter before the 

start of the mission. The fighters cannot exchange their objects 

during the game. As their name indicates, these objects can be 

used only once. per game. This use does not count as an action. 

And finall y, the same fighter can use only one of these objects 

per round. 

The use of the following objects is to be announced during 

the fighter's activation, with the exception of the Fetish 

of Preservation, the Charm of Evasion and the Charm of 

Precision. 

Amulet of Dexterity: When a fighter uses this object, his ATT 

and DEF are increased by one point each. This bonus remains 

active until the end of the round. 

Amulet of Resilience: When a fighter uses this object, his 

RES is increased by three points. This bonus remains active 

until the end of the round. 

Amulet of Speed: When a fighter uses this object, his MOV 

is increased by three points. This bonus remains active until the 

end of the round. 
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Amulet of Strength: When a fighter uses this object, his STR each, which are immediately subtracted from the company's 

is increased by three points. This bonus remains active until the reserve. 

end of the round. Only soldiers Usted on the mission sheet can be healed by the 

Amulet of Vivacity: When a fighter uses this object, h.is lNl 

is increased by three points. This bonus remains active until the 

end of the round. 

Charm of Evasion: The player can use this object right before 

making a disengagement roll for its bearer. This roll is then 

automatically successful. 

Charm of Precision: The player can use this object right 

before making an Aim test for its bearer. He then benefits from 

t 1 on the roll's final result. Furthermore, if the test is failed, 

then the player can roll it again once with the same bonus. 

Fetish of Preservation: The player can use this object right 

before any Damage roll made against the fetish's bearer. He then 

bonesetter. 

Example: On a Lion player's mission sheet tltere i.1 a guard of 

Alllhan wtth a Light Wound, a swordsman of 11/alzan with a 

Light t'Vound and a paladin of Alaluw wftlt a Scriott5 Wound. 

Bejore the mission he decides to call on 11 bonesetter to heal 

the swordsman and the paladin. 711/S cost.~ lum a total of six 

resource poi11Ls. 71te swordsmn11 1s tltC'refore completely healed 

of lti.~ wotmd.( wllerea.~ Lite paladin goes from a Serious Wound 

to a Lrglll t'Vormd. 71te guard of Alaltan rtmams witlt a Light 

Wormd. 

Calling on a bonesetter is done before drawing any Event 

cards. 

rolls Ld6. On a [Jorl;]nothing happens and the fetish is never- 4- TRAINING OF RESERVCS 
theless destroyed. On a iZJ or more the Damage roll is cancelled. 

If the bearer has other means of avoiding this Damage roll A company's resources can also be used to tram fighters. 

(such as Survival instinct), then these must be used first before The soldiers who aren't going on a mission can be trained by 

attempting to use the fetish. various masters. To simulate this, once the assault group has 

been formed, resource points can be turned into experience 

Gem of Abundance (magicians only): When a magician uses points (2 resource points for 1 EP). The EP acquired in this 

this object, he immediately recovers three mana gems of one way can only be assigned to soldiers who are not included on the 

(and only one) of the Elements he masters. 'This cannot make his mission sheet while respecting he following points: 

reserve go over its maximum limit. 

Poison of Slow Agony: When a fighter uses this object he 

benefits from the "Toxic/ I" ability. If he already has it, then its 

X value is increased by one point. This effect lasts until the end 

of the round. 

Potion of Healing: When a fighter uses this object he is 

immediately healed by one Wound level. 

Talisman of Fervor (faithful on ly): When a faithful uses this 

object he immediately recovers three temporary faith points. 

3- VISITING THE BONESETTER 

Of all the traveling salesmen and other individuals who live in 

the wake of free companies, the bonesetters are the only ones to 

be certain to find regular demand for their services. This is why 

there is always one in the vicinity of a free company. 

Such an individual can prove to be extremely useful if the 

company has wounded fighters. For a bit of pay he can treat th.e 

soldiers before the battle. 

Once his assault group has been formed, the player can call 

on a bonesetter's services. The latter can heal each fighter by 

only one Wound level and at a cost of three resource points 

7<1 

• A soldier who is still suffering from the aftereffects of his 

Wounds (seep. 80) cannot benefit from these points. 

• The same soldier cannot be given more than 10 EP in this way 

before each mission. 

These EP can only be used after the mission, at the same time as 

the EP gained by the other soldiers during the battle (seep. 81). 

SJ>I:CIAI CASt: : • • 
\II.T:\ J\IOI{PHOSIS 01' J'IGIITI ' RS 

Some fighters (such as Danu warriors or predators of blood) 

are able to change their aspect and characteristics during a 

mission. The metamorphosed fighters benefit from the same 

improvements (characterist ics. abilities, role. attributes, 

etc.) as before their transformation. 

However, if a fighter has a COU value and his profile, after 

transformation, includes FEAR, th.en the latter Is used, even 

ifh.is COU is higher. 



DURING THE MISSION 

The clash between assault groups conuniss1oned by opposing 

free companies requires several of the essential Confrontation 

rules to be reviewed in detail. 

ACTIVATION SEQUE:-.ICE 

The profile of each of a company's members is brought to 

evolve over time thanks to experience. Thus, the soldiers who 

have the same characteristics when the)· are recruited will 

probably end up with different capacities after having gone on 

a few missions. In itself, this does not affect how the draw pile 

is made. The same reference card can still represent from one 

to three soldiers (as long as they are of the same type), even lf 
their profiles are no longer the same. Yet it is necessary be able 

to identify which card is associated to which miniatures. The 

simplest method is to use plastic card sleeves that, in addition 

to protecting the cards, can hold counters of different colors. 

One then just has to paint a small dot of the same color on the 

miniature's base so that one always knows to which card the 

soldier is bound. 

TH E INFLUENCE OF DISCIPliNE 

TACTICAL ROLL 

• COINC 0~ A MISS!Or\ • 

GAI\II"'G EXPERIENCE 

Combat after combat. the soldie rs accumulate experience 

points that are then used to improve their potential. This chap

ter explains m detail all the actions that cause a gain in experi

ence as well as the amount and the nature of this gain. 

The soldiers gain experience mainly by Inflic ting thei r oppo

nents with Wounds in hand-to-hand combat. Marksmen also 

gain experience when they hit the1r target. Magicians and faith

ful gain when they succeed a Power test or a d ivmat10n rol l. 

\X'ar machanes are very specific machines whose special way of 

functiomng affects the gaining of experience. 

COMBAT EXPERIENCE 

A soldier gains experience as soon as he is listed on a mission 

sheet. No matler if the fighter is killed right in the first round 

or If an event prevents him from participating ac tively in the 

mission, his experience is gained. 

The amount of experience gained in this way van es depending 

on the number of missions the soldier has a lready participated 

in: 

• For his first mission the soldier gains 10 EP 

• For his second mission the soldier gains 8 EP 

• For his third m1ssion the soldier gains 6 EP 

• For his fourth mission the soldier gains 4 EP 

• For his fifth mission and aU the following ones the soldier 

gains 2 EP 

ll1e "Missions carried out" box on the company sheet is 

used to note the number of missions each soldier has partici -

As long as the company's captain is on the battlefield his DIS is pated in. 

used for the Tactical roll, even if a different fighter has a higher 

DIS. 

If the captain is not on the battlefield, then the lieutenant's 

DIS is to be used. 

If neither of these fighters is present, then the player can 

choose the DIS of any of his fighters for this roll. 

T RANSM ISSION OF LEA DE RS H IP 

During the battle the captains and lieutenants endowed with 

the "Leadership/ X~ ability benefit from the followjng rules: 

Their "Leadershiptx • ability applies to all soldiers who are 

members of the company (includmg Allies. Mercenaries and 

State less fighters). If they form a war-staff. the~ can transmit 

thc1r values through the standard-bearer and the musician in 

the usual way. They cannot, however, form a war-staff with a 

standard-bearer or a musician who is not a member of the free 

company. 
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~ ~ S P E LLS AND MIRAC LES 

When a mystic succeeds a Power test or divination roll, he 

gains 1 EP plus or minus the difference between the value used 
(POW or FAITH) for this test and its difficulty. 

The difference is considered to be a bonus if the POW/FAITH 
value is lower than the test"s difficulty, and to be a penalty if the 
value is higher than the test's difficulty. However, no matter the 

difference, the mystic cannot lose any EP. 

Examples: 
• A magician (PO\'f/4) succeeds a Power test with a difficulty of B. 

He gains 5 EP (I + 4). 

• A fallliful (FAITH 5) succeeds a divination roll with a difficulty 

of 4. He gains 0 EP (1 - 1). 

• A magician (POW6) succeeds a Power test with tl difficully of4. 

He neither gains nor loses any EP. 

Fighters who are summoned during the game, be this using 
a spell, a miracle or an artifact, are not considered to be part 
of the company. Their Wounds and experience points are 

not to be noted because they disappear when the mission is 
over, no matter their state of health at the end of the game. 

The only e;'(ception to this rule concerns the victory condi
tions bound to certain missions. When these conditions 
involve the calculation of the number of fighters still stand

ing on the battlefield (as well as their total value), then the 
summoned miniatures are counted in the total, unless they 
were summoned during the last round of the game. Their 

value is then equal to the amount (in A.P.) printed on their 
reference card. 

~ FIRING 

When a marksman succeeds an Aim test, he gains 3 EP plus 

or minus the difference between the AIM value used for the test 
and its difficulty. 

Examples: 
• A marksman with an AIM of 3 succeeds an Aim test with a 

diffiwlty of7. He gains 7 EP (3 + 4). 

• A marksman wah an AiM of 5 succeeds an Aim test with a 

difficulty of 4. He gams 2 EP (3 • 1). 

• A marksman w1th an AIM of 7 succeeds an Aim test with a 

difficulty of3. He gnms 0 EP (3 • 4). 

If a marksman hits a tighter of his own camp when ti ring into a 

fray, he doesn't gain any experience points, no matter the shot's 

difficulty. 

THE WOU NDS 

When a fighter inflicts an opponent with a Wound or a "Killed 
Outright" with an attack in hand-to-hand combat, he gains a 
certain amount of EP depending on the severity of the Wound. 

Light Wound: 3 EP 

- Serious Wound: 4 EP 
- Crit ical Wound: 5 EP 
-Killed Outright: 6 EP 

Certain bonuses or pena lties that depend on the opponent's 
value can modify these gains: 
• lfthe target 's value is at least twice as high as the attacker's: 

+2EP 

• If the attacker's value is at least twice as high as the target's: 

-2 EP 

Exam ples: 
• A fighter with rt value o.f23 inflicts a Serious Wound on tm 

oppom•nt whosr vrliue i~ •16. Tlu· target's value being twice the 

attackl'r\ the /fitter ,qalns 6 FP N + 2). 

• A fighter 1111th a value of 48 inflicts a Critical \tlound on an 

opponent whose 1•alue ;~ 15. The attacker\ l'alue being more 

than twice tlte ttlfget '~. lte only gam~ 3 EP (5-2). 

Attention! it's tire re.<ult gotten 111 tlte \l7ound Table wltici1 

determines the 1111111berof e..lperience points gamed. Only Wounds 

and "Killed Olllflgltt<• mjlicll'd directly by a Damage roll bo1111d 

to an attacli can pro1•ide F.P. All \\'<lund< (oreliminations)caused 

by the secondary effect of a11 ntlnck do not pro1•ide EP. 

Examples: 
• A fighter inflicts n Seno1H Wmmd on all opponellt who already 

Ita~ a Cnticnl \t'ound VIis oppo11ent is therefore Killed 

Outright, yet the fighter only gains the -1 EP prm•ided by the 

Serious \Vound 
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• A fighter with the "Toxic//" ability inflicts n Light W'otmd on an 

opponent with an attack in hand to-hand combat. He therefore 

gains 3 EP. A ~ecoud /)mnagc roll i~ made nnd causes a Serious 

Wound. Because thi:, Wound is caused by the secondary effect 

ofToxic/X, it does not provide any EP. 

Some game effects, notably the "Fierce" ability, allow a fight
er who has been eliminated to continue fighting until the end 
of the round. The Wounds inflicted on such fighters - includ

ing Killed Outright - continue to provide experience. 

Some game effects turn a given result into a different one. In 
this case it's the final result after the effect has been applied 

which determines the amount of EP gained. 



Example!i: 

• 111e result of 11 D11m11ge roll inflicted by a pal11din equipped 

with 11 sacred weapon IS a double, meaning "Killed OutrighL • 

Tile paladm therefore g11m~ 6 E.P. 

• Tile re~ult of a Damage ro/l mjlicted by a dawn warrior equipped 

with 11 sword-axe md1cates a "Cnttcal n'ound. ·This counts as 

"Killed Outright. • 71u! dawn warrior therefore gams 6 EP. 

• 111e result of a Damage roll mjlicted by a Ferocious fighter 

wdicates "Stwmcd 111u co11111s a s a L1glu \Vow ul. 111c fighter 

therefore gmm 3 EP 

The Wounds Inflicted by shots, spells and miracles do not 

• COINC ON A MISSION • 

And fina lly, all magical, miraculous and other effects, such as 

"Eternal Torpor" or "Alchemical Petrifaction,• are dissipated at 

the end of the battle. 

However, the worst Wounds received during a confrontation 

can have consequences later on. 

Even if a fighter who was Killed Outright isn't really slain 

during the mission, the game effects that can resurrect a soldier 

are applied. The effect in question is then considered to have 

awoken an unconscious fighter. 

SOLDI ERS' WOUNDS 

provide experience points. lhese acttons are already rewarded Atlhe end oft he battle, the current Wound level of each soldier 

when the Aim or Power tests or divination rolls are successful. when the mission ends is to be noted on the mission sheet if it is 

a "Serious Wound," "Critical Wound" or "Killed Outright." 

• Eu:~\IENTS Of Til[ SCENERY • The fighters eliminated by nn effect that causes the miniature 

to be removed from the battlefield are Killed Outright. 

Inflicting Wounds on elements of the scenery does not It is of no use to note the Wounds of fighters who aren't 
provide experience points. members of the company. 

On the other hand, shots, spells and miracles that target 

these elements can provide EP In the usual way. What WOUNDS OF SOLDIERS OF VERY LARGE SIZE 

more, the destruction of certain elements of the scenery 

can, depending on the scenario, provide EP as a reward for Soldiers with the "Enormous," "Colossal" or "Gigantic" abil ity 

having reached an objective. are considered to have been Killed Outright only if they were 

really eliminated. 

STRUCTURE POI NTS 

I MMOBILE MAC HINES 

lfa war machine ora nexus loses more than half of its SP, then 
Only servants can gain experience. The machine itself is the number of points lost is to be noted. 

considered to be an attribute and therefore cannot gain experi-
ence. 

The EP won through a successful Aim test are acquired by all 

of the servants and substitutes who took part in this shot. 

~MOBILE MAC HINES 

A mobile machine is considered to be a single fighter and can 

gain experience points like any other soldier. However, the use 

of these points is subject to certain restrictions explained on 

page 90. 

WOUNDS 

During a clash between free companies, a KiJied Outright or 

any other equivalent result doesn't necessarily mean that the 

soldier is dead. This simply means that he is neutralized for the 

rest of the game. Similarly, no type of Wound is permanent. 

Example: \VIten n soldier ~11jfers the black troll's "Armripper" 

capac1ty, fie ts simply COIISidcred to have flad his arm broken. 
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fAMnJARS 

If a magician is Killed Outright in combat, then his Familiars 

immediately disappear. lhey are considered to have been 

Killed Outright. However, this does not provide any experience 

points. 

RETREAT! 

It can happen that a company ends up in a hopeless situation. 

ln this case the wisest decision that the captain can make is to 

abandon the mission. 

A player can yeii "Retreat!" before any Tactical roll. In this case: 

• The game ends immediately. 

• The player who gave up is declared defeated. 

• The defeated player is considered to have failed to reach any of 

his mission's objectives, even if he has already fulfilled some 

of them. 

• The defeated player doesn't win any resources or renown. 

• The fighters of both camps keep the EP that they gained before 

the retreat. 



The A~re Dragon ir .1. typical 
Cynwall company. Made up of 
few yet "eery reliable pghterr, it ir 
led by an .1radar. Bent on dircO"C
ering the secrets of the w.1y of the 
w.1.rrio0 C.1ptain So/him Ann.1cr.1. 
h.1.r surrounded himself with his 
two bert friends, Si/yn f/jlrcen .1.nd 
Elrcn S.1..1.d. The l.1.ttc0 .1 --varrym, ir 
the comparr}r principle strike force. 
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'10 gu.1.r.1.ntee "Cictory he sometimes 
t.1.ker inr.1.ne rirlv. Lying in ambush 
until the beginning of the b.1.ttle, 
he then ch.1.r;ger the enemy cap
tJin without concern for his own 
r.1{cty. f fir rur;gic.1.l rtriktr h.1"Ce 
"eery often 5.1"Ced Annaer/r W.ig'C0 
who in return curer his comr.1.dc of 
.1.1/ his wounds using his f.1"Corite 
rune of he.1./ing. 



At the end of a battle, the evolution of the company and of its 

members is divided into several phases that follow each other in 

a speci fie order. 

l. Losses and gains 

2. Recuperation 

3. Exclusions 

4. Recruitment 

5. Experience points 

6. Acquisit ion of attributes 

I. LOSSES AND GAINS 

Depending if Lhe mission ends in victory or defeat, and also 

depending on lhc difference in value between the two assault 

groups that have just confronted each other, each company 

gains or loses renown and resources. 

RENOWN 

When a powerful company clashes with a weaker opponent, then 

its triumph would not really be a brilliant one and defeat would 

be a true humiliation. On the other hand, if a modest company 

confronts a much stronger opponent, then the simple fact ofhaving 

opposed him is already a reward (even when defeated). 

Depending on the difference 10 value between the assault groups• 

and on the result obtained (victory, draw or defeat), each player 

wins an amount of renown that is added to that of the company. 

This gain is determined by using the table below. 

The group with the lower value reads its gain in renown on the 

negative line corresponding to the difference (because it played 

with less points than its opponent). The group with the higher 

value reads its gain in renown in the positive line. 

• AFTER THE BATTLE • 

Example: A company of goblins and one of Wolfen have just 

clashed. Ihegoblm assault group had a value of 190 whereas the 

lflo/fen group had one of 146. 

1l1e difference between the two groups is 44. Howe•·er. tire \Vo!fen 

player has used 30 compensatiOn points. The difference taken 

into account for the calculation ofthegams 111 renown is therefore 

44 -30= 14. 

111e goblins are 1•ictoriou~ with a difference of 14 in their favor. 

111e1r player therefore rends his gams 111 the "+10 to +19" line, 

mennmg a gain of 16 pomts of renown for a VICtory. 

The ~Vo/fen have s1if[ercd defeat with a difference of 14 against 

them. The1r player therefore reads his gains 111 the "-10 to -19" 

line, meaning a gain of 12 poi Ills of renown for a defeat. 

RESOURCES 

A company's resources allow it to give attributes to its 
members. 

WAGES AND PREMIUMS 

Wages represent the amount of resources the patron pays the 

company to carry out a mission. This amount varies depending 
on if the company is victorious or not. 

• A victory earns it 15 resource points 

• A draw earns it lO resource points 

• A defeat earns it 5 resource points 

Some missions include a "Premium." This premium can 

be earned by one of the companies under certain conditions 
explained in the mission's description. 

• GAIN IN RENOWN. 

DIFFERENCE VICTORY DRAW DEFEAT 

-50 40 30 20 

-40to -49 36 27 18 

-30 to -39 32 24 16 

-20 to ·29 28 21 14 

-10 to -19 24 18 12 

from -9 toO 20 IS 10 

0 to+ 9 20 15 10 

+ 10to+ 19 16 12 8 

+ 20 to+ 29 12 9 6 

+ 30 to+ 39 8 6 4 

+ 40 to + 49 4 3 2 

+50 0 0 0 

•: Any compensation points used by the weaker group are 

subtracted from this difference when determining the 

gain in renown. 
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2. RECUPERATION 

Depending of the severity of the Wounds they were inilict

ed with during the mission, the soldiers may suffer from their 
aftereffects. 

RECUPERATION ROLLS 

At the end of each mission a recuperallon roll is to be made 

for every soldier except those who are unharmed or have a Light 

Wound (the latter are automatically healed of all their Wounds}. 

1lus roll concerns the soldiers who have JUSt fought as well as 

those who didn't take part in the mission. The latter benefit 
from a bonus on their recuperation roll. 

"lhis rollls made using 2d6. The sum of the two results is used 

to determine the aftereffects from which the soldier suffers in 

accordance with his Wound level. 

THE MEDI C 'S ROLE 

If the company includes at least one medic, then the result of 

each recuperation roll (including the medic's) is read one line 

higher up in the table unless the result is "Dead." In this case 

another ld6 is to be rolled: 

• On a :: l::;l or [j] the medic manages to save the soldier at the 
last moment: the resu lt becomes "Critical." 

• On a [:], 'iJ or 0 the medic's efforts are in vain: the result 

remains "Dead." 

llowever, these effects do not apply if all of the company's 

medics were Killed Outright dunng the mission. 

CONVALESCENCE 

The results of the recuperation rolls of the soldiers who didn't 

take part in the mission are read one line higher up in the table. 

This bonus is cumulative with the one bound to the presence of 

n medic. It can therefore happen that a recuperation roll's result 

is to be read two lines higher up. 

• \\ 'OL1N D REC L1PERATIO:'<J TABLE • 

2d6 SERIOUS CRITICAL. KIL.L.ED O UTRIGHT 
------+------ -----~ 

2-3 Unharmed Unharmed Unharmed 

4-5 

6-7 

8-9 

10-ll 

12 
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AFTEREFFECTS 

The resu lt gotten in the recuperation table is immediately 

applied, except the result of "Dead," which is obviously fina l. 

A result of "Serious," for example, means that the soldier 

begins his next mission with a Serious Wound. 

The result of"Dead • applies to all types of fighters, even those 

with the "Living-dead" ability. 

\XfAR MACHINES' RECUPERATION T EST 

The servants of immobile machines do their recuperation rolls 

like all the other soldiers. but machines with structure points 

proceed differently. 

• If the machine hasn't lost more than half of its structure 

points, then no recuperation roll is required. "lhe machine 

begins its next mission with all of its SP. 

• IC the machine bas lost more than half of its st ructure points 

or was destroyed, then a recuperation roll is to be made. This 

roll is made using2d6. 

2 to 3: The machine recuperates all of th~ SPit lost 

• AFTER TH E BATTLE • 

3. EXCLUSIONS 

A player can exclude a member from his company. The 

captain cannot be excluded unless he was discharged earl ier on 

(see D1sappearance of the captain, p. 61). 

4. RECRUITMENT 

If the difference between its renown and its value is positive, 

then the company can recruit new fighters. 

.Example: A company's renown IS 272 and its 1•a/uc is 244. 

New soldiers can therefore be recruited fora maximum of28 A.P. 

(272 244). 

The enlisting of new recruits is done using the rules used when 

founding the company. 

Attention! In certain cases it can happen that a company's 

renown IS less than its actual value In this case no new soldiers 

can 11e recruited, yet on~ is 110t req111red to proceed 1111th 

exclusiom. 

4 to 5: The machine recuperates three quarters• of its SP 

6 to7:Themachine recuperateshatroofitssP 5. EXPERIENCE POINTS 
8 to 11: The machine recuperates a quarter• of its SP 

I 2: The machine doesn't recuperate any SP This phase is probably one of the most crucial and enthralling 

parts of managing a company. This is where the soldiers' heroic 

If a machine that was destroyed doesn't recuperate any SP, deeds finally pay off and let them evolve. 

then it is permanently destroyed. The experience points each soldier acquired during the 

I 

• BoH.Ens A :\II> CARBl'RETons • 

It can happen that a steam machine's boiler or a naphtha 

machine's carburetor explodes during a battle. In such a 

case the damaged material is considered to be repaired after 

the battle. No recuperation roll is requi red. 

• SI:\!Gt .r - t •sr ATTRIBL"ITS • 

Certain artifacts. spells a<1d miracles are described as 

having a single or limited use. Ln Dogs of War, even if it says 

that the attribute Is dest royed after its use, it is considered 

that the soldier who has it can use it in every mission. 

Example: A soldier ltn ~ a potio11 of restfiencc. 11tis artifact 

call be used oniJ o11et fl<'l' game, but the soldier can 11se it in 

1'1'1'1'.)' mi5SiOII. 

• : Rounded up to the luglzer imeger. 
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mission are added to his accumulated total. 

There are five fields of evolution for each soldier: his rank, his 

status, his characterist ics, his abiHties and his role. 

EVOLUTION OF R ANK 

A soldier's rank automatically evolves according to the expe· 

rience he has acquired. The faithful and magicians, however, 

follow an evolution that is different from that of warriors. 

• The rank of warriors evolves differently depending on their 

initial rank. The number following each rank indicates the 

experience level at which the soldier moves on to the next 

rank. It's the EP acquired that count, if they have been used 

or not. 

Example: Between two miSSIOns a swordsman of 

A la/tau 's tota l experience goes from 92 to 106. His rank, 

wltich was "Veteran" 1111/ il now, automatically goes 

up to the next level. He can therefore choose between t lte 

muks of" Elite" and "Specia l." 
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• The rank of mystics evolves in a different way. Their access 

to a superior rank is not automatic. Going from one rank to 

another requires an investment in experience points. 

In some cases it can happen that a non-magician or non-faith

ful soldier becomes one thanks to the experience he has gained. 

In this case his mystic rank is added to his warrior rank. If the 

soldier acquires a role for which rank is of importance, then it's 

the higher one of his that is taken into account. 

When a magician moves up to a higher rank, he can master an 

additional Element and/or path of magic. This also requires an 

investment of experience points. 

• New Element: 30 EP 

• New path of magic: 30 EP 

This improvement can be done when he changes rank or later 
on. 

The Elements and paths of magic a magician has access to 

depend on his people. The Incantation table on the following 

page shows which choices the various magicians have. 

REACH ING THE STATUS Of CHAMPION 

When a soldier has gathered a total of200 EP (used or not), he 

automatically reaches the status of champion. 

A champion can acquire artifacts in the same way as a 

Character and can be affected by all game effects that normally 
only affect Characters. 

Artifacts reserved to non-Characters can also be used by 
champions. 

1\IYSTJC C HA .\IPIONS: • • 
i\( ASTf.nS OF IN\'OCAT ION 

Magacmn and faathful Characters benefit from + 1 m the 

total of the force values of the SLLmmoned creatures that 

they are able to control (see Confrontatiou3, p. 80). 

The status of champion does not provide this bonus. 

However, a magician or faithful champion can acquire the 

"Master of invocation" capacity for 30 EP. This capacity is 

the equivalent of the Characters' control bonus. 

30 

Rq:ul.u 

.... 
50 

.... 
\t•tt·r.ln 

100 

.... 
Spt•t 1.11 Elate 

.... .... 
200 

.... 
II\ 111~ I ··~··nd 

.... 
200 

.... 
I " 1 n g I <'!(<'!HI 

.... 
400 

.... 
,\l.t Jor All~ 

• RANK OF MYSTICS • 

ln ltt.lll'l I >,·,out 

.... 
100 (Cost: 50 EP) 

----'---------' 
.... 

.... 
200 (Cost: 100 EP) ______ ___.. 

.... 
\l."lt'r lk.tn 

.... 
300 (Cost: 200 EP) 

.... 



• I:XCA:'\T.-\TIO;'\'. 
-- - -- --~--- - ------~---- ------------- --- ------

ACCESSIBLE ELE.\IF.~TS ACCESSIBLE PATHS OF .\IAGIC 

,\IAGICir\'\ 'S PEOPLE 1:--!ri lA I~ A Ill. I' I :\IAS'I ER 1:-\lliA rl ADEP I :\lASTER 

Q 
., 

Hermetism, 
Tellurism, Theurgy, 

Solaris, 
Lions of A lahan Chronomancy, Sorcery, 

· ~ 
Circaeus 

Shamanism 
Fayery 

oe lheurgy, 

Griffins of Akkylannie 
~ 

Redemption, Hermetism, Circaeus Tellurism 
Exorcism 

~ Shamanism, 
Tellurism, Sorcery, 

Fayerr, 
Sessa irs Kelts .6i Drutdism 

Whispers, 
Symbtosis 

Howls, Lamentations 

Dwarves ofTir-Na-Bor • e 0 Q Tellurlsm, 
Shamanism, Sorcery 

Fayery, 

Forge Chronomancy 

Sorcery, 
Typhonism, Corruption, 

Fayery, Black magic, 
Goblins of No-Dao-Kar ~ .. • oe Shamanism, Tellurlsm, 

Mutations 
Curses 

Chthonian 

Orcs of Bran-0-Kor None Instinctive magic 

Wolfen of\'llia ~ • Whtspers, Howls, Shamanism, 
Symbiosis, Fayery 

Lamentations Sorcery, Tellurism 

Necromancy, 
Affliction, Curses, Cabala, 

Black magic, 
Living-dead of Acheron e • Typhon ism, Chthonian, 

Circaeus Shamanism, Sorcery 
Corruption 

Alchemists e • ~ 
Technomnncy, Corruption, Affliction, Black magic, 

of the Scorpion Biopsy Chthonian, Curses Tellurism 

Dwarves of Mid-Nor a ~ • Chthonian, Tellurism, Affliction, Curses, Black magic, 

Corruption Cabala, Typhonism Shamanism 

Lamentations, 
Sorcery, 

Black magic, 
Devourers of Vile-Tis ~ a . Affliction, 

Howl~ Shamanism 
Whispers, Curses 

6i~ · Shamanism, Necromancy, Cabala, Black magic, 

Drune Kelts Druidism, Corruption, Sorcery, Typhonism, 
~$ Affliction Tellurism, Curses Chthonian 

fayery, 
Shamanism, Druidism, Soiaris, 

Da'ikinee elves • t~ Tellurism, Whispers, Chronomancy, 
Symbiosis 

Lamentations Sorcery 

e Solaris, Tellurism, Forge, fayery. Shamanism, 
Cyowall elves • Chronomancy Symbiosis Sorcery 

Black magic, 
Cabala, Chthonian, 

Shamanism, 
~ti· Corruption, Sorcery. Tellurism, Akkyshan elves 

Curses Typhon ism 
Affiiction, Howls 

Ophidians e • Typhon ism, Sorcery, Curses. 
Black magic, Cabala 

Enskem Chlhonian, Howls 
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EVOLUTION OF CHARACT ERISTICS 

The term "characteristics" refers to the fighters' MOV @, 
INI (;; , ATT (), STR (), DEF ().RES Qo, AIM (J, COU 

or FEAR.,, DIS {;, and POW ..;j. values. The faithful 's aura of 

faith and Aspects are also considered to be characte ristics. 

1he table below indicates the amount of Et> required for these 

parameters to be improved. An improvement's cost is calcuJated 

according to the characte ristic's current value. 

Exam ple: Increasing a fighter's An· r~qlllr~s an amouJit of £P 

equnl to IS + (2 x A IT). To mnke n fighter:~ A IT go from 3 to 4 

one ne~ds to mvest 21 £P (15 + 6). 

'!he "Maximum gain" column indicates the number of points 

that can be added to the characteristic's initial value. Once the 

maximum has been reached, the characteristic can no longer 

be improved. 

The characteristics with a value of"-" on a soldier's reference 

card cannot be improved in any way whatsoever. 

• IMPROVEMENT OF CHARACTERISTICS • 

@ 

b INITIATIVE 15 +(IN! x2) 

0 ATTACK 15 + (ATT x2) 

0 STRENGTH 10+(STRx2) 

0 DEFENSE 15 + (DEF X 2) 

0 RESILIENCE 10 + (RESx 2) 

0 AIM lS+(AlM x 2) 

•• COURAGE/f EAR 10 + (COU!FEAR X 2) 

G. DISCI PUN£' 30 + (DISx 2) 

~ POWER I 50+ (POWA 2) 

~ AURA OF FAITH ' 30 + (AURA X 2) 

ASPECTs• 50 T (ASPECT X 2) 

The increase in MOV affects both the ground MOV and flight MOV. 

Fighters without a DIS value cannot acqUire points in this characteristic. 

Fighters without a PO~ value cannot acquire potnts in this characteristic. 

1 

1 

2.5 

+ 3 

+3 

+3 

+3 

+ 3 

+2 

+3 

+3 

+ 15 

+ 2 

1 +2 per rank: a magician can increase his POW by two points without changing rank, but he has to wait until he changes rank 

to be able to gain a third and fourth point. "This also counts for the following points. 

' Fighters without an aura of faith cannot acquire points in this characterisllc. 

• Fighters without Aspect values cannot acquire points in these characteristics. 

+2 per rank: a faithfw can increase his Aspect total by hvo pomts (and not each Aspect) without changing rank, but he has 

to wait until he changes rank to be able to gam a third and fourth point. This also counts for the following points. 
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The modifications of characteristics provided by attributes 

are not taken into account when calculating the cost of 

improving them. 

Example: A soldier with ATT I has an artifact thatincreases 

It is A TT by + 1. Despite tltis, tlte soldier only has to spend 23 

EP tu go from 4 to 5 in A 7T. 

The modifications bound to attributes aren't either taken 

into account when defining the maximum increase allowed 

for a characteristic. 

Example: Ajightc•rs A Tt wn /Jc mcreased by a max imum of 

three point>. A so/din wtth nn illitUII value of 4 in A TT CCIII 

therefore reach fllllfl:c111wm l'(tlw: of·l 1 3- 7 in A TT, e1•eu if 
ite has all artifact that pmvidr.> !tim wit/1 +1 in ATT 

The alternative weapons of certain fighters. such as 

guards of Alahan and ore brutes. are not attributes. 

Similarly, optional aptitudes, such as the dwarven armorers' 

equipment, aren't either attributes. The modification of 

characteristics caused by them is added di rectly to the value 

printed on the reference card and is t:~ken into accoun t 

when calculating the cost of improvements. 

Example: A plmw rarwh a Grijjin conscnpl (I.Vl 2) and 

dende~ to eqwp lum wah a bastard sword {IX/ +1}. In the 

"Ongmal charm t< ,,,te, "/me o11the compmn· sheet he writes 

3m the II\' I hot 

EV OLUTION OF ABILITI ES 

The experience points gained by a soldier have two types of 

effect on his abilities. They can allow him either to improve one 

he already has or to acquire a new one. 

IMPROV I NG AN AB I LITY 

The abilities that can be improved are those associated with 

a variable value. Yet all of these cannot be improved. Thus, it is 

not possible to increase the bonus bound to the "Regeneration/ 
x· ability. 

In the table to the right, the second column indicates the 

improvement's cost in EP, and the "Gain" column indicates the 

number of points to add to the value associated with the modi

fied ability once the experience points have been spent. And 

finally, the number in the last column indicates the maximum 

amount of points that can be added to the ability's initial value. 

Once this maximum has been reached, the ability can no longer 

be improved. 
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• Af'TER THE BATTLE • 

Exception: All abiltty bound to an attribute cannot be 

improved 

Examples: 

• An orcish brontops rider already has the "Implacable I 2" 

ability. To impro1•e tim abillly by 1 poml he will have to spend 

JSEP. 

• A soldier is benejitillgfrom the "Cure 6" ability thanks to a 

mi11or rune of healilf,~. 71tis ability can110l be improved by 
spending £P. 

A C QUIRI NG AN ABI LIT Y 

Every ability is bound to a minirnum rank. An ability can only 

be acquired by a soldier whose rank is equal to this minimum 

or higher. 

• IMPROVEMENT OF ABILITIES • 

.\lAX. 
ABII.ITY COST (F.P) GAI:\1 

Artifact /X 

Concentration I X 

Cure / X 

Devotion I X 

Disengagement / X 

Implacable I X 

Infiltration / X 

insensitive /X 

Leadership I X 

Loyal / X 

Martyr I X 

Master strike I X 

Mechanic I X 

Mutagenic / X 

Piety / X 

I Recuperation / X 

Resolution /X 

Sapper I X 

Sequence / X 

Summoner IX 

Target / X 

War cry I X 

12 

32 

18 

6 

12 

18 

6 

6 

42 

24 

6 

12 

12 

24 

12 

24 

12 

12 

18 

12 

12 

12 

+1 

+1 

-1 

+1 

-J 

+1 

+2 

-1 

+5 

+1 

+1 

+1 

-1 

+1 

+1 

+1 

+1 

+1 

+1 

+1 

+I 

+I 

GAl:\! 

+1 

+2 

-2 

+3 

-1 

+2 

+6 

·1 

+15 

+1 

+3 

+3 

-2 

+1 

+2 

+2 

+2 

+3 

+I 

+2 

+2 

+3 



Ranks: 

1. irregular 

2. Regular 

3. Veteran / Initiate I Devout 

4. Special / Elite I Adept / Zealot I Creatur e 

5. Living Legend I Master I Dean 

6. Major Ally I Virtuoso I Avatar 

In addition to this condition, some abili ties can only be 

acquired by soldiers with a particular status: 

• Rank: An ability reserved to a specific rank can only be 

acquired by soldiers with the appropriate rank or who have 

evolved from this rank. 

Example: 1/tc "Assassin" ability is reserved to the rank of 

"Special." 71ris means that only soldiers whose rank is (or 

was) "Special" can acquire this ability. 

• Class: Certain abilities are reserved to specific fighter classes, 

such as magicians, fai thful , war machine servants, and so on. 

• Cost (in EP): This column indicates the amount of EP to be 

spent to acquire the concerned ability. 

• Number of accessible abilities: As long as his rank level is 

evolved from rank 5 to rank 6. It is Impossible to get rid of an 

ability once it has been acquired 

A soldier cannot acquire an ability he already has a second 

time. 

Attention! nre abilitre~ bound to an artifact are 110t taken inw 
accou11t rllthc ma.tillll/111/llllllht'r of abilities that a ~oldier can 

learn. 

A soldier can be given an artifact that provides him with an 

ability that he already has. He can also learn an ability from 

which he is already benefiting thanks to an artifact. ln either 

case, he is considered to have the abili ty in question only once. 

If this ability is bound to a value, then it is the better one that 

applies. 

Example: A soldier ltas the ·cure I 6" ability. 71re player 

controlling him nevcrtltcle.1.1 decides to give him a supreme 

rune of healing wltich provides the ·cure 1 4" ability. IX'hefl the 

soldrer leaves for combat witlr tlri.~ attribute, he is considered to 

have tire "Cure 1 4" ability. If tire player decides to send him orr 

a mission '''It !tout Iris 'upreme rune of healing, tlten the soldier 

benefits from "Cure I 6. • 

ACQUlSilJO'J OJ' A "$01.0" CAPACITY 

less than 5, the same soldier cannot acquire more than three If the company is bound to a particular faction (House of 

new abilities during his evolution. He can acquire a f01uth one Acheron, barony of Ala han, etc.), then certain fighters have 

after going from rank 4 to rank 5, and a fifth one after having access to "Solo" capacities. If such a capacity wasn't acquired 
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Warrior-mages 60 Loyal / ! 3 All 32 

Warnor-monks Luck 3 All 60 

-l.nifact I I 4 All 18 Martyr/! All 6 

4 Special 48 Master archer 4 All 60 

3 All 36 Master strike I 0 3 All 48 

4 All 36 Mastery of the arcana ·~ Pure magicians 48 

4 Large Size 90 Mechanic / 6 2 Servants 18 

Very Large Size Minelayer 3 Servants 48 

2 All 18 Negation 3 Pure magicians 12 

2 AU 18 Pure Faithfu l 

3 All 42 Parade 4 All 60 

4 All 24 Piety / l 3 Faithful 18 

4 Special Possessed 4 All 36 

Magicians 60 Precision 3 All 36 

Faithfu l Rallying cry 4 All 24 

l l)unter-attack 4 All 36 Rapid reloading 4 Champions 36 

4 All 24 Rapidity 3 All 36 

All 6 Recovery / 1 4 Magicians 24 

o.sengagement / 6 4 All 24 Reflexes 3 All 12 

3 All 24 Reorientation 3 All 12 

3 Fa•thful 48 Resolution I 1 4 All 12 

2 All 18 Rigor 4 All 54 

4 AU 18 Ruthless 3 All 24 

3 All 30 Sapper 3 Servants J2 

3 All 54 Scout 4 Special 

3 All 36 Magicians 48 

3 All 36 Faithful 

3 Magicians 24 Sequence I 1 4 Al l 32 

3 All 32 Sharp shooter 4 All 36 

3 All 36 Steadfast 2 All 18 

4 El ite Strategist 4 All 48 

Warrior-mages 72 Summoner / ! 4 Magicians 18 

Warrior-monks Faithful 

3 Faithful 24 Target I +1 3 All 18 

4 All 32 Thaumaturgist 3 Faithful 24 

3 All u Vivacity 4 All 24 

3 All 12 War cry / 3 2 All 12 

3 All 36 War fury 3 All 54 

2 All 90 War-horse• 4 Al l 60 

• The •war-horse• ability can only be ac~uired by fighters with a 
mount. Centaurs cannot acquire this a ility. 



DOCS OF WAR • THE FREE COMPANIES 

at the soldier's recruitment, then it can be later on b)• spending 

EP. The amount of £P to spend is equal to the capacity's value 

in A.P. times 10. 

LIEUTENANT (15 EP) 

Minimum rank: 1 

Bonus in renown: + 10 

Reminder: The "Solo" cnpacitics rcscr••ed to Cltamcters can be There can be only one lieutenant in a company. 

acquired by clmmpions. His presence increases the company's maximum strength. This 

bonus val"ies according to the lieutenant's rank. If the captain dies, 

ACQUISITION OF A SECONDARY ROLE then the lieutenant can take his place (seep. 61). 

A secondary role is a particular status that provides the SERGEA NT (10 EP) 
company with advantages in certain situations. 

These roles are subject to variable conditions. Any soldier who 

meets the conditions can take on such a role. Also, like abilities, 

these roles can only be taken on by fighters with a rank that is 

high enough. 

Like the other evolutions, the acquisition of a role requiJ"es an 

investment in EP. 

Prerequisites: 

• To acquire a role, the soldier must have Discipline (even DIS 

0) or Power or an aura of faith . 

Minimum ra nk: L 

Bonus in renown: + 5 

Cumulative 

For every sergeant the company's maximum strength is 

increased by +1. A company can have only one sergeant for 

every 5 full points in its actual strength. 

If the company's actual strength decreases and the number of 

sergeants becomes too high, then the concerned soldiers neveJ"· 

theless keep their role. 

• The jobs of musician and standard-bearer are already consid- Example: A compmry witlr mr nctrml stren.f{tlr of 12 cnn ltave 2 

ered to be secondary roles. Such fighters therefore cannot ~ergemru mils ranks. It lras to wart .for rt., strt•ngtlr to become IS 
acquire another role. to be nble to nnme a thrrd one. 

• Fighters assimilated with Allies cannot take on a role in a 

company. MILITARY ADVISOR (15 EP) 
• Soldiers of "Creature• rank, or who have evolved from this 

rank. whose DIS is lower than 3 cannot take on a role. 

The same soldier can take on only one role at a time and it is 

impossible to give up a role once it has been acquired. 

Reminder: Tire role of captain rs fl pm11arp·ole. Tlte captain cafl 
tlrerefore acquire n secondary role JUSt like a11y other soldier. 

With the exception of the role of lieutenant (which is unique), 

several fi ghters can have the same role. The effects of some of 

them are cumulative whereas others are not. This is specified in 

the role's description. 

With the exception of the role oflieutenant, which can allow a 

soldier to become captain, the other roles do not evolve. 

And finally, a well-organized company is more attractive. 

To represent this, the attribution of certain roles to a soldier 

provides the company with a bonus in renown. 

Ex:ample: l"f'hen n soldier becomes tire company's medic, its 

renown immediately increases by five poiuts. 

1llesc bonuses apply as soon as the role is acquired and are 

taken into account even if the role in question is already held by 

a different member of the company. 

Example: If a second soldier acqwres the role of medic, then the 
compmry5 reuown increases by anotlrcr fi•·e point~. 
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Minimum rank: 3 

Bonus In renown:-+- 5 

Not cumulative 

The presence of a military advisor has an influence on the 

choice of missions (see p. 71). 

What more, a military advisor can allow his company to 

shorten or lengthen the missions' duration. 

During each game, before the Tactical roll of the last round. a 

military advisor can (if he is standing on the battlefield) try to 

influence the course of the game. To do so, the player control

ling him rolls ld6. On a result of 1::] to Vlthc advisor does not 

manage to impose his sense for tactics. Yet on a [: ~. {;_·:J or [j] he 

can decide to lengthen or shorten the game by one round. In the 

latter case the game ends immediately. If two military advisors 

in opposing camps succeed their roll . then the two players can 
attempt to agree on the choice to be made. If they can't agree. 

then the game's duration remains unchanged. 

No matter how many military advisor~ there are in a camp, a 

player can make only one roll of this kind per game. 



QuARTERMASTER (zo EP) 

Minimum rank: 3 
Bonus in renown: + 5 

Not cumulative 

The quartermaster has an mfluence on the wages earned by the 

company at the end of a mission. If the company has a quarter· 

master, then the player has to roll ld6 at the end of the mission 

(during phase I after the battle). This roll is not to be made if aJJ 

of the company's quartermasters were Killed Outright during 

the mission or if the company did a retreat. 

If the company is victorious, then the result is increased by +1. 

If it was defeated, then the result is reduced by -l. 

l- or [. ·1 "The company gains four additional resource points. 

IZ or r: :lThe company gains seven additional resource points. 

1ZJ or [U] The company gains ten additional resource points. 

MEDIC (:1.5 EP) 

Minimum rank: 3. 

• AFTER THE BATTLE • 

Attention! A prospector can be ~elll e.~plori11g mtl) if Ire isn't 

suffering from a11y aftereffects. A prospector who is sem 
explormg cmmot bmcfit from any EP gamed through training. 

ALCHEMIST (:1.5 EP) 

Minimum rank: 4 

Bonus in renown: 0 

Not cumulative 

When an alchemist is present in a company, then the acquisi

tion cost of potions of strength, of resilience. of speed and of 

vivacity is reduced by two resource points for all soldiers. 

Furthermore, the use of these types of potion no longer 

requires a roll of the die to be made. They therefore have an 

effect on a r. . 

TRACKER (15 EP) 

Minimum rank: 3 

Bonus in renown: 0 
Bonus in renown: +5 Not cumulative 

Not cumulative If a tracker is listed on the mission sheet, then the player 

The medic is a practically indis;>ensable element for any controlling him benefits from +2 on the final result of his 

company. His presence allows the aftereffects of the Wounds Tactical roll for the approach. What more, he can pass his turn 

suffered by the fighters to be lessened (see Recuperation). one additional time during this phase, even if he has more cards 

and more fighters than his opponent. 
PROSPECTOR (:1.0 EP) 

Minimum rank: 3 

Bonus in renown: 0 

Cumulative 

In every mission the prospector can be sent off to go exploring 

instead of taking part an the battle. ln tillS case he cannot be 

included on the mission sheet. If the company has several pros

pector:;, then they can all be sent exploring at the same tlme. 

At the end of the mission, when the comp:.ny's gains in 

resources are being calculated, ld6 is to be rolled for every pros· 

pector who was sent off to go exploring: 

[] The prospector was attacked. He returns with empty hands 

nnd a Critical Wound. A recuperation roll is to be made. 

GJ The prospector has made a minor discovery that earns the 
company three resource points. 1ne prospector gains 4 EP. 

_,::, The prospector has made an interesting discovery that earns 

the company eight resource poants. The prospector gains 
6EP. 

:;:;; The prospector has made an important discovery that eams 

the company 13 resource points. The prospector gains 8 EP. 

_;:; The prospector has made a major discovery that earns the 

company 18 resource points. The prospector gains 10 EP. 

The compan>· also gaans five points of renown. 

i i The prospector has made an exceptional discovery thateacns 

the company 23 resource points. The prospector gains 12 EP. 

The company also gains LO points of renown. 
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PRI EST (30 EP) 

Minimum ran k: 3 

Bonus in renown: + 10 

Cu mulative 

Reserved to faithful. 

The presence of a priest gives the company a mystical dimen

sion that motivates its troops and increases its recognit ion. If 

at least one priest is included on the mission sheet, then the 

company gains five additional points of renown during phase 
I after the battle. 

If a priest dies in the recuperation phase, he becomes a martyr: 

the company Immediately gains 20 points of renown. This bonus 

can be acquired several times by the same company. 

Priest's aptitude: A priest can acquire the "Resurrection" 

special capacity. This costs him 30 additional EP. This special 

capacity can then be used every time one of the company's 

soldiers dies during the recuperation phase. 

To be resurrected, the dead soldier must have at least 10 

unused EP left. If this condition is met, then l d6 is to be roiJed. 

[:] to (2] The gods refuse to answer the priest's prayers and the 

soldier is not brought back to life. 

a:;: to (fi] The soldier is resurrected. He loses lO EP, but these 

are not considered to have been used (his value is not 

increased). These points are therefore not noted in the 
"EP used" space. 

This roll is to be made at the end of the recuperation phase. 

If no priest is present in the company at this moment (or if the 

dead fighter doesn't have the required lO EP), then the deceased 

cannot be brought back to life. 

Only one resurrection roll can be attempted per fighter, no 

matter how many priests there are in the company. On the other 

hand, the same fighter can be brought back to life several times 

during his career. 

A priest may not use this special capacity on himself, yet he 

can use it on another priest. A priest resurrected in this way 

doesn't become a martyr; his "temporary" death does not 

provide the company with 20 points of renowrl. However, when 

a priest succeeds in bringing a soldier back from the dead, his 

company immediately gains 10 points of renown. 

R ECRUITER (30 EP) 

Minimum ran k: 3 

Bonus in renown: + 5 

Not cumulative 

The recruitment of Allies, Mercenaries and Stateless fight

ers only costs the company a quarter of their value instead of 

half in resource points. The wages to pay fighters who aren't 

members of the company (Mercenaries, Characters, etc.) 

are also reduced by LO% (rounded up to the higher integer). 
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EXPERII:NCE • • 
OF \VAl{ ,'\t ,\CHINI:S 

\X'hereas the servants of immobile machines can use their 

experience like any other soldier, mobile machines that have a 

Weight value are subject to the following rules. 

Evolution of rank: Their rank never changes, no matter their 
level of experience. 

Evolution of status: In no way can they reach the status of 
champion. 

Evolution of characteristics: Their characteristics can 

evolve in the same way as those of other soldiers. However, a 

machine's Weight and SP cannot evolve thanks to experience. 

Evolution of abilities: Their abilities can evolve in the same 

way as those of other soldiers. 

Acquisition of abilities: lhey cannot acquire abilities. 

Acquisition of a secondary role: They cannot acquire any 
secondary role. 

A DJ USTM ENT OF l'H f. SOt.Dif.RS' VALUE 

Depending on the acquired improvements, a soldier's value 

must be adjusted during this last phase. To calculate a tighter's 

new value one has to add together his cost in A.P. as indicated 

on his reference card with 1096 of the total amount of EP used 

since he was recruited (rounded down to the lower integer). 

Example: A Jackal warrior whose cost in A.P. is eqttal to 23 has 

used 54 EP si11ce hejoim:d his company. His value is therefore 23 
+5"" 28. 

6. ACQUISITION OF ATTRIBUTES 

During this phase the company's members (as well as the new 

recruits) can be given attributes. 

The acquisition of artifacts is subject to the same rules as when 
the company is being formed. 



• AFTER THE BATTLE • 







Dawn, dawn_ The Syhan make a whole fuss abolll it. 
They calk about renewal a new age gm·emed b} reason 
and s.:tetKe. Bah! Rubbl\h. S.:tcn.:c is .:ra::-,. ~c's dangcrous 

ancl the akhcmt~Cs of Ou:: arc proof of this. Speaking of 
wht.:h, me, I was \pawned by them! H al The throne will 
alwa}'s belong co the strongest. no matter what they sa). 
And me, A shntn Ka!>s, forme1 gladtaCor in Cachvallon, 
I'm strong - vcrr strong. I'm an ord 

I n fa.:c, dawn ts )USC aboll! !~) show on the hoti::on. The 
Srhars arc g\'ling co be in fo1 a surprise when chey sec our 
ki llcr mugs bl\).:king chcir rising ~llll. 
Hengis will soon be giving the ~ignal. A liulc slaughter co 
commie, a clamscl co sa\'c and [\) bring back co her fathc1 
- JLISC likc in a fauy talc. Who .:arcs about chc Barhat15' 

proolcms.! ha\'C mr (\\'(.) ma.:c~. We're gonna ha,·e a ball. 

... 
Arhmn rmnr to be nrn•Ot'J. f fr Joan't like JttJCki'lt 
witbot't knowing how m.1ny many pgbtm they will be 
{.zcil{!. I CJn tmdmt.JnJ htm. r hr dJI~ghtrr of l{eigbt de 
C.1rlir, our p;tron, WJJ ;bdt'Ctcd by rome Syh.trr mtrmchcJ 
in J rmJII {.zrm. I rtill don't ree why thr miniom of Arh
ToltiJ it$ltr;tcd in B.1rh.1n territory wot4d rirk ieop;rdi~f{g 
their ritl' .1tion for .1 wom;n. 
What's s<.'l tmporcanc about hcr? 

f fel{!ir ir ;lro mdy, hir g.l{e ut on the ob1ccti:w. Trrtcrd.ty 
n cnint- when I to/J him :~bout my doubtr, he .111JWered 
th:~t 'we're not p.1id to think." f fc'r :1 tougb guy, t!Jir 
Ak/;.ylwm';n, but if he rdly were obe.licnt, /,c w01.ddn't be 
working .1! Jn inJeprnJcnt... f fir !JrJJ murt be p/lcd with 
.1 thouiJnd diffrrrnt t/,oughtr right now. I !c'r tl,c chief J' J 
do tlx r.1mr in IJir pl:~cc. 
I lo-re tbir l:~nd. r hr ki~om of A!:l/,;n ir .1 m.1r·wlour 
cotmfry. A bright rvn, fomtr tecmif{g with li{r ... l'riloor, my 
mJrmord, ir rtt1! rlrepil{!. I put him down, cMrlrd I'P in his 
{r1r, between tlJc rootr of J trcr. r be d('UJ ir imzgrmting. 
rhc hoHr ir nigh. Lct'r no longer t/,ink ;bot-l thir l;nd 
whore rplcndor tlx B;r!J.tnT h.rw nrglectrd. Lct'r forgrt 
doubt; it only CJ/.IJ(f {rJr. r he wn ir ririf{g ~rr the b;tt/r 
.1nd I, [);rhrJm /(Jrr, will kill for J f('UJ gol.f coim ;nd 
tlx honor of J wom;n whore n;mr I h.rw forgotten. 
f fcngu h;r h'rned tow;rd mr, bHt I h.nr J!wdy begun to 
.1d·uncc. I gr.1b my two-h.1ndcd h;mmrr .1nd rt.1rt m~ing 
.1! rilcnt/y :11 pom'ble tow:~rJ the bJCk door. .... 
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Huu)' up. htde bmthct! Thc/ re •Jlm:kl) go111g to ~p~)t u~ 
\Vtth all the nlll\e we're g~1ing [O make. \Vc're nOt here 
(~) u~e Crn:kcry. lc's n\'1( f\11 nll!hing that - was .:afled "the 
i\Icceor" ba.:k in the 31Cna~ \)f Cadwallon. "Amok slarer" 

is what the old ~haka 111 chc garden ~,f TaJkw' had .:ailed 
me. 

DJrhrJm If in porition nrxt to thr rntrJna. f fr liftr hir 
bmmrr Jn.i mJkcr mr J rign. f lur~c forwJr.i. 1 fir wcJpOn 
l;ndr on t!Je .ioor ;n.1 rm;rhcr it to bitr wit/, .J ringle blow. 
r/J( noirr ir d,;{rnil{! .wJ rWJrmr of birJr ffy off into the 
cool mornif{g .1ir. I rhout (rom tiJr bottom of rr.y /t.mgr 
;nd rurh into tbr dJrknm, my wrJpom hdd !Jigb, wdy to 
confront t!Jr unknown, to bot 1f to ; wlf'· 
But thil{!f .ion't go .1r I h.1.i pl;nnr.i. In the d.1rknrrr I 
c;n m.1kr Ot't tl)e b;l.f pgum of the clonrr pointirl:! tlm'r 
croffbowr .1t me. JVo time to tf..ink. I ff1row myrdf to the 
gr01And .1nd rlidc xrors the room h~r .1 bowlif{g b.1ll rolling 
tow.1rd tbr tinr. I hit tbr sf..inr of J clone .1n.i knock him 
~cr. 

Todar ~un: ain't mr ltr.:kr daJ'. 

.... 
rlx pi.Jn bmlv .town .Jt the !.Jmr timr JI thr door. I C.ln 
r(Jd the wrpmc on Ashrt'n'r {jcr. ll'r wm bring ex~·cctrd. 
~me rcemr to come to .1 rt.m,irti/1 ; r I w.1tch boltr ffying 
in rlow motion Jt my brotl)(r. For .1 {r;ctLOn of J recond I 
think tbt br'r .1 goner. I .1lmdy ricturc rnyrrlf bnyi'lt him 
Jnd contimmg our numon on my own. 
rh.1t'r whrn I go brrm-k. !t'r trur t/,;t it t.1kcr .1 wbilr for 
mr to grt ;ngry, but when I do, I rr.d/y do . 
Go ahead, bro. d~'n'r b~11her waiting for rhc ~11her~ to scare 
the )Ob. 

••• 
Powrrlar, 1 la1,5ir w.Jtc!Jer tiJr Jmb1d.>. 1 fe hem the fyptc;/ 
clickt'lt of thr Sylm croubowr .1n.l rm onr, m.zybr two, 
boltr grt rtt~ck in Arbrun'r clxrt. It -riribly t.1krr .1 lot more 
to rtop ;n ore. DJriJrJm @lm to hrlp hir brother, t.1ktn 
by .1n t'ncontroii.Jblr .lf@'Y. I fom'blr crier riu {rom tlx 
buildif{g. Somr Jrr .1nim.1l-like f..owlr; othcrr ;re dCJpmtc 
l.1mcntr. A clone .goo cwhil{g {sJinrt the door{rJmr Jnd 
dcrpmtc/y rJirrr fu'r Jrmr tow;rd t!J( light. rhr blow of 
J bmmrr cmhrr /,im .1,g.1inrt tl1e w.1ll with .1 terrifying 
mcki'lt rotm.f. I lr coll.1pm like J Wf'I'Cl in .1 clot'd of 
Jt~rt . 



"CbJI{gr of piM(' rboutr I latgir to the othO' membm of 
t/,r comp.1ny. "CbJJTWr ;nd A1yrk/>ir, o-cO' tlxrr. 70/do Jnd 
BromMr, to t/,e other ride. f\!,.1/i, with me. Trigger, you 
rl,oot cwrythi!lf thJt coma out. Lct'r got" 

... 
D:uhr;m entm the room JftO' me, furl JJ p/.1nnd I fir cyrr 
Jre dJrk. with Jl{grr. I fe help! me up with one hMd while 
rkCWO'i!lf .1 clone with the other, ;nd I rtJrt b.u!Ji!lf JWJJ. 
I bw .1 loud "tbudt'' 'The clone ended bir fight JgJimt 
J wJ!/. Afy recond -rictim ir /,it rm.1ck in tl]( foce with 
my double m.1ce. f fir beJd exploder Jt imp.1ct Jnd bir body 
limply coll.1pm. A JW((pi!lf blow to the rigbt. I bit the 
rl,idd of Jnothcr clone .1nd f(nd him rt;ggrri!lf bJCkwJrd. 
He's all yours. bro! 
'To the left I crurh J chat with J bac!J,Jnd blow of my 
m;ce. 
11uc sw·e knocks the wine! oucra rou, huh? 
I duck. to dodgr J biJde thJt WJI rwullf too quickly, bmk. 
;n Jnkle, pi-rot Jround ;nd pnirb off the ruckO' with J blow 
of my elbow to hir thro.1t furt in time to ree DJrbrJm's 
hJmmcr, .1/mdy C{f\•md with blood, rm.1rh the bowclr of 
tl" -..•ictim I h.1d jurt rent him. 'That must brut ... 
A !y brotlJCr doun t pnirl, off hir ~ictim. We look. eJcb other 
up Jnd down for J rrcond. I Jmile but be docrn't look. too 
h;ppy. r fir gJ:{( !JndJ on my Jbou/JO' Jnd then behind me. 
'There Jre still wmc left ... 
Hey! What the...? ! ha,·c a bole srud:: in my shoulclcr! 
"1\.fy ;rmor mJdr of gemtinc ;urocbJ lcJtbO' Md Aklzy!Jnnidn 
cbin m.1il! Bunch of cbc.1p cloneJ! Tor/re gonnJ PJJ for 
thirt" .,.. 
While I rtep O"Cer the twirtrd clone rprJW/ed on the Poor 
JCrOJI the door, I mli:{e th.1t the two orcs hnc tJk.cn 
control of the ritu.1tion. A shot iJ hcJrd. Trigger is doing 
hir fob. Kh.1li mO"Crr to the rigbt to inspect the rtJirr lcJdi!lf 
into the .hrknm. A clone cr.1mpcd in J lo!lf c.1pe ruddenly 
burrtJ {rom J d.1rk_ COrner. f fir pngr:rr /J.n'C /ong ciJWI 
JttJched to them. I rJirc my pirtol to kill him, but f\bJli iJ 
qt~ickO'. A dJggrr hitJ the Sybr in the thro.1t Jnd .inotlxr 
one is thruJt into hiJ he.1rt. A..'h.1/i murt hnc been JCJred rtiff 
to bne meted so --rioknt/y. Jbc'J J rul wildcJL 
Sbe hwJ her --rictim ;nd, CO"Cercd in blood, JtJrts climbi!lf 
the rtepr. I follow l](r. 
"DJJbrJm,grt O"Cer IJCre. Ashrun will hold tiJcm b.1ck." 
"But ... " 
"Don't .trgllc." 
Mxt time I won't m.1kr the orcr work. together. I .1/mort 
mJn;gcd to lore t/](m bot/,. 

"C'mon, my little l.1mbs, come ;nd confront t/,e A lctcor!" 
lrmf;stcn J JmJII IJtcf, on my weJpon'J h;ndlc. ltr mctJIIic I 
h.1dr come off Jnd {.111 not'ri/y to the ground with clJJinr 
made of the bert Ak/zyiJnniJn rtecl JttJchcd to tlJcm. DJJlmm 
lm frtrt killed hir 11ictim. 'Tixrr ir a moment of Jt1cnce. ft'1 
J moment th;t I 1{!\·c: the c;/m before the storm . 
A clone cockr hir hcJd to tlx side, bctrJ.Yi!lf hir Jurprire. I 
rtJrt pulti!lf my Jrmr into motion. A fy f:1ilt begin Ipinni!lf 
in the Jir with J whirtlc. A new opponent tiJrowr himrdf 
at me, IJir two doml blades ready to rtrikc. I intercept him 
with J ruddcn mmatwr. 'The chJinr rnap ~iolcnt/y. 'The 
Syhar'r rkull ir rmarl1ed. AnotiJCr blow rcndr l1im cwhing 
into J worm-ridden WJrdrobe. I c.1n Jlmort hor tl]( ch((Yr 
of the crowd in the ;rem. • 

.... 
"f fcngir," Da.riJrJm r11yr to me, " I think. t!Jat f'w found 
the dJmrcl'r clotha. And rtw~ gear neJr the bed wbcre 
rhe murt bnc 1/cpt." 
"Ch.1inr? A q.gr? Knn,cr? AfctJI pipa?" 
"Um, ycJh. Actuily, thO'c Jrc droppingJ Jnd blood 
nerywbere. I don't know wb.1t h.1ppcncd here, but it WJr ... 
pcnmc. 'Tbir h.1ppcned J few dayr JgO, mJybc a week." 
"And me;' Khali Jddr, "I IJ.n•c found :1 t;nk. ft'J right 
O"CO' th()'( bc~ind t!Jc curtJin. !t'r worth J rm:~/1 fortune. 
Look." 
l(bJii puJher tbl curtJin to the ride to rnCJI J JlrJI{gt 
;pp;rJtuJ of giJJr Jnd rtal. Imide it rlumbm the dm dp1/ 
rpJWn of E--ril. 'There, .1mong the trJnrluccnt fah, metal 
plata and copper feeding tuber, I tlJink I c;n make out J 

won;:~n'J per. And J few ccntimrtm {rom it there ir J 

m;nr. 
lf.lc'rc looki!lf Jt 1 cmturc thJt ir ro hum.1n yet ro momtrour 
Jr wc/1 thJt we JlJrt feeling n.1ufCOt1.r. 'The monrter loolv 
Jt me witl, itr foru eyer plied with plw ure 1nd p.1in. A 
counter-nJturJI 1{!\'C bci!lf cclebrJtcd in .1n embrace like no I 
other ... 
POWO'ful clawr ruddcnly bit t!Je inner wall of tiJC t;nk, 
tCJrillf me {rom my stupor. 'The crCJturc'J i.1wr open wide, 
hungry for {rah mcJt. 'The tJnk'r g/;rr rtJrts to mck. 
"B --.d. . !'' urn t •u 1wlllf. 
"And wh;t .1bout our premium?" !(h.1/i worries. 
"file' II tell our client th.1t his d:~ughter prrferred to gh c IJO' I 
body to rcicncc ... " 

When I r.nu tlJat monster, I remembered. ! h.n•c lost too 
m:1ny brothm in Sybrb:llnJ md 1\.!0'in will hnc to PJJ 
me .1 hr~ Jmount for me to return tbO'c. But I CJn't let 
thir horror lnY. 



Acheronia.n society lcrccr no pla.cc 
for pity. Climbing the rocia.l l.1ddcr 
ir done on a. mount.1in of corpses. 
Un{ortun.ttcly for him, the bl.tck 
p.tla.din iVc{JrJS w.1r nner .1 "eery 
good sycopha.nt. Tha.t didn't mJt
ter to him. F.tccd with {1ilurc a.s 
a. roci.1litc, he chore to rise in the 
r.tnlv of the milit.1ry. f fe w.tr .1blc 
to get the support of Luga.ri.1n, .1 
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qu.tcrtor who w.ts .tr Jmbitiour .ts 
him. Together they ga.thcrcd .1 rm.tll 
troop of lrcing-dc.1d #ghtcrr .1nd 
emb.trked on a. quest for {1mc .1nd 
glory. The powerful of Acbcron 
.trc .tlre.tdy a.w.1rc of rome of their 
milit.try successes, a.r well a.r of their 
rtr.tngc ha.bit: they ta.kc good ca.rc of 
their f{ombics .tnd ghoulr, .1nd ncn 
tcJch them new comba.t tecfmiquer. 



PASSIVE INDIVIDUALS 

Some missions involve so-called "passive• individuals. These 

are usually civilians that are to be protected or eliminated. They 

are subject to the following rules: 

• They are controlled by the Defender as af they were his own 

miniatures. However, they are not considered to be of the 

same people as the company protecting them. 

• A card representing them has to be added to the draw pile of the 

player controlling them. If the mission involves several passive 

andividuals with the same profile, then they are grouped togeth

er on the same card. no matter how many they are. 

• They are not included in the strength of their camp. 

• The cards representing them are taken into account when 

determining if a player can pass his turn. 

• They cannot benefit from the leadership of the fighters in their 

camp. 

• IN WAR AS IN WAR • 

CAPTURING AN ENEMY 

The objectives of certain missions involve the capture of a 

target. This works in the same way as the control of an objec

tive (see Confrontation 3, p. 125). The target is associated with 

a certain control perimeter that can vary depending on the 

mission. At the end of the game, t he player controlling this 

perimeter has captured the target. 

WAR BOOTY 

Some missions involve the presence of counters on the battle

field that the players have to gatlter. 

PICI(ING UP A COUNT ER 

• The Defender cannot purposely make a passive individual To pick up a counter, the fi ghter has to end his movement on 

leave the limits of the battlefield unless the mission's descrip- it (during his activation or th rough a pursuit movement). The 

tion says so. counter is then placed on the miniature's base. The fighter 

• They cannot perform assaults. cannot continue has movement after having picked up a coun-

• They always place their combat dice in defense, even if a game ter. Yet he can make a pursuit movement in the usual way. 
effect forces them to place some in attack. 

• The Wounds they are inOicted with provide EP in the usual 

way. Their value is indicated so as to be able to evaluate the 

difference in strength between them and their opponent. 

• At the end of their movement they must be within 15 em or 

less of a friendly fighter unless they are in rout, in which case 

they can be more than IS em away from any defenders. 

· If one of them is more than 15 em away from a defender when 

be is activated, he cannot be moved (unless he is in rout). 

• MO\'E,\IENT 1:--.: THE AIR & COUNTERS • 

A miniature that is not at the same altitude level as the 

counter cannot end its movement on top of it. It must be 

placed next to it so that other fighters can pick it up. 

A counter cannot be moved in any other way than by being I picked up. 

TRANSPORT ING (>LUNDER 

'TI1e same miniature can have only a certain number of counters 

at a time. This number depends on the object being carried 
(additional information is provided in the description of 

missions involving such objectives). 

The carrier of a counter can drop it at any time during his 
movement. 

lf the carrier of a counter is removed from the battlefield, then 

he loses the counter, which fa lls to the ground at the exact spot 

where the carrier was before being removed. The counter can 

then be picked up by a different fighter. 

lf the carrier leaves the limits of the battlefield (purposely or 

not) or if his miniature is removed for any reason whatsoever 

that prevents him from returning to the game before the next 

round, then the counter remains at the spot where the carrier 

was standing before being removed. 
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NEUTRAL FIGHTERS 

Some missions or certain events can involve Neutral fighters 

who can have an aggressive attitude toward either of the camps 

(or even toward both). 

ACTIVATION 

Neutral fighters are activated last during each activation 

phase. They always move at twice their Movement value toward 

the nearest fighter, no matter which camp he's in. If they can, 

then they charge him; if not, they engage him. If they can do 

neither of these actions, they get as near as possible while 

moving around obstacles. 

Neutral fighters always ignore other Neutral fighters. They 

only move toward miniatures that belong to a camp controlled 

by a player. ·n,ey also ignore the presence of fighters located at 

an altitude level that they cannot reach. 

NITTRAI. I'IGHTFI~S • • 
ANI> HIDDEN SCOl1TS 

Dunng Lhe1r movements Neutral fighters ignore the 

presence of hidden Scouts. However, when a Scout is spotted 

by a Neutral fighter, then his presence is revealed to all of his 

opponents, no matter their camp. Similarly. when a Scout is 

spotted by an opponent controlled by another player. then his 
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presence is also revealed to any Neutral fighters there may be. 

COMBAT 

When a Neutral fighter is in contact with fighters of several 

opposing camps, then an Initiative test has to be made for him 

the Scorpion player will therefore attack fir~t, then the mzima/, 

and finally the Ore player 

2. Placing the dice 

Tfze Jackal warrior places one dze in nllnck and the other in 

defense. 

T11e wild am mal automaticnl/y 11ses Wnr fury and its jive dice 

are plnced 111 atcack. 

Tfze clone of D1n. places one die in actnck and the other in 

defense. 

Tfze sentmel of Danakli places Ius two dzce in attack. 

3. Combat 

First exchange: 

• Tfze sentinel and the clone each attack the am mal. 

• Tfze animal attacks each of its three opponents. 

• Tfzejackalwarrior attacks the animal. 

Second exchange: 

• The sentinel tztlacks the o11inuel. 

• T11e onimal has two attacks left for three potential targets. The 

targets of tlzese two attacks tire chosen at random T11e players 

decide to roll Jd6: 011 a • or • · the first aLtack will target the 

Jackalwarrzor, 011 11 ••• or : :' lL w11/ target the clone, and on a 

:·: or II , the .~cut mel. flzc remit 1s a •. · , so its the clone who 

is attacked Another roll is made to determine if the animals 

seco11d attack will target the }acka/warrzor or the sentinel Tfze 

}ackalll'arrzor IS the onl' st'lected. 

If a Neutral fighter kills his opponent or opponents, then be 

does a pursuit movement toward the nearest fighter, no matter 

his camp. If several fighters are at the same distance, then the 

target is randomly chosen. 

If a Neutral fighter is killed while in contact with fighters of 

opposing camps, then the player who got the higher result on 

the Initiative test can pursue first. He can also decide to let his 

opponent do his pursu1t movements first. 

too. The attacks are then carried out as if three different camps Rot.LS OF T H E DIC r: 
were taking part in the combat. 

A Neutral fighter always places his combat dice in attack Neutral fighters are extremely driven: results of [i] on their 

unless a game effect forces him to defend himself, and he always characteristic tests must be rolled again! 
uses his active abi lit ies. 

If, during an exchange, a Neutral fighter has to carry out fewer 

attacks than he has opponents, then his attacks' targets must be 

chosen at random. 

EX PEIU ENCF POI NTS 

The Wounds inflicted on Neutral fighters provide experience 

Example: A wild animal has appenred in tire middle of the points in the usual way. 

bat tlejield. During a combat pha~e it comes into contact with 

a Jackal warrior (Ore player), a clone of Dir;z mzd a selllinel of 

Danakil (Scorp1011 player). CONTRO LLI NG O BJ FCTI\'F.S 
1. Initiative test 

Each player does an Initiative test for his own camp. Tfzen one 

of the two players does an Initiative test for the animal. The 

Scorpion player wins this roll, the amma/ gets tlte second best 

result and the Ore player gets the lowest one. In every exchange 
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Neutral fighters are never taken into account when determin· 

ing the control of objectives. 



THREE OR MORE PLAYERS 

DEPlOYMENT 

For battles that involve more than two factions, a deployment 

zone is determined for each camp. These zones must be 30 em 

from each other. 

To determine the order in which the players deploy their 

troops, each one proceeds with a Tactical roll. The one who 

gets the highest result chooses his position in the order of play. 

The one with the second best result then chooses his among the 

positions left, and so on. 

Example: T111·e~ player< are confrontmg each other. Duri11g the 

• IN WAR AS IN WAR · 

• FIRI:'\G 1:'\TO A n~AY • 

When firing into a fray involving more than two camps, 

the disu ibut ion roll is made in the usual way. If a target 

other than the one that was aimed at is hit, then the oppo· 

nent closest to the marksman is hit by the projectile. 

COMBAT ORDER 

The player who got the best result on the Taclical roll chooses 

which combat is to be resolved first. Then the player who got the 

second best result chooses the second combat, and so on. 

COMBAT RESOLUTION 

approach phase the Lion player gets a final result of9on his Tactical Combats involving fighters of more than two d ifferent camps 

roll, the Goblin player gets a 5 011 his and tile Dmm: player geL~ a 6. are resolved In the follow ing way. 

1. Vte L1011 player decides to take the third position. An lnitialive test is made for every camp involved in the 

2. Tlte Dmm: player can dtoose between the first and second combat. Each camp's INI is calculated in the usual way. 

postttoll. He chooses the latter. 

3. Tlte Goblin player doesn't have a cltotce: he Ita~ to playfirst. ExcH ANGE BY EXCHANGE 

Once the deployment order has bee11 determined, the players 

proceed in the usual way starti11g wtth the o11e among them who In each exchange the players proceed with their fighters' 

has the first position. attacks in the order determined by the results of the Initiative 

number of turns each player can pass is calculated according 

to the player with the most cards in his draw pile. 

Example: fl1e L1011 player has 10 mmmttm:' tmd SI?I'CII 

card.,. flte Goblin player hal 12 muuature' and st:r cards. 

Tire Drtme player lras nine miniaturc.l and fi•-e cards. 

11tc I. ion player Ita$ the highest numlx·r of cards. 

1h' Goi•Uu td'Y'' hm I~• wd< dmu tl" l.iou pia"''· but h• 1 
/m, more 1111niatures: he therefore cannot pa.~s a tum. 

The Drune plflyer has two cards less than the Lio11 player and 

hasfewc·r mmiatures: he can therefore pa.\S his tum twice. 

THE ACTIVATION PHASE 

The order in which the players take the lead is determined in 

the same way as during the approach. The players proceed with 

a Tactical roll and choose their position, beginning with the one 

who gets the highest final result. This test's final results are to 

be remembered for they will have an influence on the order that 

combats are resolved in. 

THE COMBAT PHASE 

The frays are split by the player who got the best result on the 

Tactical roll. 

tests. 

PURSUIT MOVEMENTS 

Pursuit movements follow the usual rules. 

If a fighter is killed in a fray in which he is opposed by fighters 

of various camps, the latter can all make a pursuit movement. In 

such a case the fighters in the camp that got the better result on 

the combat's Initiative test make their pursuit movements first. 

Example: A combat in which a karnaglr is opposi11g a swordsman 

of Ala han and two goblin ashigarits ends wit/1 the death of the 

kamaglt. His three opponents can therefore ench make a p11rsuit 

movem e11t. Because the Goblin player got a better result than 

the Uou player 011 this combat's lnilia.live test, he ca11 move his 

ashigartis before the Lion player can move his fighter. 

A pursuit movement can bring a fighter into contact with an 

opponent who was involved in the combat in which he has just 

parllcipated. In this case the new combat is not resolved imme· 

diately. 
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Example: After hnvi11g eluninated the Dnme karnagh, the 

Gobl111 player uses the pursuit movement of his two nshigarus 

to engage the swordsman of Alahan. Tltese three 1/llflintures 

ha"wg already fought, the 11ew combat will be resolved m the 

next round. 



The city of Diaran is one of the 
preferred theaters of operations of the 
war between the empire of Syharhalna 
and that of Akkylannic. Countless 
alchemical legions hr-cc foug{Jt on the 
dunes surrounding the city, for the 
better and the worse. Because of this, 
many clone deserters arc hiding in the 
region. They are now so numerous 
that it has become necessary to hunt 

lOll 

down and eliminate them. The cit}s 
masters h.r-ce therefore formed a com
pany led by Essai'.t, a promising Bc/i
sarius. f lc has been entrusted with a 
rune of supreme will to help him in 
his task and additional clones h~e been 
placed under his command. Guided by 
Shadon, a terrifying Skori7;_c warrior, 
the guards of Diaran don~ t let any of 
tfJcir renegade brethren get away. 



This section presents the advanced ru les for interacting with 

the setting and notably explains how to cross elements of the 
scenery and to which measure an obstacle can be ignored 
depending on the fighters' Size. 

There are two ways to represent a setting: either by using a 
three-dimensional object, meaning a relief, or by placing on the 
table a flat representation of a hole, a gorge, a body of water, 
quicksand, etc. (see Appendices). 

Attention! T11ese rules replace those ill the jir;t volume of 

Cry Havoc Furthermore, they do not npply to Rag'Narok. 

ELEMENTS OF THE SCENERY 

An element of the scenery is defined by certain characteris
tics. It can happen that these parameters are set by the ru les (in 
the text of certain missions, for example). If not, then the play
ers are to define these parameters themselves before the start 
of the game. A list of various types of elements and materials is 
provided on page 109. 

The parameters that define an element of the scenery are as 
follows: 

Base: The base is the surface area the element covers on the 
ground (in em). 

Size: Like fighters, the elements of the scenery are bound to a 

• FORTIFICATIONS • 

• HEIGHT A:-JD SIZE . 

It can be tricky to assign a Size to an element of the sceneq•. 
Below is a table that can be used as reference to help 
determine an element's Size. 

Height 
From 1• to 3 em 
From 3 to4 em 
From 4 to Scm 
More than 8 em 

Size 
Small Size 
Medium Size 
large Size 

Very large Size 

L:..:lements that are less than 1 em high are ignored. 

i N FLUENCE ON MOVEMENT 

Usually fighters have to go around the elements of the scenery 
when they move. In certain cases, however, an obstacle can be 
crossed. 

CROSSING " FLAT SURFACES" 

To cross an obstacle that is represented as being flat, the rule 
is simple: the fighter can completely ignore the obstacle if the 
distance to move over it is not greater than the length of his 

base. This cannot lead him to surpass his movement potential. 

Size (Small, Medium, Large or Very Large). Even if the element Example: An infantryman (2.5 x 2.5 em base) with a MOVof 10 
is of irregular shape, the whole piece is to be bound to a specific runs. During l1is movement he can cross several gorges as long 

Size. This is required for such actions as the resolution of shots. as each jump 1sn't longer than 2.5 em and l1e does11't move more 
Yet later on we will see that in certain situations (such as the than 20 em 111 all. 

crossing of obstacles) the various parts of the same element can 
also each be bound to a specific Size. This type of maneuver doesn't prevent charging or engaging. 

If these conditions aren't met, then the fighter has to move 
Resilience: Like fighters, the elements of the scenery have a RES around the obstacle. 
that is to be taken into account for the Damage rolls they are 
inflicted with. CROSSING A R ELIEF 

Structure: Structure points (SP) represent the element's integri- Depending on the case, an obstacle can be completely ignored, 

ty. When an element has lost all of its SP, it has been destroyed. crossable or impassable. To determine th is, the fighter's Size has 
to be compared to the element's (at the exact spot where it is to 

Abilities: By default all elements of the scenery have the be crossed). 
"Inalterable" ability (see Confrontation 3, p. 145). Some have 

other abilities whose effects are explained on page lll. • Lf the element is of a smaller Size than the fighter, then it is 
ignored. The fighter can cross the obstacle as if it weren't 

Segmentation: Elements of Large Size and Very Large Size there. He doesn't suffer any penalties and can act in the usual 
(such as a castle) cannot be considered to be a single element. lt way. 

is necessary to divide them into several segments (tower, door, 
section of wall, etc.) that each have their own specific properties • Elements that are of bigger Size are impassable. The fighter 
(RES and SP). cannot cross the obstacle and can only move around it. 
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· An element of the same Size as the fighter is crossable. The INFLUENCE ON HAND-TO-HAND CO\lBAT 
fighter can cross the obstacle under certain conditions. 

- He only moves his MOV x I. 

- If his movement potential doesn't allow him to cross the 

obstacle completely and the element's surface cannot be 

stood on, then it is impossible to cross it. 

- If the element's surface can be stood on, then the fighter 

can stop on it. 

- The player can announce an engagement combined with 

such a movement, but never a charge. 

I NFLUENCE ON FIRING 

OBSTACLES TO FI R I NG 

Under certain conditions opponents can combat each other 

desptte the presence of an obstacle between them. To do so, the 

following conditions have to be met: 

• During the initial assault the ta rgeted opponent must be with

in the assailant's movement range (without taking the obstacle 

into account). If this condition is met, then the assailant is 

placed into contact with the obstacle as if it were an extension 

of his opponent's base. 

• For the combat to be possible the two fighters cannot be sepa

rated by more than 2.5 em. 

• The obstacle's height must be less than that of the smallest 

In order to make the resolution of shots more realistic, the fighter involved in the combat. 

elements of the scenery's Size can be taken into account in a more 

precise way according to the marksman's (and his target's) Size. If these conditions are met, then the fighters on either side of 

The penalty caused by the presence of an obstacle in a shot's the obstacle can combat each other. 

trajectory is ignored when the obstacle is of a Size that is two One then has to distinguish between two different types of 

levels smaller than that of the smaller of the two fighters. obstacles: so-called "neutral" obstacles and defensive obstacles. 

The distance between the marksman and the obstacle can 

also be taken into account. A marksman touching a small wall 

isn't hindered by it in the same way as if his target were hiding 

behind it. 

To represent this, the penalty caused by the presence of an 

obstacle is ignored if the marksman is 5 em or less from the 

furthest part of the obstacle standing in his shot's trajectory. 

This does not allow him to target fighters who are not in his 

line of sight. 

N E UTRAL OBSTACLES 

These obstacles (such as a small stone wall) inflict the two 

fighters with the same penalties no matter on which side of it 

they are standing. An opponent standing on lhe other side of a 

neutral obstacle is not taken into account when determining a 

lighter's number of combat dice. 

DEFENSIVE OBSTACLES 

This type of obstacle is specifically built to defend a position. 

ll has an Attacker side and a Defender side. For example, for a 

mound covered with wooden spikes pointing outward, the side 

to which the spikes are pointing is the Attacker side. This type of 

obstacle obviously only provides an advantage to fighters stand

ing on Its Defender side. 

An opponent standing on the Defender side of a defensive 

obstacle is not taken into account when determining the number 

of combat dice of a fighter standing on the Attacker side. 
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• FORTIFI CATIONS • 

TARGETING ELEMENTS 
OF THE SCENERY 

SHOTS 

lf a marksman targets an element of the scenery with a shot 

while a fighter of his camp is in contact with it , then no distribu

tion roll is required: if the shot is successful, then the element 

suffers the Damage roll. 

Similarly, if a fighter free of any opponents who is in contact 

with an element of the scenery is targeted by a shot, no distribu

tion roll is to be made; it's the fighter who is hit. 

And finally, if a marksman targets a fighter who is in contact 

A combat between opponents on either side of an obstacle is with an element of the scenery anctnn opponent, then the distri-

played in the normal way and can be followed by pursuit move- but ion roll does not take the element of the scenery into account. 

ments in the usual condi tions. There are, however, two excep-

tions: 

• An assault on an opponent standing on the other side of an 

element of the scenery is considered to be an engagement even 

if the fighter has an ability or a special capacity that allows him 

to consider his engagements to be charges. In other words, 

this type of engagement doesn't provide the assailant with any 

bonus (or the assaulted fighter with a penalty). 

• Because the two fighters aren't really in contact with each 

other. the assaulted fighter can still move during the same 

round if he hasn't been activated yet. This does not require a 

disengagement roll to be made. 

• }>[nrOR t\TING ARTILLERY • 

The rules on arti llery say that perforating projecti les conti· 

nue on their traJectory if thctr target is missed or destroyed. 

W hen it comes to elements of the scenery. thts rule only 

applies to those whose base (surface area on the ground) is 

no bigger than 5 x 5 em. For elements ofbtgger Size than this 

the perforating proJectile~ never continue on thetr traJecto
ry. even if the element wasn't hit. 

Moreover, when firtng a perforating prOJCCtJie though a 

closed window or door, the projectile does not continue on 

its trajectory if the Aim test was fat led. On the other hand, 

if this element is destroyed, then the projectile continues on 

its trajectory. 
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ASSAULTS 

For a fighter to be conside red to be in contact with an element 

of the scenery (and thus a llow him to attack It), he must have 

made an assault against it. 

The destruction of an element of the scenery during the combat 

phase does not provide the right to a pursuit movement. 

DAMAGE 

Damage rolls made against elements of the scenery are to be 

f RAY SPLITTING made using the damage table on the following page. These rolls 

are made in the same way as normal Damage rolls, yet the result 

W hen the frays are being split, the elements oft he scenery are that is obtained indicates the amount of SP lost by the e lement. 

not taken into account. A fighter always has the possibility to Double results are not considered to be Exceptional Wounds. 

attack an element of the scenery if he is in contact with it. Even a double [!]does not automatically cause the loss of 4 SP. 

ATTACKS 

To inflict an element of the scenery with damage in hand-to

hand combat the fighter must be in base-to-base contact with 

it. Except when mentioned otherwise in the mission's descrip

tion, an element of the scenery cannot defend itself. The attack

er must nevertheless do h is Attack tests because a result o( ::::; 

remains an automatic fa ilu re. 

An element of the scene ry is not considered to be a fighter. It 

therefore does not provide any Initiative bonus to its camp in 

Similarly, the location of the damage to the various parts of 

the body does not apply to elements ofthe scenery. Game effects 

that depend on body part location therefore do not work on 

elements of the scenery. 

When its SP fall to 0 or less the element is "destroyed." lhis 

can be played out in various ways depending on its nature. 

• Sta tue, a ltar, p illa r, building of SmaU Size: The element is 

completely destroyed. It is not removed from the battlefield 

and remains an obstacle of the same volume. 

a fray (i f the element is bound to a specific camp) and does not • Door, window, etc.: The passage blocked by the obstacle is 

a llow an opponent to get an additiona l combat die. However, now open. 

an opponent engaged against an element of the scenery without 

being in contact with an enemy fighter has two combat dice at • Wall, ba rricade, palisade: The damage caused to walls (and 

his disposal against this element. similar structures) must be located at a specific spot. Once the 

A fighter who is in contact with both an element of the seen- wall 's SP have fallen to 0 at a given spot, a 5 em wide breach is 

ery and one or several enemy fighters does not have to attack opened in the element at this spot. 

the element during the combat phase. He may concentrate all 

of his attacks on his enemy or enemies. However, if he wishes to 

also attack the element of the scenery, then he must divide his 

attacks among h is opponents and the element concerned. 

Example: A fighter is in contact with an element of tire scenery 
and two opponents. The element is a missio11 obJective that is to bP 
destroyed. During tire combat phase the .fighter places his 3d6 in 
attack. \rlhen it's his wm to attack. he has tire following choices: 

• D1vide /tis attacks among his two opponems and the elemelll 
of the scener>'. 

• Divide his attacks between his two opponen t.~ wit/rout bothering 
with tile element of the scenery. 

P URS\JIT ~tOVEMENTS 

A fighter cannot attack an element of the scenery following 

a pursuit movement. He must have been in contact with the 

element al the beginning of the combat phase to be able to 

attack it. 

• Build ing of Large Site: Big constructions are divided into 

several individual structures that are treated separately as if 

they were a group of buildings of Small Size. 

COLLAPSE OF STRUCTURES 

When an element of the scenery is destroyed, its collapse can 

cause damage around it. However, only the biggest elements 

with 15 SP or more can cause such damage. 

When such an element collapses the following rules apply: 

• All fighters standing on or inside the structure are buried . 

Even if they aren't necessarily dead, they can no longer partici

pate in the battle and a re considered to be losses. 

• All fighters standing even partially within 2.5 em or less of 

the element suffer a Damage roll (STR equal to the element's 

RES). 
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• DAMAGE TAHl.E • 

Less than 0 

0/1 

2/3 

4/5 

6/7 

8/9 

10/11 

12/13 

14/15 

16/17 

18 and+ 

BLAZES 

Some elements of the scenery (or zones on the batt lefield) can 

be considered to be flammable. High·risk zones are to be desig· 

nated before the battle. 

If a flammable element of the scenery or zone loses SP due to 

a Damage roll inflicted by a spell calling on Fire or by a flaming 

weapon (a sword affected by the "Incandescent chastisement" 

spell, a projectile shot by the Mid·Nor fire·spitters, etc.), then 

a "Blaze I 0" counter is placed at the spot where the element 

was hit. 

During every time out phase ld6 is to be rolled for every "Blaze 

I x· counter on the battlefield. 

• On a · orr.' the counter is removed (if it is a • Blaze I 0" coun

ter) or its X value is reduced by 5 points. 

• On a •• · the counter remains where it is with the same value. 

• On a :: , :·: or TI the counter's X value is increased by 5 

points. 

1he blaze is considered to affect all flammable zones within a 
radius of X em around the counter. 

Flammable elements of the scenery as well as fighters stand

ing even partially within the burning zone suffer a Damage roll 

(STR 8) during the time out phase. 

Similarly, if a fighter ends his activation (at altitude level 0 or 

l) in a burning zone, then he immediately suffers a Damage roll 
(STRB). 

And finally, if a fighter moves through a burning zone (at alti

tude level 0 or 1) without stopping, then he suffers a Damage 

roll (STR 6). 

If the fire affects a single, isolated element of the scenery and 

it is destroyed, then all "Blaze I X" counters that are on it are 

removed. 

A burning zone blocks all lines of sight at levels 0 and l. What 

more, two fighters cannot confront each other in hand·tO·hand 

combat if a burning element of the scenery is standing between 

them. 
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ASSAULTING fQ RTI fl CAT I 0 N S Rams and ladders have to be represented on the battlefield. 

Any lO em long stick can be used to represent a battering ram. 

Certain fighter categoraes cannot use any of the equipment Ladders can be represented using Oat pieces of wood or plastic 

described in this section, either due to lack of intelligence or that are IS em long and 3 em wide 

because their equipment prevents them from using it: 

• Creatures with a DIS that is lower than 3 EQUJ.PPlNG FIGH TERS W IT H ROPES 

• War-machines 

• Riders and centaurs 

In no way can these fighters transport, use or be equipped 

with the equipment described below. 

RAMS, LADDEI~S AND ROPES 

Instead of attacking a for·tress's gate individually, fighters can 

pool their strength to smash it down using a battering ram. 

There are several types of more or less big battering rams. 

Some are even mounted on a covered structure that can be 

rolled. These rules for Confrontation only cover the Lightest 

rams that can be carried by the infantry. 

Instead of breaking down the gate, the attackers can assault 

the walls to try to climb over them. Ladders are a rudimentary 

yet efficient way to do this. They can also use ropes with a grap

pling hook, which are less burdensome yet trickier to use. 

EQUIPPING AN ARM Y 

When the army is being bualt, any fighter (except those 

mentioned above) can be equipped with a rope and grappling 

hook for 3 A.P. If a fighter dies before having been able to use his 

rope, then it is lost. 

D E PLOYI NG AN D M OVING RAMS AND LADDERS 

During deployment ench of these pieces of equipment is to be 

placed onto the battlefield at the same time as its bearer and 

touching him. 

Their movement is subject to the ru les on moving immobile 

machines (see Confrontation 3, p. US) with one exception: 

any fighter (except those mentioned above) can participate in 

moving them. 

• A ram has a Weight of 8 and a length of 10 em. 

• A ladder has a Weight of 6 and a length of IS em. 

The carriers can be placed in contact with either side of this 

A battering ram costs 10 A.P. and a ladder, S A.P. The number of equipment, but not in front or in back of it. 

pieces of this equipment that an army can have is not limited and 

it is not included in the authorized percentage of war-machines. 
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ATTACKING W ITH A RAM 

A ram can only be used to attack elements of the scenery and 
immobile machines. 

To attack an element of the scenery with a ram, all of its 

carriers must be free of any opponents and announce a charge 

against the target. 

If the ram's head comes into contact with the target, then 

this target suffers a Damage roll with a STR equal to 5 plus the 

cumulated STR of all the ram's carriers. For this calculation 

the penalties caused by the carriers' Wounds are taken into 

account. 

Example: Four carriers. wlrose STR is respectively 4, 6, 3 and 8, 
attack a door with a mm. One of them has <l Liglrt Wound and 

another has a Senous W!otmd. 11Ie impacts STR is therefore 5 + 

4 + 6 ·~ 3 + 8 - I - 2 = 23. 

The ram itself is considered to be equipment and cannot be 

destroyed. 

RAISI NG A LADDER 

At the end of their movement its carriers can raise the ladder 

up against the element of the scenery they are assaulting. The 

ladder's base then has to be positioned in contact with the base 

of the carrier standing nearest to the element. 

If the ladder is too short, then it falls to the ground (the 

distance may not be measured beforehand). A ladder Lying on 

the ground (or leaning against an element) can be picked up for 

a new attempt. To pick up a ladder the fighter simply has to be in 

contact with it at the beginning of his activation. One can pick 

up a ladder, move it and raise it in the same round. 

THROWING A GRAPPLING HOOK 

The throw of a grappling hook is considered to be a shot when 

it comes to resolving this action. 

The distance that a grappling hook can be thrown depends on 

the fighter's Size: 

• fORTIFICATIONS • 

CLIMBING A LADDER 

A fighter who is in contact with a ladder's base at the begin

ning of his activation may climb to its top. He may not do any 

other action before climbing the ladder. 

No matter his MOV or the real distance between him and the 

top, he is considered to reach the top. 

CLIMBING A ROPE 

To climb a rope, the fighter must be touching the element of the 

scenery to climb and be standing vertically below the spot where 

the grappling hook has caught a hold. He must begin his movement 

at this place and cannot do any other action before climbing. 

The fighter must then make art Initiative test with a difficu lty 

equal to the RES printed on his reference card.lfthls test is failed, 

then he doesn't manage to climb and doesn't move. If the test is 

successfully passed, then he climbs all the way to the top. Here, too. 
no matter his MOV or the rea l distance between him and the top. 

he is considered to reach the top. 

D URING THE CLIMB 

As long as the fighter is on a ladder or holding on to a rope he 

cannot do anything else but fight in hand-to-hand combat and 

get a foothold on the element he is climbing (unless the presence 

of ao opponent prevents him from doing so). He cannot use any 

active abilities. If he is a magician or a faithful, then he cannot 

recover mana or Temporary Faith. 

ONCE AT T H E TOP 

When a fighter reaches the top of an obstacle thanks to a ladder 

or a rope, several things can happen: 

• Lf he can get a foothold on the obstacle, then he stops in 

contact with the ladder or rope. If this placement brings him 

into contact with an opponent, then this is considered to be 

an engagement. 

• If there is no surface onto which he can get a foothold at 

the top, then the climber must jump to the other side. If the 

• Small Size: 12 em distance between him and the ground is greater than 5 em, he 

• Medium Size: 15 em suffers a Damage roll with a STR that is equal to the distance 

• Large Size: 18 em £rom the ground. If he survives, then the fighter is to be placed 

• Very Large Size: 22 em within 10 em or less of his landing point, which is vertically 

below where he jumped from, and without being in contact 

When a fighter tries to throw a grappling hook, the distance with any opponents. His activation is then over. lf the fighter 

between his base and the part of the element being aimed for is cannot be placed due to the presence of obstacles, he climbs 

measured. If this distance is greater than the grappling hook's back down (and therefore has to be placed back at the bottom 

maximum range, then the attempt fails. I fit isn't, then the fight- of the rope or ladder). 

er must make an Initiative test with a difficulty of 6. • lf the fighter reaches the top of the obstacle but an opponent 

If the attempt fails, then this maneuver may be tried again in prevents him from getting a foothold on it, then a combat 

a later round. If it is successful, then the grappling hook gets a takes place (see Combatwlrile on a rope or ladder). 

hold on the element of the scenery. 
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Attention! T1te same rope or ladder can be used only once per 
round. In other words, during the same round only one fighter Cllll 

reach the top of an obstacle thanks to a specific rope or ladder 

I NCEN DIARY EQUIPM ENT 

Any fighter can be given incendiary equipment {torch, jar of 
Greek fire, burning arrow, etc.) for 3 A.P. From then on, any 

C OMBAT W HILE ON A ROPE OR LADDER hand-to-hand combat or ranged attack made against an element 

of the scenery can be considered to be flam ing (at the choice of 

If a climber is met by an opponent at the top, he must fight to the player controlling the attacker). 

get a foothold in a very dangerous combat . The assailant's minia-

ture is set aside (it is supposed to be standing on the ladder or 

hanging onto the rope). 

As long as a fighter is on the ladder or rope, no other can climb 
STON ES 

it. His opponents cannot cl imb up it to attack him from behind. The defender can place reserves of huge stones at the lop of the 

During a combat between an assailant on a ladder or rope and ramparts to hurl them at the enemy. 

a defender, the defender benefits from the advantages provided Every pile of stones (represented by several small rocks glued 

by a defensive obstacle. to a 37.5 x 37.5 mm base) costs 10 A.P. and i~a reserve of stones 

Reminder: T1te climber cmmot usc any active abilities. 

CUTTING THE ROPE 

A fighter in contact with the spot where the grappling hook has 

caught a hold may attempt to cut the rope by using his attack dice 

against it. Such an action can only be done during the combat 

phase. The rope is then considered to be an element of the scenery. 

The rope itself has a RES of I and 1 SP. If the rope is cut, then 

it is destroyed and the climber is Killed Outright. 

Special rule: If a fighter is climbing the rope being attacked, he can 

use his defense dice to try to parry the attacks agamst the rope. 

P USHIN G BACK A LADDER 

A fighter in contact with a ladder (at its base or its lop) can try 

to make it fa ll. 

Such an action can only be done during the combat phase 

instead of an Attack test. The fighter must devote two of his 

combat dice to this action (like for a master strike). 

He must then pass a Strength test with a difficulty of 6 + the 

RES of the fighter standing on the ladder (the value printed on 

his reference card). If this test is successfully passed, then the 

Ladder falls: it is destroyed and the climber is Killed Outright. 

that is big enough to Last a whole battle. 

These piles are to be placed after the fighters of the two camps 

have been deployed. They cannot be moved later on. 

During his activation, any fighter can throw a stone under the 

following conditions: 

• It is an exclusive action. 

• The fighter is free of any opponents. 

• The fighter is in contact with the rampart and at a maximum 

distance of2.5 em from the pile of stones when throwing one. 

• The target is in the thrower's line of sight and within a radius 

of 5 em below. 

if all of these conditions are met, the player rolls ld6. The ta rget 

is hit on a iZJ or more and suffers a Damage roll (STR 6). 

Bu RNI NG PITC H 

More deadly than simple stones. pitch can be used to make 

:tonal attacks and to set enemy machines abla:te. 

The defender can place cauldrons of burning pitch on the 

ramparts to pour them down onto the assailants. These caul

drons must be placed touching the edge of the rampart after 

all fighters have been deployed. They cannot be moved later 

on. 

Each cauldron (represented by a 37.5 x 37.5 mm base) costs 

IS A.P. Unlike the piles of stones, these cauldrons can only be 

used once each. 

As soon as he is activated, any fighter can tip over a cauldron 

in the following conditions: 

• It is an exclusive action. 

• The fighter is free of any opponents. 

• The fighter is in contact with the cauldron. 

If aU of these conditions are met, all fighters standing even 

partially within 5 em or less below the cauldron suffer a 

Damage roll (STR 6). Flammable elements may be set ablaze 

in this way. 



CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 

The table below lists the most commonly used construction 

materials on Aarklash and a few others that are more rare. Each 

one has a RES. Some are bound to abilities whose descriptions 

are provided on page 111 An element of the scenery's SP depend 

on the materials it is made of and on its Size. 

A list of constructions and the SP bound to them is provided 

as reference to the right 

The SP of certain elements of the scenery (such as walls or 

doors) are calculated according to their thickness and the mate

rial used to build them. A basic value is given for every mate

rial. To calculate an element of the scenery's SP one just has to 

multiply this value by the element's thickness in centimeters 

(rounded up to the higher integer). 

Example: Sume lzns an SP value of3. A stawe or a wall that is 2 
em I hick therefore lms 6 SP. 

Buildings are considered to be a single whole. They have a 

global amount ofSP. 

Cob hut 

Wood cabin 

Small house of wood and stone 

Wood watchtower 

Wood bridge 

Small stone building 

Stone bridge 

Big stone house 

Stone tower 

• FORTIFICATIONS • 

4 

5 

8 

7 

8 

10 

12 

15 

15 

,\IATEIHAL RES SP ABILITIES 

Crystal, glass, 0 Breakable 
stained-glass window Transparent 

Reinforced glass 1 Transparent 

Bone 2 

Cloth, canvas 2 Flammable 

Leather, tarred canvas 3 Flammable 

Corrupt flesh• 3 2 

Cob 3 2 Flammable 

Wooden planks 5 3 Flammable 

Metal-reinforced planks 6 3 Flammable 

Brick 6 3 

Logs 7 3 Flammable 

Stone 8 3 Indestructible 

Common metals (gold, lead, 
copper, bronze, iron, tin) 8 4 Indestructible 

Resistant metals (steel, etc.) 10 5 Indestructible 

I Alphax 12 6 Indestructible 

• Corrupt flesh: Certain elements are made of flesh of supernatural or magical essence. 
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SEVERAL ELEMENTS 

Material: Stone/ RES 8 

Abilities: Indestructible. Inalterable. 
6SP 

Material: Stone/ RES 8 
Abili ties: Indestructible. Inalterable. 
6SP 

• Pillar of Skulls: 
Material: Bone/RES 2 
Ability: Inalterable. 
2SP 

• Spiral of Flesh: 

Material: Corrupt flesh/RES 3 

Abitity: Inalterable. 
4SP 

• Manor Door : 
Material: Metal-reinforced planks/ RES 6 
Abilities: Flammable. Inalterable. 
3SP 

• Big Door: 

11 0 

Material : Metal-reinforced planks/RES 7 

Abilities: Flammable. Inalterable. 
3SP 



GUA RDI AN OF ETERNITY 

Ability: Inalterable. 

3SP 

ABILITIES OF THE SCENERY 

Breakable: Titis type of element of the scenery can be shat

tered if it is crossed by n moving lighter. A lighter can attempt 

to move through this type of fragile element during any move

ment. When he comes into contact with the element, it suffers 

a Damage roll with the fighter's STR. If he is charging or has 

increased Strength when charging, then this bonus is taken into 

account. 

If the element is destroyed, then the fighter can continue his 

movement. If not, then he stops in front of the element and his 

activation immediately ends. Moreover, the fighter is Stunned. 

Flammable: The element can be set ablaze. 

I ndestruclible: The element of the scenery is unaffected by all 

Damage rolls with a STR that is lower than its own RES. 

Transparent: Transparent elements do not block lines of sight. 

Physical and supernatural projectiles cannot pass through them 

before they have been destroyed (unless it is perforating artil
lery). 

Yet magicians and faithful can cast their spells and miracles 
through them. 



For a long time ~rm.vyd took part 
in the 1\.inarok in the company of 
warriors of the clan. After an espe
cially bitter defeat he f>ad .1 rnelation: 
the Drunes had to frnd Ccrnunnos if 
they wanted to hd"Ce a chance to win 
this terrifying war. lln{ortunate/y the 
wyrds refused to g~e the en/ (ghtencd 
soul snatcher any warriors. So ~rn
wyd entered the Gwyrd An Caern 
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and awakened three wraiths. After 
a t'ourney lasting sC"'Ceral weelv and 
srceral battles w.1gcd in the name of 
Cernunnos, his young company WM 

rallied by CcithJn, J {ormor who is 
quick to grce .1d--cice. MoreO"Cer, this 
demon has considerable strike force a.nd 
Captain ~rm.vyd is letting himself 
rely more .1nd more on his supcrnatu
rJI .1/ly. 



The following rules revise and replace those that were 

published in the gaming aids booklet of the first issue of Cry 
Havoc. Various changes have been made. These rules are now 

valid for Confrontation3 as well as Rag'Narok. 

WHAT IS A NEXUS? 

A nexus is an element of the scenery that can actively i nflu

ence the course of a game, for it is endowed with great mysti

cal powers. Examples of nexuses are legion: an altar dedicated 

to a particular god, a fountain of youth, a Kelt burial mound, a 

garden of Oesh-eating plants, a stone circle, etc. 

An element of the scenery that is not a nexus is said to be 

"neutral." Nexuses are not placed on the battlefield at the same 

time as the neutral elements. 

The "catalyst" is the fighter who activates the nexus. Some 

nexuses can only be activated by catalysts with specific attri

butes. 

• NEXUSES • 

SACRIFICE 

For them to grant their favors, certain nexuses claim a due 

of the catalyst. This can be the loss of a specific element such 

as a mana gem or a T.F. point. lf the catalyst doesn't have the 

required object, then he cannot activate the nexus. 

This can also be a penalt)' inflicted on a characteristic. 

This penalty must then be applied until the end of the round. 

However, the nexus cannot be activated if the sacrifice's penalty 

reduces the concerned characteristic to less than 0. 

Some sacrifices name a characteristic. This means that until 

the end of the round the concerned value falls to 0 and that all 

rolls bound to this characteristic are now failed. Similar!)', a 

sacrifice can demand that an ability be lost. Of course. the cata

lyst must have it in order to be :IDle to lose it. Once the ability 

has been sacrificed, the catalyst can no longer use it or acquire it 

until the end of the round. 

The sacrifice can also demand that a Damage roll or even a 
Killed Outright be inflicted on the user. The nexus is then acti

vated whether the catalyst survives the sacri lice or not. 

ALLEGIANCE The sacrifice is made after the tr ial, whether it was success-

fully passed or not. Unless noted otherwise, a sacrifice's nega-

The Allegiance indicates the people or the alliance (Light, tive effects cannot be avoided. 

Darkness and Destiny) from which the catalyst must come. 

"Universal" means that fighters of any people can use the 

nexus. 

Other restrictions can apply to nexuses. Some can only be 
activated by fighters of a certain type, with a minimum or maxi

mum value in a certam characteristic, or with a specific ability. 

For example, an Allegiance of"MOV 10 -·means that the nexus 

can only be activated by fighters with a MOV of 10 or less. 

Example: A nexu., has an Allegiance of "Darkness, Character, 

FEAR 6+. • fl1is means that only a Character following the 

Meanders of Darkness with a FEAR of6 or higher printed 011 his 

reference card ca11 actJVnte 11. 

TRIAL 

Most nexuses require a test to be passed in order to be acti
vated. The concerned characteristic (as well as the test's diffi
culty) is indicated 10 this section. A fighter who doesn't have 

the required charactenstic cannot pass the trial and therefore 

cannot activate the nexus. 

lf the trial requires a Power test or divination roll to be made, 

then it isn't possible to strengthen the mastery or the bond for 

this roll. The "Spirit of x· ability does not either apply for this 

test. 

If the test is failed, then the nexus is not activated. 

• T il E ;-.;n:us CA IU>s • 

No matter how they are represented on the battlefield (s•mple counter, 

card, element of the scenery, etc.), nexuses have one or several reference 

cards that explain their characteristics and powers. The indications printed 

on their cards are the following: 

Dc<enphon 
the game cffec 

~arne 

of the nexu< 

A"'CSS 

Dura linn 
Load 
Structurt: 
O«.><cripllnn 
of the n•xuss 
charactensttcs 

-i Cost in A P 

• Allnexusc~ arc lllalterab/c, Cl'CIJijthts ablltty IS not mcntwned 
on tlretr refrrence card 
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AREA OF EFFECT 

This parameter defines the zone in which the nexus has an 

effect. It can be the catalyst himself, a fighter selected by a play

er, etc. The nexus can also influence a certain area around its 

base. In this case a distance in centimeters indicates the area of 

effect's radius. 

Example: ':<\rea of effect: 15 em" means tltat the nexus has a11 

effect within a raditl$ of 15 em around its base. 

This distance can be bound to a roll of the die. This roll is to be 

made after the catalyst has activated the nexus. 

The dice are rolJed and their total result is added to the value 

(in em) of the area of effect. On this roll a -=-j is not an automatic 

failure and a [!J cannot be rolled again. 

Whatever the result, the catalyst must then proceed with the 

activation. 

If the nexus is activated several times in the same roun d, its 

area of effect must be recalculated for every activation. 

In Rag'Narok a nexus with an area of effect is subject to the 

rules on generic effects with an area of effect. 

ACCESS 

A nexus can sometimes be activated from a certai n distance. 

The Access indicates the maximum distance (in em) that can 

separate the catalyst from the base of the nexus. If "Contact" is 

indicated, then the catalyst's base must be touching that of the 

nexus for it to be activated. 

Examples: 

• A Spiral of Distntegratron ltas au Access of /0 em The catalyst 

must therefore be witlrm 10 em or le~s of tts base for /rim to be 

able to activate ic. 

• A Wonoilth ofSiraytan has au Acces~ of"Contaa: Only fighters 

touclrmg rl (or e1•en standing 0 11 top of rt can activate it. 

D u RATIO N 

This indication defines the lapse of time during which the 

nexus's powers are active. Its effects can be of "Instantaneous" 

type or last several rounds. The most powerful effects can last 

until the end of the game. 

LOAD 

This game parameter has two values. The first one indicates 

how often a nexus can free its powers before becoming unus

able. The second one indicates how often its powers can be used 

in a round. 

A nexus with a load that is "Unaque" can be used only once 

during the game. 

A nexus loses a load only when it is successfully activated. 

Example: A Guard11111 of Etermty hm a load of"5 I 2" meaning 

its power can be freed up to five trmcs during a game with a 

maxmwm oft wrce per round. 

Counters or dice are used to symbolize the number of loads 

a nexus has. 

Nexuses can be reloaded during the game, notably by using 

spells or miracles. However, those whose load is "Unique" 

cannot be reloaded. 
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QUANTITY 

This value indicates the maximum number of nexuses of the 

same type that can be acquired by a camp. It corresponds to a 

certain amount of A.P. oCt he army's total Strategic Value. 

One such nexus can be acquired for every full segment of X A.P. 

Example: "Quanllly: 300" means that a11 army ca11 have one 

nexus oftlm typeforel•eryfuii300A.P. ill it. 

ABILITIES 

Some nexuses have special capacities that are specific to them. 

The descriptions of the various abilities bound to the nexuses 

are described further on in the "Abilities" section. 

Most nexuses have no abili ty at all indicated on their reference 

card. Yet all of them are Inalterable. 

BASE 

• NEXUSES • 

HOW IS A NEXUS PLAYED? 

ACQU ISITION 

A nexus can be acquired in various ways. 

W ITH THE REST OF T H E A RM Y 

One just has to pay the cost in A.P. printed on the nexus's 

reference card when raising one's army, in the same way as for a 

spell, a miracle or an artifact. 

A nexus acquired in this way can only be activated by a cata

lyst of the camp that paid its cost in A.P. 

An army can devote up to of 25% of its total A.P. value to the 
acquisition of nexuses. 

As A BATTLE O BJECTI VE 

With the approval of all players concerned, a nexus can be 

deployed as a battle objective in particular scenarios. lt can 

This is the nexus's surface area on the ground. Its dimensions then be activated by any catalyst meeting the requirements, no 

are in centimeters. The distances bound to the nexus's area of matter which camp he is in. 

effect as well as its access are to be measured from one of the 

edges of its base. When a nexus is placed on the battlefield its T HAOUGH SUMMONING 

whole base must be touching the ground. 

Some spells and miracles let a nexus be summoned onto the 

battlefield. In this case only the cost in A.P. of the spell or mira-

RESILIENCE cle is taken into account when raising an army. 

Summoning a nexus does not follow the fighter summon-

This is the nexus's solidity. The higher it is, the harder it is to ing rules in Rag'Narok. The nexus is placed on the battlefield 

destroy the nexus. Some nexuses don't have Resilience (a ~-· according to the instructions given on its reference card. 

replaces the number on their card). These therefore cannot be 

destroyed, yet they can still be removed from the battlefield by 

certain game effects. 

STRUCTURE 

The Structure Points (SP) indicate the total amount of damage 

one must inflict the nexus with in order to destroy it. Like its 

Resilience represents its solidity, its SP represent its integrity: the 

more of them it has, the more damage the nexus can endure. 

Some nexuses are immaterial and don't have SP (they are noted 

as ·-"). Unless noted otherwise, these cannot be destroyed yet 

they can be removed from the game by certain game effects. 

STRATEGIC VALUE 

Every nexus has a cost in A.P. that is added to the total Strategic 

Value of the army deploying it. 

DEPLOYM ENT 

The nexuses of the armies being played are deployed during 

the nexus deployment phase, which takes place right before the 

approach, but after having placed the other so-called "neutral" 

elements of the scenery. 

The players take turns deploying their nexuses until they have 

all been placed onto the battlefield. The winner of the Tactical 

roll decides which player starts his deployment first. 

A nexus cannot be the object of game effects that affect the 

cards in the activation sequence. 

Unless noted otherwise, a nexus can be deployed anywhere on 

the battlefield, even in the opponent's deployment zone, while 

nevertheless taking into account the following restrictions. 

• A nexus cannot be deployed within less than 20 em of another 

nexus. It cannot either be placed in such a way as to block a 

passage (door, entry to bridge, etc.). The fighters must always 

be able to move around it without hindrance. 

liS 
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• A nexus is considered to be an element of the scenery in all 

matters concerning army deployment: positioning of Scouts, 

lines of sight, etc. 

ACTIVATION 

Unless noted otherwise, a nexus is activated during its cata

lyst's activation (in Confrontation) or when his Order is being 

carried out (in Rag'Narok ). 

Only a catalyst of the same camp as the nexus can activate it. 

The catalyst must begin or end his movement within the nexus's 

access in order to activate it. He must also have a line of sight 

onto it. 

Once the nexus's activation has been announced, the catalyst 

must see it all the way through: it is impossible to interrupt an 

activation. 

The catalyst must .first undergo the trial. Be he successful or 

not, he must then proceed with the sacrifice. And finally, if rhe 

trial was passed successfully and whatever the sacrifice's conse-

quences, then the effects of the nexus are applied. MYSTIC INFLUENCE 
If the nexus has a limited number of loads, then one of them 

is removed. 

Even though some nexuses can be activated several times per 

round, a fighter cannot activate more than one per round. 

Unless noted otherwise, a fighter cannot be the designated 

ta rget oft he same type of nexus more than once per round, even 

if several nexuses of the same type are present on the battle

field. 

A nexus can be activated even if enemy miniatures are touch

ing its base. 

' • FoRCI:-.:G A :"':E\:t'S • 

Under certain conditions it can happen that a nexus can 

be activated br an enemy catalyst. To do so, the catalyst in 

question must meet all the conditions required to activate 

the nexus. 

1his is carried out in the exact same way as a regular activa

tion with just one exception: the trial's difficulty is increased 

by two points. lf the nexus is successfully forced, then the 

catalyst can trigger its power. 

It is impossible to force a nexus if it is completely unloaded 

or if it has already been activated the maximum number of 

times allowed in the round being played. 

Even if it has already been forced, a nexus is still consid

ered to be part of its original camp. Every time an enemy 

catalyst attempts to activate It to his advantage, the nexus 

must be forced again. 

A nexus that doesn't require a trial to be passed cannot be 

used by the enemy. 

Some nexuses have an instant effect while others spread their 

influence over a certain lapse of time. If a nexus's powers apply 

to a ta rget for a round or longer, then this ta rget continues being 

affected even if it is no longer in the nexus's area of effect. 

If, however, the nexus is destroyed, then all its effects that are 

still active are immediately dissipated. 

ASSAULTS 

When a nexus is the target of an attack m hand-to-hand 

combat, it has no way of defending itself (unless noted other

wise). The attacker must nevertheless make his Attack tests 

(a ..:... remains an automatic failure). 

in Confrontntion nexuses are considered to be elements of the 

scenery (see p. 101). 

In Rag'Narok each Wound suffered by a nexus makes it lose 

I SP. 

Reminder: Vc~uses that don't have Resilience or SP cannot be 
inflicted with damage. 
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• EFFECTS 0~ THE 'ITIWAI:\i • 

Some game effects affect the fighters by supernaturally 

modifying the ground they are standing on. A nexus cannot 

be moved or destroyed in this way. 

Furthermore, a nexus cannot be deployed or summoned 

onto a mobile element of the scenery that can be destroyed 

or moved by fighters (such as a tower, a drawbridge or a 

ship's deck...). 



ABILITIES 

Nexuses can sometimes have abilities. These are described 
below. 

Emblem/X: An emblem inspires the loyalty and devotion of 

those who worship it. All friendly fighters who comply with 

the nexus's allegiance and are located within a distance of X 

em or less can replace their COU/ FEAR value with the nexus's 

• NEXUSES • 

The reparation die is rolled again as long as it is successful A 

nexus can regenerate all of its SPin this way! 

A destroyed nexus cannot repair itself. 

Resource/X: One d6 is to be rolled at the end of each round 

(during the maintenance phase) for every nexus endowed with 

Resource/ X. On a result of X or more the nexus recovers a load. 

This does not allow it to recover more than the value printed on 
its reference card. 

"Structure" value (as printed on its card) for all their Courage Ruin/X: One d6 is to be rolled at the end of each round (during 

tests. the maintenance phase) for every nexus afflicted with this abil-

Faith/X: At any time a friendly faithful can use a nexus that 

has this ability. To do so, he must comply with its allegiance and 

be within its access. The faithful immediately recovers X T.F. 

points and the nexus is then considered to be destroyed. 

The same faithfu l can sacrifice only one nexus with this abil

ity per round. This action is not considered to be the activation 

of a nexus. 

Guard/X: Before every Damage roll made against the nexus, 

ld6 is to be rolled. On a result of X or more the Damage roll is 
ignored. 

Hostile/X: When a Damage roll caused by the activation of 

a nexus hits a fighter with the attribute defined by X. then the 

damage is read one hne lower in the Wound Table. This effect 

can be cumulated with any other similar effect. 

Icon/X: At the beginning of the mystic phase a nexus with 

this ability automatically gives X T.F. points to all friendly faith

ful complying with its al legiance. It must, however, be within 

their aura of faith. 

Inviolable: Such a nexus cannot be forced by an enemy cata

lyst. 

Mana/ X: At any time a friendly magician can use a nexus that 

has this ability. To do so he must comply with its allegiance 

and be within its access. The magician immediately recovers X 

mana gems of his choice and the nexus is then considered to be 

destroyed. This gain does not allow the magician to surpass his 

maximum reserve limit. 

The same magician can sacrifice only one nexus with this abil

ity per round. This action is not considered to be the activation 

of a nexus. 

Reparation/ X: At the end of every round, during the mainte

nance phase, roll ld6 for every nexus with this ability. On a result 

of X or more the nexus recovers I SP. This ability does not allow 

the nexus to have more SP than printed on its reference card. 

ity. On a result of X or more the nexus loses 1 SP. 

Sanctuary/X: Once a nexu~ with this ability has been 

deployed, no Scout or enemy nexus can then be deployed within 

X em or less of it. 

lf a nexus has the ''Sanctuary/ X" and "Hostilel Y" abi lities 

on its reference card, then all Y fighters suffer a -I on all their 

Initiative, Artack, Defense and Aim tests as soon as they are 

within X em or less of the nexus. This penalty is cumulative with 

other penalties the victims may be subject to. It applies as long 

as the victim remains in the area of effect or until the nexus is 

destroyed. 

Example: An nrclr has the "Sanctuary/IS" and "Hostile/ 

Assns.sin" abilit1es. All fighters with the "Assassin" ability located 

wltlun 15 em or less of the nrch suffer tlus penalty. 

Subjugated: At the beginning of each round a subjugated 

nexus is automatically bound to the fighter whose DIS is used 

for the Tactical roll. This fighter can try to activate the nexus 

even if he isn't within its access. The conditions of allegiance, 

sacrifice and trial apply in the normal way. 

The same fighter can be bound to several nexuses and can acti

vate as many as he wishes (if he has the possibilit)' to do so). 

If the fighter whose DIS was used for the Tactical roll is elimi

nated, then his replacement benefits from this ability's effects. 

The fact that it is subjugated does not prevent a nexus from 

being activated by a different catalyst than the fighter it is bound 

to. 

NEXUS EXAMPLES 

The following examples come from Cry Havoc magazine. Their 

texts have been revised for Confrontation 3. 
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• ELEMEi\TTAL I-'Ol1NTAIN. 

Allegiance: Universal, POW!+ 

Trial: POW4 

Sacr ifice: I Neutral mana 

Area of effect : The catalyst 

Access: Contact 

Duration: Special 

Loads: Unlimited / I 

Quantity: 500 

An Element is assigned to the elemental fountain as soon as 

it is deployed. Only a catalyst that masters the Element bound 

to this nexus can activate it. It is, however, possible to assign 

neutral gems to the elemental fountain. 

If the activation is successful the catalyst awakens the elemen

tal fountain's powers and immediately makes a mana recovery 

roll. Whatever the magician's rank may be, the roll's result is 

read in the "Initiate" column. Only gems of the Element bound 

to the elemental fountain can be recovered. 

During the game it is possible to change the elemental 

fountain's Element. To do so, the catalyst must announce this 

maneuver when activating the nexus. If the trial is successfully 

passed, he doesn't make the mana recovery roll but replaces the 

Element bound to the elemental fountain with another among 

the ones he masters. 

Abilities: Inalterable. Mana/4. Medium Size. 

Base: 5 x Scm 

Resilience: 7 

Structure: 4 

16A.P. 

• j\lo:'IIOI.ITl-1 oF SHA' TA!\' • 

Allegiance: Darkness 

Tr ial: RES9 

Sacrifice: Killed Outright 

Area of effect: 15 + ld6 em 

Access: Contact 

Du ration: Until end of round. 

Loads: 6/3 

Quantity: 500 

Hypnotized by the necromancer's words of power, the blood
covered ghoul let herself be led to the place where she would meet 
her fate. As soon as her limbs were botmd she regained her senses 
a11d began screaming: the sorcery of the Monolith ofSitaytan was 
gomg to dismember her! 

If the activation 1s successful, then all friendly fighters located 

within the monolith of Shaytan's area of effect at the moment it 

is activated benefit from +I 10 ATT and in STR until the end of 

the round. 

The same fighter can benefit from the monolith of Shaytan's 

power several times per round. He cannot. however, be affected 

by several nexuses of this type at the same time. 

A miniature summoned during the game cannot be the catalyst 

of a monolith of Shay tan. 

Abilities: Emblem/10. Inalterable. Large Size. 

Base: 5 x Scm 

Resilience: 8 

Structure:6 

19A.P. 
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• HERALD OF MERCY • 

Allegiance: LighL 

Trial:COU 7 

Sacrifice: None 

Area of effect: 15 em 

Access: 15 em 

Duration: Special 

Loads: Special / I 

Quantity: 300 

Abilities: leon/!. Inalterable. Sanctuary/lS.lnviolable. Large Size. 

Base: 2.5 x 2.5 em 

The standard-bearer had his back to the statue of the goddess. 

His enemies surrounded Jum, ready to burn him in the name of 

their impious ideals. 

"My brothers will reclaim this land. And with them shall come 

your punishment ... • 

The herald of mercy begins the game unloaded. 

During the game, ld6 is rolled every time a friendly fighter 

following the Ways of Light is killed within the nexus's area 

of effect. On a G: or more a counter is placed at the herald of 

mercy's foot (up to an amount equal to the number of SPit still 

has). 

If the nexus has at least one counter, it can be activated in the 

usual way. Each counter removed from this reserve by the cata
lyst lets him tmprove his Wound level by one degree . 

Resilience: 7 

Structure: 4 

lSA.P. 

• SPIRAL OF J)JSI;'\ITEGRATI0;'\1. 

AJiegiance: Universal, POW 1+ 

Trial: POWS 

Sacrifice: 1 to 5 Neutral mana 

Area of effect: 10 + 3d6 em 

Access: 10 em 

Duration: Instantaneous 

loads: Unlim ited / 1 

Quantity: 500 

Strange altars engraved with powerful occult symbols often 

protect magicians' strongholds. 17tese Spirals of Disintegration 

transform the mana's energy into powerful blasts that can 

pulverize any assailant. 

An enemy fighter located within the spiral of disintegration's 

area of effect is selected. 11te targeted fighter can be at an)' 

altitude level, but the catalyst must have a line of sight onto him. 

To determine if a miniature at a different le,·el is within the area 

of effect, add 5 em for every difference in level to the distance 

separating the target from the nexus. 

If the activation is successful, the targeted fighter suffers a 

Damage roll with a STR equal to twice the number of gems 

sacrificed. 

Abilities: Inalterable. Hostile/ POW. Medium Size. 

Base: 2.5 x 2.5 em 

Resilience: 4 

Structure: 3 

20A.P. 
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• GL1ARDIAN OF ETER~IT\'. 

Allegiance: Destiny. Fa1thful. 

Trial: DivinatiOn 6 

Sacrifice: I T.F point 

Area of effect: 10 + 2d6 em 

Access: 10 em 

Duration: Until end of round 

Loads: 5 / 2 

Quantity: 300 

If a guardian of etern1ty IS activated successfully, the player 

controlling the catalyst selects a friendly fighter (or the catalyst) 

located within the area of effect. 

Until the end of the round, ld6 is to be rolled whenever the target 

is inflicted with a Damage roll. On a{;_;J or more the Damage roll 

is cancelled and the guardian of eternity loses 1 SP. 

The same fighter can be protected by only one guardian of 

eternity at a lime. 

Abilities: Inalterable. Reparalionl5. Medium Size. 

Base: 2.5 x 2.5 em 

Resilience: 4 

Structure: 4 

ISA.P. 

Allegiance: Universal, A.P. 10 + 

Tria l: Discipline 6 

Sacri fice: Damage roll (STR 10) 

Area of effect : 30 em 

Access: Contact 

Duration: Until end of round 

Loads: Unlimited / I 

Q uantity: 300 

• BLOODY TOTE;\1 • 

Fighters summoned during the game or with the "Living·dead", 

"Construct" or "Inalterable" abilities cannot be the catalyst 

for a bloody totem. If the latter IS successfully activated, all 

minotaurs, be they friend or foe, located within the nexus's area 

of effect acquire the "Born killer" ability until the end of the 

round. 

A bloody totem's cost m A.P. 1s of 10 + 3 for every minotaur 

present in the army. 

Abilities: Guard/5. Inalterable. Large Size. 

Base: 5x5cm 

Resilience: 6 

St ructure: 4 

A.P.: Special 
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• \'\' ILD BEAST OF DRACYNRAN • 

Allegiance: Wolfen. Born kaller. 

Trial: ATT 8 

Sacr ifice: None 

Area of effect: The catalyst 
Access: 15 em 

Duration: Special 

Loads: 6 / 3 

Quantity: Unique 

"Yes, young man, the Wolfen prowl in the vicinity of Kai'ber. Some 

are renegades who have become mercenaries or vagrants. The 

others ... 11te others are still wild and very dangerous. It seems 

that they are lookingfor something in the mountains. An ancielll 

idol, they say. Don't go lookingfor ll. Others have tried ... • 

·A veteran of Kai'ber speaking to a recruit. 

If this nexus is successfully activated, then the catalyst's 

armor (or skin if he is not protected) becomes Sacred /Ignores 

Exceptional Wounds. 

A d6 is rolled at the end of every round and for each Wolfen 

enchanted by the wild beast of Dracynriin's power. On a ::::::; 

the powers given by the wild beast of Dracynriin stop affecting 

him. 

Abilities: Emblem/30. Inalterable. Reparation/5. Resource/5. 
Base: S x Scm 

Resilience: 8 
Structure:6 

17 A.P. 

• STONE OF Bl.OOD • 

Allegiance: Drunes. POW. 

Trial: POW 6. 

Sacrifice: l to 3 gems of Darkness. 

Area of effect: 60 em 

Access: LO em 

Duration: Instantaneous. 

Loads: 6/2 

Quantity: 150 

The player selects a point of impact located within the stone of 

blood's area of effect and onto which the catalyst has a line of 

sight. He then rolls ld6. If the result is odd, then the point of 

impact remains as chosen. If the result is even, then the point 

of impact moves back in the stone's direction over a distance (in 

em) equal to twice the roll's result. If this distance is greater than 

the one between the stone and the initial point of impact, then 

the point of impact is placed atlhe center of the nexus. 

All miniatures located within a distance of the point of impact 

that is less than or equal to twice the number of sacrificed gems 

suffer a Damage roll (STR 10). Elements that have structure 

points are not affected. 

Stones of blood have a FEAR of 4 that cannot be modified in any 

way. Drunes are immune to this FEAR. 
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Abilities: Inalterable Inviolable. 

Base: 5x5cm 

Resilience: 4 

Structure: S 

20A.P. 



Bclith the f forned is one of the Des
pot's most efpcicnt collectors. So the 
latter bas decided to entrust !Jim with a 
miHion of utmost importance: to install 
a colony in the forest of Diisha. 'The 
Wolfcn arc terrifying opponents, yet the 
possession of their bodies by tl)( demons 
would allow a new race of w.1.rriors 
to sec the day. The Despot would 
then be .1.ble to conquer A.1.rklash pster 
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t!JJn planned! For this dangerous mis
sion Bclit!J is accompanied by especially 
gruesome soldiers, notably f fa?:,.ram .md 
Mssira'an, rcspectrcely an incubus and J 

scour;ge bearer. r!Jis small, discreet and 
effcient group has a long road to tr1:ed 
before reaching its goal. E~ery stop is 
the occasion for a new battle ... or for 
new recruits to be enlisted. 



GENERAL RULES 

The most imposing creatures of Aarklash are called •Titans" 

by the continent's academics. This information is printed on 

their reference card. 

IN AN ARMY 

A player can mclude one Titan for every full 1000 A.P. in his 

army. The sum of the Titans' Strategic Values may not be more 

than 50% of the army's total value. 

Certain scenarios allow Titans to be played in a more restricted 

format or under particular conditions. In this case the scenar

io's indications take precedence over this ru le. 

OVERSIZED CREATURES 

Titans are of Very Large Size. As such, they ignore encumbered 

ground. What more, if a shot reaches a Titan engaged in a fray, no 

distribution roll is to be made: the Titan suffers the Damage roll. 

P LACEMENT 

A Titan may not be placed in such a way that its base (even its 

imaginary one) overlaps that of another lighter. It is therefore 

impossible to hide other miniatures beneath it. 

ACTIVATION 

In Confrontation a Titan card can designate only one of these 

creatures. 

In Rag'Narok each Titan is a Unit on its own, yet is consid

ered to be a detachment. However, it cannot move through a 

friendly detachment or be crossed by one itself. It cannot fuse 

with another Unit or with Independents. Furthermore, a Titan 

does not lose its Orders when it is charged or engaged. 

D ISENGAGEMENT 

Titans can try to disengage (when they are activated) during a 

round in which theywerechargedtengagedfassaulted (depending 

on the game being played). Fighters of Small, Medium (Normal) 

or Large Size do not increase the disengagement's difficulty. 

In Confrontation such a disengagement is impossible if the 

sum of the Forces of the enemies in contact with the Titan is of 

10 or more (whi le taking into account the opponents' Sizes}. 

In Rag'Narok such a disengagement is impossible if the sum of 

the domination factors of the enemy Units in contact with the 

Titan is of 10 or more (while taking into account the opponents' 

Sizes). 

RES l STANCE TO F EAR 

Titans automatically succeed their Courage tests if the oppo

nent's FEAR is equal to or less than their own. 

RESI STANCE TO MYSTIC EF FECTS 

\Xfhen a Titan is subjected to the effects of a communion, 

ritual, miracle or spell (be they friendly or enemy), then only 

any Damage rolls that they inflict are applied. All other effects 

are ignored as well as the Wounds/Stunned/ Killed Outright 

that are normally applied without having to make a Damage 

roll (Primal attack, Eternal torpor. Merin's justice, Alchemical 
petrifaction, etc.). 

Titans are not affected by artifacts, communions, rituals. 

spells and miracles that cause the target to be moved (Celestial 

offering and Stellar apogee of the Scepter of Nocturnal Sacrifice, 

Rejection, etc.). 

R ESISTANCE TO DAMAGE 

When a Titan is Inflicted with a Damage roll whose STR is equal 

to or less than half of the Titan's RES (rounded up to the higher 

integer), the following rules apply: 

• If the Damage roll is benefiting from Ferocious, then this abil

ity has no effect. 

• In Co11fro11tatio11 the roll can inflict at most a Serious Wound. 

• In Rag'Narok the roll can make the Titan lose at most only one 
single Wound level. 

Furthermore, Titans are unaffected by the following effec ts: 

• The "Mutilate" and "Kill" effects (see Falconers of Ala han). 

• The reduction of the number of combat dice caused by the 

Armor of All moon (see Migall the Selenite). 

• TI1e "Flash" effect of Lhe Celestial Robes (see Meliador the 
Celestial). 

• The Scepter of Submission (see Cairn the Apostle). 
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• The gases of the goblin gas-blowers. 

• The Hands of Oxyde (see The Babayagob). 

• The Killed Outright inflicted by a Wound to the Chest with the 

"Life Stealers• capacity (see Specter of Acheron). 

• The Skull of Souls (see Kayl Kartan). 

TITANIC CAPACITIES 

Titans are supplied with one or several cards representing their 

special capacities. Once deployment has been done these cards 

can be added to the activation sequence (in Confrontation) or 

count as Units (in Rag'Narok). They are played independendy 
during the activation phase. 

If the player deploys several Titans, then their "titanic capacity" 

cards must be differentiated so as to be able to tell to which Titan 

they are bound. 

USAGE lN CONFRONTATION 

A player can incorporate one or several titamc capacity cards 

in his activation sequence when he is making it. The powers 

represented on them are triggered as soon as the corresponding 
cards are activated. 

These cards count when determining the number of refusals 

each camp has the right to. They are not considered to be fight

ers. They represent the Titan for all game effects that affect a 

card in the activation sequence. 

If the Titan is eliminated during the activation phase, then 

its capacities remain in the activation sequence, yet they do not 

trigger any effects during their activation. They are placed aside 

when they are drawn and the player draws the next card. These 

cards are then no longer included in the following activation 

sequences after the elimination of the Titan they depended on. 

Example: A player has the followillg cards: Tarascus (reference 

card), Roar (titanic capacity), Sweep (titanic capacity), Tamscus 

charge (titanic capacity), Tarascus jaws (titanic capacity), Clone 

of Dirz (reference card}, Tiger of Dirz (reference card) and Sasia 

Samaris (reference card). 

Tire player makes his activation sequence in the following way: 

Tarascus charge, Tarascus, Roar, Clone of Dirz, Tiger of Drrz, 

Sasia Samaris, Tarascus jaws, Sweep. 

Tire TarascrtS scrapes the ground lvtth its humongous paw 

(Tarascus charge) before chargi11g off as soon as it is acttvated 

(Tarasws). When it reaches tire heart of tlte enemy army, it lets 

out a Roar tltat makes several enemy fighters flee. lt is joined by 

the clones ofDirzand the11 by the tigersofDrrzand Sasia Samaris. 

It chews up the. opponents standing in front of it (Tarascus jaws) 

before finishing with a Sweep that crushes all tlze enemy fighters 

still in contact with it. 



• TITANS • 

USAGE IN R AG'NAROK The most common titanic capacities are described below. All 

of them have a name that evokes the blow that the Titan carries 

The numberoftitaniccapacities in play is added to the number out when the card is played. 
of Units that the player has when determining the number of 

refusals each camp has the right to. 

The titanic capacities are activated using counters that are 

placed aside for this. Each Titan has a natural reserve of counters 

that is replenished at the beginning of each round. This reserve's 

value Is indicated on one of the Titan's explanatory cards. 

The player may spend additional Orders that were acquired 

thanks to the Tactical roll (right after its resolution). Two spent 

Orders allow him to get one "titanic capacity" counter, which is 

added to the counter reserve of the round being played. There is 

no limit to how many counters this reserve can hold. 

When the player has to activate a Unit, he can instead spend a 

"titanic capacity" counter and activate one of the Titan's capaci

ties. 

Certain titanic capacities require several counters to be spent 

for them to be activated. 

Unless mentioned otherwise, a given titanic capacity can be 

activated only once per round. A capacity cannot be used if the 

Titan to which it is bound has been eliminated. 

Example: A player has four Units: ore bruti'S, brontops riders, 

Silakn Morkhaf and a Tarascus. Four titnnic cnpncities bound 

to tile Titan are added to these Umts: Tnmscus charge, Tarascus 

jnws, Ronr t1 11d Sweep. The player Is therefore considered to have 

eight Unit.~ when determining tile 1111111ber of refuulls that each 

camp has the right to. 

During Ills various turm, the player aclll•ntes his Units in t ile 

following order: Tnrascus charge, Tnmscus, Shnka Morkhai', 

Roar. ore brutes, brontops riders, Tarnscus jaws and Sweep. 

Nen'Ous, the Tarascus lowers its head {Tamscus cilnrge) and 

charge.s (Tarascus). It is joined by Sltali.a \1orli.Jrai' a11d lets out a 

dreadful Roar. Tl1e ore brutes a11d brontop~ riders ruslr to joi11 tire 

fray. '[/1e Tarascus's jaws swallow up tire opponents sta11ding in 

front of it, and those left in its vicinity arc slai11 by a Sweep. 

SACRIFICING A TITANIC CAPACITY 

Once per round the player can designate one of his Titan's 

capacities right before the creature is inflicted with a Damage 

roll. The chosen capacity is neutralized and can no longer be 

used until the end of the game. It is immediately removed from 

the activation sequence in Conf rontation. The number of refus

als remains unchanged in the round being played. 

In return, the Damage roll is cancelled. 

f AMOUS TIT AN IC CA PACIT IES 

The action of certain titanic capacities is oriented, meaning 

that it only affects one of the Titan's sides. 

SWEEP 

Orientation: Special. 

A Defense test (difficulty 7) is made for every fighter (be he 

friend or foe) in contact with the Titan. If this test is failed, then 

the fighter suffers a Damage roll with a STR that is equal to half 

of the one printed on the Titan's card (rounded up to the higher 

integer). This attack is done outside of the hand-to-hand combat 

phase. No lighters lose any combat d ice. The victims cannot 

use sustained defense or do a counter-attack (even if they have 

Ambadextrous). 

The "Fierce" ability of fighters of Small, Medium (Normal) or 

Large Size has no effect when they are eliminated by this capac

ity. 

In Rag'Narok, if Independents are targeted, then a separate 
Defense test is made for each one of them. 

ROA R 

Orientat ion: Special. 

All enemy lighters/ Units (depending on the game being 

played) located even partially within 15 em or less of the Titan 

are subjected to a FEAR equal to the one printed on the Titan's 

card+ l. 

In Rag'Narok this capacity is considered to have a domination 

factor equal to that of the Unit making the test to determine 

its effects. 







/1. !Jm 'UIJf exhJJ1rtrd mJ C(l'T(T(d in MJXJf. L hn's r.IJ1 Wtre pJin
fi,fly WJrmifl! bcr h.Jf-ruk.d hoJy. rtt bcr jom.cy b dn't been in 'rJin. 
n Yl1morS Wtre {YI'(: t/)( o/d prm rCJily 'UIJf inf1.1biftd. T W0 orCJ 
'UJ(r( Jrgl'i'l! in tb< COI'rty.Jrd Jnd dircrcct {ortipcJtionr bctr.tyd tb< 
pra(ln of ro/Jim. 77~ Exiles ir whJt tlxy CJllcJ tb<mselm. They 
Wtrcn't J compJfl'j of grcJt renown, yd tlxy /,;J to rtJrt somewhere. 

A IJm silently sJid .1 pr Jyer to muster lw cour.w Jnd jumped 
owr tl, rmJ/1 WJII Jroun.l the building. At the umr time J rm;/1 
troop of mcrcen;ria - or rJtber, brig;ndr - c.zme otd oft/}( prm. 
rt,crc men were 't'i!ibly .1fl!YY· One of them, probJbly their chir{, 
/,c/d bir prt Ul• in t/,r ore/ direction with J -rcf{g({td look. 
"Mxt( sllolltcd J 't'oicc in gutttml CJdwi: 
A!Jm WJS giJJ tbt rhc b d trnc/cJ ro mr'ch, for thir lOiifl'l 

w;rn't unknown to her. Six entered the prm's door while grat
il{f the two orcs th;t were WJtchi'l! (}{Y from J Jirt.mcc. ln the 
commt•nJ! room J m1ddlr-;grd mJn WJS JWJitil{f bcr. F !is ltmpla 
Wtrc grJying; his pee w;s rcrerc~. there WJS no dot4Jt th;t he hJd 
{ought cot'ntlm bJttlrr. A he.rcy sword WJS lanrng ;gJinrt the 
wJII next to his chJrr. 

"My nJme is r lc@r. And JOI'( 
"f'm MJm." 
'/Ire you from A-r;gddt,( 
##Tcr.'t 
"ffow did yot• end up here?" 
"rhou of my c/;n didn't wJnt me. I h.tJ to Inc from bJnditry," 

M;m -rcnturcd. "! fmc tmc/cJ J lot." 
'/1 b;ndit, huiJ? Wf,erc'r tl}( rest of your b;nd?" 
"f'm the rolt mnh•or." 
"flll,:~t bppcnrJ?" 
A/;cr; rcmcmbm,/ the scene. The combJt ;t night. Fler compJn-

ion/ corpm. Sl}( IJJd rcm.lincd in tl1c riJJdowr, l'mblc to m(llv. 
"! WJS luck/ 
r la{gif ;ttentnely gJ.~eJ ;t tf,c f\clt. 
"T01/rc ,goil{f to n((d more thJn lt•ck to join my compJny." 
rl}( rtrm m;Jc drop! of rweJt mn dO"UJn A /;er/r forch;J. 
"Do JOI' know how to p.gbt?" continurd l !azgir m the umc 

JlfdJin{t-1 tone. 
"No, bPt-" 
MJm !lt'ck I}{Y hJnd 1nto the pot•cb dJng/i45 (rom bcr bdt. 

From it rlx pr4/cd J bri.gbt red gem Sh< stroked it with her h;nd, 
cJIIJing rmJI f;ma to rpmrg {rom it. 
f fengir rfJred Jf it With hrr rt,fhfm gJ~(. A/;rr; COI'IJ.n't tel/ if 

ht WJS impmf(d or womcd by her JemonrtrJfton. 
"We don't h.rn J m.zgiciJn yet. rb;t might br vf((i,f to 111." 

"Arc yot• going to keep me?" 

"Not ytt. I prrt bnr to rpok with tlx otlxrr. 70 be honat. f'm 
not rw tbJt you'll be ;b/t to join t1r." 
r fcl@r got lip. 

"11'/'Y not( Jrkcd ft.!Jm, -ririb/y dirJN•Otntrd. 
T he cJptJin w;r gtttug rtJdy to /me. ll'lxn he p;!rcd the !\[It 

he p/.1ced bis h;nd on her sllot4der .1nJ sotwlt I}{Y gJ~c. 
"When you CJmc in hrrt tl~rr WJr nothing bt~t ~Jr in yot•r rytr." 

A!JcrJ followed I lcngu into tl1c courty.J.rd, bt't with J bit of 
dd.Iy. Sf,c WJf rtdl ftlmmoxr.1 by the c;ptJin

1

f plrfi>ICJCity. r It 
wJI/.;eJ JW~ to mcd J wom.1n with J dirql'leting prerrnce Jnd 
J yOIII{f m.J.n who 'UXY( tJikJI{f nm tfJr .5"Jf@. rhe gTOI'p of 
brigJndr bd diuppmcd. 

A/;m didn't know whJt to do. Sl)( b.J to think. 
"[ /q( 
Onr of thc two orcr WJI CJ!Iil{f 0/1{ to her. r fr h;J tht ocprcmon 

of,_; kid thJt ";lJ' prrpJTil{g J p!Jy J trtck. 
T€Jb, yot'! 

M.ItrJ l'nconrci'ol'lly WJiked tow;rd them. Tlx ore WJf mJking 
ht'J( gtltl'rtS Jl if he W{Y( WJrmir;g 11/'· fft h;d J bJnJ;gr JTWnd 
h1r rbor4der. 

"'Tor' uc, d11ril{g ot•r /;rt mirrron I mJn.zgrd to Jo Jn mcrdihle 
blow." lt'itf, tl}(sc words he mrmrd J comp/ic;ted reqr,ence of mfTfcr. 
"['II n((J J p.1rtner to try to do 1t J,gJIIi. CJn yot' help me?" 

"f"m not J WJmor," Jnrwm.i A!Jm. 
':fo thrn yot' l1ne nothing to ,/o l1m." 
r/Jc ore WJS rtJnJing in front of AfJerJ, f fc WJf SO big th;t fx 

blocked ot•t the wn. rhe fV.lt ,iiJn't ~d rwrurd Sf,t imtincthdy 
wt her bn.i to brr pouciJ bt<t the ore prncntrd (}(r from mching 
her gem. 

"f'm fi'T( th;t yor:re J $)0d m.tglciJn. rh;t's not tiJ( problem." 
f fr /({ hrr gTJf{' go, mo-rcJ bJck mJ gTJbbcJ tfx g{gJnlic mJC( 

th.1t tlx other ore WJr holding Ol't to him. An t'ngJmly looking 
soldier got mxt to i\/Jm .1nd gJ-rc fyr J. -riTilc r/;p on the bJck 
"1/~tch Ot4. As children they Wtrr Jbdt,ctcd by K[lts." 
rh1s WJTnil{g only m.1dc tlx m.zgiciJn worry mn more. Sl)( 

li(Y"\'Ol'Siy gripped her d.@'C!' while looking ;t t& brr•tc !he WJS 
't'pporc.i to confront. BrbinJ lxr rhc /x;rJ J ~mininr Wtce whlfptr J 
rumc th.1t rlx b.IJ .ilrc;Jy hc.Ir.i bc{ort: Arhrr'n. A !.1erJ then vndmtood 
th;t rh< w;r {,Icing onr of fly mmt pmtl/l; gi;J.iJtor• of CJdw.Jion. 

Ar Jn .Jiif'".JXr to tlx f\r.lt'r worry, Arhrt1n rpt•n h1' wCJpon Jbow 
htr hcJd. ?bt 1'11{51CIJ!i got tn{O J Jcfcnrne portvrc. 'T"b< ore JiJ J 

~int to tert hrr opponrnt'r rcPexrr Jnd tlxn Jtt.rcktd. M.1m mJii.Wd to 
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do.{gr tbr blow to lxr heel, b14 rhc WJr un.J.blc to ~oid tlx blow 
to lxr j.IW. In dcrpJir, she ch•mri/y tried to dniJtr tlx cnormour 
mJce, but the orc'r rtrojgth knocked lxr to tlx ground. Arhrun 
immedi.Jtr/y stopped, ;pp;rcntly utirfed by bnil{f ICJTI1(d J nl'W 
comb;t trchniqt•e. 

':fo, gir/y? I tbot;g/1 tbt JOI" people b;d JJWI' in its blood, tbJt 
it didn't {cJr ;nyone tn combJt( 

/1/;m tightened her grip on bcr d.J&rr. f fer ;rm ht«t ha rnn 
thot~ the rrucc b;d bm/y fOt,cbcd her. She WJntcd to omcomc 
her fc;r ;nd rtmembard ;// the moft.tiom rhc hJJ rrudc dtuil{g her 
journty to tlx prm. /l!;a; 11(cdcd J nl'W beginnif{f, J I1('UJ cbJIICe 
to do honor to ha pcoplr. 

Lctti'l! out J cry tb;t WJf fl•pporcJ to be fiiTiOIIr, the lungrJ ;t 
Arbrun. f fer dctcrmin;tion l'n{ortun;tc/y bJd nothil{g in common 
wit/1 the JV.Itr' w;r fi.rry. The ore CJ!mly JoJgrJ ha cbJr,gr Jnd 
MJm, CJrrieJ by l1er momentum, ~II with IJa face to tl1e ground. 

Tl1e youl{f wom.m rcm;incd /yif{g thcrc. Ar utua/, tlx Jngrr tbt 
WJS clmJctrrirtic of lxr people bd pilcJ /)(r. She w;s pulled from 
her thot•giJtr by f lcl{firr ~oicr. 
"Get up Jnd follow me." 

... 

"f'm n~~ rurc th;t we' II be Jblc to fnd J rune in town. Tl1qre 
~CYJ rJre. 

"With J rtout bc;rt, nothil{f ir imporrible," I fo;gir rdorttd. 

. .. 
MJ('fJ WJf (tuiotlr. n dJy WJ$ comil{g to J/1 mJ .Jr.J rbc rti/1 

bJdn't (011nJ J rt111(. T qgrtbcr with fh< morniflir bt1 mili;tion, tbir 
(Jilt'" rruJc tb< JV.It boppil{g rrud. I( 11(ccrury, rbc wot4d (icc thJt 
brv{( Arbrt'n .zg;in, bt't rbc jt1rt b.Id to be recruited. rbinkil{f d;rk 
tbovgbtr, ~ haJ rdt«I1(J to the W.{g!)n. She (ound the tcJm of borra 
where rfx bJd left f la{gir, yet there WJf no rign o( fh< C.1ptJin. 

"'YOu don't (((I ro tough Jnymore, do you now, tlx ob-ro-{:Imour 
cJptJin of the Exiles!" 

Tbac WJf rom<tbil{g ,goil{g on in· t/){ rrrull Jllcy bidden by tiJC 
W.w>n. T.lkil{g Jd'.'antJ,gr o( tlx twilig/1t, Mam Jircrcct/y got ncara. 
At tlx b;ck of tbr ;llry t/){ c;ptJin w.Jr rurroundcd by the {our 
mmudm be bad frc.l tiJJf 'my morning. The Akkyl.mni;n WJsn't 
.1rmcd Jnd tlx lc.1da of tl){ b;nditr b;J Jn old pirtol Jimcd ;t him. 

For J moment /l{;a; ~It lort. FCJr, Jmbition Jlld JI@T flied lxr 
lxJrt. They wac ro m;ny.H Bt•f 1he didn't wJ!If to fcc ;ny mor( . 
She tried to hold on to tbc r.w tf,;t rhe bJJ ~It J fl'W mim•ta tJrlitr. 

The c;ptJin l1.1dn't rJid ;nytbif{g eire Jnd /lhm b;dn't krrd to Urublc to decide, rbc rcrruili(J bidden in tb< WJgOnr rb.Idow. 
qtl(ffion him. Sittil{g ;t the front o( the w.w>n, rbc WJtclxd the ffagir looked the cbicf of tlx b;n./itJ 11p JnJ down. It WJr dniour 
rccnay go by. It WJf tlx ro;d tb;t rhe bad t;krn tbJt mornil{f to get tbx only bir piJtol J!IO'UXJ the l;tta to rt,pport the forma lr.gio~r 
to tlx prm. I fo;gir WJf fJJ.il{f her bxk. to the city! g~ n mJTJJida WJf frr'r011f/y bo/Ju,g bir 'UJ(Jf!Ofl, hif Pw rlow/y 

fllitbot•f run IIOficil{g it, the rrugici;n WJf r~!bbil{g her p;inful pulli'jf the tr@r. I fa@5 'U.Uf $ffil{g rCJJy to m.J;, J IJJt .JltonpL 
:~rm. She b;J tbc imprmion th;t rlx b;J b((n tr;mplcJ on. J cry of JJWI' w;r n•dden/y he;rJ in the ;llry. /I!Jm b;d gotten 

ifrbnm didn't bt'Yt yot• too mt•cb?" -- Ol1t her grm. A m;n; ;rrow bmt {rom it ;nd bit tlx brig;nd in tlx 
I fa;gir didn't WJit (or tlx JV.It'r Jnrwer. Jrm. Tlx m.zgici.Jn b;J pt•t ;// of ba rtrajgtb into tbir rpc/1 Jnd 
"Don't worry Jbot•t it, be it•rt lika to br.IW( lx ;ddcJ with J tlx ;rm, which w;r litml/y torn off by the m..zgic;/ ;rrow, fdl to 

wrpririf{gly ro(t ~oicr. "If be were rc;//y tb;t rtro~ lx would b.rw I fmgi/r feet. Tlx other b;nditr weren't wrc wb;t to do. Their 
ld you tJke your grm." chief w;r rcmmil{f like J pig ;nd w;r twisted in p;in. 

"TbJt'r not tlx problem," ~!Jm grumblrd. Cominccd tb;t rlx MJaJ let out ;nother cry. Thir timc it w;rn't Jn incmtJtion, but 
h;d ;/ready lort ;// hope, /l!;a; didn't ~d the need to lie. "f'm r;t/xr J roqgh Jnd r~.w rcmm. Uncontrollably furiour, she gr;bbcd 
incJpable of pghtil{f likt tl1c other WJrriorr of A'f.zgddu. Th;t'r ha d-@0" JnJ threw lxrrtlf ;t tlx frrt bJndit, killif{g him with; rit;g/c 
why llcJYncd m.tgic." rt.Jb to the dxst. I f!ttbout rtoppif{g, rlx JltJcked Jnoti}(Y one. T.lkrn by 

"Ah. rou CJn't become fi~riour?" rurprisc, tl}( mJn bJrc/y bJ time to d~nd IJimrtlf. khaa rubbed him ro 
"f'w nner ruccu Jed." hJYJ wit/1 lxr bl:~dc tb;t rlx WJf urublc to pull it out of hir corpse. 
"fr thJt ro IJJJ? rou can't im.zgine bow m.1ny (uriour bJTbiJnr While slx rtoopcd to pick up tl1c Jc.J.J bJndit'r rword, rhe hwd 

end up skewered by J rpw." J rhot Jnd Jnother cry of p;in. lfll)(n the rJircd lxr heJd rhe uw 
/1/;cr; cloud up on hmdf .zg;in. ffcngir Jnd tlx IJrt brigJnd pcil{f e;cb other. 
''Ar JOH like," he conttiwed. "file Jre gou,g to run rome crrJn.IJ in Tlx m.zgici;n inrtinctiwly brought the rword to tlx mJTJudcr'r 

town. If!( II t;/k ;bot•t thir on our return." thro;t. f fa fiqy WJ! J/ow/y lmil{g her ;nd rbc mli~cJ th;t tlx 
OtiY reh«n? The fV.It r;t I'P rfr;ight. . two men wac pointil{g their pirtolr ;t CJch otlxr. 
"Ovr /;rt minion b.J.r nnertlxlar Jllowcd t•r to CJrn J bit. f'm ftllxn the tip of her rword gr~ed tlx b;ndit'r thro;t, MJm WJf 

pi.J.nm'ng on buyif{g J potion Jnd m.tJ;e rrcn J rune, if I em fnd ;gJin in control of her mOYementr. The mJTJt,da Jnd Ha;gir ~wac 
one. CJn JOt' help me?" uid ffo;gir. rf;ril{f ;t eJch other. Drrpitc the dclicJte rifuJtion be w;r in, the 

"So f'm Oil( of yom?" b;ndl~ rumed bent on not lowail{g bir 'UJ(Jpon. 
"ll'c' II ru." /lf;m thrl'W J que5tioni'l! g/Jnce Jf the cJpt;in. 
M;m did ba bert to bide her {rurtr;tion. She WJS now r«rc th;t "Oh, 01(, y01/re hired," I frl{gir righed, rcrigncd. 

the c;ptJin WJI h~i~ J bit of fun ;t ha expense. The ct•lthro;t'r blood spurted ;// OYa MJm'r pee. 



The dw~rces of Tir-iVd-Bor 
b~re/y distinguish between their 
spiritu~l life ~nd their scientifc 
rese~rch. 
To rome of them, nothing is more 
s~cred th~n ste~m. It is therefore 
possible to dcsccr~te it. 
M~ster Bo/ghir is worried ~bout 

this problem. f !c h~s founded the 
lodge of Fom-Nur within ~nd 
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with the support of the Brother
hood of B ron7;_c. 
Accomp~nied by "CJlorous war

riors w!Jo ~re experts in steam, 
he hunts down heretics who h~c 
robbed dw~nes of their botler or 
m~chincs. 
If/hen the lodge of Fom-iVur 
unm~slv such propncrr, then nothing 
c~n hold back its wrJth! 



GENERALITIES 

All missions are designed to be played on a battlefield measur
ing 120 x 60 em. 

Some of them involve particular· deployment conditions that 

The Situation section defines the state of the terrarn before the start 

of combat, the disposition of the elements of the scenery or counters 

present on the battlefield, as well as any particular conditions. 

Deployment indicates how the combat groups are to be placed 
on the battlefield during the approach phase. 

The Objective is the goal the attacking and defending player 

or players have to reach. (See Confrontation 3, p. 125 for rules on 

occupying and controlling objectives.) 

The Victor y condjtions indicate under which circumstances 

a player is declared victor or vanquished. A mission can have 

three kinds of outcome: Victory, Defeat or Draw. 

The Duration sets the maximum number of game rounds. It 

is defined according to the value of the assault groups that are 

present Once the mission has been chosen, the average value 

of the two assault groups is calculated. The number of game 

rounds is then determined depending on this average and the 
following equivalences: 

• Up to 150: 3 rounds 

• From 151 to 250: 4 rounds 

• From 251 to 350: 5 rounds 

• 351 and more: 6 rounds 

If the difference in value • between the two assault groups is 

20 or more, then the player controlling the weaker group may 

choose to increase the duration by one round. This choice is to 

be announced before deployment. 

Bonuses in EP are sometimes given to lighters for reaching 
certain objeclives. 

The Premium is a certain amount of resources given in specif

ic cases. The conditions to earn this premium are explained in 

the missions. 

• Tire compensation points used by the weaker group are 
subtracted from this difference. 



DOCS OF WAR • APPENDICES 

I. INTRUSION 

111e two companies have been htred as mercenaries by opposing 
armies to carry Out a mission involving the control a11d securing 
of certain strategic objectil•es. 

Situation: Both players are considered to be Attackers. 
Four objectives (represented by simple Wound counters or 

others) are placed on the battlefield before the approach phase. 
The players take tu rns, starting with the one who won the 

Tactical roll, placing an objective counter into their opponent's 

deployment zone. These counters have to be placed at altitude 

level 0 in a spot that ca n be reached by any miniature. They may 

not be placed more than 20 em from the battlefield's median 

line or less than 25 em from each other. 

Each of these counters represents the center of a control zone 
wit h a radius of 10 em. 

Deployment: The two assault groups are deployed using the 

line of battle mode (see Confrontation 3, p. 124). 

Objectives: The players have to occupy one or several strate
gic points. 

Victory condi tions: At the end of the battle the victory points 

are calculated as follows: 

• Control of an objective in one's own deployment zone: 

1 point 

• Control of an objective in the enemy's deployment zone: 

2 points 

The player who wins the most victory points is victorious. If 

both companies have the same amount of points, then the battle 
ends in a draw. 

Experience bonus: At the end of the game each tighter stand

ing in the control zone of an objective held by his camp gains a 
bonus of 5 EP. 

If one of the two camps has retreated before the end of the 

game, then this bonus is won by every tighter in the victorious 

camp no matter his position on the battlefield. 

2. INVASION 

Tlte two mercenary compames are intire service of rival lords 
who are at war f or the expa11ston of their domains. 

Situation: This mission mvolves an Attacker and a Defender. 

The battlefield is to be divided mto a certain number of sectors 

of equal size. The Defender rolls ld6 to determine the number of 
sectors. 

...:.,. _,..:. and •. · 4sectors 

r;:;:, :·: and II 6 sectors 

The limits of these sectors are not marked during the game 

{the players have to guess their approximate area). They are 

marked only at the end of the last round of the game. 

Deployment: For this mission the approach phase does 

not follow the usual rules. llle players do not make approach 

sequences. Instead, the Defender starts by deploying aU of his 

troops all over the battlefield. If the Attacker has Scouts, then 

he can deploy them according to the regular rules. 

The Attacker's other fighters only enter the game in the first 

round. During the activation phase, every time he draws one 

of his reference cards the Attacker moves the concerned troops 

as if they were beginning their movement from any edge of the 

battlefield. The Attacker can thus have his soldiers enter from 

several sides of the battlefield if he wishes. The troops that enter 

the game like this cannot carry out any assaults during this 

activation phase. However, the Scouts who were already on the 

battlefield can do so. 

At the end of the first round all soldiers listed on the mission 

sheet must be on the battlefield (unless an event prevents them 
from this). 

Objective: The Attacker has to take control of as many sectors 
as possible. 

Victory conditions: At the end of the game the camp that 

controls the most sectors is victorious. lf both companies are 

in control of the same number of sectors, then the battle ends 
in a draw. 

Experience bonus: At the end of the game every tighter who 

is in the control zone of at least one objective held by his camp 

wins a bonus of5 EP. A tighter cannot win this bonus more than 

once if he ism the control1.one of several objectives. 

If one of the two camps has retreated before the end of the 

game, then this bonus is won by every fighter in the victorious 

camp no matter his position on the battlefield. 



3. DESTRUCTION 

• MISSIONS • 

Before proceeding with deployment, the players take turns 

(starting with the Defender) placing one of the elements of the 

scenery in a 30 em wide zone in the middle of the battlefield. 

One of the two companies is hired by a mysterious patron to The bases of these elements may not reach outside of this zone. 

desecrate and destroy a sacred site. Yet other mercenaries have furthermore. these clements must be placed at least 10 em from 

been hired to defend it. each other and more than 5 em from any other obstacles. 

Situation: This mission mvolves an Attacker and a Defender. 

One or several elements of the scenery are placed onto the 

battlefield at a rate of one for every (even incomplete) 100 points 

in the value of the Attacker's assault group. 

Example: If the value of the Attacker's assault group is 223, then 

three elemems of lite scenery arc to be deployed. 

No matter the value of the Attacker's assault group, a maxi

mum of four clements can be deployed for th is mission. 

The Attacker can freely choose the elements of the scenery 

among the following three: 

Idol 

Base: I Creature base 

Size: Medium Size 

Resilience: 8 
St ruct ure (SP): 6 
Ability: Inalterable. 

Sacred temple 

Mystic altar 

Base: 2 Creature bases 

placed next to each other 

Size: Large Size 

Resil ience: 10 

Structure (SP): 7 

Ability: Inalterable. 

Base: 4 Creature bases placed next to each other to form a 

square 

Size: Very Large Size 

Resilience: 12 

Str ucture (SP): 8 
Ability: Inalterable. 

During the battle no fighters may end their movement on any 

of these elements. 

Special (optional): This scenario's duration is increased by 

one round no matter the value of the companies present. 

The Attacker optionally has the right to one free Event card 

if the value of his assault group is higher than that of his oppo

nent's group. This event's va lue is not taken into account when 

calculating the gains in renown after the battle. 

Object ive: The Attacker's miss ion is to destroy one or several 

of the elements of the scenery. 

Victory conditions: At the end of the game the following 

calculations are made: 

• The Attacker gets one victory point for every destroyed 

element of the scenery. 

• No victory points are won by any player for elements that 

have not been destroyed but have lost more than half of their 

SP. 

• The Defender gets one victory point for every element of the 

scenery that has not been destroyed and has lost half or less 

of its SP. 

The player who has won the most victory points is victorious. 

Experience bonus: At the end of the game the fighters of the 

two camps listed on the mission sheets (even those who were 

Killed Outright) win a bonus in experience points depending on 

the type and state of the elements of the scenery. 

If an element was destroyed, then the Attacker wins the points 

bound to it. If an element has preserved half or more of its SP, 

then the points are won by the Defender. An element that wasn't 

destroyed but has lost more than half its SP does not provide 

any points. 

The number of points provided by an element depends on its 

type: 

Idol: +2 EP 

Mystic altar: +3 EP 

Sacred temple: +4 EP 

Jf the Defender retreated before the end of the game, then the 

bonuses in EP are calculated as if all the elements of the scenery 

were destroyed. 

If the Attacker retreated, then the bonuses in EP are calcu

lated depending on the state of the elements of the scenery when 
he retreated 
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4. ASSASSINATION 5. TREASURE HUNT 

The diplomatic relations between the great powers often hang 111e surf hns washed the remams of n shipwrecked merchant 

by n thread, and tlrere nrc mnny who would like to see this thread vessel nnd its cargo onto a beach. Varrous precioLIS and worthless 

break... objects are now scattered n/1 over tire ground. 

Situation: This mission mvolves an Attacker and a Defender. Situation: Both players are considered to be Attackers. Each one 

The Attacker's company has been hired to assassinate an am bas- rolls ld6 and refers to the table belo\\~ 
sador placed under the Defender's protection. 

MOV INI ATT STR I>EF RES COL' DIS 

10 3 0 1 3 5 3 3 

Med1um Size. Infantry base. 

Special: Pass1vc individual (seep. 97). Value: 5 
--------1 

Deployment: The two players deploy their fighters using the 
line of battle mode. 

The ta rget is deployed by the Defender as if he were one of his 
fighters. 

Object ive: The Attacker must eliminate the targeL The 

Defender must protect him and lead him through the enemy 

deployment zone. To do so. the Defender exceptionally can 

purposely make the ambassador leave by one of the edges of the 

battlefield located in the Attacker's deployment zone. 

:=::; o r [] 4 objects 

2J or [::1 5 objects 
(g) or [!] 6 objects 

The higher result indicates the number of priceless jewels 

while the lower one indicates the number of shiny yet worthless 

objects. l11e jewels are represented using "Trap" counters and 

the others using "Decoy" counters. 

These counters then have to be mixed together with their face 
hidden. 

After the approach roll the players take turns (starting with 

the winner of the approach roll) placing a counter (without 

turning it over) in the neutral central zone. AU counters must 

be placed on the ground in a place that can be reached b)' all 

fighters. They must each be at least 5 em from each other. 

Deploym ent: The two players deploy their fighters using the 
line of battle mode. 

Objectives: The War Booty rules (p. 97) explain how to pick 

up the counters. When a fighter picks up a counter the player 

Victory condit ions: If the target flees out of the limits of the controlling him looks at it (without showing it to his opponent) 

battlefield b)• using an edge in the neutral central zone or in the and places it on the base of his miniature. If a counter is dropped 

Defender's deployment zone, then the game immediately ends by its carrier, then it is placed back on the ground with its face 

in a draw. hidden. Each fighter can carry only one such counter at a time. 
If the target leaves the battlefield by one of the edges in the 

Attacker's deployment zone (meaning the back or sides), 

then the game ends ut the end of the round in victory for the 
Defender. 

If the target is kil led, the game ends at the end of the round in 
victory for the At tacker. 

In any o ther case the result is a draw. 

Victory conditions: At the end of the game each player counts 

how many "Trap" counters he has. The player with more of them 

is victorious. If the two camps have the same number of such 

counters at the end of the game, then it ends in a draw. 

Premium: At the end of the m1ssion each player rolls ld6 for 

every "Trap" counter that he has at the end of the game to deter-
Premium: A premium of 10 resource points is given to thevicto- mine the value of his premtum. 

rious camp. c:::J or 7] 3 resource points 

.,:.:. or '::] 6 resource points 

,;:;. o r :TIJ 10 resource points 

These resources are immediatelradded to those of the company. 

If one of the camps retreats before the end of the game, then 

the ' 'ictorious camp gets all of the "Trap" and "Decoy" counters, 

including its opponent's. 



6. RAID 

A company has been hired to protect a merchant caravan. 

\'(fishing to get rid of his rivals and retrieve their merchandise, a 

rich trader has paid other soldiers to illlercept the convoy. 

Situation: This mission involves an Attacker and a Defender. 

The same deployment map is used as in Destruction (seep. 133}. 

The Defender places four elements of the scenery representing 

tents in his deployment zone. 

They must be at least 10 em from each other. A tent may not be 

placed in such a way that its entrance IS blocked by an obstacle. 

Before deployment the Defender takes one "Decoy" counter 

and three "Trap" counters. The "Trap" counters represent the 

three merchants that the Attacker must eliminate. The "Decoy" 

counter represents a chest fu ll of treasure. 

Each counter is lo be placed with Its face down on an Infantry 

base in the middle of a tent (only one per tent). The Defender 

therefore knows the nature of each counter, but not the Attacker. 

Note: 71tc counters are placed on infantry bases so as not to 

leave any doubt to tlte position of the miniatures. \'(!hen a cow l

ter representing a merchallt is revealed, the base is replaced with 

the miniature of afoot soldter. Jt is then easy to know which fight

ers are in col1lactwith him. 

Tent 

Base: 10 x 10 em square o r circle with a 

10 em diameter 

Size: Large Size 

Resil ience: 2 

Structure (SP): Special 

Each tent has a 5 em wide opening of Large Size on one side. 

If a fighte r makes a tent lose one or more SP with an attack in 

hand-to-hand combat, he creates a new 5 em wide opening in 

the s ide that he a ttacked instead of destroying it. 

The openings made in this way allow fighters to enter yet they 

block lines of s ight. Fighters with Consciousness can detect the 

nature of the counters inside a tent as soon as they a re within 20 

em or less of these counters. 

The Attacker can engage counters inside tents even if they 

haven't been revealed yet. 

Special: This scenario's duration is increased by one round no 

matter the va lue of the companies present. 

Deployment: No approach roll is made for this mission. The 

Defender must deploy all of his fighters first, except his Scouts. 

The Attacker then deploys his fighters (except Scouts). Then the 

Defender pla<:es his Scouts, and fina lly the Attacker does the 

same. 

• MISSIONS • 

No fighters may be deployed inside the tents. 

O bjectives: The Attacker must reveal the merchants and 

eliminate them. 

A counter is revealed to the Attacker as soon as one of his mini

atures enters the tent in which it is lying. I fit's the treasure chest, 

then the counter remains where it is. If it's a merchant. then the 

co11nter is replaced with the miniature of a foot soldier. 

Victory conditions: 

• For every merchant killed: 4 points for the Attacker. 

• For every merchant s till a live: 2 points for the camp control

hog the tent. (Only fighte rs wi th their whole base inside the 

tent are taken into account.) 

• For every merchant st ill alive in a tent that is not controlled 

by either camp: I poin t for the Defender. 

The player who has the most poin ts is victorious. 

Premium: At the end of the game the camp controlling the 

tent with the treasure chest gains a bon11s in reso11rces that 

depends on the battle's outcome: 

• If this camp IS victorious, 1t gains 10 additional resource 

points. 

• If it's a draw, this camp gains six additional resource points. 

· If this camp was defeated, it gains three additional resource 

points. 

If one of the camps has announced "Retreat!" before the end of 

the game, then the winner gains the premium, even if he is not 

in control of the tent with the treasure chest. 

• MERCHA NTS . 

MOV INI ATI STR DEF RES COL' DIS 

10 3 0 3 5 2 

Medium Size. Infantry base. 

Special: The merchants are passive individuals but they 

follow slightly different ru les: 

• They temporarily belong to the Defender's camp. Yet they 

are not considered to be of the same people as the compa

ny protecting them. 

• No card represents them because they never move. They 

remain hidden in their tents. 

• They are not counted in their camp's strength in numbers. 

• They never move and therefore don't have to make COU 

rolls when faced with fear-inspiring opponents. 

• They always place all of their combat dice in defense even 

if a game effect normally would force them to place them 

in attack. 

• The Wounds they are inflicted with provide experience 

points in the usual conditions. Their value is 5. 
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77JC Ur.tkcn School dcm.tnds .tbro-
lutc loyalty to its lcd.dcrs. When 
B.1.z..uka found out that one of the 
school's comm.tnders h.td embe~z..led 
funds, he ordered him, .ts well as 
.1ll of his soldiers, executed. One of 
these soldiers, J bushi nJmed Sepuk_U, 
refused to sJcriftce himself. After 
.1l /, why be I oyal to J sMperior who 
dccci--oed his men? T he night before 
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the ceremony he Pcd accomp.1nicd by 
other sol dicrs he had co minced with 
his Jrguments. These fugiti~es .1.rc 
now ronins Jnd h.1.~c to sell their 
ser--oices to other ciJns to PJY {or t!Jcir 
subsistence. Tb.1nks (among other 
things) to the coloHJ.I strength of the 
d.1i'-b.1kemono Tctsubo, their renown 
is such thd.t they JttrJ.ct other ronins 

~ 

dis.tppointed by UrJkcn'r teJchings. 



THE CARDINAL'S HEAD! 

This campaign's objective is to confront the Cardinal's men 

and kill him to claim the reward.lh1s won't be easy, for his band 

is a lot more powerful than the players' companies- at least at 

first. The players will therefore have to harden their soldiers and 

enlist new ones in order to gather enough strength to hope to 

defeat this formidable foe. 

During this campaign all players are competing with each 

other. Only one of them will be able to return to Cadwallon with 

the Cardinal's head! 

The companies are formed following the usual rules. 

SEQUENCE OF MISSIONS 

In this campaign, instead of choosing the missions them

selves, the players depend on the offers made by the guilds of 

Cadwallon. 

The campaign is divided Into "days." One day represents the 

time required to carry out a mission. 

Each day is divided as follows. 

MISSION OFFrRS 

At the beginning of each day the players consult the mission 

offers. These offers are determined in the following way. 

One of the players (any one) rolls as many d6 as half the 

number of players involved in the campaign (rounded up to the 

higher integer). The result of each roll corresponds to a mission 

offer. 

8 1ntrusion 

0 1nvasion 

12.] Destruction 

[:1 Assassination 

t;:;) Treasure hunt 

[!]Raid 

Example: Se••en players are taking ptlrt in a campaign. At the 

beginning of each day one of them mils 4d6 to determine the 

mission o.ffen.. 

One of these ro/Js gets a result of[.· , :: . II and II 

71zi.s means that the "lm·asion: "Assassination· and ~Raid" 

missiom are a•·allnb/e that day. T11e same type of mission can be 

the object of se1•eral offer~ the same da•. In this case tire "Raid" 

miss1011 has been dmwnllVIce. II will therefore be played by four 

compmzie~ that will confront two b)' two 111 two separate battles: 

"Rmd I • and "Raid 2. • 

• HANC 'EM HIGH! • 

MJSSlON ATTRIBUTION 

Once the available missions have been determined, the players 

must choose which offer their company is accepting. 

To do so, each player rolls ld6. lf a company has a s trategist 

in its ranks. then the result is increased by + l. The player who 

gets the highest result chooses his mission firs t and the others 

choose theirs following the decreasing order of their roll results. 

In case of a tie, the tied players have to roll ld6 again to decide 

between them. 

Each mission can be chosen by only two players. The two last 

players (or the last one if they are an odd number) can therefore 

only take the last remaining one. 

Example: Once the missions have 1/lwn defined, tire seven players 

each •·ol/ld6. 

Player 1: 1. 'J 
Player 2: II 

Player 3: L:: +1 for the presence of a strategist, mea11ing •s• 
Player •1: .··] 

Player 5: : : 

Player 6: :·:1 
Player 7: . · 

Player 2 havmg got ten the highest result, he is the first to 

choose one of the jour missions. He hai. a choice betwee11 

"b n•ns10n, "Assfi(S/IIat/011, · "Raid I ' and "Ratd 2." He decides 011 

"Assas~mat1on. • 

Players 3 and 6 each got a :-: 1Jrey must therefore each roll 

another d6 to decide betwec11 them. 71us t1me player 6 gets 

the better result. He therefore chooses before player 3 and 

decides to take the "Raid I" mission. Player 3 then chooses the 

"Assassinallon· mi.~sion. 

Pla)'er 5 ca11 no longer choose "Assassination" since two players 

hm•e already chosen it So Ire selects "In vasion. • 

Player4 chooses "Raid 1." 

Players I and 7 also have to roll ld6 again to decide between 

them. Playa I gets the higher result aud can therefore choose 

betweeu "Raid 2" and "luvasiou •. He decides to p lay "Invasion.• 

Pla)'er 7 no louger has a choice: he can only participate in "Raid 2." 

ODD NUMBER OP PLAYERS 

The players can only confront in twos in each mission. lf the 

number of players taking part in the campaign is odd, then the 

player who ends up without an opponent has to fight against a 

neutral company. 

This opponent is played by any of the other players. The assault 

group of neutral fighters has to be formed by the player chosen 

to play it while respecting the following rules. 

• The people of the neutral assault group can be chosen freely by 

the player assuming its control, but no Allies are allowed. The 

use of Characters is permitted. 
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• The maximum value o f t he two assault groups is decided by the 

player who has to confront the neutra l company. Exceptionally. 

neither of the two g roups may pass this limit. Furthermore. 

the neutral group's value may not be more than nine points 

lower than the defined limit. 

Example: "The player decides that the maxunum limit of the 

assault groups' value IS ISO. 1he neutral group's value therefore 

PERC ENTAGE OF CLUES 

At the end of each day every player notes the total amount of 

clues he has gathered. This total cannot be more than 100 and 

represents the percentage of the chance he has of locating the 

Cardinal. 

has to be between 141 and ISO. CONFRO'\!TING T il l: CARDINAL 

•Neutra l lighters do not progress, so there is no use in writing Atthebeginningofeachday, beforeproceedingwiththechoice 

down their gains in experience and the ir Wounds. of missions, the players may attempt to locate the Cardinal. 

UNFOLDING O F TH E CAMPAIGN 

'lllese steps are played using the normal free compa ny ru les. 

HUNT FOR THE CARDINAL 

Each player's final objective in this campaign is to defeat the 

Cardinal. To do so, the Cardinal first has to be found. 

To do so, a so-called "percenti le" roll is to be made. This roll is 

made using 2dl0 (ten-sided dice). One of the two dlO first has 

to be designated to represen t the tens a nd the'other to represent 

the units (a double "0" is equa l to a result of 100). (Certain d lO 

are graduated by tens to make reading a percentile ro ll easier.) 

Example: ro make a percc111ih· roll, a playe1 is going to roll a 
blue a11d fl red tl/0. He dcctdcs that the blue one represents tlte 

tens. He rolls a II (IIICflnlng "60") will! the blue one anti a;: with 
tile red one. nw rc.111lt i~ there)are 6·1. 

If several players want to try to locate the Cardinal in the 

fiNDING T H E CA RDINA L same day, they make their rolls starting with the one who has 

the most clues. (In case of a tie, they have to decide between 

To locate thei r ta rget, the players mus t gather enoug h clues. them by rolling ld6.) 

These are obtained in vario us ways. For the roll to be successful a nd the player to locate the 

R UM O RS 

Information can be gotten s imply by comparing different 

rumors. At the end o f each day, once the last phase of each battle 

has ended, each player ro lls Ld6. The result indicates the number 

of clues that his company was able to gather during the day. 

C ORRU PT ION 

The most efficient way to gel information in Cadwallon is to pay 

for il. After hav ing rolled ld6 for the rumors, each player can, if he 

wi.shes, spend 10 resource points to make another roll whose result 

is added to the first one. 1l1is can be done only once per day. 

SEARCH I NG 

If the company has o ne or more prospectors in its ranks, they 

can be sent looking for the Cardinal instead of for resources. 

The ru les on using prospectors are the same with one exception: 

the fina l roll made to evaluate the search 's results is replaced 

by a clue roll that is like the o ne made fo r rumors and corrup

tion. This roll does not provide the company with resources or 

renown. In return the prospector gains an amount of EP equal 

to the roll 's result. 

Cardinal, the result of the percentile roll must be strictly less 

than the total number of his clues. A result of 100 is aJways a 

failure. 

Example: A player wtth 58 clues a ttempts a localio11 roll He gets 

a result of83. The roll ts therefore a f a/Jure. 

• \\ 'II AT A BANI>! • 

The type of fighters in the Card inal's band is defined in such 

a way that a ny miniature can be used . Thus, one has to distin

guish between two champions by naming them Champion 

1 and Champion 2. The fighters bound to the same type of 

fighter, such as Undetermined I and Undetermined 2, can be 

played using the same reference card. 
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f AILURE T O LOCAT E T HE CARDINAL 

When a player fails his location roll, he tmmediately loses ld6 
clue points. 

The other players can also try to locate the Cardinal when it 

Is lheir turn. 

SUCCESS IN LOCATING THE CARDI NAL 

When a player manages to locate the Cardinal, he immedi

ately wtns ld6 of additional clue points. 

Furthermore, he doesn't choose the mtssion for the new day: 

he must play the "Death to the Cardinal'" mtssion. 

When a player manages to locate the Cardinal, his rivals 

cannot also try to locate him during the same day. They must 

choose a regular mission. 

The following mission always has to be played last. 

EXCEPTIONAL MISSION: 
DEATH TO THE CARDINAL! 

• H:'.SC ·BI HICHI • 

Experience bonus: If the Attacker is victorious, then all of his 

soldiers who took part in this mission win a bonus of +10 EP. 

Premium: If he is victorious, the Attacker gels a premium of 

+20 resource points. 

Renown bonus: If the Attacker is victorious. his gain in renown 
is doubled for this mission. 

THE C AR DIN AJ..'S BAND 

The Cardinal and his band can be represented by miniatures 

of any people. The players must agree on their appearance at 

the beginntng of the campaign and from then on always use the 
same miniatures. 

A company sheet describing- the Cardinal 's and his men's 

characteristics is supplied on the following pages. 

THE CA RDINAL'S COMBAT G ROUP 

During the "Death to the Cardinal!" mission the rules on 

balancing the assault groups do not apply in the usual way. 

The Cardinal's assault group is always made up of his whole 

For this mission the Cardinal's camp must be played by a company. including soldiers and anributes. His group's value is 

player chosen by the opponents of the one who has located him. calculated first. 

The Cardinal's band is described in the company sheets on the The Attacker then forms his assault group. lhe following rules 

following pages. then apply: 

• The value of the Attacker's assault group may not surpass the 
Situation: The Cardinal's camp is considered to be the Defender. Defender's by more than 50 points. 

His opponent is the Attacker. • If the value of the Attacker's group is more than 50 points 

lower than the Defender's, then the Attacker only benefits from 

Deployment : 50 compensation points. 

MANAGI NG T H E CARDINAL'S COMPANY 

The Cardinal's company does not gain any renown or resourc

es. Also, his soldiers do not win any experience points. On the 

other hand, their Wounds are counted in the usual way. If the 

"Death to the Cardinal!" mission results in the Anacker's defeat, 

then the Cardinal and his men must make a recuperation roll. 

This roll is subject to certain special rules: 

• It is made as if his company had a medic in its ranks. 

• The Cardinal's aftereffects are automatically reduced by one 

Objective: The Attacker has to capture or kill the Cardinal. degree. "Light" becomes "Unharmed," "Serious" becomes 

Special: ln no way can the Defender purposely have his fighters •Light," "Critical" becomes "Serious" and "Dead" becomes 

leave by an edge of the battlefield. "Critical." 

Victor y conditions: If the Cardinal is innicted with a Killed When a whole day goes by without any player having gone on 

Outright during the battle, a counter is to be placed at the spot the "Death to the Cardinal!" mission, then the aftereffects of each 

where he was killed. This counter cannot be moved in any way soldier in the Cardinal's company are reduced by one degree. 

whatsoever. 

At the end of the last round a control zone with a radius of 

IS em is defined around the Cardinal (or around the counter 

representing his corpse). If the Attacker is in control of this 

END OF THE CAMPAIGN 

zone, then he is victorious. If not (and in any other situation}, The campaign ends as soon as one of the players wins the 

the Attacker suffers a defeat. "Death to the Cardinal!" mission. 
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COl\fPANY NAME: ........... ."T}~e. (:~rc!lr~~·s. ?~!14 .............. . .. . 
AFPlLJATION: . ,t11.lq~tii~".li!1~4 . .... . .............................. . 
CAPTAJN: ... n~~.c;qr~i'!a.l ....................................... . 
l\ lAXIMUJ\•1 STRENGIII. ... .IJ...... ACTUAL STRENGTH : .. .10 .... . 
ROLES: .YlP.L~i!!J ~e_~i<; ......................................... . 

EL 
Captain I Champion I __.._ 10 5 6 

LLader<olup I 10 lfc~rd-bodcJ Ambido:trous. 
ABILITIES 

Black-roce U11delemuned 

Lieutenant 
AD 

Champioll 21 I /0 4131314 16 5 

RbNOWN:300 VALUE:~QQ RECRUITMPNT PO INT<;: .. 0 ........ . 
RESOURCES: ............................................ . 

MISSIONS CARRIED OUT: ............ . 
VICTORI [S: ........ DRAWS: ........ DEFEATS: ............ . 

5 

• S.tprone amultl of prottdlorr ( 15) 
(Am(.rct . Corr(. 3. p. 150) 

. S~tprmre rune of htali"B ( 16) 
(Artifact Con( 3. p. 149). 
Scretllllllli) death ( 19) 

~--~~~--~~--~~--~--~ (Spd/ Ctmf 3. p 95) 
Ard~t~tiJeart (8) 

ABILITIES 

Kroloch 

Shadoe 

ABILITIES 

slerrt o( the arcmra SutYival inslurcl Medium Sae (/ufantrrt bast>) 
pi of Fire wrd Dar~ness I Shamanism. Black maaic. 

Undetenm11ed 
CR 

Champion 3 112.51 4 I 5 
1 

10 I 4 I 9 7 

War ftmt . Fitrce. ,\iasler slril.e I 0 Brutish cl1aq;e. LDrae Siu (Cretrture /.use) 

:l 
J .ISm·•' 

Undetennined_j 112.5 .f I 4 , 7 I 4 I 6 , - I 4 I 
S<oul. Assaswr. Mt'.lium Si:r (l11{anlrrt bc;st) 

Undcter111ined 

4 4 
Spr<~HI 

Unaetennin~ 112.5 I 3 I . I I I I I I 3 3 3 5 

Seoul llar<ISSIIICIII . Medium Size (ln{nlllfiJ bast) 

2 

2 

2 

PLAYER: 

(Spdl Co11( 3. p. 85) 

• Suprcmt amulrt of prottditm (15) 
(Art.(act. Con( .l p 150) 

· n.,..,se we"/""' I STR 6. 
rc/1'.9'! 10-IS-20 

~ 
RACKIIAM' 

~ 
i 

~ 
--------"· 0 
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C0l'v1PANY NAME: ........... . t:~e. ~!1fcft!lfii('s. {39!1~ . .............. . . . 
AFFILIATION: . . 41Jcf~L~~rf!i!1~cf . ....... . ....................... . .. . . 
CAPTAIN: .. . T/1~ .Y!r~! 1!a./ . .. . ....... . .......................... . . 
MAXI ~ ! Ut\1 STRENG I fl : ... .1.1... . . . ACIUAL STRENGTH: ... 19. . .. . 
ROLES: .C:a.J>.tt;~i!l.U.'1e.du;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . .. . . .. .. . 

ABIUTIFS 

Krina 

ABII.ITIFS 

Senjai" 

ABIUTIF.S 

Coronis 

ABILITIF.S 

Goulash 

A BI I.ITIFS 

5 I 3 I 6 

Undeternuned 

Undetemlined 
VE 

10 2 4 6 

Brutal. War {urrt Medium Sizl' (lnfar~lrtt base). 

Undetennined 

Undetennined 
VE 

- I -
10 2 4 

3 

Brutal ln~ltration I 10, Medium S.u (ln{cwlnt base). 

Undetem1ined 

Undetemtined 
RG 

10 2 3 3 

Precistoll . Toxic 12. Mtdwm Siu (ln{ar~lnt base). 

Undetemtined 

Undetem1ined 
RG 

10 2 3 

2 

6 

5 

Precision. Toxic I 2. Bull's-ette Medium Sire (lrr{antnt hase) 

4 

4 

4 

4 3 

3 3 

RENO\X7N:J00 VALUE)QQ RECRUITMEN"I POINTS: .. 0 ........ . 
RESOURCES: ............................................. . 

,\ llSSIONS CARR I fO OUT: ...... . .......................... . ~ 
\'ICfORIES: .... . ... DRAWS: ..... . .. DHl:A IS: . .......... . . RACKHAM" 

2 

2 

2 - 1- 22 

AI' l'f.REFFECTS n <;..'"'"" '""' d 

5. 

2 

2 

PLAYER: ........... ..... .. ..... . .... ............. .... . . . 

20 

~ 
! 

-----' " 
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All orcs J.rcn't J.depts of mysticism J.nd 

meditation. llmakhar and his compan

ions, who Jrc .1ll trJ.ckers, wish for more 

than iurt fccting glory. They don't Cd.rc 

J.bout the Sd.I"CJ.tion of a people for which 

they don't feel anything. For sncrJI years 

now they hone been scning d.f scouts 

for the armies of the J\dn.1.ro~ Whilst 

Umakbar is the capta.in, f-0rca.d is the 

1'12 

rd.ptor thJ.t gi,fides the company, hidden 

from its enemies' ga.7(c. The trJckcr/ 

aptitude to fUi'CNC in the wi/dcrnCH, 

as well Jf their imprcniw brutJ.Iity in 

comba.t, hJ"CC largely contributed to the 

renown of these mercenaries. %day they 

cnfoy the pleasures of crcili7(Jtion .tnd 

luxury, fjr rcmO"Ccd from the worship 

of JJ.ckal. 



CONFRONTATION 3 ERRATA 

Despite careful proofreading, a couple of small mistakes and 

typos have managed to escape our vigilance. 

l11ls document lists and corrects the errors found in the third 

edition of Confrontation. Some of them have already been 

corrected in the second printing (softcover). 

P. 47: SEQUENCE OF EXCHANGES 
The reminder at the top left of the page, which is repeated in 

the right column under "Attack test." is supposed to read: 

Attention! Once a die lzas bem placed m attack, this decision 

cannot be cancelled: the fighter must make m1 Attack test unless 

he i.1 eliminated before being able to make it. 

P.91: INEVITABLE DECUNI: 
The path of this spell is "Howls I Torments." 

• GAMING AIDS • 

P. 191: ELEMENTAL SUMMONING 
The rules on summoning fighters are described on page 79, not 

page 78 as noted in the text. 

P. 192: \VALL OF FIRE 
The two counters cannot be placed more than 10 em from 

each other. 

P. 195: ABYSSAL FoRcE 
In the description of this spell 's effects the word "magician" 

should be replaced by "targeted fighter." 

P. 206 
In the table at the bottom of the page concerning fighter size 

and the corresponding "Strength," the latter is to be replaced 

by "Force." 

THE TRIBE OF BEHEMOTH 

The tribe of the Behemoth can be played in Confrontation and 

in Rag'Narok by respecting the following rule modifications. 

These orcs has no contact with the ones of Bran-0 -Kor. To play 

using an army of this clan, all its 6ghters must come from the 

P. 127: ALLIES clan of the Behemoth. They cannot benefit from any all ies or be 

The Kelts of the Drune clan are to be added to the list of possi- played as allies of another army {not even of an army of orcs of 

ble allies of the Limbo of Acheron. Bran-0-Kor), or hire mercenaries. The only exception to this 

rule concerns orcs of the clan of trackers of Bran-0 -Kor, includ-

P. ] J2: BEING OF I X 
The "Being of Darkness I X." "Being of Destiny I X" and "Being 

of Light I X" abilities are variations of the "Immortal" ability 

and should therefore be listed after it on page 136. 

ing Carbone. These can be played as allies of the tribe of the 

Behemoth in the usual way. 

An ore can be turned into a fighter of the tribe of the Behemoth 

at an additional cost of 3 A.P. {The additional cost of the tribe's 

Characters is already included in the value indicated on their 

reference cards.) 

The following types of fighters cannot join the tribe of the 

P. 134: EPHEMERAL/ X Behemoth: 
In the example the fighter with a Light Wound should become • Ore of Bran-0-Kor Characters. 

Serious!)• Wounded, not Critically Wounded. • Brontops riders. 

• Animistic Shamans on Brontops. 

On the other hand this tribe has built strong relations with 

P. 135: HARASSMEN T the trolls that already lived in the mountains on their arrival. 

A fighter with this ability cannot walk, run and then walk The trolls of the Behemoth are considered to be full-fledged 

agam, but can walk, fire and then walk agam. members of the tribe and are therefore counted as allies. They 

can benefit from the leade.rship of orcs of the Behemoth as 

P. 158: OATH OF THE C ON DEM N ED well as from the "Mountaineer" aptitude. They have also been 

Some of this miracle's parameters are wrong due to an unfor- converted to the orcs' cult by the keepers of the Tree-Spirit and 

tunate copy and paste. They should be: are therefore counted when calculating their temporary faith. 

Area of effect: Special 

Range: Sered's aura of faith 

A.P.: 19 

Yet they are not orcs and are therefore not affected by effects 

that only affect orcs. 

The trolls of the Behemoth can only 6ght as part of an army of 

orcs of the Behemoth. 
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TRIBA L PARTICULARIT I ES 

All orcs of the tribe of the Behemoth as well as the trolls of the 

Behemoth who fight by thei r sides benefit from the following 

special rule: 
Mountaineer: This rule only applies if the army of the 

Behemoth includes a standard-bearer, a musician and a 

Character endowed with the "Leadership" ability. The effect 

applies even if this war-staff's members are not within leader

ship range of each other at the end of deployment. 

At the end of the approach phase. after all miniatures, even 

scouts., have been deployed. all of the tribe of the Behemoth's 

fighters can march. This free movement can allow a fighter to 

leave his deployment zone. It can also bring him into charging 

range of an enemy, but not into base-to-base contact with one. 

The orcs of the tribe of the Behemoth are also endowed with 

the "Endurance'' ability in addition to those they already have: 

Endurance: Accustomed to the icy cold, the orcs of the 

Behemoth are very resistant to pain. 

• In Conjro11tation they Ignore the penalties bound to Light 

Wounds. They suffer the penalties bound to being Stunned 

and to Serious and Critica l Wounds in the normal way. 

• In Rag'Narok Jd6 is rolled after every Damage Roll that has 

infticted at least one Wound on an ore of the Behemoth. On 

a result of i I the total number of Wounds inflicted by this 

Damage Roll is reduced by I. If the Damage Roll's result indi

cates only one Wound and the targeted fighter gets a "6," then 

he doesn't suffer any Wound at all. 

In addition to this the trolls of the Behemoth benefit from the 

followi ng aptitude: 
The bone grinders: At the beginning of the battle each 

troll can, if the player controlling him wishes, pick up a stone 

in order to throw it into the face of the first enemy fighter to 

come along. l his s tone is represented by a counter placed on 

the troll 's base. As long as he is carrying this stone his MOY rate 

is reduced by 2.5. The troll can nevertheless rid himself of this 

stone at the moment that he is activated if the player controlling 

him wishes. 

A troll carrying a stone can throw it during any firing phase. 

The stone has a range of 10- lS-30 em and a STR of 9, and the 

troll has an AIM rate of 2. This shot is considered to be heavy 

artillery fire and all rules concern ing firing (counter-charge 

firing, precision firing, etc.) apply in the usual way. 

Once the troll has thrown the s tone or gotten rid of it in order 

to advance fnster, he concentrates fully on the battle and cannot 

pick up other stones. 

T HE \ XIARRIORS OF T H E \XIIN D 

The most valorous war riors of the wind are given the honour 

of bearing the mark of Elokani, the spirit of the Great Wind. 

Within an army, for every even incomplete 100 A.P. of warriors 

bound to the tribe of the Behemoth, a warrior of the wind can be 

endowed with the mark of Elokani at an additional cost of3 A.P. 

The mark of Elokan1 gives 1ts bearer the "Loyal/ !" ability. 

THE \X'ARRions Or STo~E 

• A warrior of stone 's basic force is equal to 2. lt can be increased 

in the ususal way, most notably by using the "Brutal" and 

"Hardboiled" abilities. If a warrior of stone charges an oppo

nent whose force IS lower than his by two points or more, then 

the charge penalty suffered by the target is equal to -2. 

• In Rag'Narok each warrior of stone counts for 2 when calculat

ing his Unit's domination factor when it charges or is charged. 

This advantage is only taken into account when determining 

any charging penalties there may be; it does not apply when 

determining reactions to fear, for example. 

THE PATROLLEUS Or T H E BEHEMOTH 

• When an orcish crossbowman becomes a patroller of the 

Behemoth (for an extra 4 A.P.), he acquires the "Scout" abiliy 

and his "Brutal" ability his replaced by that of"Precision." . 

• In Rag'Narok a result of • following a re-rolled J] on a 

Damage Roll caused by a shot is therefore not a failure. 

MAGICIA;\S 

Instinctive magic is an innate characteristic among the orcs. 

However, the mystic warriors of the tribe of the Behemoth 

haven't developed the same bond with their adopted homeland; 



• CAMINC AIDS • 

they benefit from the following aptitude instead of the "Blood of 

Bran·O·Kor." CREATING A COMPANY 

Mystic inspiration: At the begmning of any round, before 

making the Tactical Roll , any mystic warrior of the tribe of the 

Behemoth can make use of this aptitude. The player controlling 

him then rolls 1d6. This roll of the die can be neither cancelled 

nor modified by any game effect. Depending on the result, the 

player gets a certain number of counters that can be used to 

improve the mastery of his spells as if they were mana gems. 

These counters cannot be used in any other way. 

1·2: L counter; 3· 4: 2 counters; 5·6: 3 counters. 

These counters cannot be kept from one round to the next. The 

unused ones disappear at the end of the round after the Mana Recovery 

Roll. 1l1ese counters do not count in the magician's mana reserve. 

However, the concentration this capacity requires causes the 

mystic warrior to lose 1 point in IN! until the end of the round. 

THE FAlTIIFUI. 

The faithful oft he tribe of the Behemoth practice a cult vowed 

to the mountains and the wind. They cannot call miracles of the 

cult o(Jackal, but they can call those of the Paths of Destiny and 

the Uni\'ersal Cult, even if they are Warrior·monks. 

The "Jackal masters of rites" are called "keepers of the Tree

Spirit" in the tribe of the Behemoth. They are not considered to be 

warriors of the wind and they benefit from the following special 

aptitude instead of the "Jackal's Servants" special capacity. 

They don't have access to artefacts reserved to the faithful of 

the cult of jackal. 

INITIAL RENOWN AND RESOURCES 

Renown: 125 

Resources: 50 

SELECTING THE CAPTAIN 

Maximum strength in numbers depending on the captain's 

rank (+2 for "Leadership I x•). 
• Irregular: 5 

• Regular, Veteran: 7 

• Initiate, Devout, Special, Elite: 9 

• Adept, Zealot: 11 

• Living Legend, Master, Dean: 13 

• Major Ally, Virtuoso, Avatar: 15 

SOLDIER RECRUITMENT 

Number of authorized Allies: One for every four soldiers. 

Recruitment premium for Allies, Mercenaries and Stateless 

fighters (to be subtracted from the company's resources): 50% 

of their cost in A.P. 

I NITI AL EXPERIENCE 

90 EP I max. 30 per soldier 

All points that aren't assigned are lost. 

The keepers of the Tree·Spirit: Like the Jackal masters of The points that have been assigned can either be used imme-

rites, they can choose their Aspects between the two following diately or be saved for later use. 

con figurations: 

• Creation/!. Alteration/0. Destruction/!. 

• Creation/1. Alteration/!. Destruclion/0. 

The keepers of the Tree-Spirit inspire the tribe's best warri· 

ADJUSTMENT OF THE SOLDIERS' 
AND COMPANY'S VALUES 

ors in combat. At the beginning of the hand-to-hand combat Current value :Initial value+ 10% ofEP used (rounded down 

phase each keeper of the Tree-Spirit can select one and only one to lower integer). 
warrior of the wind or warrior of stone standing in his aura of 

faith. He doesn't hnve to have him in his line of sight. The keeper 

must then sacrifice I T.F. point. It is not possible to spend more 

T.F. points to increase the effect of this capacity. This spending 

ofT. F. cannot be censured. 

The effect vanes depending on the type of warrior selected: 

• Warrior of the wind: lNI +1 until the end of the round. 

• Warrior of stone: Gets the "Fierce" abiJity untiJ the end of the 

round, but he is obliged to use War Fury until the end of the 

round. 

ATTRIBUTE ACQU ISITION 

Attributes .. Spells, miracles, artifacts, immobile machines 

and nexuses. 

Apart from exceptions, only champions may be gi\'en artifacts. 
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·BEFORE THE BATTLE· 

• I. CHOICE OF \IISSION 

• 2. fORMI'\G Of ASS·\ULT GROUPS 

BALANCING THE GROUPS 

• Difference in value greater than 50: The stronger group must 
be rebalanced. 

• Difference in value between 1 and 50: 1he stronger group 
may be rebalanced. 

In either case the new value of the modified group may not be 
lower than the value of the opposing group. 

COMPENSATION FOR THE WEAKER GROUP 

Compensation points (CP) = difference in value between the two 

groups 

• Event card : 20 CP 
• Object: 10 CP 

Three resource points for every Wound level healed. 

Each soldier can be healed by only one Wound level. 

• DURING THE BATTLE • 

• l. GAIN IN F.XPERll:NCF 

C OMBAT EXPERI ENCE 

• Mission I: 10 EP 
• Mission 2:8 EP 
• Mission 3:6 EP 

• Mission 4:4 EP 
• Mission 5 and following: 2 EP 

SPELLS AND M I RACLES 

• Value used < difficulty of the roll: 1 EP +difference 

• Value used > difficulty of the roll: I EP- difference (min. O) 

SHOTS 

• Value used < difficulty ofthe roll: 3 EP + difference 
• Value used > difficulty of the roll: 3 EP - difference (min. 0) 

WOUN D S I NFLICTED IN HAND- TO- HAND COMBAT 

• Light Wound: 3 EP 

• Serious Wound: 4 EP 
• Critical Wound: 5 EP 
• Killed Outright: 6 EP 

+2 if the target's value "' 2 X the attacker's value 
-2 If the attacker's value = 2 x the target's value 

·AFTER THE BATTLE· 

• 1. LOSSES AND GAINS 

RENOWN 

Refer to the "Gain in renown• table 

RESOURCES 

Victory: +15 
Draw: +lO 

Defeat: +5 

• 2. RFCl PF.RATION 

Refer to the "Wound recuperation" table 

• Medic: The results of the rolls are read one line higher up 
(except if it is "Dead"). 

• Convalescence in camp: The results of the rolls are read one 
line higher up (cumulative with medic). 

• Dead: Turned into "Critical" on a : : or more when a medic 
is present. 
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DIFFERENCE 

-50 

-40 to -49 

-30 to -39 

-20 to -29 

-10 to -19 

from -9lo 0 

0 to + 9 

+tOto+ 19 

+ 20 to + 29 

+ 30 lO + 39 

+ 40 to+ 49 

• 3. ExcLUSIONS 

• 4. RECRUITMENT 

• C:\M l~C !.IDS • 

• GAIN IN I{ENO\X' :'\. 

VICTORY 

40 

36 

32 

28 

24 

20 

20 

16 

12 

8 

4 

0 

DRAW DEFEAT 

30 20 

27 IS 

24 16 

21 14 

IS 12 

15 10 

15 10 

12 8 

9 6 

6 4 

3 2 

0 0 

• 5. EX PERIENC I. POIX f S 

• 6. AT T RI BUT I-: ACQUISIT ION 

ADDITIONAL PROFILES 

Because Characters cannot join companies, the following 

profiles allow pure magicians and pure faithful to be recruited 

by each people. 

Attention! 1Jrese altematli'C profiles can 011/y be used m games 
played wit !I free companies. 

Two profiles that are specific to Dogs of lli'ar (Initiate/Devout; 

Adept/Zealot) are provided here. They are shared by all peoples 

and are followed by a list of modifiers that are to be applied 

depending on the people chosen. The fighter's value is also given 

depending on his people of origin. 

l l is impossible to directly recruit a Master, a Virtuoso, a Dean 

or an Avatar: these ranks can only be reached through evolution 

of the company's soldiers. 
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SHARED PROFILES 

• lnitiate I Devout 

10 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 

• Adept I Zealot 

Equipment: All fighters are equipped with a hand-to-hand 

combat weapon and armor (or equivalent protective gear). 

Abili ties: 1l1ese depend on the fighter's people. 

Attention! 71lesc profiles are not Cltamcters. 71tey therefore 

do not benefi t f rom the "Mastery of the arcana• and "Piety!X" 

abilities. 

MODIFIERS DEPENDING ON PEOPLE 

The following modifiers of characteristics and abilities must 

be applied to all profiles (Initiate, Adept, Devout or Zealot). 

The other modifiers are specific to the type of tighter (magi
cian or faithful) and to his rank. 

For many magicians a choice is to be made concerning the 

Elements and paths that are mastered. When it says "of choice•, 

then the selection must be made among the Elements and paths 

of magic that are accessible depending on his people and rank. 

The numerical value that follows the type of fighter indicates 

its value. 

L I ONS O F A LA H AN 

Bravery 

• lnitiate/31 

Initiate of Light/ Hermetism 

• Adept/63 

Adept of Light and of an Element of choice/Hermetism and 

another path of choice. 

• For magic/ails o11ty. 

• Devout/25 

Faithful of Ar'inllO 

Aspects: Creation/2, Alteration/! , Destruction/0. 

• Zealot/55 

Faithful of Ar\n/12.5 

Aspects: Creation/2, Alteratlon/2, Destruction/!. 

GRIFFI NS OF A KK YL ANNl E 

Fanaticism 

• lnitiate/29 

Initiate of Fire!Theurgy 

• Adept/57 

Adept of Fire and an Element of choice/Theurgy and another 

path of choice. 

• Devout/3J 

Faithful of Merin /10 

Aspects: Creation/0, Altcration/2, Destruction/1. 

llluminated. 

• Zealot/59 

Faithful of Merin/12.5 

Aspects: Creation/!, Alteration/2, Destruction/2. 

Illuminated. 

C YNWALL E LVES 

Concentration/J (IN I/DEF) for Initiates and the Devout 

Concentration/2 (INI/DEF) for Adepts and Zealots 

The weapons of Cynwall magicians and fa ithful are helianthic 
weapons. 

• lnrtiate/37 

Initiate of Light/Solaris 

• Adept/70 

Adept of Light and an Element of choice/Solaris and another 

path of choice 

• Devout/33 

Faithful of Noesis/tO 

Aspects: Creation/!, Aheralion/2, Destruction/0. 
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• Zealot/65 

Faithful ofNoesis/12.5 

Aspects: Creauon/2, Alteration/2, Destruction/1. 

S ESSAIRS KELTS 

\10\ 1="'1 A l'l \ I R llll Il lS \1\1 <lll DIS PO\\ 

+ l -1 - 1 - I 
War fury 

• 1nitiate/24 

Initiate of the four Elements/Shamanism 

• Adept/55 

Adept of the four Elements/Shamanism and anothe r path of 

choice 

• Devout/21 

Faithful of Danu/10 

Aspects: Creation/ I, A lteration/2, Destruction/0. 

• Zea lot/50 

Faithful of Danu/12.5 

Aspects: Creation/2, Alteration/2, Destruction/ ! . 

DWARVES OF TlR-NA-BOR 

,\10\ I="' I A rl "R Ill I IH S \I\ I <Ill DIS 1'0\\ 

-2.5 -3 + 1 + 1 +l + 2 -t 2 ·1 

Hard-boiled 

• lnitiate/27 

Alchemist Initiate of Earth/Tellurism 

• Adept/ 59 

Alchemist Adept of Earth and an Element of choice/Tellu rism 

and another path of choice 

• Devout/30 

Faithful ofOdnir/10 

Aspec ts: Creation/0, Alteration/2, Destruction/ !. 

• Zealot/60 

Faithful of Odnir or of Uren/12.5 

Aspects: Creation/ !, Alteration/2, Destruction/2. 

GOBLINS O F N o - D A N- KAR 

\10\ 1:-.: I \1 I \1 R Ill I IH \ \I \1 < Ol DIS I'll\\ 

+ l -1 -2 - I -1 -1 -1 

Survival instinct 

• GA MING AIDS • 

• 1nitiate/24 

Initiate of Air/Sorcery 

• Adept/49 

Adept of Air and an Element of choice/Sorcery and another 

path of choice. 

• Devout/20 

Faithful of Rat/7.5 

Aspects: Creation/ I, Alteration/2, Destruction/0. 

• Zealot/44 

Faithful of Rat/10 

Aspects: Crention/ l, Alteration/2, Deslruction/2. 

ORCS OP BRAN-0 - K o n 

Brutal 

• Jnitiale/25 

Initiate of instinc tive magic 

• Adept/ 55 

Adept of instinctive magic 

• Devout/28 

Faithful of )ackal/10 

Aspects: Creation/ I, Alterat ion/2, Deslruction /0. 

• Zealot/ 56 

Faithful of Jackal/ 12.5 

Aspects: Creation/2, Alte ration/2, Destruction/!. 

WOLFEN OF YLLIA 

Born ki ller. Large Size. 

• lnitiate/41 

Initiate of Water/ Whispers 

• Adept/ 72 

Adept of Water and an Element of choice/W hispers and 

another path of choice 

• Devout/ 39 

Faithful of YIIia/ 15 

Aspects: Creation/0, Alterat ion/2, Destruction/!. 

Thaumatu rgist 
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• Zealot/69 

Faithful ofYIIia/20 

Aspects: Creation/ !, Alteration/2, Destruction/2. 

Thaumaturgist. 

LIVING-DEAD OF ACHERON 

\Ill\ 1:-.:1 \II '>IR IJII Ill'> \I\111\R IW., 1'1.1\\ 

• Initiate: Living-dead/24; Living/33 

Initiate of Darkness/ Necromancy 

• Adept: Living-dead/55; Living/65 

+2 

Adept of Darkness and an Element of choice/Necromancy and 

another path of choice 

• Devout: Living-dead/22; Living/29 

Iconoclast. 

Faithful of Salaiiel/15. 

Aspects: Creation/0, Altcration/2, Destruction/l 

• Zealot: Living-dead/50; Living/60 

Iconoclast. 

Faithful of Salaiiel/ 17.5 

Aspects: Creation/!, Alteration/2, Destruction/2 

ALCHEMISTS OF DIRZ 

\10\ 1:-.:1 \I I '>I R 1>11 Ills \l\1 II \R ()('> 1'0\\ 

• lnitiate/26 

Initiate of Darkness/Technomancy 

• Adept/58 
Adept of Darkness and an Element of choice/Technomancy 

and another path of choice 

• Devout/23 

Iconoclast. 

Faithful of Arh-Tolth/15 

Aspects: Creation/0, Alteration/2, Destruction/ ! 

• Zealot/53 

Iconoclast 

Faithful of Arh-Tolth/17.5 

Aspects: Creation/ 1, Alteration/2, Destruction/2 

•: 71te magicians and faithfu l of Aclreron <an be ofrwo !yp.s. 11rey call be either 
Livlng-dtad or Llvl11g. Tlrls clrolct afftcts tlrt JlrOfile ill lire fo llowing way: 

Livi11g-dead: IN I -1. No DIS. "Livi11g-dead" ability. 
Livl11g: DIS - 1. 

D WARVES OF MI D-NOR 

\10\ 1:-.:1 \II '>IR 1>11 Ill'> \1\111\R ()('>PO\\ 

- 2.5 +2 + 1 -1 - I 

Possessed. 

• lnitiate/27 

Lictor Initiate of Darkness/Chthonian 

• Adept/57 

Lictor Adept of Darkness and an Element of choice/Chthonian 

and another path of choice. 

• Devout/24 

Faithful of Mid-Nor/10 

Aspects: Creation/!, Alteration/1, Destruction/! 

llluminated. 

• Zealot/53 

Faithful ofMid-Nor/12.5 

Aspects: Creation/2, A Iteration/!, Destruction/2 

llluminated. 

D EVO U RER S OF V I LE-TI S 

The Wolfen Devourers do not have any pure faithful in their 

ranks. Only half-elves can have this status. 

• Wolfen Devourers 

Born killer. Large Size. 

• Half-elf Devourers 

Counter-attack. 

Devourer Initiates and Devout cnn choose one of the following 

types of chains for free (Adepts and Zealots can choose two of 

them). These chains are not considered to be attributes. 

• Cruelty 

• Carnage 

• Affliction (only Adepts and Zealots) 

• Calamity (only Adepts and Zealots) 

• Enchantment (only Initiates and Adepts) 

• Curses (only Adepts) 

• Perversity (only Devout and Zealots) 

• Vice (only Zealots) 

ISO 



• Initiate: Wolfen Dcvourer/43; Half-elf Devourer/31 
Initiate of Water/ Howls 

• Adept: Wolf en Devourer/73; Half-elf Devourer/63 

Adept of Water and an Element of choicefHowls and another 

path of choice 

• Devout: Half-elfDevourer/33 
Iconoclast 

Faithful ofVile-TisfiS 

Aspects: Creation/0, Alteralaon/1, Destruction/2 

• Zealot: Half-elf Devourer/64 

Iconoclast 

Faithful of Vile-Tisfl7.5 

Aspects: Creatlon/J, Alteralion/2, Destruction/2 

DRVNE KELTS 

• Human Drunes 

:\10\ INI :\IT SIR 1>11 IllS \1\1 <Ol DIS PO\\ 

+ 1 

Fierce 

Initiates and Adepts are Wyrds. 

• Formor Drunes 

:\10\ INI ·\n .. If{ llll IllS \1\1 H\R Dl" 1'0\\ 

+ 2.5 + 1 + I + 3 + 2 -2 

Regeneration/5. Formor weapons and armor. 

Initiates and Adepts are Migllty. 

• Human lni tiate/28 

Initiate of the four Elements/Shamanism 

• Formor lnitiate/41 

Initiate of Darkness/Typhon ism 

• Human Adept/58 

Adept of the four Elements and Darkness/Shamanism and 

another path of choice. 

• Formor Adept/71 

Adept of Darkness and Fire/Typhon ism and another path of 

choice. 

• Devout: Huma n/25; Formor/38 

Iconoclast 

Faithful of Cernunnos/15 

Aspects: Creation/0, Alteration/ I, Destruction/2 
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• Zealot: Human/53; Formor/67 

Iconoclast 

Faithful of Cernunnos/17.5 

• GAMING AIDS • 

Aspects: Creationll , Alteration/2, Destruction/2 

0PHIDIANS 

.\10\ t:'\1 \II SIR Ill! IlL\ \1\1 II \R DIS PO\\ 

+ 2.5 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 1 +2 + 1 + 1 

Consciousness. Large Size. 

• Initiate/58 

Initiate of Darkness/Typhonism 

• Adept/88 

Adept of Darkness and an Element of choice/Typhonism and 

another path of choice 

• Devout/49 

Faithful of VortirisfiO 

Aspects: Creation/0, Alteration/! . Destruclion/2 

• Zealot/77 

Faithful ofVortiris/12.5 

Aspects: Creation/), Aheration/2, Destruction/2 

DAlKI NEE ELVES 

\10\ 1:'\1 \n "IR 011 IlLS \1\t < Ol IllS PO\\ 

+ 2.5 + 1 ~~--------------·1 ~ 
Regeneration/5 

• lnitiate/28 

Initiate of Water/ Faycry 

• Adept/59 

Initiate of\XIater and an Element of choicc/ Fayery and another 
path of choice 

• Devout/25 

Faithful of Earhe/10 

Aspects: Creation/2, Alteration /1, Destruction/0 

• Zealot/54 

Faithful of Earhe/l2.5 

Aspects: Creation/2, Alteration/2, Destruction/! 



Creature 

Irregular 

Regular 

Veteran 

Initiate 

Devout 

Special 

Elite 

Adept 

Zealot 

Living 
Legend 

Master 

Dean 

Major Ally 

Virtuoso 

Avatar 

5 

7 +1 

9 +I 

11 +2 

13 +4 

15 +5 

BomlS ill the maximum strength provllkd by Leiulershlp/X: 

Captain:+ 2 L Lieutenant: + 1 

• RAl\:K or \\'AIWIORS 1 • 

.... 
30 

.... 
l~q.!.ul.u 

.... 
50 

.... 
\ t'lt'l.lll 

• 
LOO 

• 

.... • 
200 

II\ In~ I q.!end 

• RA~t... or w .-\IWJ<ms 2 • 

l ft ' .Jtll l t' 

• 
200 

.... 
II\ lilt.:, l··~l'IHI 

.... 
400 

.... 
,~,,,.,, \lh 

• R.-\:\'t..; or .\1'\ sTtcs • 

illltJ,\(l' lh•\tlllt 

100 (Cost: 50 EP) 

,.. 
\dq>l ;, .• I. II 

200 (Cost: 100 EP) 

300 (Cost: 200 EP) ___:. _____ ___.J 

• 

• 1:\tPI~OVE:\tENT 01' ABILITIES • 

.\lA\. 
\IIIII I\ (OS I !II' I (,\I~ 

G:\1~ 

Artifact /X 12 +I +1 

Concentration I X 32 +1 +2 

Cure / X 18 -I -2 

Devotion I X 6 +I +3 

Disengagement/ X 12 -1 -1 

Implacable I X 18 +1 +2 

Infiltration /X 6 +2 +6 

Insensitive / X 6 -1 -1 

Leadership I X 42 +5 +15 

Loyal / X 24 +I +1 

Martyr I X 6 tl +3 

Master strike I X 12 +I +3 

Mechanic/ X 12 -I -2 

Mutagenic IX 24 +1 tl 

P1ety /X 12 +I +2 

Recuperation / X 24 +1 +2 

Resolution IX 12 +1 +2 

Sapper I X 12 +I +3 

Sequence I X 18 +1 +1 

Summoner / X 12 +I +2 

Target IX 12 +1 +2 

Warcry I X 12 t l +3 



• IMPROVEMENT OF CHARACTERISTICS • 

CII:\RAC IT IUS riC COSl 1:-.: E.P. GAIN i\1:\X. GAll\: 

@ MOVEMENT' 10+ (MOVx2) 

" INITIATIVE 15 + ([NJ X 2) 

() ATTACK l 5+(ATT x2) 

() STRENGTH 10+ (STRx 2} 

~ DEFENSE 15 + (DEF X 2) 

~ RESILIENCE 10 + (RES x2) 

" AIM 15 +(AIM x2) -· COURAGE/fEAR 10 + (COU/FEAR X 2) 

(, DISCIPLINE ' 30 T (DIS X 2) 

..,j POWER 1 50+(POWx2) 

~ AURA OF FAITH ' 30 + (AURA X 2) 

ASPECTS 6 50 + (ASPECT X 2) 

' The increase in MOV affects both the ground MOV and llight MOV. 

l Fighters without a DIS value cannot acquire points in this characteristic. 

J Fighters without a POW value cannot acquire points in this characteristic. 

2.5 

2.5 

+ 2.5 

+3 

+3 

+3 

+3 

+3 

+2 

+3 

+3 

+ 15 

+ 2 ' 

• +2 per rank: a magician can increase his POW by two points without changing rank, but he has to wait until he changes rank 

to be able to gain a third and fourth point. This also counts for the foUowing points. 

s Fighters without an aura of faith cannot acquire points in this characteristic. 

• Fighters without Aspect values cannot acquire points in these characteristics. 

' +2 per rank: a faithful can increase his Aspect total by two points (and not each Aspect) without changing rank, but he has 

to wait until he changes rank to be able to gain a third and fourth point. This also counts for the following points. 

,\IATF.IU:\L RF.S SJ> :\lUI rl lf:S 

Crystal, glass, 
0 Breakable 

s ta ined-glass window Transparent 

Reinforced glass Transparent 

Bone 2 

Cloth, canvas 2 Flammable 

Leather, tarred canvas 3 Flammable 

Corrupt flesh• 3 2 

Cob 3 2 Flammable 

Wooden planks 5 3 Flammable 

Metal-reinforced planks 6 3 Flammable 

Brick 6 3 

Logs 7 3 Flammable 

Stone 8 3 Indestructible 

Common metals (gold, lead, 
copper, bronze, iron, tin) 8 4 Indestructible 

Resistant metals (steel, e tc.) 10 5 Indestructible 

Alphax 12 6 Indestructible 

• Corrupt flesh: Certain elements are m ade of flesh of supernatural or magical essence. 



• ACQU ISI TION Of Allii.IT I F.S . 

\111111\ \IIC\.1~\\1-. \((JSSIBIIII\ (OSii~l'l \111111\ \11\ R\\J,. \CCISSIIIIIII\ COSIIIPI 

Ambidextrous 

Arti fact / I 

Assassan 

Assault fire 

Authority 

Born killer 

Br.wery 

Brutal 

Brutish charge 

Bull 's-eye 

Consciousness 

Counter-attack 

Cure / 6 

Devotion / I 

Dlsengagement / 6 

Dodge 

Exalted 

Fanaticism 

Feint 

Fencer 

Ferocious 

Fierce 

Fine blade 

Focus 

Harassment 

Hard-boiled 

Hardened 

Illuminated 

Implacable I I 

Infilt ration / 10 

Insensitive / 6 

lnstincti\'e fi ring 

Leadership / 10 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

2 

2 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

4 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

3 

2 

Elite 

Warrior-mages 

Warrior-monks 

All 

Special 

All 

All 

Large Size 

Very large Si1.e 

All 

All 

All 

All 

Special 

Magicians 

Faithful 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

Faithful 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

Magicians 

All 

All 

Elite 

Warrior-mages 

Warrior-monks 

Faithful 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

60 

18 

48 

36 

36 

90 

18 

18 

42 

24 

60 

36 

24 

6 

24 

24 

48 

18 

18 

30 

54 

36 

36 

24 

32 

36 

72 

24 

32 

12 

12 

36 

90 -----------------------------------
• 7111! "War-horse" ability can only be acquired by fighters with a 

mount. Centaurs cannot acquire this ability. 

Leap 

Loyal / ! 

Luck 

Martyr/ I 

Master archer 

Master strike I 0 

Mastery of the arcana 

Mechanic / 6 

Minelayer 

Negation 

Parade 

Piety / I 

Possessed 

Precision 

Rall)•tng cry 

Rapid reloading 

Rapidity 

R~covcry / I 

Reflexes 

Reorientation 

Resolution / I 

Rigor 

Ruthless 

Sapper 

Scout 

Sequence / I 

Sharp shooter 

Steadfast 

Strategist 

Summoner / 1 

Target / +I 

1haumaturgist 

Vivacity 

Warcry / 3 

War fury 

War-horse • 

3 

3 

4 

3 

4 

2 

3 

3 

4 

3 

4 

3 

4 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

2 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

2 

3 

4 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

Pure magtcians 

Servants 

Servants 

Pure magicians 

Pure Faithful 

All 

Faithful 

All 

All 

All 

Champions 

All 

Magicians 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

Servants 

Special 

Magicians 

Faithful 

All 

All 

All 

All 

Magicians 

Faithful 

All 

Faithful 

All 

All 

All 

All 

18 

32 

60 

6 

60 

48 

48 

18 

48 

12 

60 

18 

36 

36 

24 

36 

36 

24 

12 

12 

12 

54 

24 

12 

48 

32 

36 

18 

48 

18 

18 

24 

24 

12 

54 

60 



• I NCANTATION • 
------- - - . -- ------- - - ---------- - -- --------

ACCI:SSIIH.E El.E.\tE:-:TS ,\CCESSI KLE I' A rHS OF ,\ I -\GIC 

,\IAGICI .\:-l 'SPEOPL£ 1:-!111:\ll :\DII'I \1-\SllR 1'.:111.-\lt :\DEPI' .\IASfER 

0 
6) 

Hermetism, 
Tcllurism, Theurgy, 

Solaris, Lions of Ala han ChronomanC)•. Sorcery, •• Circacus 
Shamanasm 

Fayery 

o• Theurgy, 
Griffins of Akkylannie 

~tl 
Redemption, Hermctism, Circaeus Tellurism 

Exorcism 

~ Shamantsm, 
Tellurlsm, Sorcery, 

Fayery, 
Sessairs Kelts Whispers, 

·~ 
Druidism 

Howls, Lamentation~ 
Symbiosis 

Dwarves ofTir-Nti-Bor • e•~ 0 Tellurism, 
Shamanism, Sorcery 

Fayery, 
Forge Chronomancy 

Sorcery, 
Typhonism, Corruption, 

Fayery, Black magic, 
Goblins ofNo-Dan-Kar ~ ~·· oa Shamanism. Tellurism, 

Mutations 
Curses 

Chthonian 

Orcs of Bran-0 -Kor None Instinctive magic 

Wolfen ofYIIia ~ " • 
Whispers, Howls, Shamanism. 

Symbiosis. Farery 
Lamentations Sorcery, Tellurism 

Necromanc)', 
Afflacllon, Curses, Cabala, 

Black magic, 
Living-dead of Acheron ft • Typhon ism, Chthonlan, 

Circaeus Shamanism, Sorcery 
Corruption 

Alchemists a • • Technomancy, Corruption, Affliction, Black magic, 
of the Scorpion Biops)' Chthonian, Curses Tellurism 

Dwarves of Mid-Nor a • • Chthonian, Tellurism, Affliction, Curses, Black magic, 
Corruption Cabala, Trphonism Shamanism 

Lamentations, 
Sorcery, 

Black magic, 
Devourers of Vile-Tis ~ G Q~ Q Affliction, 

Howls 
Whispers, Curses 

Shamanism 

"·· Shamanism. Necromancy. Cabala. Black magic, 
Drune Kelts Druidism, Corruption, Sorcery, Typhon ism, 

G Affliction Tcllurlsm, Curses Chthonian 

Fayery, 
Shamanism. Druidism, Solaris, 

Da'ikinee elves ... Tellurism, Whispers, Chronomancy, 
Symbiosis 

Lamentations Sorcery 

~tl Solaris, Tellurism, Forge, Fayery, Shamanism, 
Cynwall eh·es • Chronomancy Symbiosis Sorcery 

Black magic, 
Cabala, Chthonian, 

Shamanism. 

~61· Corruption, Sorcery, Tellurism, Akkyshan elves 
Curses Typhon ism 

Affliction. Howls 

Ophidians .Q. Typhonism, Sorcer)', Curses, 
Black magic, Cabala 

Enskiim Chthonian, Howls 



COi\II PANY NAi\1G: .........................•..... • .....•.....•. 
AFFILIATION: ...................................... • .. • .. • .. . . 
CAPTAIN: ................................................•.... 
MAXIMUM STRENC'J U:. . . . . . . . . . . ACTUAL STRENGTH: . . ..... . . 
ROLES: ............................................... . .. . ... . 

ABILITIES 

ABILITIF.S 
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ABILITJF.S 

ABILITIES 
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RES()U RC'f:S: ......... . ................................•... 
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VIC IORI ES: ........ DRAWS: ........ OEFfATS: .........•.. . 

PLAYER: ........ ....... . .......... ............ .. ... .. .. . 
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RACK HAM' 

~ 
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PACE .. / ... 
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